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AN EPIPHANY Ideally, on Saturday morning I’d allow myself a lovely lie-in. 10.45 would be just right



Holidays Can Leave Us In A Holy Daze We Indians love taking chutti from work – with one notable exception ccording to the old saying ‘All work and no play/ Makes Jack a dull boy’. To which the cautionary response goes ‘All play and no work/ Makes Jack a mere toy’. Do we in India live in a toyland of no work and all play? A string of holidays in the week just ending left the country in what might be called a holy daze, with banks and many commercial establishments shut and barred. By and large, we Indians love our holidays, a term which owes its origin to ‘holy days’ when people refrained from their daily chores to celebrate a religious festival. Thanks to our multicultural polity, India has a comjust in modious calendar of festivals which includes not one but several faiths, resulting in a multiplicity of such ‘holy days’. Moreover, holiday-making has become a religion with us – or should that be the other way round? – and in keeping with our secular Constitution we have devised all manner of leave-taking not connected with any faith. For instance, the birth – and often the death – anniversaries of national figures who have passed on are commemorated by declaring them to be closures of places of work, never mind that such worshipful reverence might contradict the philosophy of many of these personages that work itself is worship. Considering the venerable vintage of much of our current political leadership, more such offdays are likely to be in the offing. When we add weekends to all this and our leave and let leave policy of various forms of time off – including privilege, sick, casual and maternity leave – our working calendar is further shortened. Then there are what might be deemed to be do-it-yourself chuttis that we declare for ourselves by way of assorted strikes, bandhs and similar agitational exercises, for political or other reasons, which bring working routine to a grinding halt. Indeed, our lawmakers themselves have become role models for such work stoppages by resorting to tactics like staging walk-outs from the House to show their displeasure regarding any issue and creating legislative gridlocks, thanks to which no parliamentary business can be conducted. However, there is reportedly one notable exception to what seems to be a national proclivity to get off the job rather than get on with it. In response to an RTI query, the prime minister’s office has stated that the current occupant of the august gaddi hasn’t taken a single day off from work ever since he took over the running of the country. In fact such is his devotion to duty that he not only gets the job done but jets the job done by his forays into foreign parts. The frequency of such trips has among the irreverent earned him the accolade of being a true PM – Perennially Missing.
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The Muslim Question Raucous debates in France about the compatibility of Islamic practices with republican values Dileep Padgaonkar



When you follow the controversies in France on Muslimrelated matters, the tough stand taken by the All India Muslim Personal Law Board on the Uniform Civil Code and the sharp reactions to it have all the trappings of an inter-collegiate debating competition. The next French presidential election will be held in April-May next year. But the campaign for it is already underway. Niggardly economic growth, unemployment, steady dismantlement of the welfare state and the Brexit shock are some of the issues that pit one party against another. Overriding them all however is this question: Does the presence of a large, if diversified, Muslim community in France threaten to dispossess French society of what has held it together in the past – culture, language, lifestyles and, above all, the republican values that have sustained it for more than two centuries? The latter include a single legal system for all citizens, adherence to basic freedoms, gender equality and a strict separation of religion from the public sphere. The Muslim question has gained greater salience in public discourses and private conversations in the wake of a succession of Islamist terror attacks in France over the past two years. Add to this the continuing influx of migrants from Africa and the Middle East. These developments have generated rage among the Right-wingers and rattled the Leftists and the liberals. Leading the pack of Muslim baiters is Éric Zemmour, author of two books that have been instant bestsellers, a widely read columnist of the conservative daily Le Figaro and a celebrity panellist on radio and TV shows. Zemmour wields the axe when a surgeon’s knife would have done the job. Here’s one example: “There are no moderates in Islam. There are simply those who practice Islam to the letter and those who don’t. The ones you call good Muslims are regarded by Islam to be bad Muslims.” Left-wing and liberal commentators have debunked Zemmour as a dangerous demagogue whose intent, they allege, is to shore up the electoral fortunes of the extreme Right-wing National Front. In their commentaries, they harp on the failure of the French state and society to address the issues that explain Muslim alienation: lack of education and skills, massive joblessness, a miserable existence in ghettoised suburbs, growing Islamophobia, French policies in the Middle East and so forth. In the midst of the ideological battles, the publication of an opinion survey conducted by the prestigious Institut Montaigne on Muslims in France has nonplussed the Leftists and liberals and generated a wave of I-told-you-so gloating in the ranks of their adversaries. These are some of the findings: 29% of Muslims think that the shariah (Islamic law) is more important than the laws of the Republic; 40% believe that employers should pay heed to the religious obligations of their employers; the same percentage bats for polygamy and is hostile to secularism (an article of faith for the French); 60% favour the right of Muslim girls to wear the hijab in schools; 14% Muslim women don’t want a male doctor to treat them; and 44% won’t swim in a pool along with men. Faced with these numbers, the debate on Muslims in France has, if anything, become more raucous and intractable. Over lunch in Paris last month i asked Régis Debray, one of the country’s most stimulating, if controversial, thinkers whether he saw a way out of the impasse. I was aware of some of his positions garnered through his books and interviews: when politics ceases to be a secular religion, when it is no longer a bearer of collective memory and hope, when it is driven solely by technology-led economic modernisation, revealed religion once again assumes a political avatar. When the public weal is lost sight of, the trader, the networker, the spin doctor and the guru take over. So what is in store for France in the presidential election? The question clearly bores Debray. He laments, without cynicism, that today the hoodlums of the Right and the mediocrities on the Left inspire no confidence since they are far removed from the cultural, historical and political DNA of the French. Que sera, sera ...
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Are States Yesterday’s Story?



A thought for today



SHILPA SHETTY



OF IDEAS



Tomorrow’s units of economic reckoning will be megaregions running across state boundaries Ashok Malik



As units of political and economic reckoning, states have come into their own and two recent but different episodes have emphasised this. The passing of the Goods and Services Tax (GST) constitutional amendment and the creation of the GST Council gives states greater authority in fiscal policy than before. On the other hand, the Cauvery dispute between Karnataka and Tamil Nadu has made apparent that strongly regional politics sometimes renders compromise difficult. Nevertheless, whether as a political challenge or an economic trigger, the salience and empowerment of states is set to rise. There is hope that a sense of competition will get states to push each other in attracting investment and business opportunities, incubating manufacturing and innovation, and growing the overall Indian economy. India is making up for lost time. It is devolving powers to states and provinces in the manner China did in the late 1970s and 1980s, a decade in which Indira Gandhi did everything that was possibly wrong. Having said that, is a template for the 1980s or 1990s true for the 2020s? Are states already yesterday’s story, and are tomorrow’s units of economic reckoning clusters and megaregions that will inevitably run across state boundaries? Consider some numbers. India’s GDP is today valued at $2 trillion. Amitabh Kant, chief executive of Niti Aayog, says if all goes well it could touch $10 trillion by 2032. A shorter-term assessment would have it reaching $5 trillion in the next decade, by 2025-26. How will this $5 trillion GDP be distributed? About two-thirds of it will be located in three megaregions. First, the National Capital Region, comprising Delhi, Gurgaon and Noida, but frankly stretching to a variety of other locations: from Jaipur-Ajmer to Meerut to Gwalior. Second, there is the Mumbai-PuneThane belt, extending by way of the National Highway to Ahmedabad and constituting the southern end of the
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Delhi-Mumbai Industrial Corridor. Third, there is the 350 km stretch from Chennai to Bengaluru. Linking two states currently divided by the waters of the Cauvery, this stretch is being developed, with Japanese support, as an industrial corridor driven by technology, innovation and high-end, precision manufacture. It is a reasonable bet, borne out by statistical modelling, that in 10 years each of these three megaregions will individually have a $1 trillion GDP. If one uses Indian history as a reference point, what is being anticipated is the creation of three large regional empires: a Deccan-peninsular empire, a western empire and an empire in the northern heartland. Of course, these will be accompanied by wealthy but smaller territories such as the Hyderabad megapolis and Andhra Pradesh, but that is another story. Unlike the empires of the past, the three megaregions will not be governed by one sovereign. Their stakeholders will be a very diverse group of consumers and



If one uses Indian history as a reference point, what is being anticipated is the creation of three large regional empires: a Deccan-peninsular empire, a western empire and an empire in the northern heartland producers, investors and migrant workers, coming from far away, including from eastern India, where the youth bulge is prominent. More tellingly, the megaregions will be formally distributed over a number of states and jurisdictions. How will the politics keep up with the economics? The current instinct of competition will then have to give way to one of cooperation and co-ownership. On another note, in terms of infrastructure are any of these would-be megaregions trillion-dollar GDP compatible? Take an example. India became a $1



trillion GDP economy in 2007-08. At that stage, it had two busy and overstretched international airports, Mumbai and Delhi, with Chennai, Bengaluru and a host of other cities sharing the rest of the international aviation traffic. It was not enough and it was a shame. Gradually airports were upgraded. It is a fair bet that a $1 trillion GDP economy, especially with India’s population, could sustain three or four major international airports and four to six somewhat smaller but very busy ones. Each of the megaregions will need such capacity in 10 years. Where is it going to come from? The NCR has one, admittedly impressive international airport. Work on a long-delayed second airport, in western Uttar Pradesh, is finally starting. To be honest, planning for a third international airport in the broader NCR megaregion expanse should also start, not to mention half-adozen smaller airports. They will all be needed in 10 years. How will people commute in these megaregions? Our current model of commuter trains is city-specific. Indian Railways, which would prefer to run longdistance trains rather than city-commuter trains, wants to gradually hand over local trains to state and city governments. Yet, the three megaregions will need wider connectivity, and megaregion-wide transport and rail corporations that will have ownership of all participating stakeholders and state governments. Where is the institutional design for this? Is India’s politics ready to even discuss it? Economic megaregions exist in every major country. In the American Northeast, for example, the BostonWashington, DC, corridor (running though New York and Philadelphia) has a GDP about as large as Germany’s. A megaregion is recognition of the fact that business ecosystems and complementarities cannot be curbed by state boundaries and will tend to overwrite political maps. That’s why states as a category are becoming obsolete. India’s future for much of the coming 25 years at least will be shaped in its three emergent megaregions. The writer is distinguished Observer Research Foundation
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Welcome Aung San Suu Kyi warmly: Because India’s natural strategic compass is much broader than SAARC Brahma Chellaney



The visit of Aung San Suu Kyi, Myanmar’s de facto leader, to India is significant. Myanmar’s geographic, cultural and geostrategic positioning between India and China makes it critical to long-term Indian interests. Yet it took 25 years for an Indian prime minister to visit Myanmar, India’s gateway to the east. Since that visit in 2012 by Manmohan Singh, India has upgraded its Myanmar policy from constructive engagement to comprehensive interconnection. It was at the India-Asean Summit in Myanmar’s capital Naypyidaw in late 2014 that Narendra Modi launched India’s Act East policy. Yet, for his own inauguration in office, Modi invited leaders of all regional states, including Mauritius, but not next-door Myanmar, in a reminder of how India episodically neglects an important neighbour. Suu Kyi’s visit is part of India’s invitation to member-states of the Bay of Bengal Initiative for MultiSectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation (Bimstec) for a joint summit with Brics in Goa. Bringing together Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Myanmar, Nepal, Sri Lanka



and Thailand, Bimstec is a better alternative for India than the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (Saarc), which is likely to remain a stunted organisation. Indeed, Saarc boxes India in an artificial regional framework; India’s natural strategic compass is broader. Suu Kyi, committed to reviving her country’s old tradition of a neutral foreign policy, is seeking to carefully balance relations with major powers. On her first visit to a major capital since her party came to power less than a year ago, Suu Kyi in August visited Beijing, not New



India can ill afford to neglect Myanmar, or persist with its sluggish implementation of projects there, or unilaterally conduct cross-border military strikes on Naga guerrillas Delhi where she was educated. Her aim was to smooth over the frayed relationship with China. Ties with China have been roiled by Myanmar’s 2011suspension of the $3.6 billion, Chinese-financed



Myitsone Dam project. The suspension on the eve of China’s national day constituted a slap in the face to Beijing – a loss of face made worse by the fact that the action became a turning point for Myanmar’s democratisation and reintegration with the outside world. The bold move, by demonstrating that Myanmar was no client state of China and by helping to accelerate the country’s transition to democracy, set in motion an easing of western sanctions and ending Myanmar’s international isolation – best symbolised by Barack Obama’s 2012 visit, the first ever by a US president. But with China still wielding more leverage over Myanmar than any other power, President Xi Jinping is now pushing for the



Myitsone project’s revival – or the undoing of the 2011 humiliation. To blunt Chinese pressure, Suu Kyi, before visiting Beijing, appointed a 20-member commission to review the project. After her China trip, Suu Kyi, as part of her balancing act, visited Washington, where she was warmly received. But it was just last weekend that Obama lifted US economic sanctions on Myanmar, while retaining military-related sanctions. Myanmar, like India, has long complained about the flow of Chinese arms to guerrilla groups, accusing Beijing of backing several of them in its north as levers against it. Still, recognising that Beijing holds the keys to ending decades of armed conflict in Myanmar, Suu Kyi has given
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China an important role in her new initiative to promote ethnic reconciliation. Yet, despite China playing mediator, a Suu Kyisponsored peacemaking gathering attended by ethnic warlords in Naypyidaw ended early last month without any headway. China values Myanmar as a strategic asset, viewing its long shoreline as a gateway to the Indian Ocean, where it is seeking to chip away at India’s naturalgeographic advantage. Having established a foothold in Myanmar’s Kyaukpyu port, from where the new energy pipelines lead to southern China, Beijing is seeking to open a shorter, cheaper trade route to Europe via Myanmar’s River Irrawaddy. Against this backdrop, India can ill afford to neglect Myanmar, or persist with its sluggish implementation of projects there, or unilaterally conduct cross-border military strikes on Naga guerrillas. While being sensitive to Myanmarese concerns, India must actively involve itself in Myanmar through greater trade, investment and counterinsurgency cooperation to help reduce the salience of Chinese influence and to further Suu Kyi’s agenda for a balanced, neutral and pragmatic foreign policy. The writer is a geostrategist



Sacredspace Become Wise How to learn wisdom? By three methods we may learn wisdom: First, by reflection, which is noblest; second, by imitation, which is easiest; and third, by experience, which is the bitterest.
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Discussing The ‘Hows’ And ‘Whys’ Of Life Jug Suraiya



he principal of a school recently told me that they would do away with ‘soft’ subjects such as literature and history and concentrate on ‘hard’ subjects like physics and mathematics. The reason? There were very few takers for subjects like literature. In the school’s last term only a handful of students had opted for the humanities stream. It didn’t make economic sense for the school to employ teachers of humanities. The reason that few students were choosing to study humanities is also economic. If you study science subjects like maths and physics you can get a well-paying job as an accountant or an engineer. What sort of job can you get after studying literature or history? Probably a poorly-paying job as a teacher of these subjects. And there might be a question mark over that as well, if more schools
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start scrapping humanities, thereby making redundant teachers of such subjects. Being able to spout Tagore and Shakespeare, or expatiate on the reign of Chandragupta Maurya, might sound highbrow, but it isn’t going to do much good for your bank account. On the other hand, the ability to work out a quadratic equation or design a computer programme could pave the way for a six-figure salary cheque from a techie company. But it’s precisely because we are becoming an increasingly science-oriented society that we need the counterbalance of the humanities. The sciences and the humanities are not in contradiction to each other; they complement each other. And the more they are enabled to do so, the more they can enrich our lives. Science is what might be called the



‘how’ of life. It teaches us how to do things. How to devise an algorithm to regulate traffic, or build a bridge, or get people to live to be a hundred years old, or design a spaceship that can go to Mars. The humanities might be called the ‘why’ of life. They can help us better understand why we do, or ought to do, certain things. Or perhaps not do them. We might know how to get people to live to be a hundred years old. But do we know why we ought to do this? Does the story of Doctor Faustus who sold his soul to the devil in quest of immortality hold an object lesson for us? Or, for that matter, that of aged Lear, driven to madness and abandoned by all except his faithful clown, wandering on the blasted heath? Is eternal life, or even prolonged age, a boon or bane? ‘Whys’ help us to evaluate our ‘hows’.
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Viktor Frankl, survivor of a Nazi death camp, formulated a psychological discipline which he called ‘logotherapy’ the principles of which were based on his personal experience of the dehumanising conditions he had endured. As an inmate of the camp he discovered that those who had some reason to live, those who had a ‘why’ for existence – to protect a loved one, to bear witness after liberation to the horrors they had suffered – managed to find a ‘how’ to survive. Frankl’s book, ‘Logotherapy: Man’s Search for Meaning’ has become a classic text in psychology. The fundamental tenet in logotherapy is to discover the ‘why’ of life and the ‘how’ – how to overcome the most oppressive of circumstances – will find itself. The ‘why’ gives meaning to our lives. The ‘how’ provides the mechanics of survival. Both are inextricably bound together in the ‘subtle knot’ that is humankind.
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I took 100 selfies a day… didn’t know how to stop H ave you looked at the mirror and hated what you saw? Now increase that self-loathing a 100 times and add panic to it…that’s what I was like few months back. I hated my nose, pimples, skin…I hated looking at my reflection whether in a shopping mall or at home. I would wash my hands and face constantly. The only saving grace was that I looked better at night. At night, at some angles, with my hair done a certain way, I looked alright. I know that for a fact because the selfies I took at night got me more “likes” than those I took during the day. I would take 10-15 selfies at a time, 100-150 selfies in a day. “100 loge to dus theek ayengee…(It’s only when you take 100 selfies will you get 10 good ones).’’ I would then change my hair, make-up, watch selfie tutorials on YouTube, try the ‘fish face’, ‘duck face’....then a visit to the beauty parlour for a change of hairstyle and make-up, before another round of selfies. I would update Instagram and Facebook and then wait. Sometimes I got a lot of “likes”… it was a blissful feeling, warm and fuzzy. But there were days when my friend got more “likes” than me, and those days were depressing. I didn’t know how to give up...I would end up splurging on new clothes, only to find the photo had got a thumbs down from my friends. I was also happier meeting people on-



line than in the physical world. Why meet them in person if you could update them on what you ate, what you were doing, what clothes you were thinking of buying? It was so much better to update them with my carefully shot pictures rather than meet them in person. What if they thought my nose was flat or I was too ugly? In fact I stopped going out altogether because I was so comfortable in my room. But my major panic attack would arrive when the balance on the phone was low or the coffee shop or mall I visited didn’t have good Wi-



DO YOU HAVE SELFITIS?



Fi. I would get agitated and throw tantrums, till my parents gave me the money to recharge the phone, or got the Wi-Fi fixed. I think my falling grades and the fact that I nearly flunked a paper, upset my parents. I was addicted, but in denial. I thought, “No big deal if my grades have fallen.’’ But my mother wouldn’t take it lying down. She had earlier tried to snoop on me on Facebook but I blocked her. Then she insisted I meet a counsellor. I did, reluctantly at first, but I slowly realised that



CHRONIC SELFITIS



10 or fewer selﬁes a day but not posting them all on social media



10-30 a day, posting most on social media



More than 50 a day



Upset by not getting likes



If you’re thinking of or have done cosmetic surgery to improve your looks



Over the last 100 years, every youngster in Punjab’s Bhaini Sahib has been taught Indian classical music



E



we’re all addicted but just don’t know it. It’s been four months, and I’ve disabled Facebook, Instagram, and withdrawn for a while from Whatsapp. I have stopped checking my phone every ten minutes and now look at it every two or three hours. I take fewer selfies, and have deleted my earlier obsessive pictures. It’s embarrassing to see what I spent all my time doing. But I still don’t like looking at myself in the mirror. As told to Himanshi Dhawan



ACUTE SELFITIS



In this village, every child knows his ragas



6,000 No of selﬁes Kim Kardashian took on a 4-day holiday in Mexico. That’s approx 62.5 an hour



when he heard this unusual Sikh visitor sing, and agreed to take one of the children, Kirpal Singh, under his wing. He taught him the taar-shehnai, a string instrument which sounds like the shehnai because of an attached conical mouthpiece. Today, Kirpal Singh is a banker but also happens to be one of the top taar-shehnai players in the world and has, in turn, taught many children. Many years ago, the tabla master Kishan Maharaj was similarly cajoled to teach a child, Sukhwinder Singh, who now teaches tabla and the jodi-pakhawaj (a traditional Punjab gharana style of playing) to children. Sitar maestro Vilayat Khan spent many days in Bhaini Sahib. And Shivkumar Sharma gets his santoors made by an elderly Sikh there.



Why the pen is still mightier than the mouse



W



hile it is true that I do most of my writing by hand, this does not mean that I will use any pencil or pen that comes to hand. Kind people often give me fountain pens as gifts, unaware that for me the fountain pen is a formidable form of technology, designed with the express purpose of tormenting me. Being one of the clumsiest humans on earth, I am unable to fill or refill or empty a fountain pen of its ink without getting the said ink, black, blue or blue-black, all over my hands or onto my coat-sleeves or shirt front. I will then ruin a good handkerchief trying to wipe myself clean. On one account, unable to locate a handkerchief, I reached for the nearest piece of cloth, only to realise (too late) that it was a lady’s dupatta. That’s one way of how to lose friends and fail to influence people. No, the good old ball-point is the pen for me. It doesn’t make a mess and it can be thrown away when its usefulness is over. There is no bottle of ink waiting to be typed over on to my writing pad.



MUSINGS FROM THE MOUNTAINS



RUSKIN



BOND



My father wrote a clear, fluent, open script, and he always enjoined on me the importance of good handwriting. Use large letters, he always told me; write with a bold hand; don’t skimp on paper; don’t try to squeeze a lot of words into a small space. An open handwriting denotes an open and uncluttered mind. And I think he was right. Over the years, over these many, many years, I have done most of my writing by hand, only occasionally resorting to a typewriter. As a boy I went to the trouble of taking shorthand and typing lessons; but soon shorthand became obsolete, and now typewriters are obsolete. My great grandson’s laptop looks as though it may also be obsolete very shortly. Fortunately my writing hand The is in good shape, original hand-written version of Bond’s column



LOOP OF LEARNING



Namita Devidayal



very evening, after school homework or hockey practice, the boys and girls of Bhaini Sahib, a sleepy village near Ludhiana, grab their instruments and run to the music room. There, under portraits of great musicians, they learn to sing or play the sitar, sarod, tabla and dilruba. They learn compositions about peacocks dancing in the rain, and about Krishna and Nanak. They learn how to accompany each other. They learn how to listen. Bhaini Sahib could be any other Punjabi village hidden amidst endless wheat fields. But it harbours one rather amazing secret. Over the last 100 years, every child here has been taught Indian classical music. Regardless of whether they grow up to become farmers, shopkeepers or homemakers, music remains a parallel track in their lives. “We believe that if you learn music as a child, you become a better human being. Some of us have gone on to become professional musicians, but that is not the goal.” says Balwant Singh Namdhari, 36, an accomplished vocalist who, when he is not out performing, is gently cajoling notes out of the children, or teaching them why a certain raga is sung only at twilight, or why the



A 21-year-old selfie addict reveals how her obsession disrupted her life, and what it took to finally see the real picture



BORDERLINE SELFITIS



Frequent visits to a beauty parlour for a change in hairstyle/look
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LITTLE LEARNERS: Regardless of whether they grow up to become farmers, shopkeepers or homemakers, music remains a parallel track in the lives of Bhaini Sahib’s children



beats of the tabla correspond to the rhythmic cycles of the universe. “The tradition is very strong,” he says. “When we were children, we were all woken up before sunrise to practise; today my 14-year-old son is doing the same thing.” Music has always been embedded in the Sikh spiritual tradition, and the verses in the Granth Sahib are meticulously set to 31 ragas -- starting with Shri, ending with Jaijaiwanti. This scripture incorporates the teachings of Hindu, Muslim and Sikh saints and mystics and requires some knowledge of Indian classical music. But the intimacy between music and divinity was taken to another level by the



Great masters have taught the children in this village. Bismillah Khan taught a young Kirpal the taar-shehnai. Today, Kirpal Singh is one of the top taar-shehnai players in the world Namdharis, a traditional Sikh sect which believes the Gurus did not end with the tenth Guru Gobind Singh, but continue to live among them. Around the mid-19th century, the Namdharis made a base in Bhaini Sahib, in Ludhiana district, where many Sikhs were martyred during the freedom movement. Today, the village is home to around 500 families.



GURU OF GOOD THINGS The tradition of teaching music to children was started by the Namdhari spiritual leader, Satguru Pratap Singh. He famously said, “I want the fragrance of music to touch every child”. When he died in 1959, his son Satguru Jagjit Singh had inherited his passion. He was himself an accomplished singer and played the dilruba, whose plaintive notes have traditionally accompanied shabad music. He gradually nurtured a potent musical environment – in Bhaini Sahib and across India, touching the lives of many non-Namdharis as well. The elders of Bhaini Sahib encouraged young people to pursue music at a time when it was not a respected vocation in an India that was refashioning itself as a global industrial nation. For example, in 1973, Satguru Jagjit Singh happened to hear a very young Rajan and Sajan Mishra sing in Delhi. He called the elder of the two brothers and learned that he was working as a trainee in a company called DCM, for Rs 500 a month. He promised to send him the same amount if he pursued music full-time. “I gave my resignation the very next day,” says Rajan Mishra, who comes from a family of musicians in Benaras and is today one of India’s most beloved vocalists. “Satguruji believed that music keeps negativity away. We keep going back to Bhaini Sahib, to teach and perform.” Satguru Jagjit Singh built ties with the great masters so that they could teach the children of Bhaini Sahib. He went to Benaras and won over Bismillah Khan. The initially grumpy shehnai maestro melted



This loop of learning has fostered both excellence and perpetuity. The best among the children learn with the great masters so that they can come back and continue teaching younger children. A hostel in central Mumbai is available for free to any child who wishes to come and learn at the Allah Rakha Academy or with Shivkumar Sharma or Yogesh Shamsie, all of whom have close ties to Bhaini Sahib. “The tradition of ensuring that every child is steeped in music continues today,” says Gurdial Singh, a product of the Bhaini Sahib conservatory, who now teaches children sitar while pursuing a PhD in music at Panjab University in Chandigarh. Thanks to the Sikh Namdhari diaspora, which has concentrated pockets in Thailand, England and Canada, Indian classical music has travelled to all these places and children there learn singing as well as traditional instruments like the dilruba which is scarcely played in India any more. Harbhajan Singh, a sitar player and vocalist, who learned with Amjad Ali Khan, has taught at least three generations of children in both Punjab and the UK. The children of Bhaini Sahib play their instruments as if they were cycling down the fields; they guzzle music as if it were desi ghee. Not surprisingly, many children have excelled in other fields – in keeping with what brands like Baby Mozart peddle to ambitious parents, that music makes you sharper all round. Bhaini Sahib has produced many sports stars, including a captain of the Indian hockey team and a national badminton champion. The music room leaves little time for digital devices or other distractions that mesmerise the young today. While many youth in Punjab have been addled with a drug problem, not one teenager from Bhaini Sahib has fallen into substance abuse. “Their addiction is music; it is a shortcut to the divine,” says Taranjiet Singh Namdhari, a Mumbai-based filmmaker, who is making a documentary on Bhaini Sahib and its relationship with music. “It inculcates a discipline within you. If your life becomes disciplined as well as lyrical, you will live peacefully. You will not fight at home. We will have a more peaceful world. Instead of firing a tank, fire a raga and see the difference.” It is early morning in Bhaini Sahib. The birds have begun to sing, long before darkness turns into dawn. Twenty-year-old Aasa Singh, gifted with a magical voice, starts Bhairavi, reaching higher notes as the sun slowly rises above the lake nearby. He is oblivious to his audience. Later, as he puts his tanpura down, he says, “I feel blessed.



My father used to say you could judge a man from his handwriting. Gandhi had a good clear hand; so did Lincoln. But a neat handwriting did not necessarily mean you were good. Wainwright had elegant handwriting; but then, he was also a neat serial poisoner Back in my early schooldays, we were equipped with pen-holders into which nibs had to be inserted. Each student was also given a small ink-well which fitted into a hole in his desk. You had to dip your pen into this little pot of black ink, and then scratch away for a line or two before making another foray into the ink-well. This was a laborious process and often a messy one; but this was how Dickens and Kipling and Tagore and Prem Chand wrote their novels — dip and scratch, dip and scratch, for days and weeks and months on end. It also meant that you had to take some care of your handwriting, so that the compositor (in the case of an author) or a teacher (in the case of a student) could make out what had been written. My father used to say that you could judge a man from his handwriting. Mahatma Gandhi had a good clear hand; so did Abraham Lincoln. Hitler’s handwriting deteriorated as time went by, denoting a similar deterioration in his thought process. But a neat handwriting did not necessarily mean you were a good person. Wainwright, the notorious serial poisoner, had an elegant handwriting; but then, he was also a neat poisoner.



and I can still put down a thousand words before breakfast without any difficulty. If my hand is still in good shape it is probably because it has been wielding a pen or pencil all these years. When asked how one became a writer, William Saroyan said ‘Paper and pencil will do.’ It was of course a simplification, but there is something about putting pen to paper that is physically as well as mentally satisfying. There is a certain sensuous intimacy about this connection, an intimacy that is absent from any other form of writing. Maybe it’s the texture and touch of the paper, the flow of ink, the movement of the pen, the connection of all three with the human hand and the hand’s connection with the mind of the writer. It all amounts to the power of the pen, not forgetting the paper. ❆❆❆ Mark Twain tried an experiment to see if he could convey his thoughts to someone simply by putting them down on paper — and leaving them there. He wrote a long letter to a friend but instead of posting it he crumpled it up and dropped it in his waste-paper basket. A week later he met his friend who told him that he had been constantly thinking of the writer and that he had been aware of Mark Twain’s own thoughts and feelings, almost as though they had been communicated through some intangible means. ❆ ❆ ❆ Mark Twain then wrote a letter to one of his publishers, complaining of a delay in royalty payments. He did not post the letter. But a few days later he received his royalties! ❆ ❆ ❆ Fellow writers who have issue with their publishers can try this method of obtaining satisfaction. However, I give no guarantee that it will work.



COW PEE IN YOUR HAIR...AND FACE Gujarat government’s Gauseva and Gauchar Vikas Board has been extolling the virtues of beauty products containing cow urine and dung, saying it would give women a Cleopatra-like glow. Shobita Dhar tracks its journey from gaushala to shower



How urine turns to shampoo Most companies have tie-ups with gaushalas. Delhi-based Holycow Foundation, for instance, sources urine from gaushalas in Barsana, Mathura. It uses only the ﬁrst urine of the day of a desi cow. Only the ﬁrst urine is supposed to contain therapeutic properties. Patanjali sources its cow urine in two ways — independent households, members of which keep an eye out for the cow urinating, and cow breeders, who have built channels in cowsheds to collect urine from the animals. The urine is brought to collection centers from where it is transported by tankers to Patanjali’s facility in Haridwar. The urine is then distilled and added to soaps, shampoos etc. Urine content varies depending on the brand. Dung is used for scrubs, masks



What cowpathy experts say



We tried it….



Cow’s urine is anti-fungal and anti-bacterial, hence products reduce acne, control dandruff and scalp infections. Its anti-oxidant properties reduce hair loss



We used a 250ml bottle of Holycow Foundation shampoo that cost Rs 250. The shampoo had 20% urine distillate along with rainwater (7%) and herbs like reetha, amla. And while there was no Cleopatra-like transformation, the shampoo did foam well and leave the hair smooth. There is a faint whiff of cow smell when you apply it on wet hair.



Pricier than milk With urine distillate selling for between Rs 100-200 a litre, much more than milk, gaushalas are making a neat proﬁt. Patanjali says it’s facing a urine shortage



200%



rise in sales of Patanjali’s cow-urine-based products over last year



Cow skincare line-up Panchgavya products (containing cow’s urine, dung, milk, ghee and curd) include soaps, face masks, shampoo, hair oil, cracked heel creams Illustrations: Chad Crowe
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AN ECSTASY The only thing that will redeem mankind is cooperation BERTRAND RUSSELL



Despite not being on the page on Pakistan, India, Russia, China commit to greater synergies



C



oming against the backdrop of shifting geopolitical configurations, the Brics summit in Goa was always going to be a stock-taking affair to gauge each member nation’s position in the new reality. For India, hosting the summit on the heels of the Uri terror attack which forced it to undertake surgical strikes against terrorists based in Pakistan-occupied-Kashmir, the platform presented the perfect opportunity to put forth its new assertive approach towards terrorism. Prime Minister Narendra Modi defined terrorism as the most serious threat to the group’s economic prosperity. But the parleys over two days saw India’s interactions with Russia and China – Brics members other than India that have considerable stakes in South Asia – go in different directions. On the Russian front, New Delhi and Moscow reiterated their old friendship and put to rest growing speculations of a drift in ties. The Russian side strongly condemned the Uri terror attack and backed India’s actions to fight crossborder terrorism. Smoothening ruffled feathers caused by Russia’s recent joint anti-terror exercise with Pakistan, the two sides inked 16 agreements including defence deals worth $10.5 billion that would see India acquire the S-400 Triumf air defence system, stealth frigates and jointly produce light-utility helicopters. The Chinese wall proved tougher to get around. Modi’s interactions with Chinese President Xi Jinping did not produce any signs that the latter had accepted India’s position on sanctioning Pakistan-based Jaish-e-Muhammed chief Masood Azhar. Or that China would revise its close ties with Pakistan in light of terrorism. The Chinese though noted that they were against all forms of terror, agreed to hold the second round of dialogue on India’s Nuclear Suppliers Group membership, and accepted that greater Chinese investments in India were needed to balance the yawning trade deficit. Taken together, the Brics deliberations highlighted both challenges and opportunities. In an increasingly complex world where interests and perceptions thereof are constantly evolving, expecting all Brics members to practise geopolitical untouchability towards Pakistan to suit Indian interests is illogical. At the same time there’s great scope for economic synergies and also cooperation on realities like trans-national terrorism, as exemplified by the establishment of the Brics joint working group on counterterrorism. Brics aims at a multipolar world with enlarged space for emerging economies. That dream got good polishing at the Goa summit.



A Communal Bill



Don’t grant citizenship on religious lines, it goes against the idea of India



G



overnment is considering amendments to the Citizenship Act, 1955, to grant citizenship to religious minorities from Pakistan, Afghanistan and Bangladesh. A joint committee of parliamentarians is already examining the Citizenship (Amendment) Bill, 2016 which seeks to grant Indian citizenship to Hindus, Sikhs, Jains, Parsis, Christians and Buddhists from neighbouring countries who have been residing in India for at least six years. This is problematic on several levels. In fact the basic premise of the Bill violates the fundamental constitutional principle of secularism, as it appears to equate citizenship with specific religions only. While government may argue that the religious denominations mentioned in the Bill correspond to minorities in neighbouring countries who have faced religious persecution, the message that goes out is that India is willing to provide shelter to all except Muslims. If this isn’t the case, then why shouldn’t Rohingya Muslim refugees from Bangladesh and Myanmar be added to the list? Besides, how would government determine religious persecution in foreign countries? Does it really have the wherewithal to discriminate between those facing genuine religious persecution and economic refugees pretending to be persecuted for their religion? And what if Pakistan announces a similar citizenship proposal for Indian Muslims who may feel discriminated in this country? The proposed citizenship amendments are therefore both impractical and suffering from a warped perception of the Indian identity. They disregard the fact that unlike say Israel, which offers a home to all the Jews of the world, India is a secular state which doesn’t discriminate between religious denominations. A rational and sophisticated citizenship programme for refugees needs to be egalitarian and operate on a case-by-case basis. A policy that favours specific religious denominations reeks of the discredited two-nation theory.



AMU must honour the Sir Syed legacy by spearheading reform in Muslim personal laws Ahtesham Khan



Today will be celebrated as Sir Syed Day by Aligarians across the world, to mark the 199th birth anniversary of a revolutionary man. It is important to introspect how far we have fulfilled his vision. He stood for modern education, scientific temper and reinterpreting Quran in light of modern knowledge. For Sir Syed, the trauma of Indian Muslims after the failed 1857 uprising against the British called for education and social reforms among Muslims in India. He drew upon Islam’s rationalist tradition, and advocated a radical reinterpretation of Quran to make it compatible with post-Renaissance western humanistic and scientific ideas, and also to wean the ‘truth’ from fossilised dogma. Aligarh Muslim University stands testimony to Sir Syed’s quest for reforms in education. It has been the fulcrum of education amongst Muslims in the subcontinent. AMU as an educational institution not only weathered the storms of Partition but also progressed from strength to strength. However, the vision of Sir Syed went beyond an institution to impart education to one which would spearhead social reforms amongst Muslims in the subcontinent. Unfortunately, AMU has been inefficacious in this role of being the incubator of social reforms. Though the university boasts of a theology department, it functions more as a centre for management of religious life in the campus than for reformation of Islamic jurisprudence in the country. Consequently, Muslim personal laws in India are amongst the most conservative in the world. Interestingly, many of the laws that Muslims in India are so sensitive about are actually a result of the conservative interpretations by colonial British judges. The Britishers during the period 1820-57 were at the forefront of reformation of many religious practices in the subcontinent. This included the abolition of sati and support to widow remarriages. However, this interference in religious



practices was perceived to be a major reason for the revolt of 1857. As a result, post 1857, the Britishers were wary of taking up cudgels for social reforms and compromising their own position, and subsequently they sided with the conservative and orthodox sections of Indian society. This led to a very orthodox codification of Muslim personal laws. The judgment of the Bombay high court in the case of Tajbi Abalal Desai vs Mowla Ali Khan Desai (1917) by the B Scott and Beaman bench is a quintessential case in point, as it laid the foundation for a conservative polygamy law. Orthodox codification is also exemplified in the Muslim Personal Law (Shariat) Application Act of 1937. Post-Independence, the personal laws of other religions were amended and reformed in the face of the stiff resistance from conservative sections of society. However, successive governments thought it best not to intervene in the domain of Muslim personal laws and left their interpretations in the hands of



Like polygamy, many of the laws that Muslims in India are so sensitive about are actually a result of the conservative interpretations by colonial British judges the Muslim Personal Law Board. This has led to a situation where Muslim personal laws in many of the perceived conservative Muslim countries, including Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Pakistan and Iraq, were reformed and many practices including triple talaq and polygamy were either banned or restricted; but in India these practices and the Muslim personal laws still reflect the colonial orthodox interpretation. With successive governments keeping a safe distance from getting involved in the reformation of Muslim personal laws, under normal circumstances the onus would lie on the liberal intelligentsia.



However, post-Partition such a Muslim intelligentsia was non-existent in India, as the elite among the Muslims had migrated to Pakistan. The absence of such a pressure group further contributed to the lack of a voice for social reforms among Muslims. In this scenario, AMU had a very crucial role to play. However, AMU, grappling with its own existential questions and identity crisis could not provide the role Sir Syed Ahmed Khan had envisaged for it and ceded space to the Deoband and other more orthodox centres in the country. Recently, issues related to polygamy have been contested in the Supreme Court and the government has contended that the validity of triple talaq and polygamy has to be seen in light of gender justice, equality and dignity of women. It is a great opportunity for Muslims in India to reimagine and reinterpret their personal laws to correctly reflect the teachings of Quran and not the blinkered interpretation of some colonial British judge. Sir Syed had stood for such a reinterpretation in the 19th century but we have failed to achieve it in two centuries. AMU needs to step up and play a very important role, not just by providing the correct interpretations of Quran but more importantly by being the harbinger of a Muslim social revolution. The university has immense goodwill among the Muslim community in the country and by being the voice of change it can convince the Muslims of the country to embrace this reformation. The chances of Muslims consenting to any change in personal laws are much higher if AMU spearheads it. Two centuries is a very long time. Sir Syed must be turning in his grave (located in the AMU campus itself) that what he stood for is still only being read as the ‘Aligarh Movement’. If we are able to reform the laws related to triple talaq and polygamy and bring them in consonance with the laws in liberal Muslim countries before next year’s bicentennial celebrations of Sir Syed Ahmed Khan, it will be the greatest tribute to the man. The writer is an IRS officer and AMU alumnus. Views are personal



‘Ambedkar emphasised Buddhism because of its equality … No Buddhist will support BJP model of Buddhism’ Sixty years after the architect of India’s Constitution B R Ambedkar converted to Buddhism along with 3,65,000 of his followers in a public ceremony in Nagpur on October 14, 1956, the debate over his legacy and religious conversion continues to impact present-day politics. With an eye on upcoming Uttar Pradesh assembly elections and Dalit voters, BJP sponsored a six-month Buddha Dhamma Chetna Yatra by Buddhist monks from Sarnath to Lucknow as part of its political outreach to Dalits. Congress leaders too have been banking on Ambedkarism in a big way to cash in on the 125th birth anniversary celebrations of the Dalit icon. Prakash Yashwant Ambedkar, President of Maharashtra-based political party Bharipa Bahujan Mahasangh (BBM) and grandson of Ambedkar, talked to Pankaj Shah about the relevance of Buddhism in modern Indian politics and how pledges of Ambedkarism have become part of the toolkit of most political parties:



to have equality in society is developed, the nation will not develop. That is where Buddhism gains importance. Ambedkar emphasised Buddhism because it shows the path of equality. In a way, Buddhism is part of the nation-building process. Whether one embraces it or not, everybody knows that it is a scientific and rational religion. ■ BJP has been trying to invoke Buddhism in a big way. Will this outreach work? BJP’s Buddhism is like invoking Vishnu. They are in fact trying



■ How relevant is Ambedkar and the symbolism of his embracing of Buddhism in today’s society and politics? A nation can only develop when there is equality. Until a firm belief



to project that Buddha was not an individual but an ‘avatar’ of Vishnu. That is why their stance is not being accepted. As far as i understand, no Buddhist in the world will support BJP’s model of Buddhism. BJP people think that by invoking Buddhism they will be able to send out a positive message among Dalits. But that will not happen at all. That is why the BJP-sponsored Dhamma Chetna Yatra was a big failure. ■ The NDA government has also been talking about building memorials in the name of Ambedkar. Your response? It is a political plank. You bought a house in the name of Ambedkar. The question is from where did you get the money? The house in London or other memorials are being constructed out of funds which were otherwise meant for the uplift of the Dalits and backward castes. What is the point in constructing a memorial but depriving Dalits of food, education and shelter? There is no Ambedkar-waad if you deprive Dalit students of their due scholarships. ■ During his Dussehra speech in Lucknow, Prime Minister Narendra Modi emphasised the message of moving from yuddha (war) to Buddha (Buddhism). Your response? Modi should first stop the RSS people from doing Shastra Puja.



dilbert



Mohan Bhagwat himself does that. Modi’s emphasis is just part of the marketing that BJP people are used to. He knows that marketing of surgical strikes in Pakistan-occupied-Kashmir backfired. The strikes were right, but not their marketing. In a way he is trying to rectify the mistake of his government and especially his ministers. ■ What about BSP chief Mayawati? She has consistently been invoking Ambedkar and his legacy to send a message to her core Dalit vote base. Dalits may somehow remain physically safe. But psychologically they remain downtrodden. That is why Ambedkar had observed that elevating the status of Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes will require statutory and budgetary provisions and their proper usage by the government. Mayawati became UP chief minister four times but she could not make any such provisions. The feeling of being a downtrodden hence continues to prevail in the mindset of Dalits. ■ Mayawati herself hasn’t embraced Buddhism yet. What could be the reason? It is her personal choice. There may or may not be a political ploy behind not embracing Buddhism. But following a religion should be left to an individual.



Sacredspace



Donald ducked



Much Beyond Ignorant people see life as either existence or non-existence, but wise men see it beyond both existence and non-existence to something that transcends them both; this is an observation of the Middle Way.



An apprentice’s take on making America grate again Rupa Sengupta



I’m an apprentice. I’m learning evasive tactics inspired by Donald Trump. Mark how he dodges flak each time he puts his power-shoed foot in his pout. Suppose I’m a soldier. I’ll dodge post-traumatic stress disorder. As Trump reportedly suggested, anyone who can’t handle war’s gore isn’t “strong” upstairs. Honestly though, I’d rather not serve in the military. Despite his love of Vietnam vets if not POWs, Trump didn’t. Good defensive strategy, eh? Say I’m a real estate tycoon. I’ll lose millions. Then I’ll work the tax system to skirt paying millions in taxes. As Trump said, it’s “acumen”. Fired by his genius, I’ll outwit taxmen while planning cuts for billionaires who can afford taxes. I’ll also needle Warren Buffett, goody-goody taxpayer who dares prefer the Democrats’ donkey ride to Trump’s jumbo jet-set. Suppose, like Trump, I’m wealthy plus healthy. I won’t mind terminally ill people dying provided they vote for me. Frankly, folks sickened under Obamascare, sorry, Obamacare are as stupid as pneumonia-hit politicians. Smart guys are immune to all ills, including bad hair days and dependence on drugs and donors, whether of organs or campaign funds. Say I crash the Republican Party. I’ll decry disloyalty. Then, “unshackled” from party loyalty, I’ll make America irate, hate and grate again. Enthused by Trump, I’ll flatten IS plus anyone eating our burgers and fries by messing with jobs, currencies, borders or beauty pageants, the last by getting fat eating burgers and fries. I’ll spare Vladimir Putin, for his shining record of jailing foes. As Disunited States president, I’ll jail a wiki-licked she-devil to prevent another Hiroshima. Ask Vladimir Zhirinovsky, Putin’s ultra-nationalist pal. He says: Support Trump for planetary peace and his rival if you want nuclear war. If only this anti-war message from Russia, with love, had come before that Colombian dove grabbed the Nobel. Lastly, imagine I’m a star-turned-victim. Any groping charges hitting me signal apoll-rigging global conspiracy against America’s body-shamers, casino royals, coalminers, gun-lobbyists and especially lovers of democracy. This only helps Chinese media glorify one-party control while ridiculing America’s “moral bottom line”. Talking of bottoms, I’ll excuse explicit “locker room talk” since Bill Clinton’s done worse. As an apprentice, I’ll pretend it isn’t Trump but Bill who’s running for office. Once Trump grills Bill to duck questions about being lewd himself, he’ll tell Bill’s better-half Hillary: You’re fired! But what if Michelle Obama’s rallying cry to outraged women is Hillary’s anti-Trump card? Then there’s no telling who American voters will hire.
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Ditch The Colonial Dogma



A thought for today



BRICS Building
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Seneca



Justice And Civil Society Nurture Each Other Homayun Taba



n a world where voices are getting ‘shriekier’, each trying to shut the other out, where narratives thrive on combativeness on our daily TV screen, the light of civil society grows dimmer by the day. What are we to do? They asked the wise Loqman, this cultivated man of unusual civility and character, from whom he had learnt ‘adab’, civility? He said, from the ‘be-adabaan’, the uncivil; whatever seemed ‘naa-pasand’, reprehensible, i refrained from doing. Uncivil means distasteful, rude, abusive, intrusive, disruptive, inconsiderate. Civility by extension implies maintaining one’s poise, control of rough emotions and reactivity in inappropriate settings. Another meaning of adab is breeding, so baa-adab is well-bred and be-adab is ill-bred. Which brings us to what Seneca says: no man is good by accident, virtue has to be learnt. We



I



need then to look at modern day family settings and popular TV serials to see from where the next generation is picking up its civility – or lack of it. An old saying goes: If a way to be Better there be; it exacts a full look at the Worst. In other words, it is also helpful to look at anti-role models, as examples of what not to do. Seneca again: “If you wish to be stripped of your vices you must get right away from the examples others set of them.” If you notice others’ errors and these serve to wake you to your own, everybody becomes a teacher to you, and the whole life becomes your classroom. We speak of ‘civil society’ as if it will come into being by itself, forgetting it is the deliberately chosen, collective behaviour of each citizen that creates it. In such a society both leaders and other citizens do not go in for only sensational declarations and gestures, but



demonstrate their intentions in a thousand considerate small daily acts – in driving they signal their turn, they give pedestrians a chance to walk across, request rather than demand, talk with dignity with their juniors, are inclusive and respectful. The list is long but the values are simple to follow. To unpack the word ‘civility’ or ‘civil’ we need to know that it is much deeper than the surface observances of etiquette and codes of politeness; it is all about genuine concern and a wider perspective. It calls for sensitivity and compassionate attentiveness to the next person, whoever that might be. Civil society is marked by the degree of the core values of consideration and compassion. An unjust society, where each cell thinks of itself and forgets the well-being of the whole organism, cannot boast of being a civil society. The unethical, adharmic behaviour here



the



speaking tree



means ‘only to think of oneself ’. This gradually weakens and negates the rule of law, allowing more injustice to emerge. What happens next is inequality, de-humanisation and other indignities; social injustice on a large scale. Justice and civil society nurture and strengthen each other. In the light of declining standards of social interaction, and of graciousness being in such a short supply, the fuelling of disharmonious acts should not be treated as peripheral or fringe issues. Incremental uncivil acts gnaw away at the roots of a civil society and can create irreversible damage. Each one needs to exercise affectionate solidarity not by sloganeering but by example. Civility brings decency, consideration, respect, kindness to the canvas of a civil society. Post your comments at speakingtree.in The Speaking Tree is also available as an 8 page newspaper every Sunday for Rs 3. Book your copy of The Speaking Tree with your newspaper vendor or SMS STREE to 58888.
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AN ECSTASY A thought for today An aristocracy in a republic is like a chicken whose head has been cut off; it may run about in a lively way, but in fact it is dead



BCCI must abandon its resistance to Lodha Committee reform package or be made to do so



T



he Board of Control for Cricket in India’s (BCCI’s) brinkmanship – in order to avoid implementing Lodha Committee’s recommendations for an overhaul of itself – is hurting Indian cricket. The board has repeatedly tried to cherry pick recommendations with the aim of preserving status quo in key areas. But the recommendations are an integrated package of reforms put together by a Supreme Court appointed committee, after extensive consultations with people associated with Indian cricket. It is in the best interests of Indian cricket if the organisation responsible for running the game voluntarily accepts reforms. Supreme Court yesterday reserved its order on BCCI’s reluctance to undertake reforms recommended by Lodha Committee even though the apex court has upheld them. BCCI’s actions are tantamount to defiance of the apex court. The underlying cause is an attempt to keep administration of the most popular game in India a closed club accessible to only a handful. That way, administration of enormous revenues generated by the game can be rendered opaque and kept the monopoly of a few. The infamous 2013 IPL brought matters to a head. But BCCI in characteristic style embarked on a cover-up which ended badly. It has only itself to blame, therefore, for the Supreme Court’s intervention. BCCI has failed to keep up with the times that call for accountability, allowing appalling practices to creep in. Any modern organisation has to craft rules to avoid conflicts of interests lest it compromise its primary purpose. BCCI not only failed in this task, it went to the extent of writing regulations which institutionalise conflict of interest. Lodha Committee’s reforms aim to correct these anomalies, besides providing a template for other compromised sports associations in India. The way forward is for the cricket board to commit itself to the recommendations it has tried to avoid. A cooling off period for administrators prevents concentration of power and provides opportunities for a wider talent pool. BCCI may have been established before Independence but that cannot be a reason to deny voting rights to many states which were created later. A retirement age complements these reforms as past chiefs have clung on to power long after their prime. BCCI needs to adapt to the times, failing which it must be reconstituted for the greater good of the game.



Indians are applying the hare and tortoise parable wrongly to India and China Kai Xue



India has recently deployed 120 tanks in Ladakh, cleared deployment of around 100 supersonic BrahMos missiles in Arunachal Pradesh, and within this year has reactivated and upgraded five advanced landing bases in Arunachal Pradesh. These actions are the culmination of a large scale multi-year arms buildup near the border with China that has included drilling of new bunkers and additional troops and artillery at the edge of the disputed line. China has during this time not moved new weapons to the border and, at worst from India’s perspective, engaged in upgrading non-military transportation infrastructure in border provinces. India makes this unilateral move despite keen awareness that China has a much larger economy. As industrial prowess is the most manifest antecedent of national strength, India’s play for a peer to peer contest is rooted most fundamentally in optimism inspired under Prime Minister Narendra Modi of a rapidly ascending Indian economy. But Indian strategic bravado dependent on economic optimism is unsound. India’s resurrected economic confidence has a tripartite basis. The newest leg is the latest GDP data showing Indian growth exceeding China, making India the fastest growing major economy in the world. The other legs of this foundation are from the Manmohan Singh era, when Indians were confident about overtaking China based on two often cited assumptions woven into the hare vs tortoise story. Prime Minister Singh – prompted by an American TV interviewer to compare both countries in 2004 – held that India’s democratic decision making although a slow process would lead to more durable results. India’s democratic process in this view is more stable because it runs on broader consensus while China’s rush to get things done has temporarily paved over societal contradictions that will eventually lead to instability and hinder growth, if not lead to collapse, allowing the steady tortoise to bypass the exhausted hare.



Deal to phase out HFCs bolsters the fight against global warming



M



The third assumption oversimplifies the starting point of this race. Economic liberalisation in China and India are commonly thought to have started in 1978 and 1991 respectively. Comparisons in India routinely draw attention to the long gap in start dates to show that the hare had a more than decade long head start on the tortoise. Indians have themselves assailed officially reported GDP figures from the last two years. The financial press, businessmen, bank analysts and even departed central banker Raghuram Rajan have critiqued stated figures of 7-8% growth as erroneous, inflated, and befuddling. Actual Indian growth is believed to be slower than the official Chinese GDP growth of between 6-7%. Chinese economic data have a poor global reputation too, but in recent years global experts have flagged not China’s official GDP numbers as fabricated but sounded the alarm about a pending banking crisis due to the vast statedirected lending necessary to achieve current GDP. While that points to flaws



India has withered under mediocre governance and slow-growth socialist economics, but never in its post-Independence history has it been misgoverned like the catastrophe of Maoism in China’s growth, the implication is that GDP is growing by the stated figures but driven by a risky credit binge. There is no questioning Singh’s view that without broad consensus, growth in the present is flimsy in the long term. China knows all too well how absolutism, vesting power in a single leader, dooms a nation. During the Great Leap Forward ordered by ‘Great Helmsman’ Mao Zedong the economy utterly collapsed from 1958 to 1962; approximately 45 million perished in the ensuing famine. India in contrast has withered under mediocre governance and slow-growth



Nitin Katara



The writer is a corporate lawyer in Beijing



n the stories of civilisations, chapters are perhaps scripted more by ideas than by individuals. Many ideas, such as those of justice and its enactment – or ideas of freedom to love – keep getting tested time and again. Beliefs might clash, innocent blood gets spilled, norms are questioned, and institutions challenged or even polities upturned – sometimes all together at once. Any set of times may seem relatively more difficult than others, but then, there are hardly any times without difficulties. One morning in May 2008, as a mere individual citizen of 21st century India, such were the thoughts in my mind as i drove my mother to the Patiala House courts complex in the nation’s capital. It was the day of the sessions court verdict in the ‘Nitish Katara murder case’. Six years had passed by since that fateful night in February 2002. While waiting at a traffic signal, my thoughts were halted by a soft knock on the car’s window. My mother rolled down the glass. “Bhai ko insaaf milega na? ([My] brother will get justice, right?)” asked an unknown



I



passerby, with deep sincerity in his voice and hope in his eyes. The conviction was pronounced that day, and soon thereafter began the next phase of the ‘fight for justice’, this time at the Delhi high court. Another seven years later, in 2015, the high court enhanced the convicts’ sentences, while categorising this honour killing as a ‘rarest of rare’ case. And finally now in October 2016, the Supreme Court gave its verdict – ironically after a full 14 years since 2002. So today does the ‘size’ of the



For ideas of civilisation to survive, individuals must fight for them. Even if they may be “alone, unarmed, innocent and completely defenceless” as Nitish was victory, sense of closure, logical conclusion or the ‘delivery of justice’ feel worth it – worth all that it took a mother to get there? Three views sum up the perspective of a son. First, it is a victory. Truth won. Love won. So did many



attached faiths, including that in the pursuit of justice. Yes it was a protracted, difficult journey, and yes it could have been larger in its outcome. But a defeat would not have come as just a legal one; its weight would have been severe on the beliefs that were otherwise vindicated with a victory. This must not be forgotten easily. Second, criminal deterrence is perhaps an ambitious virtue to hope for in the absence of a law on honour killings. But this crime’s cognisance and further consideration in the meting out of punishment is in itself a triumphant step. While the judgment may not be a first, it



might serve to also not be just one of a few aberrations. Momentum is in the making, the forces of societal need are impacting judicial wisdom. In that sense, Nitish’s honour killing did not fail to make its – unfortunately – required mark. Third, the collective support that propelled a mother to fight relentlessly, did mostly get to a logical end it sought. But it might have also gotten a sense of logical continuity. The backing from known and unknown faces was enormous; it cut through socio-economic and geographic diversities, age groups, professions or schools of thought.
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The success therefore resonated with many who believed in the wider cause a mother fought for. Support provided immense motivation for action; now success could perhaps bear further inspiration and strength for others. Nirbhaya’s mother’s expression of common cause and seeking of support in her own daughter’s case may be a monumental sign. That’s from a son’s viewpoint. And what does a brother think of this ‘fight for justice’? I feel this would be better answered by the unknown face who asked if his brother will get justice, that morning in May 2008; it could be well reflected upon by future generations in India who will – or will not – truly get their right to love, and to make their own choices. But in the interest of protecting those choices meanwhile, the fight is truly worth it, Ma. Because for ideas of civilisation to survive, individuals must fight for them. Even if they may be “alone, unarmed, innocent and completely defenceless” as the Delhi high court said Nitish was when he was brutally murdered. The writer is the brother of Nitish Katara
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Last chance at glory



Your Dreams There are two things that prevent us from achieving our dreams: believing them to be impossible or seeing those dreams made possible by some sudden turn of the wheel of fortune, when you least expected it.



Catered chauthas are delightful with 5 star locales and tiny samosas and valet parking Bikram Vohra



If you were dying to make an impression in your life and flopped and didn’t quite make the grade, wait till your chautha. That’s the fourth day after you have kicked the bucket, gone to your maker, shuffled off the mortal coil, if you get the drift. It is technically usually the third day but whatever, these days it has morphed from the traditional circular group of ladies in white saris rocking and moaning to a mournful dirge into a mega social event and you might get to have a bird’s eye view of your finale from right up. One last chance at glory. Of course, if you are the crotchety type you might be teed off from up on high that your money is going down the drain and who are these freeloaders shedding crocodile tears, couldn’t stand half of them on terra firma but there is nothing you can do about it, so enjoy it. Everyone else is. Enjoying it, that is. Times to catch up with people you haven’t seen, designer off whites going so well with pale make up and discreetly smaller designer bags (the real thing not rip offs) and grief and gossip blending smoothly where the 5-star locale and valet parking have made catered chauthas so delightfully competitive. Everyone looking around to see who has come and who hasn’t and migoodness, how could ‘they’ even show their face after the breakup and the bad blood and it all sort of deliciously warms up. Went to one the other day. Professionally taken blowup of the dearly departed (freshly) slathered with professionally decorated flowers and garlands, high-end speakers and pundits who looked like they were in a Rohit Bal fashion show and a really decent spread with tiny samosas and tiny sandwiches and tiny pieces of barfi. About 15 minutes into the litany of his attributes of head and heart everyone has kind of lost interest and the mobile phones start making an appearance as desperate SMS messages of ‘another 10 minutes, should be done’ are dispatched and everyone is now restless because bhajans are all fine and we will compliment them on the tasteful effort but how do we slip out. Husbands and wives sitting apart (call of decorum) conspiring through eye contact, messaging and sending hand signals because they have all told each other that after 20 minutes we go, okay, and then one brave person gets up, does that mandatory hand folding in front of the picture and leaves … thereby triggering the exodus.



socialist economics, but never in its post-Independence history has it been misgoverned like the catastrophe of Maoism. China emerged from apocalypse with an unshakable understanding that leadership must be brooked by a process and decisions draw from an aggregate of intraparty stakeholders. At the epochal party meeting in December 1978 Deng Xiaoping was chosen as paramount leader of China – not a god but the head of a system – and began the process of “reform and opening up”, setting China running again at a maintainable pace. If anything India was blessed with a head start. Since 1947 India has had stability; the People’s Republic of China was born in 1949 and until the fateful meeting in December 1978, fell under extreme mismanagement and allencompassing political violence. Deng Xiaoping was wary of the contradictions created by breakneck change as understood by Singh. It was not until 1992 that the pent-up Shanghai economy was allowed to liberalise, unleashing the spirits of the Yangtze River Delta. Around the time of Shanghai’s liberalisation the same sea change occurred in India. Contrary to notions of a head start China was only able to climb back to a GDP per capita equal to India in 1990 and from then excelled ahead to $8,000 versus $1,600 in 2015. China has sustained growth for over three decades and overcome a crippling modern history as different from India as heaven and hell. While Modinomics has refreshed national confidence, it is unproven that India is growing faster than China and outright wistful thinking to attribute China’s success to advantages India didn’t have or hope for China to soon implode. As Indian development is held back by the threat of border conflict, high levels of spending diverted to defence, and insufficient infrastructure financing and foreign investment, the latest deployments in Ladakh and Arunachal Pradesh seek to irrationally exacerbate its problems. It is behaviour befitting an overconfident hare in a premature sprint for glory before exhaustion leaves him in the dust of the steady tortoise.



The worth of her fight: Words for my mother as she fought for justice for her son, Nitish Katara



Kigali Triumph ore than 150 countries reached a deal in Rwanda’s capital city of Kigali to phase out Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), significantly bolstering the fight against climate change. The deal comes in the form of an amendment to the 1989 Montreal Protocol, which aimed to end the use of Chlorofluorocarbons that damaged the earth’s ozone layer and had in fact seen Chlorofluorocarbons being replaced by HFCs. However, scientists later discovered that HFCs, while benign to the ozone layer, were thousands of times more potent than carbon dioxide in trapping heat radiating off the earth. Given that HFCs have seen increasing use in refrigerators, air conditioning and aerosol sprays, they constitute the fastest growing greenhouse gases. The Kigali agreement aims at reducing their usage by providing three pathways for the international community. First, developed nations like those of the European Union and the US will start limiting their use of HFCs within a few years and make a cut of at least 10% from 2019. Second, fast developing countries like China and island nations will freeze their use of HFCs from 2024. Meanwhile, other developing countries like India will freeze their usage by 2028. Put together, the freezes and cuts are aimed at reducing global warming by half a degree celsius. Importantly, the Kigali amendment to the Montreal Protocol is legally binding and brings within its ambit all top global emitters including the US and China. Plus, it upholds the principle of common but differentiated responsibilities in tackling climate change – something that India has consistently pushed for. In fact, it’s this flexibility commensurate with each nation’s capabilities that facilitated the passage and now ratification of the Paris Climate Accord. In the run up to the Marrakech climate change summit in November, the Kigali deal on HFCs is certainly a game changer.
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Who’s The Overconfident Hare?
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The World Is Going Through So Much Turmoil Anil K Rajvanshi



his seems to be the century of extremists and fundamentalists. Whether it is Muslim fundamentalism, extreme right-wingers or hardcore white supremacists – they are all there, driven by hatred, extreme control and excessively unreasonable behaviour. We are witnessing the rise of someone like Donald Trump in the US; Kim Jongun in North Korea; President Rodrigo Duterte in the Philippines; the rise of the extreme right in Europe and the rise of Muslim fundamentalist groups like IS, and al-Qaida in the Middle East. They are creating tremendous violence and fear among people everywhere. This is also fuelled by easy availability of weapons aided by the industrial-military complex of major industrial nations. Why has the world moved to such a perilous thought process? And what has happened to sane and sober voices; why



T



are they not being heard or acted upon? There are worldly and otherworldly reasons for it. Among the worldly reasons, i believe, such negative behaviour is an outcome of tremendous insecurity among human beings fuelled by spiralling greed. Stress of daily life, increased expectations together with the need for instant gratification add to all the fear and insecurity. It is also an outcome of people needing instant feedback, which makes them react to events, rather than thinking about it and then responding. Reaction leads to irrational behaviour because eventualities are not thought of and evaluated. Easy access to internet and social media makes the vulnerable easily succumb to those who try to control them for their ulterior motives. Some rich people who are bored and have lots of time



on their hands – they, too indulge in these activities. Whether it is IS or right-wing extremists, it is only a handful of controllers who exercise great power through internet and mass media. The otherworldly reason could be that earth is passing through space, which perhaps causes such upheavals in humans. Just like great discoveries and inventions have come periodically to humans, similarly, we get these destructive tendencies as the earth passes through ‘knowledge space’ which is filled with memories, good and bad, having the ability to produce both positive and negative tendencies in humans. Nevertheless, one worldly way out of this predicament is to ensure that work is available for all – that is, no one should be unemployed, without a vocation or any kind of work. “An empty mind is the Devil’s workshop” is an



the
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old saying that drives home the importance of work for everybody, especially the young. Recently, interesting though intriguing data from 70-80 countries show that anxiety levels increase when there is less work (James Tozer in The Economist, citing a study done by the World Bank in 2015). Thus, anxiety levels are inversely proportional to the hours per year that people work. Due to technological advancements and ambitious plans to produce more and more, automation in the whole process of manufacturing is making large numbers of workers redundant. What is needed is to utilise this workforce in high-tech agriculture, service industry and in processes where manmachine interface becomes the norm. This could be aided by enlightened legislation which allows people to negotiate their wages according to their potential and performance rather than having to accept a pre-structured pay scale.
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AN ECSTASY When an official reports that talks were useful, it can safely be concluded that nothing was accomplished JOHN KENNETH GALBRAITH



With old ally no longer looking out for India, it must redo its strategic math



I



ndia’s diplomatic drive to isolate Pakistan encountered a determined Chinese block at the Goa Brics summit, and the bad news from New Delhi’s point of view is that old ally Russia is more in China’s corner than India’s on this one. Thus the Brics summit declaration specifically mentioned terror groups that are of interest to Russia and China, such as Islamic State and Jabhat al-Nusra, but overlooked Pakistan-backed terror groups that are of interest to India. There are other straws in the wind, such as joint Russia-Pakistan military exercises. Moreover, Russia is effectively doing a Pakistan to Ukraine by fuelling an ethnicity-based proxy war there. Faced with a furious Western backlash Russia is entering China’s orbit, presenting a challenge to Indian diplomacy. New Delhi must recognise that in international relations, interests and realpolitik calculations count for far more than ideology. Pakistan’s advantage is that it realised this long back. That is why it can leverage support from both China and America, otherwise strategic competitors. It has used this to, in effect, get America to bail it out of sticky financial situations, then pay China to build its infrastructure. China’s diplomatic support for Pakistan is payback for the economic opportunities it provides. For India to change the game it must, first of all, persuade the Americans of the number of ways they are being had, that current US policy towards Pakistan is counterproductive. If the US can be dissuaded from being Pakistan’s financial benefactor, let us see if China wants to assume responsibility for Pakistan’s debt. The decks can be further stacked by offering China more economic opportunities in India. This can be done by offering connectivity to China’s One Belt, One Road project which Beijing is currently pursuing as its route to growth. A route through India would provide the Chinese what they seek – access to the Arabian Sea – while building India’s infrastructure and diminishing the importance of CPEC and Gwadar port. If incentives alone do not work New Delhi can build in some disincentives as well. One could be denial of market access if China continues to support terror groups. Second, India could consider doing to China what China has helped Pakistan do to India: work on battlefield tactical nukes to be deployed on the Chinese border.



Ayodhya Beckons Boosting tourism is good for local economy, parties must refrain from politicising holy city
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s competitive poll politics hots up in UP, Ayodhya is back to dominate discourse. It was visited by controversial culture minister Mahesh Sharma yesterday, apparently to oversee preparations for a modern Ramayana Museum as part of a Rs 225 crore cultural project. BJP maintains construction of a Ram temple is not on its agenda but needs to rein in leaders who have been giving conflicting signals – the most recent instances being Cabinet minister Uma Bharti and BJP MP Vinay Katiyar. The move to build a museum, in tandem with plans for a Ramayana, Krishna and Buddhist tourist circuit, will benefit tourism and provide jobs to locals. Chief minister Akhilesh Yadav was quick to identify a 25 acre plot for the spacious museum which will showcase Rama’s journey as depicted in Valmiki’s epic. Not wanting BJP to run away with the credit for putting Ayodhya on the tourist circuit, the SP government has allocated crores for renovation of existing monuments. It has approved plans for an international Ramlila centre which will include a theme park. Plans are also afoot to build an amphitheatre and parikrama path along the ghats of the Saryu River in Ayodhya, along with upgrading the almost three-decade-old Ram Katha Museum. Despite attracting over a crore domestic pilgrims every year, Ayodhya’s tourism prospects are hampered by lack of adequate infrastructure. Sound investment can transform the ancient city into a hub for tourists willing to spend money. The ultimate beneficiary will be the local population who have lost out in the past two decades due to communal tension, following the demolition of Babri Masjid in 1992. Politicising Ayodhya will only risk the fragile peace. Political parties must emphasise development and jobs, not religious strife.



BCCI tries desperately to wriggle out of reforms and go back to business as usual [email protected]



Lord Harris, governor general of colonial Bombay in the 1890s and co-founder of what was then the Imperial Cricket Council, captured for posterity the special beauty of cricket when he declared that to play “cricket is more remote than anything sordid, anything dishonourable than (sic) any game in the world. To play it … is a moral lesson in itself and the classroom is god’s air and sunshine.” BCCI’s sordid reign over the moneymaking leviathan that is Indian cricket ended long ago whatever remained of the “moral lessons” inherent in Indian cricket. While the cricket itself, like that played by Virat Kohli and his men, still partakes of the divine on special days, the cosy club of men that run the game – and they are all men – has long been a byword for misuse of power. Now, as the legal battle for reforming Indian cricket reaches a closing crescendo in the portals of the Supreme Court, the cosy club is making its last stand. Amazingly, BCCI has now given up even the pretence of fighting for cricket’s “moral lessons”. It has closed ranks in what can only be seen as a desperate last lunge to preserve the dregs of what remains of its untrammelled power. It didn’t have to be like this. For a very brief period earlier this year, after the Justice RM Lodha Committee submitted its 159 page report on January 4, it looked like the Board would indeed fall in line with much-needed reforms. In retrospect, the board’s original defensive crouch may only have been a tactical ploy. When it became clear that the panel’s sweeping recommendations would automatically end the careers of many cricketing bigwigs – the likes of Sharad Pawar in Mumbai, N Srinivasan in Tamil Nadu, MP Pandove in Punjab and Niranjan Shah in Saurashtra among others – the powers-that-be began a counter-putsch. The burden of BCCI’s argument is simple. It accuses the Lodha Committee of trying to “run cricket” in India, as its



lawyer Kapil Sibal pithily put it. Its review petition on BCCI vs Cricket Association of Bihar, arguing that the apex court’s order for implementing most of the Lodha Committee reforms owed to a “zeal to purportedly clean up cricket” but was completely contrary to the law, is of a piece with this broad line of resistance. The Supreme Court’s rejection of this petition on October 18 blows this argument out of the water. BCCI may indeed have had reasons to worry about judicial overreach pushed by public disgust for cricket administrators, but at the end of the day the court’s pronouncements are the law of the land. However, BCCI’s quest for loopholes continues. First, BCCI defiantly argued that it could only comply with parts of the court verdict that suited its members and not others that harmed their individual interests. The board has taken recourse to the TN Societies Act, under which it is registered, and which requires a threefourth majority of members to accept



Now imagine if a big corporate said it was unable to implement court orders because its stakeholders were unwilling to comply. Wouldn’t that be contempt of court? reforms. BCCI president Anurag Thakur has argued that “we can’t force members”. Now imagine if a big corporate accused of wrongdoing or a state government under public pressure to increase the ceiling of reservations made this kind of argument: saying it was unable to implement court orders because its stakeholders were unwilling to comply. Wouldn’t that be contempt of court? As Chief Justice Thakur rightly asked on April 8: “What we understand you (BCCI) are suggesting that ‘I am answerable to Registrar of Societies. I will be



While the Central Information Commission (CIC) has been arguing for bringing political parties under the ambit of the Right to Information (RTI) Act, all political parties and the central government have consistently opposed this demand. Association for Democratic Reforms (ADR) has spearheaded this fight, which it argues will usher in transparency in public life. Its founder member Jagdeep Chhokar told IP Singh why all major national political parties remain opposed: ■ Why are political parties opposing being covered under the RTI Act? It means that they have something to hide. The internal workings of parties and their finances are not national security issues. They are public organisations which get funds from the public. They are so open to enrolling new members that all one has to do is give them a missed call. In that case, they should be open to public scrutiny as well. Despite their sharp ideological differences all the six national parties



– Congress, BJP, BSP, CPI, CPM and NCP – argued before CIC that they were not covered under RTI. CIC, however, held that they were public authorities. Now, the central government has argued on similar lines in the Supreme Court while responding to our PIL for implementation of the CIC’s order. ■ Are some parties more transparent than others? Some parties claim to be more democratic but the net result is the same. One party claims to work by ‘democratic centralism’. I fail to understand what that is and how it strengthens internal democracy in a party. Lack of internal democracy and transparency in parties is blocking demonstrable democracy in the country. The appointment of chief ministers is not happening through a democratic election by MLAs but through a farce in the name of election after central observers hold a meeting. They are selected by the



high command. So where is actual democracy? Political parties have built an edifice of democracy but their foundations remain undemocratic. ■ AAP is headed by Arvind Kejriwal, who received the Ramon Magsaysay Award for his contribution to the RTI movement. Do you find a difference in AAP’s approach? AAP has not appointed a public information authority to the best of my knowledge. Frankly, i have no expectations from any political party. Nothing will happen unless they are forced to bring changes in their working and become more open to public scrutiny. Political parties have the same approach when it comes to lack of fundamental belief in demonstrable democracy in the working of their parties. AAP doesn’t seem any different. ■ Like candidates, should political parties also have spending limits in elections? We are pursuing a petition in the Delhi high court, praying for a limit for parties too. We are pleading for: a limit for parties; that they should start filing details of expenses one year before election and that they should file details of expenses after every two to three days after elections are announced so that people can make sense of their expenses. Currently, they provide details 75 days after a government is formed. At that point, who remembers the finer details of their activities during campaigning? Suppose a chief minister travels by chopper and
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So Perfect All things appear and disappear because of the concurrence of causes and conditions. Nothing ever exists entirely alone; everything is in relation to everything else… When you realise how perfect everything is you will tilt your head back and laugh at the sky.



Jug Suraiya



[email protected] http:/blogs.timesofindia.indiatimes.com/jugglebandhi/



addresses six rallies in a day, let the people know how much was spent. ■ Many feel that real expenditure is several times higher than the cap. The current limit has been decided by the government, not by the Election Commission. We have hard data to show that candidates claim to spend less than the limit. Out of the 6,753 candidates of the 2009 Lok Sabha elections that we scrutinised, only four admitted that they had exceeded the limit while 30 said they had spent 90%. The rest claimed that they spent 52-55%. But, we generally hear that the limit should be increased. The data and the argument against the limit are contrary to each other. It is anybody’s guess where the truth lies. Apparently, there is a lot of unaccounted money in elections. The late Gopinath Munde had admitted that he incurred Rs 8 crore expenditure in his Parliament election. A Rajya Sabha member from Haryana claimed that one needs to spend Rs 100 crore. About Rs 4 crore was stolen from the office of a political party in Delhi and it did not even lodge a complaint. So, parties have good reason for not wanting to disclose information about their working. ■ Is the political system solely responsible for corruption? The political system is the fountainhead of corruption. Politicians say that big donors are not ready to donate through cheques while representatives of big companies argue that they want to pay through cheques but politicians want cash.
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What was a sign of approaching middle age in men has now become a style statement



secondopinion



only accountable to Registrar of Societies. I will be amenable to criminal law but I will not reform. Don’t ask me to reform’.” BCCI has conveniently ignored the fact that a few associations like Vidarbha, Tripura and Rajasthan accepted all the Lodha panel reforms unilaterally. As cricket historian Boria Majumdar has argued, several state cricket association members “speaking off the record have suggested that their hands were tied because they were scared of BCCI isolating them if seen to be supporting Justice RM Lodha’s recommendations. To suggest that these associations have forced the hands of the BCCI top brass is ludicrous. The reason is simple. The BCCI top brass will be wiped out if the reforms are implemented. It is about the individual not the institution.” Second, BCCI openly flouted the SC order just days before its special general meeting to disburse significant funds to state associations, saying that since the money was for routine matters, it wasn’t illegal to do so. This disbursement of almost Rs 400 crore, however didn’t need an emergent working committee meeting, it could as easily have been done with the annual general meeting on September 21. Why was it done? Third, though BCCI chief Anurag Thakur has denied asking ICC CEO Dave Richardson to state that the Lodha Committee’s appointment was tantamount to “government interference” he has accepted that he did remind ICC chairman Shashank Manohar in Dubai in August that this had indeed been his position when faced with the appointment of a Comptroller and Auditor General (CAG) nominee on the BCCI apex council when he himself was BCCI president. Taken together, all three arguments above reinforce the sense of a cricket board trying hard to find escape routes from structural rightsizing, not a morally minded organisation trying to plug its gaps. Amicus curiae Gopal Subramaniam is right that the constant to and fro between BCCI and state association is a “charade” in which “Mr Jekyll is indeed Mr Hyde”. It is time for the Supreme Court to end this farce.



‘Political parties have built an edifice of democracy, but their foundations remain undemocratic’



Bald & beautiful At first i thought it was an epidemic, like dengue or chikungunya. It was a peculiar affliction in that it seemed to affect only young men, its symptom being that it rendered their heads as smoothly hairless as polished billiard balls. Would modern medical science find a cure for it? When i mentioned this to someone – who did not display the symptom of the ailment – he retorted: Don’t be an ass – it’s not a disease, it’s a hairstyle; in fact it’s the latest and most trendy hairstyle. Hairstyle? Which involved removing all the hair from one’s head? It sounded like a contradiction in terms. Like a book without words, or soundless music. But i was assured by my interlocutor that the shaven-head look is trending globally and is catching on in India. Male baldness is no longer an undesirable side-effect of creeping middle age, to be disguised with the wearing of wigs and other forms of concealment. Now bald has become a fashion statement; bald has become beautiful. In days gone by, baldies (as they were known in the politically incorrect idiom) were the butt of jokes, and on their birthdays and other celebratory occasions were liable to be presented with combs and other hair-care equipment. Hair was then the hip thing to have, and the more of it you had, the hipper – or hippier – you were deemed to be. Products such as Brylcreem which made your hair look even hairier than it was by moulding it into a hirsute tsunami known as an Elvis – or Shammi Kapoor, take your pick – puff were much in vogue. As were formulations such as Silvirkrin Tonic which the less endowed rubbed into their fallow scalps with religious fervour in vain efforts to raise a hairy crop. Future historians might well debate what led to today’s Tonsure Trend of elective baldness. Is it a retro reflection of the Skinheads of 1960s Britain? Is it inspired by Hollywood stars like Vin Diesel and Bruce Willis, and Bollywood’s Yuri? In the meantime, those who’ve never had to shave their heads to present a bald face to fashion can say of such fads that they’re a case of hair today and gone tomorrow.
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Cosy Club’s Last Stand
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Gautama Buddha



Three Gifts From A Father To His Daughter Marguerite Theophil



ften gifts come to us in ways we may not appreciate or even like. Or we realise they are gifts only through hindsight or deep reflection. There is a story from China about the handing over of the gift of wisdom – a gift that need not come wrapped in lengthy sermons or heavy tomes. Once, there lived a sage. A man of very few words, he taught through stories or gestures. The day came when his beloved daughter celebrated her 20th birthday. According to the customs of her people, this marked the end of her youth and the beginning of adulthood. The young woman received many beautiful gifts, among them an exquisitely carved casket from her father who instructed her that she should only open it when she was alone, just before she slept and after she had done her evening meditation.
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Preparing to go to bed, she picked up her father’s gift and opening it, she found three equally beautiful smaller caskets within, with a note from the sage that invited her to open the red one first, the white one next, and the gold one last. Opening the red one, she found a beautiful mirror with a silver frame. She looked at her reflection and her smiling, delighted face smiled back at her. Then she noticed some words carved on the handle. ‘The Present You’ it read, and she nodded, pleased, and set it carefully aside. Eagerly she opened the white box, and recoiled, startled. It contained a skull carved in crystal. Wondering why her father had chosen this symbol of death, she hesitantly reached out to take it out of the box and examine it, and noticed some words etched into the base: ‘The



Future You’, it read. Still shaken, she waited a long while before reaching for the gold box. She wondered whether it contained something beautiful and pleasing like the mirror or something puzzling and distressing like the crystal skull. Finally, overcome by curiosity, she opened it. In it was a wooden figurine of the Buddha. Lifting it out, the burnished wood exuded a warm glow. The expression of serenity on the face calmed her. By now she knew she should look for some words, and found an inscription on the base of the statue. ‘The Eternal You’, it read. The daughter understood her father’s precious teachings. The mirror not only reflected her physical self to her each time, over the years she would look into it; it invited her to the lesson of self-reflection. She was to regularly ask



the
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herself if she acted in accordance with the highest teachings, what the possible consequences of her decisions and actions might be, and what more she needed to learn to lead a good life. Though she had just turned 20, the second gift was a reminder of human mortality, and she was being asked to live as if each moment could be her last, appreciating every small thing in her life. The third gift and message was the sage’s most important one to his daughter. It instructed her that the Buddha is not just someone to revere, or someone to become – it was what deep down she already was. Each of us has been given the same three gifts, even if we have no mirror, skull or Buddha statue. We can examine and influence the direction of our ‘present’ self; we can live with the awareness that each moment is precious, and with the knowledge that we are all Buddhas, only perhaps for now ‘densely clouded’.
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AN ECSTASY The best strategy relies upon an unlimited set of responses MORIHEI UESHIBA, Japanese martial artist



Banning films and actors, making surgical strikes a poll plank are big mistakes
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eaving the Goa Brics summit aside, India has made gains in its drive to diplomatically isolate Pakistan. South Asian countries gave a miss to the scheduled Saarc summit in Islamabad. The US is increasingly criticising Islamabad for failing to rein in terrorism. Similarly, China too has reportedly told Pakistan that it must change course on terrorism, especially since it threatens Beijing’s $46 billion China-Pakistan Economic Corridor. That’s all the more reason for India to rely on intelligent strategy now rather than ill-judged moves, high-pitched emotionalism and attempts at political exploitation of surgical strikes. The surgical strikes were indeed a successful component of the government’s overall strategy to tackle Pakistan-sponsored terrorism. They demonstrated that India could take recourse to hard measures if the need arose. However, they haven’t had the intended effect yet of persuading Pakistan to stop sponsoring terror. And there have been disruptions to the lives of villagers along the LoC. Continually publicising the strikes as a triumph is premature and counter-productive. BJP may need to win crucial elections in UP and elsewhere, but it should refrain from making the strikes a poll plank. The signs, unfortunately, are otherwise. Not only have chest-beating statements come from ministers, Prime Minister Narendra Modi has compared the strikes to exploits of the Israeli army. This is a slippery slope as it could make the government a prisoner of its own rhetoric, undermining its strategic options in case of another Uri-like terror strike emanating from Pakistan. If politics rather than strategy determines India’s response, India could walk into a trap and our jawans will pay the highest price. In the same vein, allowing the creation of an atmosphere where Pakistan actors are boycotted is counterproductive. The BJP government in Maharashtra has done little to assure security for the release of Karan Johar’s film Ae Dil Hai Mushkil featuring Pakistani actor Fawad Khan. Nor did it lift a finger when Pakistani film Jago Hua Savera – which was actually a collaboration between artistes across the subcontinent – was dropped from the Mumbai Film Festival. We must realise that Pakistan’s civil and cultural societies are themselves victims of radicalism and India’s best hope is to crystallise opposition to religious extremism within Pakistan. Pakistani citizens aren’t the enemy here. If anything they should be strengthened and supported so that they become a voice of change in Pakistan.



Odisha Shocker SUM hospital tragedy highlights need for stringent fire safety in hospitals
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he death of 21 people and injuries to over a hundred others in a fire that broke out at Bhubaneshwar’s SUM hospital has sent shock waves across the country. This unfortunate incident has exposed the underbelly of healthcare management in the country where fire safety hardly figures on a hospital’s priority list. This is ironic, as hospitals are meant to treat sick people and nurse them back to good health. Fire hazards are the last thing one expects in a hospital. What is disturbing is that the hospital had not renewed its fire no-objection-certificate after 2013. The National Accreditation Board for Hospitals & Healthcare Providers (NABH) found that hospital staff was not adequately trained to deal with fire emergencies and had cancelled their accreditation two months ago. Investigation has revealed that the staff initially tried to douse the fire armed with only two fire extinguishers. Fire department personnel were called in only after the situation worsened. More appalling are reports that only three out of over 1200 private healthcare institutes in the state possess a fire safety certificate. The Fire Service Act was enacted by the state government 23 years ago but rules under the act are yet to be framed. In the Kolkata AMRI hospital tragedy where 92 people lost their lives in a similar accident in 2011, a local court could frame charges against the 16 accused only in July this year. They have been charged under section 304 of Indian Penal Code which carries a maximum of 10 years imprisonment. The only remedy to killer negligence and flagrant flouting of fire safety norms is if swift and exemplary punishment can be handed out to those responsible for such negligence.
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How to turn around drooping investment and job numbers, before social unrest strikes Rajiv Kumar



Two recent data announcements seemed to have escaped policy attention in ongoing exuberance about surgical strikes and hoopla about Brics and Bimstec in Goa. First, gross fixed capital formation (GFCF – broadly indicating total investment in plant and machinery) was reported to have declined for the second successive quarter, by (-) 3.1% in the AprilJune 2016 period. This is virtually unprecedented. To put this in context, GFCF had increased by 24.5% in 2011-12 when GDP growth was 7.0%. Negative growth of GFCF ominously implies a shrinking of the economy’s productive capacities. Second, growth of commercial bank credit to non-food sector plummeted to 8.3% in August 2016 as compared to its earlier peak of 38.4% in 2005-06. Bank credit to industry in August 2016 actually contracted by 0.2%. This implies that commercial banks have effectively stopped lending to the industrial sector. Again, to put it in perspective, growth in commercial bank credit to industry was 26.5% in August 2010 and 23.6% in August 2011! For it to have become negative reflects deep distress both in the banking and industrial sectors. Urgent action is warranted. Investment weakness and loss in employment will have serious socio-political consequences. Symptoms are already visible. Patel agitation in Gujarat; Jat madness in Haryana; Gujjar movement in Rajasthan; and most recently Maratha mobilization in Maharashtra reflect rising impatience of India’s much vaunted youth. These agitating young people need employment – not just any work but high quality jobs that come with proper working conditions and reasonable remuneration. Prime Minister Narendra Modi would do well to direct his economic team to focus laser like on attracting more investment and generating more jobs, before it is too late. First, the government must start a time bound and ambitious program of public housing for urban workers and landless labourers. Housing construction has extensive linkages in the economy and can
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spur both investment and consumption demand simultaneously. Advances in construction technologies (eg Moladi technologies) hold out the promise to complete construction of low income housing projects in less than six weeks! This has to be given far greater priority than smart city initiatives that will take years before any real investment takes place. Second, active encouragement should be given to export oriented garments and apparels and tourism sectors, which have immense employment opportunities. The textile policy is a step in the right direction but needs far greater focus on implementing capacity expansion and providing real assistance to the medium and small exporters who abound in the sector. For tourism private and foreign operators and investors should be roped in to identify major constraints and address them urgently. Third, RBI can help by ensuring a weak rupee and ignoring the advice of all those who call for a strong rupee on some pretext or the other. This will help labour intensive exports in general. India cannot hope to move to double digit and employ-



Patel agitation in Gujarat; Jat madness in Haryana; Gujjar movement in Rajasthan; and most recently Maratha mobilization in Maharashtra reflect rising impatience of India’s much vaunted youth ment intensive GDP growth without significantly increasing its share in global exports that languishes at a measly 1.6%. Fourth, the proposal to establish Coastal Economic Zones, put forward by NITI Aayog, is 30 years behind times and totally unworkable in Indian conditions. As early as the mid-eighties, the suggestion to design large EPZs on Chinese lines was rejected by the government as being impractical. Our federal democracy and constitutionally mandated individual freedoms and rights, combined with a hyper active media and problems of inter-ministerial and inter-government coordination, make
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I spent a lot of time in Bangalore and Delhi recently, talking with people about their hopes for India and its future. Most conversations began with the incredible success India has achieved reducing maternal mortality, lifting families out of poverty, and turning the tide against infectious diseases. We also talked about the urgent need to protect that hard won progress. And that means making the battle against malnutrition a national priority. I remember Bill Gates saying last year that if he could wave a magic wand to solve any global health problem, he would use it to end malnutrition. It’s easy to understand why. Almost every challenge we face in global health and development is made worse by malnutrition. It makes sick children sicker and poor countries poorer. It robs young people of the opportunity to reach their full potential. And it traps communities in cycles of poverty. India faces a unique development paradox: It is at once among the fastest growing global economies and home to the largest number of malnou-



rished children in the world. There are regions where malnutrition is not the exception but the norm. And across the country, malnutrition is the cause of death for roughly half the 1.3 million children who die before their fifth birthday each year. Even those children who survive suffer permanently from the damage that has already been done to their bodies and minds from not getting enough of the right foods and nutrients. Aro-



Across the country, malnutrition is the cause of death for roughly half the 1.3 million children who die before their fifth birthday each year und 44 million Indian children under 5 are stunted. That makes it harder for them to learn in school and subsequently earn a living as adults. Their lifetime earnings potential is almost a quarter less than that of their healthy peers. And these lost wages could cost the Indian economy a staggering $46 billion by 2030, according to one study. What we give our children to eat, and the strength of our economies, are



inextricably linked. Indeed, we’ve seen that when a country conquers malnutrition, its GDP can rise by 2-3% per year. The good news is that we know more about combatting malnutrition than ever before. Proven solutions for all children – wherever they live, whatever their circumstances – include encouraging mothers to breastfeed their babies immediately after birth, and introducing nutritious and safe foods at six months while still breastfeeding. But these ‘nutrition-specific’ interventions are only part of the answer. They work best when coupled with ‘nutrition-sensitive’ programmes like girls’ education, delaying marriage and first pregnancy, access to safe drinking water, increased vaccination, and making sure that the agricultural system



produces safe, affordable, nutritious foods year round. In short, we need a multifaceted solution. That’s not easy. Even so, we know that progress against malnutrition is possible because we see it happening already. Every country that has made significant progress on this issue has followed a similar playbook. They’ve made ending malnutrition a national priority. They’ve coordinated across ministries. They’ve developed measurements and mechanisms to hold themselves accountable. And they’ve refused to let the problem fall off the agenda. Brazil’s efforts, for example, virtually eliminated malnutrition and dramatically reduced stunted growth and development by 80% within a generation. There are many reasons to be optimistic for India too. India
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is already taking important steps with dramatic improvements in salt iodization, vitamin A supplements and deworming twice a year, improving breastfeeding, and committing to large-scale food fortification. And for all the wonderful and insightful conversations i had during my visit, one that stands out is my meeting at the Ministry of Women and Child Development. It was incredibly exciting to hear about the ministry’s plans to harness the potential of social and behaviour change communications, to use technology for more effective communication and reporting, and its work linking better nutrition to improved sanitation. The government of India has already demonstrated through the success of the Swachh Bharat Mission that when the country chooses to make an issue a national priority, results follow. If India is willing to commit similar attention and resources to fight malnutrition – and insist that we will no longer accept the unacceptable – it will be a turning point in the health and prosperity of the country. Malnutrition was once called India’s “national shame.” Ending it will be a national triumph. The writer is CEO of the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation



Sacredspace Power Of Persuasion Persuasion is achieved by the speaker’s personal character when the speech is so spoken as to make us think him credible. We believe good men more fully and more readily than others.
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A cost we can’t afford: The human and economic costs of malnutrition and how India can end this scourge



What we truly need is a code to be uniformly civil Everyone’s getting his langot/ lungi in a twist over this business of the Uniform Civil Code. And being uniformly uncivil about it. As of now, it also looks like one community’s uniform code is actually another community’s Friday dressing-down. And, as always, while pretending to be about gender, it’s in fact about agenda. Let the different stakeholders and stave-wielders slug it out. What i’d like to table today is a code for uniformly civil behaviour. It would make us a more civilised society than any UCC could. Currently, those in uniform are the least civil. Post-Uri, one can’t say anything about soldiers without becoming the target of a strike more butchercal than surgical, so i’ll hastily clarify that i’m not referring to the brave defenders of our borders. Still, the behaviour of some generals has occasionally bordered on the offensive. And those with stars on their number plate uniformly treat lowlier cars like they were enemy bunkers. The cop’s is the most common uniform on civvy street. Constable and sub-ka-inspector are in equal need of a civil behaviour code. Ok, I’ve jumped a light/ been on my cellphone/ parked cavalierly. But that’s no reason for these guys to walk up menacingly, whip out challan books, bark ‘Licence dekhao!’ and expect a ‘chai-pani’ sum that would cover high tea at the Ritz plus tip. Sure, road users must also uniformly observe the rules instead of believing that, like old age, they happen to be for other people. Metropolitan, mofussil, no difference. Pedestrians are holy cows wandering across the carriageway. The rich and famous think they are the offspring of a bulldozer and a combine harvester. Dilli still rules in ease of doing panga. The aggro of choice is ‘Do you know who my father is?’ Strange. In politer societies, one might be ashamed to doubt one’s own paternity so publicly. Those in direst need of a civility code are politicians because their conduct is the most visible, audible – and amplified by rivals/ media. Even inside Parliament, they launch into LoC (Lack of Control) offensives, shout each other down, trade insults, and are guilty of the worst apmaanship. Where do they think they are? A TV studio? *** Alec Smart said: “So now actual Pak actors have become our ‘non-state actors’.”



these proposed zones a non-starter. Fifth, India’s stock continues to remain relatively high in global markets. This is, therefore, the right time to make the extra effort for attracting FDI for greenfield capacity expansion, hopefully in joint ventures with the second rung of private sector firms. These ‘next 500’ or relatively smaller private sector firms – and not the top hundred corporates which constantly hog all the policy space – are natural partners to foreign investors. But they need a helping hand. NITI Aayog should extend that help and monitor potential joint ventures and FDI inflows while addressing any outstanding problems that discourage FDI. Sixth, NITI Aayog should also regularly monitor and report on the progress made under ‘Start Up India’ and ‘Stand Up India’ campaigns as they are ostensibly the government’s principal instruments for generating fresh employment. Good news on investment and employment should be publicized to improve presently sagging sentiment. Seventh, it is evident that public capital expenditure had held up investment levels in 2015-16. This might well have to repeated this year, but without as much fiscal space. Hopefully the Committee examining this issue will soon submit its report emphasizing that minimization of revenue deficit is the real goal of fiscal policy. That will give government the flexibility to use borrowings as a counter-cyclical measure to trigger the investment cycle. Finally the confusion about GDP growth estimates, which unfortunately persists, must be squarely tackled. The new series just does not inspire confidence. These high GDP numbers tend to create a sense of complacency that all is well in the economy, which patently is not the case. I am sure that PM Modi recognizes that the state of the economy and much needed job generation will be key to NDA’s future prospects. Therefore, the time to act is now before persistent investment weakness and consequent lack of real jobs convert to unmanageable social unrest with seriously adverse political outcomes.
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Contemplate On The Formless With Feeling Arup Mitra



unique combination of knowledge and devotion is what we get to see in the tradition of one of the religious reformists of the fifteenth century, Sant Kabir Das. The essence of his message is sadhana of nirakar – practice of the formless – which he expresses in mystic form. Usually, nirakarbadis believe only in the sadhana part, not in feelings. But Kabir knew that the dry path of sadhana cannot be sustained for long by many. Moreover, in order to collect the mind in the first stage there is the need of feelings. So in his compositions Kabir suggests that your lover is within you; reflect and contemplate on yourself, and proceed towards the secret door of your existence. Then break open the door and let your union take place. This unique combination of spiritualism and romanticism – romanticising
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spiritual sadhana – is a remarkable feature of Kabir’s contribution in the field of literature and spiritualism. Besides, his articulation and style of presentation are highly engaging; even incomparable. In later years, his work influenced many other poets including Rabindranath Tagore. The path of mystic love remains prominent in subsequent literary contributions as well as in spiritual approaches other than Kabir’s tradition. The mention of mystic sound is another important part of the sadhana. The sound, as Ramakrishna explained, can be heard after performing tapasya for many years. And following that sound one can reach the ocean of samadhi. The mystic sound as Kabir describes it, is echoing in the darkness of the night against the starry sky – as if someone is moving



from star to star and the mystic sound keeps flowing. Listen to that sound and follow it to attain the state of liberation;jivan mukti! Sant Raja Ram is a follower of Kabir. A tiny ashram surrounded by greenery emerged in the lonely areas of Timarpur, Delhi, many decades ago. Raja Ram ‘Saheb’ manages this place; all day and all night he is engaged in deep sadhana, listening to the eternal mystic sound and remaining engrossed in it. He is so deep in thought that he at times is not aware if a visitor has arrived. You may watch him from a distance, reading from some of the texts of Kabir and discussing with himself. Sometimes he is engaged in deep conversation with no physical being around. As you make him feel your presence he might return to this world
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speaking tree



and greet you with great affection. The next moment, after exchange of a few pleasantries, he might try his best to take you to the spiritual world. Step-by-step he would start his guidance. It may begin with some of the texts of Kabir which he may like you to read out and then he himself would explain and simplify the mysticism. How to transform your entire physical and mental existence to one single vibration produced without any friction (the anahat sabda) and then how to hold on to that vibration and move towards samadhi – that is the essence of his guidance. He advises us to develop the practice of sadhana so that in the midst of all your activities you are able to remain aware of the mystic sound. Realisation of the state of nothingness gives you the energy to work for human welfare selflessly and effectively. Post your comments at speakingtree.in
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AN ECSTASY Simple can be harder than complex: You have to work hard to get your thinking clean to make it simple STEVE JOBS



Surgical strikes, SP’s family wars, BSP’s Muslim outreach: UP polls are wide open today



Regressive Approach
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If there is something that can be said with certainty about the impending elections in Uttar Pradesh, it is that the field is wide



GST’s structure needs to be improved upon with fewer tax bands and removal of cess
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Not Presidential Donald Trump has brought unprecedented viciousness and unpredictability to US politics



W



ith the end of the third and final televised debate between US presidential candidates Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump, Americans have a tough choice to make come November 8. While both candidates come with baggage, Clinton appears to be the safer bet. Backed by years of experience in administration, she comes across as a steady policy hand who would defend the status quo. Trump, meanwhile, has proved himself to be highly unpredictable. He’s trotted out one outlandish idea after another, beginning with his promise to build a wall along the border with Mexico to keep out immigrants. Further, he’s proposed a temporary ban on all Muslims coming to America, vowed to bomb into extinction the Islamic State terror group in Iraq, hinted at leaving Syria to the devices of the Bashar al-Assad regime and its Russian backers, and pledged to get America’s allies to pay more for US support. His overall foreign policy is underpinned by a selfish, isolationist logic that would see the US lessen its global engagements remarkably. This would undermine America’s position in the world and be a recipe for global political and economic instability. Understandably, Trump has been channelling the frustrations of a section of the American electorate that has been hit hard by low economic growth. However, he’s not only gone overboard and damaged the Republican party but also introduced unprecedented viciousness into American politics. His refusal to commit to accepting the election results should he lose makes the US look like an immature Third World democracy. One would have thought that peaceful transition between governments is a given in the world’s oldest democracy, but Trump managed to put even that into question. Neither America nor the world can afford Trump.



open today. Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s image has acquired a new sheen after the surgical strikes across the LoC, which have reinforced the impression of a man who can take tough decisions when necessary. BJP is in an overdrive to capitalise on this, putting up hoardings across UP towns lauding him and the army jawans. Given the current mood that India needed to give a more muscular response to Pak-supported terrorism – Uri was a defining moment – the military strikes have heartened ordinary folk in UP and across the country. Though BJP will continue to use issues like Kairana and triple talaq to rally Hindus behind it – love jihad and cow vigilantism had anyway intensified the Hindu-Muslim divide in parts of UP – this time, it is trying to widen its catchment area. There are signs of the party transiting from overt Hindutva themes to flog the wider issue of “nationalism”. Both the PM and Amit Shah had described nationalism as the BJP’s “identity” and “agenda” and the surgical strikes have brought it centre stage again. Many believe that the government may push for yet another strike later this year to demonstrate its resolve, either in response to a retaliatory move by Pakistan or even without it. The critical question, however, is whether advantage Modi will translate into advantage BJP in UP. For even as there is renewed enthusiasm for Modi personally, there are few signs of a BJP wave. At the end of the day local issues, local caste alignments, and a dynamic chief ministerial face which the BJP does not have nor intends to project, cannot be discounted in a state poll. What will undoubtedly help BJP is a divided and a multi-polar opposition, particularly if there is a division in the



Muslim vote. That is why Mayawati has repeatedly urged Muslims not to “waste” their vote, and an effective Dalit-Muslim combination behind Mayawati is what worries BJP. If this comes about, she will sweep in western UP. Muslims are keeping their cards very close to their chest. Traditionally they have preferred the Samajwadi Party to BSP. Even in 2007 when Mayawati came to power with a majority on her own, she garnered only 17% of Muslim votes while Mulayam Singh Yadav, whose SP was routed, managed 45% of the Muslim vote. The BSP chief senses an opportunity today with open war inside the Mulayam family and the consolidation of the Modi-Amit Shah ‘Jodi’ at the top making the minorities more apprehensive. Not only has Mayawati given over 100 tickets to Muslims, she is now pitching BSP’s Muslim face Naseemuddin Siddiqui as the “Qaid” (leader) of the Muslim



There is every indication of UP 2017 going back to emotive issues – unlike the 2007 or 2012 state polls which went beyond caste and community or the 2014 elections, which hit a new high on development rhetoric community, who will safeguard their interests and for whom they should vote en bloc. She has never profiled any of her colleagues in this fashion before. Through the recent moves Akhilesh Yadav has made – such as the decision to shun SP’s silver jubilee celebrations – the UP chief minister is stepping up pressure on father Mulayam to ensure that he is given his due share in the



Tibetan activist, writer and poet Tenzin Tsundue was recently arrested during the Brics summit in Goa for protesting against Chinese President Xi Jinping. He jumped in front of Russian President Vladimir Putin’s motorcade with ‘Free Tibet’ posters and ended up spending three nights in Goa’s Sada jail. Tsundue, who has been protesting against the Chinese occupation of Tibet for the past 23 years, spoke to Sidharth Bhardwaj about the changes in Tibetan movement, India’s support for it and challenges for China: ■ How did you join the Tibetan freedom movement? I did my schooling in a Tibetan refugee school in Himachal Pradesh and then BA from Loyola College, Chennai. I started organising small student rallies and exhibitions on Tibet. After doing my BA, i decided to go to Tibet, get arrested and from there, start a revolution. I got arrested and was beaten by the Chinese. They told me, “You’re born in India, you’re an Indian. Go back.” I came to Mumbai and did double MA in English and Philosophy from Bombay University. I started writing stories and



poems and that’s my source of earning. Since then, i have been protesting against the occupation and also bridging the gap between the elder generation and the younger generation to prepare them for the struggle. ■ Why did you protest in front of the motorcade of Vladimir Putin? Goa can easily be policed. The only loophole was of timing. When the cops were looking for me during the daytime, i was sleeping. I used to make my moves at night. I spent around 20 hours in a marsh near the road where the motorcade of the leaders was to pass. I was arrested following the incident and spent three nights at the Sada jail. Even if Putin mentions it to Xi Jinping, my protest is successful. ■ Is the movement losing its



traction with the younger generation? I am the eldest among the 100 odd activists who came to protest against Xi Jinping. Except me and one more activist, rest were below the age of 20. The movement is being passed on to a new generation. They are college students who left their classes to come out and protest. ■ With trade booming between India and China, what are the prospects of India abandoning the Tibetan cause? India and China are competitors, not partners. When Xi Jinping visited Ahmedabad in 2014, he promised an investment of $100 billion, but he left by saying he’ll invest only $20 billion and that too across a span of five years. Both the countries are today suspicious of each other. Trade has always been an interest between the two but even in this, China has had the upper hand. ■ But India has called for Hindi-Chini bhai bhai. Jawaharlal Nehru got China’s feedback in 1962 when China attacked India. The policy was dropped by Atal Bihari Vajpayee who affirmed that Hindi and Chini cannot be bhai. Today, both Narendra Modi and Xi Jinping want to leave behind a legacy and it’s a competition between the two. A key component is the United States as they are a complementary power for India and a competitive power
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for China. It’s not about partnership at all. ■ Has there been any change in India’s stance post 2014? With a majority government, we are witnessing a more confident India. That said, India has still not made any comprehensive policy towards Tibet. Congress had an obligation to follow the Nehruvian policy whereas BJP today has an opportunity to design something new. Though it hasn’t done that yet, one unique change that we witnessed was inviting the prime minister of the Tibetan government in exile to the oath taking ceremony of Narendra Modi. ■ How confident are you of getting support from a government that has itself been accused of curbing dissent? I feel that the Indian democracy gives freedom to all voices: those coming from the Kashmiris, the Naxals, and the Communists. India not only gave us refuge, but gave us political space and an environment for intellectual growth to sustain the movement. India has given us the freedom to go back to our country one day and that is our goal. We embraced nonviolence through Buddhism. Physical occupation of Tibet doesn’t make China a victor. Despite their efforts to dilute our population and destroy our culture, we will outlive China with our principles.



Student Woes We are students of words: we are shut up in schools, and colleges, and recitation-rooms, for ten or fifteen years, and come out at last with a bag of wind, a memory of words, and do not know a thing.
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Thanks to festive sales, newspapers this week didn’t have any news in them
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process of distributing party tickets, now that uncle Shivpal Yadav has been made party chief. After rebuffing him initially by saying that there would be no chief ministerial face for SP, Mulayam had to relent and declare Akhilesh as the party’s CM candidate. Unlike Shivpal who draws his strength essentially from Mulayam’s politics, Akhilesh has built an independent constituency in UP in the last two to three years, and many are appreciative of the development work he has completed or undertaken. If push came to shove and Akhilesh continues to be marginalised by father and “Uncle brigade”, could there be a split in SP? How would that affect poll prospects in the country’s largest state and set the tempo for 2019? When Akhilesh hits the road on November 3 to kick off his poll campaign, he will test the support he enjoys on the ground. He is not only waging a battle to reclaim his powers in the party, wrested from him in a bout with uncle Shivpal, he is also playing for future stakes and attempting to acquire a greater grip over his party. If the party splits, could he forge a front with others? How UP would respond to such a formation is anybody’s guess. But Akhilesh is in touch with Ajit Singh’s RLD, which attempted to align with BJP but failed because of the saffron party’s insistence on a merger, and with JD(U). He had softened his stance towards Rahul Gandhi, whose “khaat yatra” had created a buzz till his “khoon ki dalali” remarks derailed it. Akhilesh is a clean and young face, something of a development icon who has had experience running the country’s largest state without acquiring a negative image. The sympathy generated for him recently has also helped deflect from the shortcomings of his regime. As of now there is every indication of UP 2017 going back to emotive issues – unlike 2007 or 2012 state polls which went beyond caste and community or the 2014 elections, which hit a new high on development rhetoric.



‘Tibet will outlive China with its principles ... India gave us political space but doesn’t have comprehensive Tibet policy’



Just about ad it A funny thing happened to newspapers this week. They didn’t have any news in them. No news about Kashmir. No news about Pakistan. No news about the Hillary-Trump face-off. No news about the PM’s latest foreign trip. Odd. And the really odd thing about it was that it wasn’t as if things weren’t happening in Kashmir, or in Pakistan, or in the Hillary-Trump tussle, or in the PM’s packed itinerary. No, it was business as usual on all these and other fronts. The reason that there was no mention of them in the newspapers was that the newspapers didn’t have any space for the news, all the available space being taken up by ads. Huge ads. Full page ads. Double full page ads. What were all these ads about? What did these ads advertise? Just about everything. You name it and they had it. Or ad it. Smart phones. Even smarter phones. Clothes of all kinds, from jeans and jumpers to lehengas and lounge suits. Jewellery. TV sets. Refrigerators. Groceries. Pots and pans. Chocolates and other cavitycausing confections. Why had all these things suddenly replaced the news in newspapers? Because the big pre-Diwali sales were on. And online retailers like Clipcard (We’ll Clip your Credit Card for you), and Amazing (It’s Amazing how many ways we’ve devised to lighten your wallet) and Snapsteal (With a Snap of our fingers we’ll offer you a Deal that’s a steal) were in an all-out, take-no-prisoners fight to the finish to see who could rack up the highest sales through the two-pronged strategy of blitzkrieg advertising and deep discounts. So how did these etailers like Amazing, and Clipcard, and Snapsteal hope to recoup the colossal amounts they’d spent on all these ads, not to mention on the discounts they were offering? Simple. They were banking on making up all that they were spending, and more, by creating the commercial counterpart of a feeding frenzy – a shopping frenzy. In which people get so hyped up, thanks to the bombardment of ads, and the lure of discounts, that they end up spending far more than budgeted for on getting things they don’t really need, or have any use for. That’s the ad-verse effect of ads. They make you say buy-buy to your money.
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Eyeing The UP Prize



A thought for today



he GST Council’s meeting this week did not conclude successfully as Centre and states were unable to reach a consensus on tax rates. In itself, this is not worrisome on account of the complexity of the subject. But the Centre’s tax proposals appear untouched by the spirit of reform. GST is India’s most ambitious tax reform and if structured well will benefit Indians in two ways: as consumers and job seekers. The structure and level of tax rates, therefore, is key to success. It means the current approach has to be improved upon. Today, the Centre’s indirect tax structure is messier than states and characterised by a multiplicity of rates. Beyond a point, additional tax bands incentivise businesses into lobbying for a better deal. In an ideal world, there would be one tax rate. In the Indian context, GST should have at best three tax bands and avoid exemptions as they defeat the purpose of tax reform. It was disappointing that the Centre chose to present a messier tax structure to GST Council. To make matters worse, it proposed a cess on GST to compensate states if tax collections after the transition dip. The NDA government has been relentless in raising the level of indirect tax rates, a regressive approach to tax policy as the burden is borne by both rich and poor. In the last year three new kinds of cess have been levied to fund farmers, traffic management and pollution, and Swachh Bharat. Now, another cess on GST to make up for the possibility of a shortfall in collections undermines a rational approach to taxation. As recently as December a joint study by Centre and states suggested that compensation to states, if needed, should be funded from government resources elsewhere. Viewing a new tax paradigm through the prism of an old regime will limit the potential benefits of GST. This is particularly harmful as GST is also meant to promote Make in India. In a country starved of jobs, designing the right kind of GST is essential. In subsequent meetings, it is important that the cess be eliminated and the number of tax bands be reduced. This will allow GST to be a truly transformational reform instead of an incremental one.
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Why You Need To Control Your Respiration Shri Shri Anandamurti



he psychic potentialities of human beings are immense, but people do not utilise them because most of their valuable time is wasted in undesirable thoughts, in psychic extravaganza. Suppose human life has an average span of 60 years. Twenty years of that is spent in sleep, and the remaining 40 years are wasted in petty or useless activities. How much time do people really get to devote to worthwhile tasks? You can keep this psychic extravaganza in check either by a physical or psychic approach – or by spirituopsychic approach. We should have some control over our breathing, over our respiratory system, because the waves of respiration control waves of thinking. Whenever you are doing something crude, your respiration becomes very active; and when you are thinking of something subtle, it becomes extremely
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slow. And finally, when this respiration coincides, or becomes one, with one’s thought-waves, that stage is known as hatha yoga samadhi. Hence some degree of control over respiration is essential. The scope of rationality and rationalisation should be increased, and for this, unnecessary waves should be removed from the plane of physicality as well as from the psychic sphere. “I must not bother about petty things, because that will waste my time” – we should remember this. This removal or rather withdrawal of unnecessary and undesirable thoughts will help you in rationalising the major portion of your mental faculty, so this must also be practised. Now, one’s mental flow is concerned with both ideation and meditation. So far as ideation is concerned, it is connected with the healthy condition and proper



functioning of glands and sub-glands. Ideation will not have any base to stand upon without a clear-cut idea. So idea must also be there. What should we do in deep ideation? We should maintain the adjustment of glands and sub-glands. And at the same time, not ask for any occult power, but take the ideation of the Supreme. Now, there is another apexed or pinnacled order of the mind, that is, meditation. Meditation means concentrated thinking, associated with several subtler and important cells of the human brain. Each and every nerve cell has got its own controlling point, and for all nerve cells there is a supreme controlling point. This supreme controlling point is called the Guru Chakra in Sanskrit, the plexus of the guru – it controls all glands. One’s meditation must be properly connected with this Guru Chakra.
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Meditation must be done in a methodical way, and this concerns several nerve centres and the main nerve centre in the brain. The apex of this pinnacled order of spirituality, is the supreme stance. For this, human beings have been making constant endeavour since time immemorial, and this effort has made us move ahead, bringing us to our present status. Ideation must be associated with bliss. Ideas are mainly of three types: intellectual-cum-intuitional; actional; and devotional-cum-emotional. When the mind moves along a particular track in a methodical way, this is called bhakti or devotion; but when it moves haphazardly, it is called emotion. This is the fundamental difference between devotion and emotion. That is, the final outcome of intellectual-cum-intuitional faculty and actional faculty is devotion, not emotion. (October 21 is the Mahaprayan Divas of Shri Shri Anandamurti.)
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AN ECSTASY Bernard Woolley: The PM seems to be completely in the dark. Sir Humphrey Appleby: Excellent. Anything else? YES MINISTER



As Spain grows without a government and a photo of a chief minister serves Tamil Nadu well wo things grab attention about this country after bull fighting. One, that the rain in Spain stays mainly in the plain. Two, that for well over 300 days it’s been chugging along quite cheerfully without, gasp, a government. You fear feeling like an orphan in a government-less state. But only 2.3% Spaniards think this is a major problem. After all their country remains one of Europe’s fastest growing economies, tourists are flocking, and many say this has been the best year of Spanish politics in memory. Over two elections since December the Spaniards have doggedly refused to make up their mind about just in who will rule them – and also served America massive helpings of humble pie. Because now Spain is decisively in the lead in testing the Ronald Reagan doctrine that government is not a solution to our problem, government is the problem. Closer home an experiment of even greater scale is being seen in Tamil Nadu where this week a photo of Jayalalithaa and an empty chief minister’s chair presided over a Cabinet meeting. Supporters remind us that when Bharata ruled Ayodhya in Rama’s absence he never sat on the throne but at its foot, giving precedence to Rama’s sandals. The greater research question, then, is whether people really need a chief minister. Smarter chief ministers are already making preparations for a bleaker future. Like the rest of us housing is their biggest expense. So understandably they have passed a law in Uttar Pradesh, to make sure that all the chief ministers enjoy palatial bungalows for life, for free – including Jagdambika Pal who held that office for precisely one day, making him not only a bhootpurva but also abhootpurva mukhya mantri. It’s a good gig, be chief minister for a day, have palace for whole life, but taxpayers are not as tireless as the rain in Spain. From Lucknow to New Delhi their willingness to pay for ministerial luxuries is flagging. The cry is growing, raze the Lutyens’ bungalows and in their place raise lots of high-rise apartments and offices. Because making people going short of drinking water pay for ministers’ water-guzzling lawns is human rights abuse. If government is not the solution but the problem, that may explain the woes of the capital. It’s bad enough that it has to give a home to all the Union ministries and MPs from all over the country and Parliament, but look too at its many ‘chief ’ ministers. Of course there is Kejriwalji, then there is Jahanpanah Jungji and occasionally there is also Centreji. Too many cooks spoil the broth. They pass the buck instead of bunging up the chikungunya. The Spanish alternative is very tempting except, horrifyingly, their two dysfunctional legislatures this year have drawn generous pay and travel expenses. Formula for the future must be, no governance no pay.
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The Duterte Flip Amidst signs of Western decline and US isolationism, a staunch US ally embraces China Nayan Chanda



Since Nassim Nicholas Taleb’s theory of ‘Black Swan’ events – unpredictable occurrences that dramatically change established norms – entered public discourse, there has been debate about which global developments meet the criteria for that moniker. The announcement by the Philippines’ newly elected president Rodrigo Duterte during his trip to China, that he wishes to separate his country from the United States, could be considered one such Black Swan event. Not only does the Philippines have a 65-year-old defence treaty with its former colonial master, it has in recent years developed increasingly close military and diplomatic relations with the US. To be clear, he has not yet taken any formal steps to sever the military alliance, which only Congress can effect. But the mere fact that the leader of a staunchly pro-American country would throw himself into China’s arms is nothing short of astonishing. China jousted with the Philippines barely a year ago and recently suffered a stinging defeat by an international tribunal in a case brought against it by the Philippines. At the time China bitterly denounced the court verdict, accusing the Philippines of plotting with the US, and pointedly holding military exercises in waters close to the island nation. Washington, which backed Manila’s decision to take China to court, quietly rejoiced but urged the Philippines not to further alienate China by gloating over their legal win. In retrospect, it seems that US concerns were misguided. Duterte, elected just a month before the court verdict, has different ideas about how to deal with China. He has shown his appreciation for Chinese support of his violent antinarcotics campaign – government-backed death squads have killed around 3,500 alleged drug dealers in recent months – an action that was criticised by the US. Shortly thereafter, Duterte burst into the world’s consciousness in September when he publicly cursed President Barack Obama, resulting in the abrupt cancellation of their bilateral meeting during the Asean summit. Like a true Black Swan event, analysts have trotted out post-fact explanations of Duterte’s surprise rejection of a long-time ally and his embrace of a hitherto hostile China. A commonly offered explanation, that Duterte was enraged by US criticism of his violent anti-drug policy, falls well short of explaining all of the evident preparation that had gone into his four-day red carpet visit to China, accompanied by over 200 business tycoons. Duterte’s real reasons for publicly declaring separation from the US must be viewed against the background of a growing feeling in the region about the inevitability of Chinese domination. Under the former administration of President Benigno S Aquino III, the Philippines challenged Chinese efforts to bar their fishermen from Scarborough shoal and developed closer military cooperation with Washington. US Navy vessels called at Philippines ports and flew surveillance and air patrols from Philippine bases, earning Chinese condemnation. But Manila could not fail to notice that despite such sporadic shows of force, the US was unable to prevent China from establishing a maritime presence at the shoal, in violation of the deal that was brokered by Washington. Neither could the US compete with the levels of aid and investment offered by a wealthy China to its friends, from Pakistan to Cambodia. During Duterte’s recent trip to China, companies signed business deals worth $13.5 billion; agricultural exports, suspended since the Scarborough shoal conflict, are due to be restored; and China promised to send millions of tourists to the Philippines. The flattery that Duterte lavished on China, and the pomp and ceremony with which he was received in Beijing, are reminiscent of a bygone era. During ancient times, Southeast Asian neighbours would travel to the Middle Kingdom to pay tribute to the Son of Heaven and in turn received lavish gifts and recognition as legitimate rulers. By wielding its military power to establish its de facto control over the South China Sea, and by employing cheque book diplomacy to win over neighbours like Cambodia, Laos and now the Philippines, China is generating unmistakable momentum. Signs of Western economic decline, evident since 2008, and more recent political turmoil – from Brexit to Trump – have fuelled the sense of inevitability about eventual Chinese domination. Leaders like Duterte are merely responding to these cues in potentially destabilising ways. Black Swan event or not, the Philippines volte face could mark a turning point in the Asian power game.
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Closing Of The Indian Mind



A thought for today



Reagan Is Back In Fashion



OF IDEAS



Debates today are high on decibels but low on reason, facts and linguistic restraint Pavan K Varma



Sometimes jokes become unintended metaphors for much wider concerns. There is this one about a gentleman driving a car who abruptly turns without giving a signal. Not unexpectedly, there was an accident. ‘Why did you turn without giving a signal?’ asked the furious driver of the car behind. ‘You could not see such a big car turning, how would you see a small indicator?’ was the prompt reply. The aggrieved person was stumped. Absurdity had overwhelmed reasoned argument. There was a ‘dialogue’ but it was bereft of meaning. It had, in fact, reduced itself to farce. Is this form of ‘dialogue’ becoming endemic in India? If so, the primary responsibility lies with our voluble political class. It monopolises most of the visible public space for debate, but rarely do we find interaction that enlightens and informs. Instead, we have people shouting at each other, high on decibel points, but low on reason, facts and linguistic restraint. Parliamentary debates, where leaders spoke with eloquence and substance have almost become a thing of the past. In such a milieu the real loser is the ordinary citizen for she has almost no chance to hear political leaders calmly debate issues, or to evaluate, through exposure to reasoned discussion, what political parties have to offer in response to larger national issues and constituencyspecific needs. In many other democratic systems, opposing candidates meet to debate issues in institutionally organised public forums, such as the Donald Trump versus Hillary Clinton face-offs we just witnessed. Some democracies have the system of primaries that enables voters to actively participate in a pre-election exercise so that they come to know through the process of debate not only the calibre of the candidates but also the issues of the day. None of this happens in our democratic system. What we mostly hear is leaders holding
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forth without waiting to hear a response. For instance Prime Minister Narendra Modi, who is an eloquent speaker, has perfected the art of the one-way monologue. He addresses people on radio, TV or from elevated, inaccessible podiums. It is difficult to remember the last time he met ordinary people, including journalists, in a forum where they could interact with him in a non-prearranged format. The dialogic remoteness of some of our leaders has a lot to do with the lack of inner party democracy. India, the world’s largest democracy, must face up to the fact that it is replete with absolute leaders who are completely undemocratic in the way they run their political parties. We are increasingly living in an era of absolute leaders, absolute dynasties, absolute subjects and absolute followers. The freedom of conscience given to politicians in the UK for the vote on Brexit would be unthinkable in India. Anyone who would have dared to vote against his party leader’s choice would be



Anyone who would have dared to vote against his party leader’s choice would be automatically labelled as disloyal, and be dealt with accordingly. This frozen intellectual conformity, and the mind-numbing sycophancy it breeds, seriously jeopardises our democratic credentials automatically labelled as disloyal, and be dealt with accordingly. This frozen intellectual conformity, and the mindnumbing sycophancy it breeds, seriously jeopardises our democratic credentials. The educated are also increasingly culpable of cerebral laziness. The explosion of 24x7 news has reduced information to



a few quick sound bytes, or the reiteration of selective facts, or panel discussions that rarely offer in-depth insights. But, paradoxically, this very exposure, in this superficial ‘breaking news’ fashion, gives the average middle class person the sense that he knows it all, even if he actually knows very little about almost everything. Moreover, the informational blitzkrieg hardly devotes required space to pivotally important but less ‘glamorous’ issues like the appalling state of health or education, or the plight of farmers, thereby further constricting the canvas of debate to only the frenetic pace of transitory political developments. In the past, all our seminal works emphasised the importance of democratic dialogue. Vatsyayana begins his Kama Sutra by allowing an imaginary interlocutor to question him on the need for a book on erotica. The Upanishads are not a fiat; they nudge you to think and question. Badarayana’s Vedanta Sutra, ranked along with the Upanishads and the Bhagwad Gita as one of the three foundational texts of Hindu philosophy, has an entire section authored by him on the objections to his thesis. Shankaracharya’s Bhashya (commentary) on the Vedanta Sutra has lengthy tracts where he invites objections and is willing to debate the validity of his point of view. The tragedy is that this deliberative pillar of our civilisation is being gradually asphyxiated after India has become a democracy. Perhaps, it was not so evident in the years immediately after 1947, where differences in opinion were taken on board with an open mind and without questioning bonafides. But today every point of view is articulated as a simplistic dictatorial assertion, as is amply illustrated, for instance, in the ongoing debate on nationalism. There are no nuances, only the projection of brittle black or white certainties. Rhetoric has overtaken substance thereby reducing public debate to the lowest common denominator of ‘I am right, and you are wrong’. In such a milieu, the shallow repartee in the joke we began this column with, will always prevail.



Cancelled Saarc summit exposes Pakistan’s foreign policy failure, whose root cause is its obsession with India Syed Munir Khasru



With five out of seven neighbours of Pakistan withdrawing from the Saarc summit scheduled to be held in Islamabad next month, the dismal failure of Pakistan’s diplomacy has been exposed. Saarc’s mechanism dictates that non-participation of any one member will result in cancellation of the summit. Yet five member nations officiated their withdrawal, showing how isolated Pakistan has become. It’s time Pakistan does some soul searching, instead of playing victim to Indian conspiracy. Pakistan has only itself to blame for its failed diplomacy and leadership. Pakistan failed to issue even a statement condemning the Uri attack, and the Indian leadership responded by adopting diplomatic means to isolate Pakistan. Bangladesh withdrew citing Pakistan’s interference in its internal affairs, related to Pakistan’s official expression of concern on Bangladesh’s judicial hanging of 1971 war criminals. Pakistan could have taken a cooperative stance to Bangladesh’s war tribunal initiative, by calling for adherence



to international standards and norms while extending cooperation for a fair trial process. Instead, the incessant interventions from Pakistan have been uninvited and unnecessary. Bhutan, Sri Lanka and Afghanistan said recent intensification of terrorism has compromised the environment for a successful Saarc summit. Afghanistan’s boycott may have come as a shock to Pakistan, which hosts 1.6 million Afghan refugees. Pakistan’s foreign policy



As other Saarc members move towards greater connectivity and economic cooperation, Pakistan’s economic aloofness can prove to be fatal in the long run failure stems from its obsession with India which makes it fight proxy wars in its neighbourhood. Pakistan had become a hurdle, in recent times, to South Asian integration initiatives like the Saarc motor vehicle agreement. Moreover, Pakistan failed to be a good host to Indian home minister Rajnath Singh in the Saarc home ministers’



meeting organised in Pakistan, which led Indian finance minister Arun Jaitley to skip the Saarc meeting of finance ministers in Islamabad. Finally, the Uri attack added fuel to the fire. Being the Saarc host Pakistan could have played a positive role in easing acrimonious regional interactions, yet it chose not to. Pakistan has been accused by the international community of state sponsored terrorism and being a safe haven to militants. Pakistan’s policy of pick and choose for militants has infuriated its immediate neighbours. Afghanistan made an effort to refresh its relations with Pakistan when President Ashraf Ghani took office, yet very quickly tilted towards India for assistance suspecting Pakistan’s involvement



in state sponsored terrorism. The question arises, does cancellation of the Saarc summit really matter to Pakistan? The answer is both no and yes. South Asia analyst Ashok Malik has been quoted as saying it will have little practical impact on Pakistan but could push it closer to China. However, as other Saarc members move towards greater connectivity and economic cooperation, Pakistan’s economic aloofness can prove to be fatal in the long run. Neighbours have already started bypassing Pakistan, as with the Chabahar Port agreement between India, Iran and Afghanistan. The worrying fact for Pakistan is the increasing attention of Saarc states to sub-regional blocs within South Asia. The two big



dilbert



names are: SASEC (South Asia Sub-Regional Economic Cooperation of which Pakistan and Afghanistan are not members but all other Saarc states are) and Bimstec. SASEC, acting as a mini-Saarc, has already implemented projects worth $6 billion in the region and aims to strengthen cross-border trade and transport networks. Moreover, amidst the cancellation of Saarc, Bimstec member states were invited to the Brics summit by India. This should hammer home some hard ground realities on Pakistan’s leadership. Opposition leaders in Pakistan’s parliament have criticised the country’s weak diplomacy. The history of Pakistan is one of a complex civil-military relationship whereby where the actual levers of power are is a big question not only for foreigners but many Pakistanis as well. Unless the civilian leadership is empowered to make decisions independently and boldly, the country is likely to continue to suffer from the pitfalls of a foreign policy that is fragmented in vision and fractured in its mission, as evidenced by the failed Saarc summit and Pakistan’s regional isolation. The writer is Chairman of the Institute for Policy, Advocacy, and Governance (IPAG), Dhaka



Sacredspace Mind Garbage The person who dumps garbage into your mind will do you considerably more harm than the person who dumps garbage on your floor, because each load of mind garbage negatively impacts your possibilities.
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Look For The Causes Of Suffering Talk: Osho



ostoevsky’s statement, “In suffering look for happiness”, will appeal to many people because many are suffering. And one can tolerate suffering only if one goes on looking for happiness; if not today then tomorrow, or the day after tomorrow. Suffering can be tolerated only through hope. Then one can suffer his whole life, just looking for happiness. Being impressed by Dostoevsky’s statement is dangerous. One should not look for happiness but look for the causes of suffering, because that is the way to come out of suffering. And the moment you are out of suffering there is happiness. You can wait for infinity and happiness will not come to you, unless you destroy the causes of suffering. I would say, “In suffering look for the causes of suffering.” Jealousy, anger, inferiority complex – what is causing



D



these? And the miracle is: if you can go into your suffering as a meditation, watching, to the deepest roots of it, just through watching, it disappears. You don’t have to do anything more than watching. If you have found the authentic cause by your watching, suffering will disappear; and if it is not disappearing, that means you are not watching deep enough. So it is a very simple process and with a criterion: if your watching is deep enough ... just the way you pull out a plant to look at its roots, it dies, because the roots outside the earth cannot survive. Suffering can exist only if its roots remain in the unconscious of your being. Happiness has not to be found somewhere else; it was always with you, but the cloud of suffering was covering it. Happiness is our nature. For suffering you have to make much effort, for happiness you don’t have



to make any effort. Just stop making the effort to create suffering. In fact, everything of authentic value is achieved by relaxation, by silence, by joy. The idea of sacrifice and hard work will create more suffering for you. But once the idea gets settled in your mind, your mind will go on telling you that you are suffering because you are not working hard enough, that your sacrifice is not total. Hard work is needed to create things. Sacrifice is needed when you have something of value, truth, love, enlightenment. Sacrifice is not in finding the truth; sacrifice is when you have found it – then you will be in trouble. Sacrifice is not in finding love, but when you have found it you will be in trouble. Then either compromise or sacrifice. Cowards compromise. People who have guts sacrifice – but sacrifice is



the



speaking tree



not a means to attain anything. Dostoevsky lived miserably and has always written that existence has no meaning, no significance, that it is accidental, that there is nothing to find – no truth, no love, no joy. All his conclusions are wrong. But the man was tremendously capable, a great genius. Even if he writes things which are wrong, he writes with such art and such beauty that millions of people have been influenced by him. The danger is: words can be beautiful and the message can be poison. His insights are deep – to find more suffering and misery in life. He is determined in all his works to prove that life is an exercise of utter futility. He influenced the contemporary philosophical movement of existentialism – he became a pioneer. (Abridged from The Golden Future, Osho Times International, www.osho.com)
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Guess who is taking the photographer to bed? Newly-weds are getting themselves shot between the sheets in what’s called ‘boudoir shoots’. Don’t expect these on Facebook Photos courtesy Serendipitous Smiles
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f all their wedding memorabilia, newly-weds and oldtimers are probably most proud of their wedding album. It’s why they foist it on visitors at any given opportunity. But there’s one selection of photographs that won’t be distributed with the tea and samosas in a hurry. It’s the secret ‘boudoir’ album. The boudoir (French for bedroom) shoot is a specially commissioned service most parents probably don’t know about, and it’s what gave Neha and Dhwanit’s elaborate wedding a happy ending. At a 5-star hotel in Udaipur, a few months before their wedding, Dhwanit and Neha struck bold poses by the pool, on a terrace garden and inside a suite. A far cry from what she would wear for her wedding a few months later, Neha was now dressed mostly in lingerie, and Dhwanit got by in casuals. “I had no idea what a boudoir GETTING STEAMY: The thrill of breaking rules shoot was but when Neha explained it to of conservative pre-wedding conduct is me I realized it was going to be fun and what excites couples different,” says Dhwanit, “The marriage be provocative and sexy with her ceremony is according to the partner in risqué outfits. There’s customs, but the shoot no nudity involved, gave it our own just a hint of things personal touch.” to come, a tease. The thrill of A popular Westdoing something h Some couples choose themes like 50 ern concept, boudoir subversive and Shades of Grey or the Great Gatsby shoots are becoming breaking rules hPhotographers use props like high heels, popular in India of conservative hats, cigars, pearls, masks, fur and candles thanks to young men pre-wedding to create a sensual effect and women who’ve conduct could be h Cost: 50k - 90k per day approx. lived abroad. why some Indian hPrivacy: Photographers can’t share the Radhika Pandit, couples are images; some are asked to delete backups who runs a photograopening up to phy outfit called Serthe idea of endipitous Smiles, has steamy boudoir shot more than 20 couples shoots. An Indian bride is supin intimate poses. “They are eager to posed to be covered from head-toexperiment, they choose themes like toe in finery. But a boudoir shoot 50 Shades of Grey or the Great Gatsby. allows her to shed the layers and



Erotic Essentials



They are not afraid to take it up a notch as long as it looks aesthetic,” says Pandit. Photographers use props like high heels, hats, cigars, string of pearls,
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masks, candles and fur to enhance the couple’s sensuality. Extreme close-ups, contours concealed in shadows, a lingering hand, entwined feet or heads, convey the urgency of passion. An image posted under “boudoir photography” on Pandit’s website shows a close-up of a woman’s bare leg and foot dangling over a bed, her toes holding red lacy underwear. Another frame has a man in red shirt and black trousers stretched on the floor, facing away from camera, shirt open. A woman’s foot touches his chest with her toes, and the bare leg has a black tattoo going up the length. Photographer Morivi Kumari recalls a shoot done in a Delhi farmhouse. “The girl posed in a low-cut off-shoulder gown and the boy was kissing her shoulder and neck. In another shot, she dressed up in a big over-sized sweater that fell off one shoulder. The boy was in casuals. The idea was to create a morning look, capture the morning intimacy of a couple,” says Kumari who has done three boudoir shoots since 2014. The stealth and secrecy involved in the planning and execution of the shoot are a big draw for couples, who don’t share these images with anyone; it’s their own private wedding album. They make photographers sign a confidentiality clause before doing the shoot. “Clients say they’re doing the shoot to preserve their looks, youth and the heady rush of romance before and after the wedding… something they may miss in later years,” says Kumari. It’s not only engaged or just-married couples but even older couples who are shedding inhibitions and (most) clothes in front of the camera. “It’s a way of rekindling their romance,” says Priyanka Sachar, a Gurgaonbased photographer. Boudoir shots also make for naughty, intimate gifts between unmarried couples. But it’s not just love. Boudoir shoots are also a celebration o f g r e a t p hy s i c a l form. All the photographers Sunday Times spoke to confir med that couples who opt for such shoots are physically fit. “The girls at least are,” says Ronicka Kandhari, a Delhi-based luxury and wedding photographer, “The boys may at times have a bit of a belly but they request us not to highlight it.”



Why paper notebooks are making a comeback in the digital era Uptick in journal sales shows that sometimes pen and paper is best — as long as the jottings can be Instagrammed
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Joeanna Rebello Fernandes



n case you hadn’t noticed, the millennial next to you bent over a book is doodling, her pal’s note-booking, the one on the other side is bullet-journalling. They’re doing exactly the opposite of what stationery naysayers said a couple of years ago: lead is dead, paper is passe, ink’s curled up and dried. Far from it. The notebook/journal has never had it so good. Walk into a bookstore or an online aisle and you’ll see them in all iterations — handcrafted, leather-bound, canvas-rolled, bulleted, blank; and made for every mission — toting up expenses, confessing, creating, doodling, and scheduling. And this just when you thought all-doing journal-



ing apps like Evernote, Journey or Diaro would once and for all bury them. Darshan Mehta, Reliance Brands CEO who helped bring the Japanese lifestyle brand Muji to India a couple of months ago, has been surprised by sales. “When setting up shop here we estimated 10 to 11% of our sales would come from stationery, like in other countries. They were in fact 18%, with notebooks accounting for 4 to 5% of our overall sales,” says Mehta, adding that they’ve already run out of several types of notebooks at their store in Mumbai. “People prefer to physically record their thoughts for the same reason they prefer the book to the Kindle. It’s more tactile, intimate and engaging,” he adds. Muji, coveted for its minimalism and intuitive designs, has developed a global fol-



lowing for its stationery, which includes ‘planted wood paper’ books that tap trees specially grown in Indonesia for paper. Apostles of journalling have been trumpeting its time- and life-saving virtues online. It’s a form of paper yoga they say, forcing you to think deep and hard about your goals and actions, bringing them closer to reality than virtual logging. Journalling boosts immunity, confirmed a 2002 study by psychologists at the universities of Syracuse and Texas at Austin. It’s an idea-incubator and dreamcatcher says one post; a habit tracker says another; and a whiteboard on which to try all those great gel and calligraphy pens. Interestingly, a graphic designer in Guwahati, who has an eponymous brand of NorthEast-inspired notebooks and other ephemera called Nest by Arpit Agarwal, reckons it’s social media that has advanced stationery sales. “People want to exhibit their individuality,” he says, referring to Instagram and Twitter groups around journalling, doodling and even list-making. (Inkoctober for example, is an online group that sketches and shares ink works across platforms, inspired by a new theme every day of October).“But there are also those who are simply collectors of beautiful stationery,” says Agarwal, who sells about 5,000 journals a year.



Bullet Journal Craze
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aven’t heard of the term? Just check out #BuJo on Instagram or Pinterest and you’ll get an idea of the craze that is the Bullet Journal. New York-based designer Ryder Carroll came up with the idea because he had a learning disability that did not allow him to focus very well. “Notes started as either a blank page with no template or as a super rigid template which I didn’t understand or enjoy. Bullet journal was a series of methods I used to keep myself organised,” he said in an interview.



Beware the angry birds, India
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rnithologists are reporting unprecedented behavioural changes in the avian community across India. They have observed an Indian ringneck parrot sitting quietly on the branch of a frangipani tree till a weary pigeon came along and perched on another branch. Instantly, the parrot got aggressive and started flapping its wings and making frantic squawking noises. A little bird had informed the parrot that the Border Security Force arrested a ‘spy’ pigeon in Bamial for flying over the border from Pakistan with a letter threatening the prime minister. The Indian ringneck parrot, in order to display its raucous version of patriotism and unable to distinguish between terrorist birds and the peaceful sort, has now decided to attack all birds, except those clearly displaying rings around their necks. This peculiar behavior does not seem to be limited to members of the avian species but has also rapidly spread among bird-brained members of the human race. The Pathankot and Uri attacks ensured that India would rightfully retaliate and our armed forces did a splendid job. India aimed to kill two birds with one stone – stop infiltration and send a warning to Pakistan about breeding terror groups on its soil. The current hostilities led to demands that movies starring Pakistani actors be banned, among other things. The same bird-brained doyens of society who were once cutting Fawad Khan’s face out of magazines, and making paper masks to store in their bedside drawer, optimistically hoping that they could convince their husbands to indulge in some role-play after plying them with sufficient quantities of whisky and pakoras, were now sending belligerent WhatsApp forwards to all the members of their building societies, urging them to boycott all movies with



Should Karan Johar have gone to a tarot card reader, and along with questions about his self-professed lackluster relationships, also asked about the future of Indo-Pak ties?



WRITE CHOICE: Muji, coveted for its minimalist designs, is seeing brisk notebook sales at its store in Mumbai. (Below, left) Good Earth does just one limited edition a year



Some luxury lifestyle brands are also counting on the return of journaling to push a new product line. “A large chunk of our customers are independent, working professionals who want premium stationery,” says a spokesperson at Hidesign. Their notebooks, which cost upward of Rs 1,000, are made of special kid leather and handmade paper from the Sri Aurobindo Ashram factory in Puducherry. Good Earth journals (Rs 2,100) on the other hand, design all of one journal a year, after an appointed theme that usually marks their entire product range. “It’s a return to romance,” says director Beenu Bawa about the journal, “Digital notes are essential in today’s times. However, I enjoy using both digital and paper diaries. The efficacy of digital notes that sync across devices has been life-changing for to-do lists. But when I really want to write from a mindful state, inspiration flows better on weighty, creamy, textured pages,” she says. Whether it’s inspiration people are after or an image, they’ve certainly lifted sales. “Stationery is the second-bestselling category across our bookstores,” says Kinjal



Shah, CEO, Crossword Bookstores, which launched its own brand called Yello two years ago. “About 6-8% of our revenue is generated from notebooks (across brands).” But is the journal’s revival indicative only of the counterweight appeal of ‘analog’, or does it suggest a more deeply thought-out response to how we want to order our lives and the tools we use to do it? Madhuvanti Senthil Kumar, co-owner of a Chennai-based online retailer called The Postbox, which sells several indie journal brands, believes it may at first be a reactionary response to an increasingly digitized life, but sooner or later people will latch on to a product only if it improves their lives. “Journals or even pocket notebooks need to feel like a conversation or a piece of memory if the user is to use it every day,” she believes.



Pakistani actors. A thrifty way of displaying patriotism without donating either time or money to improve the lives of Indian soldiers. The Cinema Owners and Exhibitors Association, perhaps under pressure from political threats and fearing damage to their theatres, also decided not to screen any movies with Pakistani artists in it, including Karan Johar’s forthcoming film with former pin-up boy Fawad Khan. This seems like an unreasonable decision since the movie was started when India and Pakistan were on such cordial terms that our Prime Minister fulfilled his farz by flying all the way to Lahore just to sing ‘Happy birthday dear Nawaz’ in the manner of a suave Jeetendra serenading a blushing Babita. Can Karan Johar then be held culpable for casting a Pakistani actor in his film? Should he have gone to a tarot card reader, and along with questions about his self-professed lackluster relationships, also asked the fortuneteller about the future of India’s relationship with Pakistan? Should filmmakers hire psychics before they hire artists and technicians for their films? But Karan Johar is now compelled to almost apologize for a lawabiding decision he made about the cast of his film. He is being made to showcase his patriotism to the mob of parrots pulling at his collar,



Mrs. Funnybones TWINKLE KHANNA



baying, ‘Show us the ring around your neck or we will not let you fly.’ And now the MNS has declared that Karan must cough up Rs 5 crore as ‘penance’ if he wants the smooth release of his film because extortion is infinitely more legal than hiring an actor from Pakistan. Yes, a nation is also made up of sentiments and opinions, and at this point, certain groups of people strongly feel that we should not have any dealings with the neighbouring country as it amounts to disrespecting our soldiers. But rather than indulging in hooliganism should they not file a petition in court and wait for a legal verdict. Isn’t that what we are meant to do in a democratic country like ours? Meanwhile, the defence ministry — the same department that issued a statement saying ‘Indian troops were like Hanuman who did not quite know their prowess before the surgical strikes!’ -- also issued a letter on September 30, a day after the surgical strikes, reducing pensions for disabled soldiers. Which means that if our newage Hanumans suffer severe burns to their tails while setting Lanka on fire, the poor chaps would be Chad Crowe



given double the respect and half the monetary compensation. When this matter came to light, right in the midst of cheering for the Indian army, the flustered defence ministry decided to refer the matter to the ‘anomalies committee’ for proper rectification. Soldiers are injured and killed as they fight selflessly to ensure our country’s safety while we enjoy the freedom won by their sacrifice, but rather than screeching about respect, calling their families to televised events where they are at the most handed a hollow metal plaque, should we not do something significant for their future? Does banning movies help their future? Does it help their children get a better education, give their parents and wives financial security? Instead of threatening exhibitors with damage to their theaters, shouldn’t political parties work towards improving economic conditions for the families of martyred soldiers? A better tomorrow lies in building stairways that lead you higher, swinging a wrecking ball just ensures that we all lie covered in rubble. But most of us sit in the dark, night after night, bathed in the flickering vitriol-filled light pouring from our television sets as we watch countless hours of meaningless debates, because we are after all patriots, and respect for martyrs essentially lies in squawking frantically to pay lip service at 260 decibels. Indians, friends, countrymen and countrywomen, do not build a nation of tyranny using the corpses of our soldiers as a foundation. Re m e m b e r t h e y s a c r i f i c e d their lives to protect India, a democratic country of free people with myriad choices. Perhaps it is time for all us proud Indians to ask ourselves, if this land filled with rabid parrots is the country we grew up in? And is this truly the India we want our children to inherit?



FIVE WAYS 5G WILL CHANGE YOUR LIFE
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Qualcomm made news this week with its launch of a 5G modem, the Snapdragon X50. India is expected to commercially WILL CHANGE HOW roll out 5G in 2020. But it’s not just download speed that will change… YOU WATCH SPORTS



gigabits/sec That’s how fast 5G is expected to be. So how fast is this… Time to download a feature-length movie



4G



8 min



5G



5 sec



2



YOUR DRIVERLESS CAR WILL BE FASTER, SAFER Current mobile networks have digital response times of around 50 to 80 milliseconds (the time it takes for a web page to load on your smartphone), 5G hopes to reduce this to a mere millisecond. This means that driverless cars can communicate almost in real time to avoid potholes and jaywalking cows.



Qualcomm has said the chip is likely to be on phones in South Korea in time for the 2018 Winter Olympics. So expect some super selﬁes from the ski jump. 5G could change the way you watch sports events since everything, from phones to stadium lights, can be connected to the internet. You could choose the best view in the stadium and have the game streamed straight to your house. It could also change the experience of fans as sensors in balls, goals and other equipment can transmit possible scenarios, player stats real-time to phones.



3



CITIES WILL GET SMART



4



YOU CAN RELY ON REMOTE DOCTORS



Augmented reality and virtual reality is currently In a 5G world, a smart city — an used mainly for gaming, urban system where connected but with 5G, there will devices constantly send data that can be more real-world be used for routine maintenance and applications. For instance, service delivery — could be reality. City 5G networks can help corporations could be updated about that doctors diagnose, treat abraded road surface or fused streetlight... oh and monitor health wait, your city will be so smart, the streetlight will across distance. warn the corporation that it’s going to conk out in Robotic surgery will so many hours. But we’d probably still need to ﬁgure also take a leap out a way to get that slothful corporation employee to forward. actually change the lightbulb.



5



VIDEO CHAT ALL THE WAY As download speeds increase, we can have new forms of social media that are entirely dependent on video. Video will make up 80% of content shared in the future, say most studies.
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AFFLICTING THE COMFORTABLE



India’s New Pakistan Strategy



A thought for today We solve all our problems by blaming it on movies ANURAG KASHYAP



It raises the costs for nurturing terror even if isolating Pakistan is not entirely feasible Samir Saran and Ashok Malik



Faking Nationalism Don’t punish film industry in the name of jawans, don’t extort in the name of army



Privy Purse Gone SC curbs BCCI’s financial powers, uncertainty over Indian cricket should end quickly now



T



aking another important step towards reforming cricket’s richest sporting body, Supreme Court has tightened its purse strings and appointed an independent auditor to monitor its financial bids. BCCI is now mandated to get an approval from the court-appointed Lodha panel on big ticket contracts and disbursements. This should help a reluctant BCCI to fall in line – especially as this significantly impacts its plans for a new 10-year IPL contract for media rights. The current deal ends next year and is worth $1.6 billion, while the new contract is expected to deliver up to $4 billion into BCCI’s coffers. SC is also seeking a response from ICC chairperson Shashank Manohar, to put the record straight on whether BCCI president Anurag Thakur had sought a letter from the international body to state that the appointment of a CAG nominee on BCCI’s board amounted to governmental intervention. SC held the view that prima facie the BCCI president had tried to create a record to question the legitimacy of the Lodha panel recommendations after the court accepted them. Meanwhile SC has ensured that no state unit will receive funds till they accept Lodha panel recommendations on conflict of interest, one man one post, three-year terms and a cooling period for all office-bearers. This is aimed at a grassroots change that will eventually reform BCCI’s administrative setup as the cricket body is run by officials representing these state bodies. India has a packed home season with English, Bangladeshi and Australian teams scheduled to visit over the next few months. BCCI should focus on preparing a blueprint for accepting reforms rather than delaying tactics which have led to dark clouds of uncertainty over the future of Indian cricket.



Naut by accident



n the period following September 29, India has embarked on a twopronged Pakistan strategy. First, it has indicated it is willing to use hard force when faced with terrorism and cross old lines, literally or figuratively. Second, it has intensified its campaign to diplomatically “isolate” Pakistan in the neighbourhood. Together these have been called the “new normal”. It is important to examine the contours of this new normal. For a start, the new normal is not limitless. The use of force in retaliation or anticipation of terrorism is not suggestive of an Indian inclination for a full-scale war; not at all. The Narendra Modi government is conscious of that and has repeatedly said the cross-LoC strikes were targeting terrorism and not the Pakistani military. Diplomatically too the absolute isolation of Pakistan is not feasible. The Brics summit in Goa was a case in point. What is possible, however, is to raise the costs for Pakistan for its nurturing of terror, and for those supporting it on various diplomatic and multilateral platforms. Whether it is the Chinese in Goa or the British Foreign and Commonwealth Office, those who support Pakistan or at least not ostracise it will need to go to ridiculous lengths in making arguments or expending diplomatic capital. This by itself may seem meaningless, but does mean Pakistan’s backers – like apartheid-era South Africa’s backers – will be reduced to contortions of logic. In the long term, they would push Pakistan towards behaviour change. That the Chinese have had to articulate their support for Pakistan and use their veto to protect it places Beijing in new territory and changes its assumptions of a workable relationship with India. That it had to do this even as Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation (Bimstec) identified Pakistan as the roughneck of



I



Chad Crowe



P



etty political players act as if India is at war with Pakistani actors instead of Pakistani terrorism. This is perverse and self-defeating. We are a proudly open society and surely don’t want to emulate societies where jingoist bullies have brought down the walls on art, song, debate. A vibrant diversity and creative freedom have given us a cinema industry that stands tall in the world. Caging its creative freedom will ruin Bollywood. Surely that’s not in the national interest. So when Ae Dil Hai Mushkil was threatened just because it features Fawad Khan, government’s job was to unequivocally protect the film and uphold the law. It’s deeply worrying that Maharashtra CM Devendra Fadnavis has instead mediated a ‘settlement’ forcing filmmakers to kneel to jingoist thugs. Raj Thackeray and MNS have been at the forefront of those threatening to attack cinemas screening Ae Dil Hai Mushkil, and now they are loudly claiming victory because film producers who have already cast Pakistani artistes have been told to pay up Rs 5 crore each to the army welfare fund as ‘penance’. But the army, to its great credit, has distanced itself from such mafioso nationalism. It doesn’t want welfare funds from extortion or coercion. Just as the army is no fan of unseemly politicisation of the surgical strikes, petty attacks on soft targets like actors are not its game. Its nationalism and secularism are more confident and tolerant. On the unfair targeting of soft targets, diverse observers like Mehbooba Mufti and Abhay Deol have noted that while films attract so much sound and fury, the rest of IndiaPakistan business proceeds broadly unaffected. Actually over the last 12 years, trade between the two countries has grown nearly eight times – from just $345 million to $2.6 billion. Importantly, Indian exports are four to five times Pakistani imports. Will MNS now take up cudgels against Indian businesses selling to Pakistan and creating jobs in India? It’s time politicians redefined their job as improving livelihoods of people rather than engaging in fist-shaking displays of simulated patriotic fervour that hurt jobs and businesses. It doesn’t demonstrate bravery of any kind to pick on soft targets. So don’t punish Pakistani actors and Indian films. Don’t hurt and seek to extort from but help businesses.



the region would have been doubly troublesome. Not everybody is happy at this turn of events. Two groups have reacted to the Indian government’s new posture – and it is a new posture, irrespective of supposed precedents that are trotted out – with some hostility. Domestic critics of Modi would rather believe ISI and its propaganda than the Indian PM. Frankly, this is a feature of most robust democracies. Domestic disaffection with a ruling party influences international postures as well. Take Donald Trump reaching out to Vladimir Putin to spite his Democrat rivals. Next there are the nuclear ayatollahs and South Asia specialists in the Washington Beltway. India has done something their playbooks did not conceive as possible. The anger is exaggerated because an emerging power has had the gumption to intervene in a geography (Pakistan-controlled) that was underwritten, fattened and perversely tolerated by the feckless academic and security analysts’ lobby in Western capitals. Ironically, political leaderships and



Pakistan’s backers – like apartheid-era South Africa’s backers – will be reduced to contortions of logic. In the long term, they would push Pakistan towards behaviour change governments in those very capitals have been more understanding of India’s cross-LoC strikes. Realist political leaders recognise conventional space exists and no amount of nuclear sabre-rattling is going to stop a sovereign power from responding to asymmetric warfare. Four facts stand out then. One, irrespective of level of damage or intensity of operations, India did act – and told the tale. India has decided to make cross-border response, at a place and time of its choosing, a new possibility in the Pakistan-terror dynamic. What should not be lost is that this time it was Pakistan that was in denial.



Samir Saran is Vice-President and Ashok Malik is Distinguished Fellow at Observer Research Foundation



‘We ourselves don’t know what Uniform Civil Code is ... started an academic debate to know what people think’ The Law Commission’s move on October 7 to seek public opinion on whether triple talaq should be abolished and if a Uniform Civil Code (UCC) should be enacted has triggered a national debate on minority rights though the panel emphasised that it is seeking to address social injustice rather than do away with the plurality of laws. Former Supreme Court judge and Chairperson of the 21st Law Commission Justice BS Chauhan spoke to Aarti Tikoo Singh about UCC and Law Commission’s thinking on it: ■ What is the historical significance of UCC? When the Constituent Assembly discussed it for the first time, many people were not agreeable to a UCC so BR Ambedkar left it for the future. That is why, in the Constitution, a specific word was used in Article 44 (UCC): “endeavour”. The Code is an aspirational idea. Most of the Directive Principles of the Indian Constitution like education, healthcare, nutrition and environment have been enforced by way of various Acts. But there is no conversation about UCC. The Supreme Court has also been asking in several judgments why UCC has not come into existence as yet. The last judgment came in 2015 and it is in that context we got the reference to initiate a debate on it. ■ What does UCC mean and why does India need it? We ourselves don’t know what UCC is



and what is required. At this stage, we cannot anticipate what should be its template or model, what will be acceptable to people and to what extent the government is willing to go ahead with it. We have merely started an academic debate because we want to know what people think and what they want. ■ Why did you choose to go to people directly? The Commission is only a recommending body and we believe in democratic procedure. We did not want to recommend something that people do not want. After collecting feedback, we will be able to draw an inference whether the time for UCC has come or not. Our recommendations will go to a standing



committee, then to Parliament and ultimately it is the government’s decision whether it wants to implement it or not. ■ How will the Commission process massive feedback from across the country? We have assigned staff to deal with feedback from day one. We have received thousands of letters and emails. This is not for the first time that we are conducting such an exercise. The Law Commission recently asked for opinions from all the lawyers across the country on reforms required in the Advocates Act, 1961. ■ But several religious minority groups have protested against the initiative on UCC. Our recommendations will not be made on numbers alone. There will be deliberations with political and religious leaders also. I have already assured minority groups that nothing will happen without consulting them. We are not in a hurry. So i would say it is too early for anyone to protest. ■ Critics think the Law Commission questionnaire is loaded against only one community. Do you agree? If there are bad customs and practices in our society, irrespective of religious community, and if people point them out, we will certainly consider them. ■ Are there any other customs and practices like ‘Maitree Karaar’ (mistress deed) among Hindus which need reform and inclusion in your questionnaire?



dilbert



There are many customs across India which need to be reviewed and reformed. For example, polyandry among Hindus is probably still being practised at some places. But how does the new India look at such practices? That is something we would like to know from the people of the country. ■ Will UCC impinge on the fundamental right to religion? That is the question the abrogation of triple talaq raises but it is pending in the Supreme Court. Whatever the court’s decision, we will be guided and bound by it. ■ Do courts have the authority or power to interfere in citizens’ religious practices? Courts and governments do not have a right to interfere in citizens’ religious faith. But there is a difference between religion or faith and religious practice. Practices such as untouchability, devdasi, child marriage, polygamy were bad practices in the name of religion and therefore banned by law. For 2,000 years, same-gotra marriage was prohibited but Hindu Marriage Act 1955, permitted it. ■ Child marriage is still rampant. So what is the purpose of reformative laws like UCC if there is hardly any enforcement? Even if there is low enforcement of laws, the aggrieved party should always have the recourse to knock at the doors of judiciary. In the absence of law, victims have nothing to fall back on.



Sacredspace Festive Spirit Religious festivals and celebrations have become an important way to teach my children about how we can transform living with diversity from the superficial ‘I eat ethnic food’, to something dignified, mutually respectful and worthwhile.



Making a case for Gagannauts as America has astronauts and China has Taikonauts [email protected]



A friend recently sounded me out on what term i would suggest for an Indian space traveller. Americans have astronauts, Russians have cosmonauts, and the Chinese apparently have settled on Taikonauts (which sounds a lot worse in Mandarin – yu hang yuan or hang tian yuan, both, subject to pronunciation, standing for space navigating personnel). So why, he asked, shouldn’t India have its own term for astronauts? You don’t have to be a rocket scientist to figure out this one out. We have readymade words for a job other countries invented words to describe. First off the bat, there is Juggernaut, or Jagannaut, for the ebullient Indian astronaut. Juggernaut in English means a massively destructive or unstoppable force. The word comes from Jagannath, which in Sanskrit means Lord of the Universe. In fact, Juggernaut is a bloody corruption of the word Jagannath, because in the old days devotees at the Puri Jagannath temple were run over by the giant wheels of the temple rath (chariot). To get around this deathly association, i would actually go with Gagannaut for the desi astronaut reaching out to the infinite, heavenly sky. Gagannaut also sounds more elegant than Jagannaut or Vishwanaut, another possibility. For variety, and to rub it into other space-faring nations with limited terminological possibilities, we can use the term Eknaut for a solo Gagannaut. A physician who accompanies our Gagannauts can be called Vaidyanaut. Couriers making quick trips to deliver supplies to nearby stations can be called Raghunauts. With the BJP government at the helm, there is the ever-present possibility of sending Yoganauts, Kashinauts, and Ramnauts in due course. Of course, all this would lead to much drama – Nautanki – on our space missions, particularly if some of them turn out to be Somnauts. On a more uplifting note, a Gagannaut who cracks time travel and achieves immortality would be called Amarnaut. I was letting my imagination run riot with other possibilities, including how the first gaggle of female Gagannauts can be called Naut Girls – to be followed by Naut Boys. But my friend brought me down to earth by circling back with his own suggestion that does naut involve naths, or does nath involve nauts. He wants to go with Antaryaani. If the journey is boring and interminable, we can call him Antaryawni.



Pretending it did not happen allowed Pakistan a face saver and gave its establishment space not to respond or escalate. In doing so, it tore apart the escalation theory it had fed its friends in the West in the first place. That bluff was called and reams of briefing papers and opeds were made to look foolish. The world has to live with this. That space for significant conventional action, under a nuclear umbrella, exists and may be expanded in future has been established. Two, India didn’t inform any big power before the event and neither did any big power intervene, ask India to back off and advocate (pointless) talks. This was the second bluff that was called: that the world would instantly intervene. It did not. Actually, if and when it does, it could well be to Islamabad’s disadvantage. Three, contrary to editorial imagination, Pakistan’s army and its civilian arm are managing the implications of the Indian strike in tandem and in a spirit of cooperation. They are both in trouble. The Military Terror Complex allowed the generals immeasurable sway over people and territory. The civilian government benefited from the political advantages of cossetting extremism and the rent-seeking advantages offered by Pakistan being part of terrorism’s global supply chain. Manipulative use of a journalist to push the idea that Pakistan was rethinking support to terror proxies only points to the desperation with which Pakistan wants to reclaim the international narrative. It is telling that this new tack comes after Nawaz Sharif ’s truculent UN speech found absolutely no takers. Finally, despite the heightened emotions, it is obvious the surgical strikes were not an antidote to terror itself. They were a symbolic strike at a smug sense of immunity that Pakistan had developed, an early warning to Islamabad’s cussed all-weather friends and the beginning of a new diplomacy with Beijing. The Chinese can continue to differ, defy and deny. Even so, the perpetual free pass afforded to them by a reluctant South Block has expired.



Randa Abdel-Fattah



You Could Achieve Global Peace Through Mysticism Talk: Sant Rajinder Singh



E



veryone wants peace. People want peace in the world – in their country, their city and in their home. Mostly, they want peace within their own selves. How can we achieve this universal dream? The world has seen numerous conferences, peace marches, and conventions for peace. What can we do about this so that we can build a peaceful world? I believe that we can have global peace through mysticism which is the study of our own inner mystic self. It is the path of discovering who we are, why we are here, life after death ... It is the science of uncovering the greatest mysteries of the universe – God and our soul. Building a peaceful world begins with the first foundation stone – our own selves. We must first find peace ourselves through mysticism to attain



global peace. What can a single individual do for world peace by attaining personal inner peace? Let me tell you a story. A man was walking along the beach and he spotted a second man from afar picking something up, twirling it around, and tossing it in the water. The second man kept repeating these movements, so the first man was curious, he approached him and asked, “What are you doing?” The second man called back, “I am throwing the starfish back into the ocean. If I do not do this, they will die on the shore.” Scanning the beach, the first man said, “But there are thousands of starfish on the beach. What difference can you possibly make?” Without the least hesitation the second man picked up another starfish, threw



it back in the water, and said, “It made a difference for that one!” We too can make a difference for all humanity and for posterity by the actions we choose to take. Let us begin with our own transformation and pursuit of peace. If you find inner peace and i find inner peace and the person on our right finds inner peace and the person on our left finds inner peace, then one by one, brick by brick, we will have built a world whose principles rest on peace. Nobody wants to be told what to do by someone else. We resist when someone tries to make us do something in a new way. Knowing this, we persist in trying to change others. We try to change our spouse, our children and our relations. We propose that everyone else



the



speaking tree



in our community be peaceful. We want to make all other cities and countries peaceful. Just as we do not want anyone criticising or changing us, so do other people dislike being changed. All the efforts in the world will not make others peaceful. All we can do is work on ourselves. When we find that a new product, service, or technique is benefiting someone else, we ourselves feel motivated to try it. Similarly, if we find peace ourselves, our life will be transformed and others will be curious as to why we are experiencing such joy and happiness in our life. They themselves will want to learn how we achieved it. Example is one of the greatest teachers. Therefore, let us light the lamp of peace in our own hearts and shed that luminosity on all we meet. Follow Sant Rajinder Singh at speakingtree.in
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COMFORTING THE AFFLICTED



Why New Zealand Matters



A thought for today Once you’ve built the big machinery of political power, remember you won’t always be the one to run it P J O’ROURKE



SP’s Slow Suicide



Generational divide deepens within SP, Akhilesh must take control of the situation quickly



M



ulayam Singh Yadav has a reputation of being a wily old-school politician. But the unprecedented rebellion within his party, unfolding in full public view, indicates that the Samajwadi Party (SP) patriarch is losing his grip on his party and can no longer hold it together. After his brother Shivpal Yadav was sacked as a state government minister for the second time in one month by his son and chief minister Akhilesh Yadav, Mulayam’s much-heralded internal party meeting in Lucknow was meant to bury the hatchet between feuding nephew and uncle. It ended with an unusually direct and emotional verbal spat between Mulayam and Akhilesh on the dais. It was yet another signal that differences within the party (and the family) have grown beyond the point of reconciliation. Akhilesh needs to break free from the political shackles of his father. Delaying this will only undermine his political standing. For his first three years as chief minister, Akhilesh found himself in a Manmohan Singh-like situation where he was in the hot seat but his authority was undermined. He also inherited his father’s trusted lieutenants in his Cabinet. Most of them have been practitioners of caste-based politics under Mulayam, himself synonymous with post-Mandal identity politics. In practical terms, this translated into a government that was akin to previous SP regimes characterised by nepotism and lawlessness. Akhilesh tried to rectify that anomaly in recent times by cracking down on criminal elements within SP. He has been trying to portray himself as a leader committed to development and middle-class aspirations, specifically focussing on women and youth. In a rapidly urbanising and aspirational state SP is at a crossroads: the old guard representing the forces of caste and muscle power versus Akhilesh who wants to modernise and be in tune with 21st century India. Irrespective of who emerges victorious in the turf war between old guard and young Turks, the loser will be the party. Akhilesh should tread his own path and create an outfit without the liability of his uncle Shivpal or Amar Singh whom he has blamed for the rift in the family. He may not be able to emulate the success of 2012 in next year’s election, but could become a force to reckon with by 2019 if he plays his cards correctly now.



Heavy Baggage Udan is an idea whose time has passed, lowering fees and taxes will work better



U



dan, a scheme to provide air connectivity to unserved and underserved airports, has been announced by NDA. The aim is commendable as connectivity will lead to economic growth. But is this the way to do it? The scheme is based on a foundation of subsidies which are to be provided by Centre, states and airport operators. In addition, an extra levy will be imposed on domestic flights. These subsidies aim to cap the fare at Rs 2,500 for short distance flights under Udan. Even as things stand, passengers on busy routes cross-subsidise others. However, the need for this policy is increasingly debatable. In 2016, air passengers’ traffic grew at an impressive 23.17%. Also, aviation regulator data showed that airlines are flying regional routes more frequently than their quotas mandate. Simply put, aviation in India is being driven by market dynamics which have provided a stronger incentive for regional connectivity than mandated quotas. Udan’s success will depend primarily on interest shown by state governments as they have to provide initial subsidies. Only then will Centre and airport operators contribute. Passengers are the only ones without choice in the matter, as their new levy will kick in regardless of states’ interest. Fees and cess can be as high as 37% of the ticket price on busy routes and about 17% on low density corridors. This raises the question of the extent to which government fees and taxes act as a drag on air travel in India. If air passenger traffic is growing at a pace that’s the envy of other industries, the cause of the Indian flyer would be better served by government lowering high fees and taxes. India’s aviation policy needs to focus on fostering competition and enhancing the regulator’s capability.



Trade is growing, India and New Zealand stand together on matters of global concern John Key



Since my last visit five years ago I have keenly observed India’s political, economic and social transformation, and welcomed the increasingly active role India is playing internationally. I have also witnessed the growing personal ties between New Zealand and India, supported by our diaspora communities and our education, tourism and business connections. Those ties are also based on our shared democratic values, social outlook and passion for sport and our ambition for greater prosperity for Indians and New Zealanders. In our economic relationship, there has been a 42% growth in two-way trade in goods and services over the last five years. This presents significant opportunities for both New Zealand and India. While our governments work together to try and boost those connections, I am pleased that New Zealand and Indian businesses are also working together to make further progress. This is evident in the significant number of agreements in the business, education and cultural sectors that will be signed during my visit. We are also focussed on our long term relationship and New Zealand remains strongly committed to negotiating improved trade and investment agreements between our two countries. We are doing this in two ways. One is through the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) negotiations, between India and New Zealand and 14 other countries, and secondly through our bilateral free trade agreement discussions. New Zealand is an outward-looking country, focussed on working with other countries right around the world and we have benefited greatly from that approach. We know that free trade agreements create more jobs and boost wages and contribute greatly to the prosperity of the countries which sign them. We also know that India’s increasingly wealthy population wants to purchase more high-quality goods and services and that your businesses also



want to trade more freely with likeminded countries, as do ours. We have also developed a reputation for innovation – or as it is sometimes known, “Kiwi ingenuity”. New Zealand firms compete successfully with the best in the world and have technologies and products that are valuable for Indian firms, whether in renewable energy, specialised manufacturing, medical instruments, food and beverage products, or agricultural technology. Our technology is being used every day in the Indian market. One well-known Indian success story is BookMyShow, whose software platform was developed in partnership with New Zealand’s Vista Entertainment Solutions. Our political relationship has also deepened in a number of areas. New Zealand and India stand together on issues of global concern, such as terrorism and respect for international law. For the last two years as a non-permanent member of the UN Security Council, New Zealand



While things haven’t quite gone our way in the current Black Caps-India cricket series, I am proud that two of the cricketers in the team that are touring – Ish Sodhi and Jeetan Patel – trace their roots back to India has strongly advocated for development and adherence to international law as a key foundation for global peace and development. New Zealand supports Indian membership in a reformed UN Security Council, including in any expansion of permanent membership. With a strong growth rate of more than 7% per annum, India is increasingly facing the challenge of finding sustainable ways to keep up with the pace of development. This is also an
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The writer is Prime Minister of New Zealand



The crossborder raid into Pakistan last month has given the impression that things have suddenly improved between the armed forces and India’s civilian government. But talk to serving and retired defence personnel and you will get a queasy feeling that all is not well. That there are a number of unsolved and sensitive issues that need to be dealt with if India is serious about having a more assertive approach to dealing with Pakistan and its terrorists. In fact, our soldiers have not taken too kindly to politicians taking credit for the surgical strikes and arm-twisting film producers into donating money to them as compensation for using Pakistani actors. Many of them feel politicians want to use them for votes but don’t want to resolve their many complex and pending issues. Everyone seems to have forgotten that just before terrorists killed 18 of our soldiers at Uri, one of the nerve centres of the Indian Army – the Western Command – had gone without a chief for nearly 50 days.



Lieutenant General KJ Singh retired on July 31 and Lieutenant General Surinder Singh took over on September 17. In between, two officiating officers ran the affairs of the command leading to speculation and heartburn on the reasons behind the delay. Exactly 11days after the new chief stepped in, terrorists struck at Uri. Although Uri is under the Northern Command, the Western Command is responsible for



Our soldiers have not taken too kindly to politicians taking credit for the surgical strikes and arm-twisting film producers into donating money to them. Many of them feel politicians want to use them for votes most parts of the border with Pakistan. Retired army generals say they have never heard of a situation where the Western Command had a stopgap arrangement for such a long period. Traditionally, a new chief is announced months before an incumbent is to retire.



Before we go ga-ga over the surgical strike, it is important to recognise the resentment in our soldiers. They have already expressed their disgruntlement over the 7th Pay Commission and are yet to see the full benefits of OROP. Today, it is common for senior army officers to talk of merit being ignored while making crucial appointments as they sip on their scotch at dusk. They will talk about how there have been instances of the Appointments Committee of the Cabinet being ignored while giving out crucial defence postings. General VP Malik, the man who led the Army during the



Kargil war in 1999, has often spoken of the need for a Chief of Defence Staff (CDS) to sort out the higher decision-making processes of the forces. Malik and others also say today that before appointing a CDS, more pressing needs should be addressed immediately, including greater interaction between the three service chiefs and the Cabinet Committee on Security (CCS). At present, the chiefs are called in only during crises. This desire to have more say in security issues of the country is a long-pending demand of the men in uniform who are more comfortable with political control over themselves rather



dilbert



than bureaucratic control. Civilian control over the armed forces was one of the key measures that the Indian government put in place after Independence to prevent the kind of coups that Pakistan saw after 1947. Both countries had inherited the same army when the British left and India has obviously done something right if it has seen no coups in the last seven decades and Pakistan has seen three coups and numerous failed attempts. Besides, Pakistan’s civilian government often comes across as more of a puppet in the hands of the generals. However, much water has flown since the initial years of Independence and it is perhaps time we trusted our defence officers a little more. Also, generals who have fought wars will tell you that instead of chest-beating over surgical strikes, they would prefer that politicians of all hues forget their differences and help in modernising the forces besides resolving issues of welfare, like pay anomalies and the controversy over the disparity in disability pension. That isn’t really asking for much at a time when we are facing some very serious challenges both on the Pakistan and China borders.



Sacredspace The Parent Parents are the ultimate role models for children. Every word, movement and action has an effect. No other person or outside force has a greater influence on a child than the parent.



Karva Chauth worked for Dadi and it could have worked for Angelina Jolie too Radhika Vaz



The writer is a comedian



area where New Zealand can help, such as through supporting India’s push for more renewable energy. Currently around 83% of our electricity generation comes from renewable sources – fourth highest in the OECD. We are aiming for 90% by 2025, in line with our reputation of being a pure and clean country. Our expertise has even been recognised by the Indian Geothermal Energy Development Framework that was released earlier this year and identifies New Zealand as a “world leader” in geothermal energy. And our countries have been brought closer by growing social ties. Nearly 4% of New Zealand’s population is of Indian origin and Hindi is the third most widely spoken language in Auckland, our largest city. Indian New Zealanders are prominent in public life and in business and I am pleased to bring Indian business representatives from New Zealand on this trip with me. I am also accompanied on my visit to India by Kanwaljit Singh Bakshi, one of the three Indian-origin MPs in the New Zealand parliament. He knows, as do I, that New Zealand’s Indian diaspora makes a significant and highly valued contribution to New Zealand’s economy, politics and culture. India is New Zealand’s largest source of skilled migrants and 29,000 Indian students are currently enrolled at our academic institutions, making them the second largest overseas student population studying in New Zealand. There they are receiving a world-class education and creating lasting personal and business ties between our countries. And while things haven’t quite gone our way in the current Black Caps-India cricket series, I am proud that two of the cricketers in the team that are touring – Ish Sodhi and Jeetan Patel – trace their roots back to India. We would be more than happy to import more of your country’s world-famous cricketing skill. I look forward to giving our valued relationship further momentum through my visit and to a number of positive announcements being made during it.



Surgical strikes notwithstanding, many outstanding issues with respect to India’s armed forces remain



Fasting for him? Last week women starved so that their husbands, and by extension their marriages, would have a long and healthy life. It is such an intelligent idea Angelina Jolie wishes she had heard about it sooner – that way she could have spent her time saving her union with Brad Pitt instead of running around trying to save the world. But Hollywood gossip aside i was taken back to the very first time i celebrated Karva Chauth. “You don’t know what Karva Chauth is?!” I was in college and hadn’t a clue so a friend educated me, “Women fast from sunrise to moonrise as a sacrifice for our husbands. You can’t eat or drink anything – my Dadi doesn’t even swallow her own spit.” Her Dadi sounded pretty hardcore, and while i wished to emulate her i had my reservations, “But we aren’t married.” She laughed “Arre! This is for our future husbands budhu!” – that made perfect sense and so i set my alarm for 5.30am with every intention of a daylong sacrifice. The next day i slept through my alarm and while i was sure this would impact my efforts to land a fit future husband, i had managed to miss several hours of having to think about food. As it turned out i was not cut out for starvation. By noon i was light-headed from hunger, and by 2pm i had suffered a complete breakdown and mainlined two bags of potato chips. Like Ms Jolie i was a failure. That was the last time i attempted fasting for a man and i have never looked back despite how much the media and movies have tried to glamourise this blatantly sexist tradition. Every year newspapers cover shiny, celebrity KC parties – the daytime version of a Girls Night Out but with no food, no booze, no men, and even if you like women these ladies are sitting around in what looks like their old wedding outfits. Talk about a buzz kill. Now i don’t mean to rain down on women who claim this is fun but what is the point? I mean in 1842 when your man had to go off to war and if he died your option was to marry his brother i can understand women doing pretty much anything to line up the good omens. But today? What are you worried about – that he might die from too much exposure to a PPT? And given what his waistline looks like shouldn’t he be the one fasting? After all let’s not forget – God helps those who help themselves.
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Righteousness Comes From Many Perspectives M P K Kutty



ost scriptures agree that love is an important manifestation of a man’s spirituality or religiosity. The next virtue expected in a spiritual person is holiness. Holiness is nothing but righteousness. When righteousness prevails in a society, its effect is justice and peace. But the problem is that the concepts of righteousness, of right and wrong vary from person to person; they are coloured by his world view, environment and other factors. In fact, while everyone is looking for justice and righteousness, conflicts arise as to what constitutes righteousness. Imperfect as human nature is, man is more inclined to be self-righteous than righteous in a real sense. Man has an infinite capacity for self-justification. This is at the root of all problems, violence and war. Our unrighteous selfishness prompts us to take advantage



M



of others for our benefit. For righteousness to prevail, we need to overcome the hate, selfishness and greed that devastate our hearts. Henry Clay said, “I would rather be right than president,” an expression that is quoted to manifest the spirit of righteousness that dwells in the human heart. Abraham Lincoln risked near dissolution of the American nation when he stood resolutely for abolition of slavery. “Whenever I hear anyone arguing for slavery, I feel a strong impulse to see it tried on him personally,” the great emancipator had commented. Such boldness in standing for what is right is a rarity among politicians these days. Of course leaders had always endeavoured to go with the crowds. The Pharisees were a highly religious, righteous group who lived in the time of Jesus. Addressing



them, Jesus had declared: “For I tell you unless your righteousness surpasses that of the Pharisees and the teachers of the law, you will certainly not enter the Kingdom of Heaven.” (Matthew 5:20) A World War II incident illustrates how the boldness of a righteous soldier saved the lives of more than 200 Jews. Master Sergeant Roddie Edmonds served in the US army during World War II. He participated in the landing of the American forces in Europe and was taken prisoner by the Germans. Together with other American POWs, including Jews, he was taken to a camp near Ziegenhain, Germany. In line with their anti-Jewish policy, the Germans singled out Jewish POWs, and many of them on the Eastern Front were sent to extermination camps or killed. One day in January 1945 the German
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authority asked all Jewish POWs in the camp to report at a particular spot the following morning. Master Sergeant Edmonds, who was in charge of the prisoners, ordered all POWs – Jews and non-Jews alike – to stand together. When the German officer in charge saw that all the camp’s inmates were standing in front of their barracks, he turned to Edmonds and said, “They cannot all be Jews.” To this Edmonds (himself a Christian) replied: “We are all Jews.” The German took out his pistol and threatened Edmonds, but the Master Sergeant retorted, “According to the Geneva Convention, we have to give only our name, rank, and serial number. If you shoot me, you will have to shoot all of us, and after the war you will be tried for war crimes.” The German gave up, turned around, and left the scene. After the war, Edmonds received many honours for saving the lives of Jews by his righteous stand.
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Fawad Khan And Angry Birds



A thought for today All religions develop, become exclusive, become divisive and quarrelsome DEEPAK CHOPRA



Push For Equality Modi slams triple talaq but majority appeasement too is a problem



M



arking a first in the political history of India, Prime Minister Narendra Modi publicly opposed the practice of triple talaq in the Muslim community. Addressing a ‘maha parivartan’ rally in Bundelkhand, Modi asserted that government had a responsibility to protect the constitutional rights of Muslim women from practices that degrade their status in society. This comes after government’s recent opposition to triple talaq and polygamy among Muslims in the Supreme Court. It’s welcome that government has based its position on constitutional principles such as gender equality and secularism. Religious practices, no matter how intrinsically linked to tradition, can’t override the Constitution. Plus, for far too long the Muslim community in India has been dominated by diktat from the clergy. And this happened because the country’s political leadership progressively ceded space to Muslim orthodoxy in the hope of reaping political dividends. This in turn has marginalised modern Muslim voices and relegated Muslim women to second-class status. Consider also that several Muslim-majority countries prohibit practices such as triple talaq and polygamy – Pakistan and Bangladesh don’t allow triple talaq while polygamy is prohibited in countries like Turkey and Turkmenistan. That said, the Modi government can’t be selective in its approach. While Modi himself did try to balance his criticism of triple talaq by also condemning female foeticide prevalent among Hindus, this isn’t an exact comparison – though a major social problem, female foeticide isn’t a religious issue. If the aim is to strive for a Uniform Civil Code (UCC) BJP must also revise its majoritarian positions on a gamut of issues, such as the beef ban being championed by several of its state governments, or building a Ram temple on the site of the demolished Babri Masjid. Similarly, not cracking down hard on self-proclaimed gau rakshaks who go around dispensing their brand of vigilante justice, targeting mostly Muslims and Dalits, goes against the very spirit of a uniform code of governance if not a UCC. For a common civil code needs to be based on secular considerations, not defer to the religious sentiments of one community while reading out constitutional principles to another. Majority appeasement is as much of a problem as minority appeasement. In practice, this will make resistance to a UCC difficult to overcome and even BJP will lack the appetite for it.



When terrorists attack India, why does the mob turn its ire on Bollywood? Arghya Sengupta



A certain primal and unthinking disgust has arisen in India with the thought of Fawad Khan cavorting in a Bollywood film juxtaposed against Pakistani militants entering Indian territory and killing Indian soldiers. In that moment everyone, irrespective of what they do, what their talents are, and where they ply their trade, becomes identifiable solely by their citizenship – sitting in front of the TV screen we are one with the martyred soldier in the Uri barrack; Fawad Khan, hitherto matinee idol, suddenly the very likeness of the dastardly terrorists spawning violence and hatred. Many motivations may underlie such thinking – for the producer of a Bollywood film, it may be his profits, for an out-of-work hack a chance to appear on TV, for a fringe political party some free publicity. The compromise reached by Bollywood producers and Raj Thackeray, to not cast Pakistani actors in the foreseeable future, demonstrates the self-serving and unprincipled nature of both the protesters as well as those protested against. But when such beliefs are not only expressed by those with personal motives, but also positively affirmed or silently accepted by a vast majority with no personal axe to grind, the entire country appears to have been turned into an echo chamber. It is easy to dismiss such a collectivity as naïve and uninformed. But so widespread is such a view, and so muted the counter-protest against the cowardly compromise that was reached, that closer engagement with the substance of such a popular belief is needed. Two possible thoughts could justify the genesis of such disgust. First, the extreme version – Pakistan is a rogue state and all Pakistanis are terrorists, some actively so, others merely passively. Growing up in what was then Calcutta we were taught what a logical fallacy was through the following thought experiment: Major premise – Rabindranath Tagore has a beard; Minor premise – A



“T



umhari haisiyat kya hai (What is your competence)” roared Mulayam Singh Yadav at his son, who also happens to be chief minister of a SP government in UP, in a public forum. The lack of decorum and display of family and paternalistic power are symptomatic of a fundamental flaw in functioning of Indian political parties, which provide the link between people and exercise of power on their behalf by legislature and political executive. When this channel is clogged by feudalism, political parties can no longer meet the needs of a 21st polity. SP’s problems are not isolated. Be it Akali Dal in Punjab, Tamil Nadu’s big parties or Bengal’s Trinamool Congress, internal party functioning is hostage to the arbitrariness, lack of clear decision-making mechanisms and rule through remote control which are an inevitable outcome of personality cults. A patriarch (or matriarch) holds sway and merit gets short shrift. Lack of inner party democracy leads to frustrated ambition and eventual fragmentation of the party as has been the case with DMK. Even political parties which seem democratic in appearance are in reality oligarchic or characterised by despotism. Consequently, transfer of power within parties is rarely smooth. Internal democratic functioning should be characterised by a genuine election of leaders akin to primaries in other democracies. Regular elections will help replace the existing system of patronage with merit and also make political parties a more effective instrument of public aspirations. Today, increasing outbreaks of agitations for reservations in jobs and education and growing clout of non-state actors have their roots in the crisis of legitimacy afflicting political parties. Unless parties reform we will continue to witness sorry spectacles such as a patriarch humiliating a chief minister, even as misgovernance ravages the polity.



goat has a beard; Inference – Rabindranath Tagore is a goat. In an updated version, we might have the following sequence replace it. Major premise – The terrorists in Uri were Pakistani; Minor premise – Fawad Khan is Pakistani; Inference – Fawad Khan is a terrorist. The illogic of such an inference is only matched by its hilarity. The second, more nuanced version, is that arts and sports are not as important as our soldiers and our national interest. There is a certain intuitive appeal to this argument – art and sport are recreational; it appears to be bad form for the country to be frolicking when its soldiers are dying. Two grave fallacies affect this argument – first, as far as sport is concerned, it is hypocritical. In the 1999 World Cup as Anil Kumble was cleaning up the Pakistani tail, Indian soldiers were dying in the Kargil war. So perhaps this otherwise intuitive statement should be supplied a caveat – arts and sports are



Speaking in the name of the army provides a convenient cover, and alleging an affront to Indian dignity caused by a Pakistani actor on screen is a trump card that brooks no further dissent not as important as our soldiers except if we have a chance to beat Pakistan and win the Cricket World Cup. Second, as far as barring Pakistani actors is concerned, it makes the false claim that responsibility for the actions of a country must be personally borne by each and every one of its citizens. If such a claim were to be made, then every Indian today would have to bear responsibility for state action in deaths due to custodial violence, the failed IPKF mission to Sri



‘India now has greater acceptance of technology developed at home’



The Mulayam Effect Parties without internal democracy are out of place in a 21st century polity



With the Modi government aggressively focussing on power sector reforms and state-specific action plans for power generation, global power companies have been closely tracking the India story. Bazmi Husain, Chief Technology Officer of Zurich-based power and automation company ABB, which has been in India for a century, spoke to Prasad Sanyal about technological changes transforming industry and its impact on India: ■ What are the key trends in R&D especially for emerging markets like India? We are going through a revolution both on the energy side and the industry side. And i think this is one the moments in history that is very rare because if you look at the energy side, there is a whole shift going on from fossil fuel based energy and electricity generation to renewables, and that is placing demands on the system that it was not designed to accept. On the industry side, because of technology trends like the ‘internet of things’, artificial intelligence, greater



amount of big data processing power, communications – all these things are driving a complete change in the level of productivity. So both on the power and the automation side, there are very strong changes that are coming. ■ Is India a better place to do business now than it was 10 years ago, especially on the technology front? Certainly, India has always been improving and it has also been very much a place where technology was sought. But i think the big change that has come is that there has been a greater acceptance of technology that is being developed in India; not just relying on technology that’s coming from outside. That has incentivised companies, both in India and multinationals like ourselves, to put up strong R&D footprints there. So, yes, India is changing for the better in terms of its acceptance of absorbing technology, especially locally developed. ■ What does digitisation mean for a country like India?



Digitisation offers step change in productivity. In a simple sense, it gives India a great opportunity to leapfrog, just like telecom gave. From not having enough landlines to everyone connected on mobiles was a leapfrogging revolution. As India digitises more and more, it is giving an opportunity to leapfrog its productivity levels, what the rest of the world has gone through in the normal process. ■ We have heard about 5,000 robots being remotely monitored from your R&D centre in India. What are the implications for India for such tie ups? Yes, we do monitor 5,000 robots (from India) but that is a small percentage of the potential. The real value in that is that we are able to see the robots, and are able to predict problems before they happen. And that really improves the productivity of our consumers. ■ Any new investments in India on the R&D side or the venture capital front? Today, India is our single largest R&D location globally and we will continue to have that. One of the things we are constantly monitoring in India is the very fast developing space. Up until now most of the start-ups in India are based around business models and our interest is more in the technology space. We see very good movement coming up there so we’re monitoring the situation and we are very, very hopeful about it.
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The writer is Research Director, Vidhi Centre for Legal Policy. Views are personal



theysaidit Nobody is required to give a certificate of their patriotism



– Pahlaj Nihalani



Mulayam Singh is jealous of Akhilesh Yadav because he is more popular than him



– Ram Gopal Yadav



Let Arvind Kejriwal and Captain debate. I will debate with the winner



– Sukhbir Badal



Your Fortune The way of fortune is like the milky way in the sky; which is a number of small stars, not seen asunder, but giving light together: so it is a number of little and scarce discerned virtues, that make men fortunate.



You can tell how old – or how young – people are by their memories of what things cost



secondopinion



Lanka, the deplorable treatment meted out by state institutions to Paralympic athletes or for Pahlaj Nihalani’s comments as chief of the Censor Board. Vicarious responsibility is both a flawed as well as a dangerous argument to make – we should be careful what we wish for. In this entire episode, the Centre itself has shown no inclination of banning Pakistani artistes or preventing bilateral person-to-person contacts. In fact, foreign secretary S Jaishankar has expressly ruled out such a possibility. Without government incitement a third, more troubling rationale for the genesis of the disengagement with Pakistan theory emerges – that civil society now is essentially one large mob running on unthinking autopilot. Speaking in the name of the army provides a convenient cover, and alleging an affront to Indian dignity caused by a Pakistani actor on screen is a trump card that brooks no further dissent. This holds up a mirror to a new India – smallminded, insecure, illiberal and skittish. No reasoned argument appears possible in such an atmosphere. Watching Karan Johar respond to the unthinking and mob-like backlash by pleading with the film fraternity and the public to allow his film to release despite Pakistani national Fawad Khan being a member of the cast was sad at many levels. A filmmaker was constrained to prove his Indianness because he had used a Pakistani actor for a film; he was forced to beg that his film be released because it was the product of the blood and sweat, not of 300 workers, but 300 Indian workers; but above all, it was sad because an artist proclaimed that his country and its armed forces came first and so he would not engage with artistes from “a neighbouring country given the circumstance”, a compromise he ultimately accepted. It is a testament to the India we are currently building that an artist chooses nationalism over commitment to his art. And worse still, that he sees the two as distinct.
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Price of age They say you can tell the age of a tree by counting the concentric rings in its trunk; one ring being the equivalent of so many years. With people you can tell how old – or how young – they are by what they remember as being the prices of various things. Monetary inflation is an indicator of age which is almost as foolproof as the scientific process known as carbon dating. People of my vintage remember, with a measure of nostalgia, when a bottle of Coke cost four annas. Four what? If you haven’t a clue what an anna was you obviously belong to the post-decimalisation generation. An anna was one-sixteenth of a rupee. Four annas would be the equivalent of today’s 25 paise. What’s paise? It’s things we used to have before shopkeepers started giving toffees instead of coins by way of change. What we used to call puchkas in what was then Calcutta – and what in north India are known as golguppe and in western India as panipuri – were one anna – roughly six paise – for six. And if you had bargained hard enough with the puchkawala before the deal was struck he’d give you one extra as fau, which was puchkawalaese for ‘free’. I haven’t eaten a puchka for years now for fear of the retaliation such an act of foolhardiness would invite from my digestive system which doesn’t take kindly to liberties being taken with it. But from sources knowledgeable about these matters i’ve gleaned that half a dozen puchkas at your local halwai shop cost upwards of 20 bucks. You could get a gallon of petrol for your car for five rupees. What’s a gallon? Before we went metric, a gallon was five litres. And your car itself – which had to be either an Ambassador, or a Fiat, or a Standard Herald, those being the only three makes of car available in the country – would cost you under 20,000 bucks, ex-showroom price. Prices are the only things that defy the law of gravity: once they go up they never come down. And that’s what makes prices milestones of memory. And recalling the cost of living as it once was – and emphatically is no longer – is literally the price of age.
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Francis Bacon



Existentialism Is Living In The Present Moment Sumit Paul



ntellectuals as well as sciolists (pretenders to knowledge) all over the world are familiar with two words: Existentialism and Kafka. Whether or not they’ve understood existentialism is inconsequential. The same can be said about Franz Kafka and his Kafkasque philosophy. The very concept of existentialism evokes negative feelings and some even term it as cynical philosophy and equate it with negativism or nihilism. But this perception is totally flawed. Says Bimal Krishna Matilal of Oxford University – where he was the Spalding Professor of Eastern Religions and Ethics – “Existentialism of Jean-Paul Sartre, Albert Camus, Soren Kierkegaard, Martin Heidegger, Jaspers … is perhaps the only philosophical and ideological assertion of positive individuality.” No other philosophy has put so much



I



emphasis on man and his actions. Sartre states in his ‘Being and Nothingness’ that, “We need an idea that’s not fatalistic” and that way, existentialism makes a man directly responsible for his actions. He has no room or excuse to ascribe his failures and misfortune to an imaginative higher agency, force or fate. The 20th century had been very significant in the sense that it witnessed contradictory belief systems and philosophies grow simultaneously. Nietzsche’s audacious proclamation, ‘God is dead’ engendered existentialism. And the two World Wars made people, especially philosophers, question the very existence and purpose of human beings and their life on earth. It is in such hard and confounding times, that both faith and agnosticism grow. And agnosticism culminated in existentialism. Camus wrote in the prelude to his



novel ‘The Rebel’, “Until an individual rebels against the established notions of fatalism and creates his own destiny, his existence on earth will be like that of a crawling worm, likely to be trampled over any moment.” From this perspective, existentialism is a celebration of individuality and a reminder in the words of Robert Browning’s ‘Andrea del Sarto’, “Ah, but a man’s reach should exceed his grasp, or what’s a Heaven for?” Existentialism exhorts human beings to examine and re-examine the rigid patterns and ossified ideas of life. Existentialism is the reassessment of life and its purpose. To go against all that’s viewed as sacrosanct or an established truth, is the key to existentialism. Existentialism believes that there’re no facts, only interpretations. It’s an open-end philosophy. When Anais Nin wrote, “I must be a



the
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mermaid, Rango. I’ve no fear of depths and a great fear of shallow living,” the essence of existentialism made its presence felt. Because existentialism is delving into life and human issues like a pragmatic seer and not as an indolent, lotuseating saint or a priest. The very moment you live in, is the moment that exists for you. This is the crux of existentialism. All other things don’t exist or matter. American poet and T S Eliot’s friend Ezra Pound emphatically said, “Just this moment is for you … the past is lost and the future is unknown.” Some readers and scholars may feel and find the echoes of the Bhagwad Gita’s Karma Siddhanta and Purushartha in existentialism: Kshanam Vadanti – Just this moment, nothing else. This is the philosophy of pragmatism and sagacity because it urges man to own up the responsibility of his success and failure and it precludes him from imputing his highs and lows to his fate and a fabricated god.
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Cash To All Citizens



A thought for today Bureaucracy, the rule of no one, has become the modern form of despotism MARY MCCARTHY



Miles To Go With India’s ease of doing business rank moving up just one spot, reality bites



P



rime Minister Narendra Modi had set a target of improving India’s ranking on the World Bank’s ease of doing business rankings to 50th by next year. Given that it has moved up only one spot this year, from 131st to 130th among 190 countries studied, it’s a foregone conclusion now that India will fail to meet this target. This calls for soul-searching on the part of the government. Having accepted the target of being among the top 50 nations in ease of doing business it’s too late to nitpick now, as the ministry of commerce and industry has been reduced to doing, about the World Bank’s methodology in arriving at the rankings. Modi made the right move in setting up this target, but his government hasn’t done nearly enough to achieve it. Some regulatory changes such as the new insolvency code will eventually improve India’s ranking. But the key is to get them to work on the ground as a country’s score is based on a survey of local professionals such as lawyers and accountants. For instance, in resolving insolvency the recovery rate in India is just 26 cents on the dollar. India’s banks must be envious of their Pakistani counterparts as the recovery rate there is 43 cents on the dollar, while Norway recovers 92.9 cents. Ease of doing business requires, apart from legislative changes, efficiency improvements across the bureaucracy and judicial system. The government has said that reforms undertaken in the last year have not been factored into the report, but it’s noteworthy that India is the only country for which the report has a box dedicated to ongoing economic reforms. Clearly it isn’t impressed with results so far: among other things, lack of labour law reform has been flagged. Reforms shouldn’t just be about a dialogue between government and big business, the interests of medium and small enterprises must also be factored in. In that respect it’s significant that with respect to starting a business, India’s rank has slipped four places to 155th. Large areas of the economy, such as agriculture, retail and education, remain untouched by significant reform. The last NDA government made large strides in privatising loss-making public sector enterprises, but this NDA government hasn’t been keen to emulate its predecessor. The Modi government must persevere and double up on its efforts to reform the economy.



Quetta Attack Using good terrorists to fight bad terrorists is a flawed strategy



T



he terror attack at a police training academy in Quetta, Balochistan, that left at least 60 dead and more than 150 injured, once again highlights the extent to which the virus of extremism has infected Pakistan. Although the Islamic State terror group has claimed responsibility for the attack, Pakistani authorities have blamed proscribed outfit Lashkar-i-Jhangvi. Regardless of the exact identity of the perpetrators, it’s clear that the terror monster is a problem not just for the international community but for Pakistan itself. For Pakistan today has become a safe haven for a host of extremist groups. Some of them like Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT) work with state agencies, while others are in conflict with Islamabad. Pakistan’s understanding is that can use its ‘good terrorists’ not only against neighbours such as India and Afghanistan, but also for purposes of internal security to keep its ‘bad terrorists’ in check. This approach, however, is utterly flawed. Not only does it destabilise all of South Asia, Islamabad can hardly maintain total control over these groups and prevent them from sharing resources and ideology. It ends up destabilising itself, as the Quetta attacks show. To save face, Islamabad frequently resorts to denial. But as highlighted by LeT’s recent claim of the Uri terror attack, this is hardly a fool-proof strategy. Besides, the international community increasingly accepts that Pakistan has emerged as the epicentre of terrorism in South Asia. The US has told Pakistan to crack down on all terror groups, including those that target neighbouring countries. While Pakistan is reluctant to do this, Islamabad should know that the international community will stand with it if it fights the good fight. Else, the terror monster will devour Pakistan completely.



Universal Basic Income could actually work better in India than in rich countries Baijayant ‘Jay’ Panda



The idea of a Universal Basic Income (UBI), that is a standard minimum cash subsidy to all citizens, is gaining traction in policy circles around the world. While the welfare state roots of this idea go back to the 18th century, new 21st century technologies have rekindled the debate. Though most of the discussion so far has been in high income countries, several Indian economists have also started to study and comment on UBI. Of course, the rationale, objectives and resources available vary widely between developed and developing nations. But whether our instinct is to agree or disagree with such an idea, it is time Indian politicians began debating it. The prospect of millions of jobs being eliminated by automation is very real. An Oxford University study “estimates that 47% of jobs in the US are ‘at risk’ of being automated in the next 20 years.” Similarly, an Australian study concludes 40% of that country’s jobs are at risk of being eliminated by technology, perhaps as soon as 2025. Other such studies have policymakers worried in high income nations throughout Asia and Europe. The jobs at risk are not just blue collar ones in manufacturing, but also white collar jobs as artificial intelligence (AI) breaks new frontiers. For instance, IBM’s Watson AI platform is already outperforming many human doctors in diagnosing cancer. Developing nations should worry even more. Any casual notion that India can somehow buck a seismic shift in global technology trends would be foolhardy. For those thinking that our cheaper labour is somehow immune, or at least more protected, against technological upheaval, there are rude shocks in store. The World Bank has estimated that automation threatens to eliminate a stunning 69% of all jobs in India, 77% in China and 85% in Ethiopia. Technologies like driverless vehicles will drastically disrupt transportation economics, and the millions of jobs



associated with it. While there is disagreement about how soon that might happen, there are several ongoing field trials and billions of dollars backing them. The first commercial rollouts are claimed to start within this decade. If the past is anything to go by, some Indian politicians’ first instinct will be to try and prevent the adoption of such new technologies here in the name of preventing job losses. But this isn’t the 1980s anymore, when bank computerisation could be put off for more than a decade due to pressure from the unions. Today, any restrictions on new technologies would likely buy much less time for the status quo, not to mention hurting India in a brutally competitive world. Lest you think UBI is being touted only by utopian socialists without a clue how the real world works, consider that this time around it is also being championed by some in that bastion of capitalism, Silicon Valley. In fact, startup incubator Y-Combinator is going beyond advocacy, with a planned UBI pilot project in California.



The prospect of millions of jobs being eliminated by automation is very real. The jobs at risk are not just blue collar ones in manufacturing, but also white collar jobs as artificial intelligence breaks new frontiers That is not to say the idea has reached a tipping point in the developed world. Last June, even the egalitarian Swiss decisively rejected a proposed constitutional amendment to initiate a UBI of $2,500 per month. Nevertheless, Finland is launching a trial programme, where several thousand citizens will receive an unconditional grant of $600 per month in lieu of their existing benefits. Much of the debate on UBI revolves around its affordability and the effect it



Tahir Mahmood



Should irretrievable breakdown of marriage be a ground for divorce under the statutory marriage laws of India? Can a woman facing savagery at the instance of another woman at home seek relief under the anti-domestic violence law? Will the word ‘talaq’ texted on a cellphone to a married Muslim woman by her husband instantly dissolve her marriage? To these and many other crucial questions of social significance the response of our rulers over the years has virtually been ‘let the courts decide’. Since Independence they have been shunning their responsibility to bring about social reform and throwing the ball into the court of an already over-burdened judiciary. A government not comfortable with the need or demand for a particular social reform can find easy ways to keep it hanging in the air. It is said where there is a will there is a way. But where there is no will there is a survey. Eliciting public opinion, making wider consultations and waiting for initiative to come from the



It is said where there is a will there is a way. But where there is no will there is a survey (UCC) and Muslim personal law. But the fact is that it has not initiated any action in either case on its own volition. The reference of the UCC to the Law Commission in July this year and the affidavit on Muslim divorce law filed in the apex court last week have been in response to judicial concerns. In October last year a bench



hearing a case under Christian law had – in an implicit reference to the ruling party’s advocacy of UCC before the polls – asked the government “what happened to it, if you want to do it then why don’t you frame and implement it”. The government’s rejoinder was “it is a very sensitive issue and needs wider consultation” – and eight months later it referred the issue to the Law Commission. Quite often questions whose answers are already given, unequivocally, in the Constitution of the country are posed by governments to the apex court. Early this year some divorced Muslim women challenged constitutional



validity of certain aspects of their misinterpreted and awfully misused personal law, and various organisations within the community intervened to support or oppose them. Clubbed together, all these matters are now under hearing. As the state is the opposite party in all these petitions, the court as per procedure directed the government to file its reply within a stipulated time, which it did last week. This is being hailed with zeal, and opposed with vehemence, by different sections of the society. Both are wrong, as the government in fact had no other option. “The fundamental question



dilbert



for determination by this court is whether in a secular democracy religion can be a reason to deny equal status and dignity available to women under the Constitution of India,” said the government in its reply, but this question is already answered in the Constitution in no uncertain terms. In Part III relating to fundamental rights Article 25, which provides for the right to freedom of religion, says at the outset that this freedom will be available to the people subject, inter alia, to “the other provisions of this Part” – and those “other provisions” include the right to equal protection of laws and gender justice. The constitutionally mandated job of providing for social welfare and reform is to be performed by the executive organ of the state through its legislative counterpart. Ordinarily, judges have to interpret and not make the law, but are often driven to that job by endless inaction on the part of the other two organs of the state. It amounts not to excessive judicial activism or overreach but to discharging a constitutional obligation. The writer is ex-Chairman of National Minorities Commission and member of Law Commission of India



Sacredspace Grow Up! I think it’s odd that grown-ups quarrel so easily and so often and about such petty matters. Up to now I always thought bickering was just something children did and that they outgrew it.



Bachi Karkaria
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The writer is a BJD MP in the Lok Sabha. Views are personal



concerned group of citizens are common alibis for prolonging inaction. Reference to the Law Commission is a risky option since, manned by judges and jurists, it can disappoint. Still there is nothing to worry about – we have a plethora of national commissions but their recommendations are not binding on the government. The NDA government is being enthusiastically complimented and vehemently critiqued by different sections of citizens for its “bold stand” in relation to the issues of Uniform Civil Code



The House of Tata carried off a perfect surgical strike



erratica



might have on people’s motivation to work. There is disagreement about how to make the arithmetic work in developed, welfare-state economies, which have a high burden of public expenditure that would need drastic cuts. The Economist, a leading fiscally conservative magazine, shares those doubts, but also reckons that UBI could eliminate the poverty trap without denting the incentive to work. Interestingly, several eminent economists like Pranab Bardhan of the University of California, Vijay Joshi of Oxford, and Maitreesh Ghatak of the London School of Economics have argued that the arithmetic of UBI’s affordability would actually work better in a country like India. The reason is simple. In developed countries, funding UBI while keeping total social sector expenditure within reasonable limits would require brutal cuts to existing programmes that benefit the poor, the disabled and so on. In India, however, existing social sector spending is grossly inefficient, corruption-ridden, misdirected towards the better-off, and thus unable to achieve stated objectives. Redirecting that wasteful expenditure, as well as some corporate tax exemptions, towards UBI could well make it viable in India. This view is supported by research undertaken by the National Institute of Public Finance and Policy (NIPFP), an autonomous institute under the ministry of finance. While the Indian economy has bounced back from its recent lows, it is also increasingly clear that an 8% GDP growth rate today creates far fewer jobs than it did in earlier decades. But NIPFP’s Sudipto Mundle echoes many economists who worry about political hurdles to UBI, since restructuring public finances to accommodate it would affect many powerful interest groups. In the past, India missed many opportunities as other developing nations passed us by. Today, while the developed world is increasingly diffident, India is being celebrated as the fastest growing large economy. That still won’t be enough to meet our demographic challenges, unless we are ready to think out of the box.



Legislative inaction on reform issues such as triple talaq leads to law making by the judiciary



Bombay grouse Raj Thackeray did it to Karan Johar, and now Cyrus Mistry is singing, ‘Ai dil hai mushkil/ Jeena yahaan. /Mujhey hataya, no-one bachaya /Yeh hai Bombay House, meri jaan.’ Jimmy Gymkhanawala looked as if he’d been struck by a dumbbell. Homi Homeopath looked as queasy as Nux vomica. The two friends couldn’t believe the lightning strike that had fired Cyrus Mistry and set Dadar Parsi Colony on fire. It was even worse for the legendary Bawa image than the warring Trustees of the Bombay Parsi Punchayet acting like gulley taporis. ‘Saala Jimmy, satyanaas! What will people think about us if apro Ratan summarily sacks a chairman like some jhadoo-pota bai?’ said Homi. His friend shot back, ‘Cyrus-virus jahannam ma jayey. What will happen to our Tata Shares? Saala, tu su bak-bak karechh?’ Soli Solicitor poked his hooked nose into the conversation as soon as he heard ‘su’. ‘Toba, toba! I hope the now-ex-Chairman won’t sue the former Chairman who is now interim-Chairman. It’s like apro Charles suing apri Rani.’ Homi-Jimmy pounced on him, ‘Yes, but the board also should not have simply divorced him with a single “Talaq”. We Parsis at least have a code of civil behaviour.’ The three Bawas lapsed into corny humour. Snatches from the conversation: Jaguar Ratan has turned Cyrus into a Nono. Boss, he sold off Ratan’s global steel deals, and now he only is scrap. Haan, I hear the sacking met with a ‘Corus’ of approval. Naturally, no? Losses and ethics issues made him into Cyrus the Grate. Ratan-seth had a gem of a strategy. He’d increased the board from six to nine, all on his side. So maybe it was a case of Venu Vidi Vici. Ha-ha, and Amit of Bain Capital became Mistry’s bane. Cyrus, 48, had been handheld by father-figure Ratan. Ai su thayu, saala, the lofty House of Tata is looking like some lowly UP politics. Netaji boots out beta-ji. *** Alec Smart said: “A book has moved from the Mystery shelf to the History shelf.”
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Unpleasant Encounter With A Family Member? Maulana Wahiduddin Khan



ur life is full of connections through which we come to grips with the negative or positive aspects of life. So we have to be very circumspect about availing opportunities afforded by natural relationships formed in the course of our existence. For example, your family is your first frame of reference. It is your family members with whom you spend your days and nights. You have various experiences with them, sometimes sweet and sometimes bitter. In this sense, your family is the most important part of your social environment. You should avail of every kind of lesson that you receive from your family. If you find that certain happenings in your family are undesirable, you have to be tolerant on such occasions. You have to appreciate how even in your family circle the tenor of life cannot always be



O



free of unwanted situations. If you find that at such times you cannot show any tolerance, you are going to find life very difficult outside the family circle when you enter society at large and encounter all kinds of unpleasantness. So, you have to accept that unpleasant experiences are an inescapable part of life. And you have to be capable of adopting a give-and-take attitude within the family circle as well as outside in society. Your family is not just your family: it is also a source of training for you. In this sense, your family serves as the cradle for your future career. If your school is a source of formal education for you, then your family is a source of informal education. And both are equally important. For example, if you have an unfortunate encounter with a family member,



don’t take it as an evil. Take it as a first, very necessary training lesson, because you are destined one day to go out of your home and live in society. And in society there will be many occasions on which you will have similar negative experiences. You must realise that your family is a blessing for you, for it is like a training centre that sends you out into society as a prepared or mature person. Indeed, your family is the mainspring of your future life. Everyone knows that formal education is very important for his future, to get a good job. I do agree with this point of view, but in terms of one’s all-round existence, education is not the be-all and end-all of everything. For a better quality of life you need something more – and that is informal education. Everyone’s family is the centre of informal education for him. To



the



speaking tree



gain admission into this institution, you don’t need to pay any kind of admission fee. It is destined by nature and by birth. You should therefore make certain to avail of whatever your family offers you in terms of informal education. The family is a unit of society. In this sense, every family is like a minisociety. You have to try to train yourself in this mini-society so that you will be able to enjoy a better life in the larger society. One who fails to live a good life in his family circle will certainly fail to live a good life in society. Adjustment, a principle of life, is what makes all social life run smoothly. If you enter social life without first having learnt to make adjustments within the framework of the family, you will have only two options: either learn to make immediate adjustments or stoop to hypocrisy and then live in a state of tension. Follow Maulana Wahiduddin Khan at speakingtree.in
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Hare, Tortoise And Monkey



A thought for today There are some things you learn best in calm, and some in storm. WILLA CATHER



Tata’s Troubles



Questions about group performance raised by Mistry’s ouster deserve to be debated



C



yrus Mistry’s sudden ouster has highlighted problems in one of India’s most storied business groups, with a 148 year history and turnover in excess of $100 billion last year. Tata Sons is the private holding company of Tata group firms which operate in more than 100 countries and employ over half a million people. Mistry’s defence of his performance may be lame, but it raises questions about the true financial state of some listed companies and, in the process, led to questions being formally asked by stock exchanges. The squabbling about poor business decisions has a bright side. It is better for stakeholders that problems with the performance of many Tata group companies, which have been known for some time, are aired and publicly debated. Questions have been raised about overreach in terms of acquisitions and investments by the group in the last decade. While the Jaguar Land Rover acquisition was a coup for the Tatas the same cannot be said, for example, about the expensive purchase of Corus before the bottom started falling out of the global steel market. Related is the question of what Mistry has described as the group’s “legacy hotspots”, including Tata Steel Europe. Is the Tata group too invested in areas such as steel and airlines because of its storied legacy in these areas? The group has had easy access to capital and to government; has one consequence been that it has gotten into too many areas, instead of concentrating on core expertise? Is its legacy of disparate businesses acting as a drag on its overall performance? Even before Mistry’s stint, information technology firm TCS and Tata Motors were the group’s mainstays. In seven of the last nine years these two companies contributed at least 70% of dividends received by Tata Sons. The economic environment in India and the world is intensely competitive at this point. But this is not the first time the Tata group has had to weather a storm. The start of Ratan Tata’s tenure as chairman was marked by boardroom battles and a push towards tighter integration within the group. With millions of stakeholders, the group needs to adapt quickly to a volatile business environment. Indeed, the questions raised by Mistry’s ouster should help a clearer picture emerge of how the group plans to evolve and take on contemporary challenges.



Yeddy Is Back BS Yeddyurappa’s acquittal is a shot in the arm for BJP’s southern expansion plans



W



hen BJP decided to appoint former Karnataka chief minister BS Yeddyurappa as its state president in April this year, realpolitik was paramount. That calculation appears to have paid off with a CBI court in Bengaluru acquitting Yeddyurappa in a Rs 40 crore corruption case. He along with his two sons and ten others was accused of granting undue favours to firms involved in illegal mining, in lieu of donations to a Prerana Educational and Social Trust run by his family members. Though Yeddyurappa has described these charges as politically motivated, he had to spend 23 days in prison after a 2011report by the Karnataka Lokayukta. Given CBI’s reputation as a “caged parrot”, a degree of taint will remain with him despite his acquittal. Nevertheless, in the absence of alternatives, this old-school strongman may be the party’s best bet to establish a southern beachhead. The importance of Yeddyurappa can be gauged by the fact that when BJP conquered their first southern state in 2008 assembly elections 55 of their 110 assembly seats came from northern Karnataka, which is dominated by the Lingayat community to which he belongs. After he stepped down from the CM’s chair in 2011 the 73-year-old floated his own outfit – Karnataka Janata Party – just before the 2013 assembly election relegating BJP to third position. Given his following and experience in running the administration, Yeddyurappa is perhaps the best person to cash in on antiincumbency against the ruling Congress government. Reclaiming Karnataka is of paramount importance to BJP as that would augment the party’s pan-national appeal before 2019 Lok Sabha elections. The onus is on BJP to ensure Yeddyurappa wins confidence of other party leaders and brings about corruption-free governance if voted to power.



As China head butts its neighbours and rivals, it is setting itself up for a fall [email protected]



Such was the apparent chariness of Chinese leaders about their country’s economic and military resurgence being seen as a threat, that in 2006 they amended the political goal of a “peaceful rise” to “peaceful development”. The militaristic overtones of “rise”, it was felt, were best avoided. For years China’s persuasive leaders and scholars claimed that daunting internal battles against poverty and inequality made fears of Chinese expansionism over cooked. Under Hu Jintao, China pledged to build a “harmonious society” and made “soft power” a part of national strategy. Yet less than a decade later, in November 2014, the world held its breath as Chinese leader Xi Jinping and Japan’s Shinzo Abe exchanged one of the frostiest handshakes in recent history in the backdrop of China’s aggressive bid to claim the Senkaku-Diaoyu Islands raising the spectre of armed conflict. Earlier that year, Vietnam erupted in public fury over China’s provocative act of placing an oil rig in disputed waters. If decades of close economic ties with Japan did not deter China’s strong arm conduct, it did not spare a much smaller communist neighbour from its unsubtle power play either. China is eyeing a lot of maritime real estate. The nine dash line claims so much of the South China Sea that it leaves the Philippines and Vietnam with barely a coastline. Military base building in the Spratly Islands is more evidence that China is a “revisionist” power keen on reviving its “natural” hegemony at the cost of neighbours and by swatting aside inconvenient international laws. Given China’s instinct to head butt neighbours and rivals, the swifter pace of India’s military and civil infrastructure development along its border with China is neither a “peer to peer” play nor a case of hare versus tortoise as Kai Xue has misleadingly suggested in these



columns (“Who’s The Overconfident Hare?”, 18 October). Rather it’s a belated bid to deter China’s persistent attempts to bend the line of actual control in its favour through repeated “incursions”. China sees itself as a challenger to American dominance. But China needs to consider why the billions of dollars it spends in aid and development do not give it a fraction of the returns Hollywood and Harvard deliver to US. Maybe China’s choice of allies like nuclear blackmailer North Korea and terror junction Pakistan doesn’t exactly inspire confidence of many nations. Amid global economic uncertainty, Chinese leaders are unbeatable when it comes to economic forecasts. In March 2015 Premier Li Keqiang set a 7% goal for GDP. In October he carefully noted the target is not cast in stone. But his fears proved baseless; China grew at 6.9% in 2015. In March this year, China announced a 6.5%-7% growth target. No prizes for guessing what the GDP



The real problem for China may be a lot worse than a communist cell massaging economic data. China may remain stuck in the middle income trap and worse, Chinese people may realise they have been fed opiates will finally be. The real problem for China may be a lot worse than a communist cell massaging economic data before release by the national bureau of statistics. China is no longer growing at 9% and it is not folding up either. But it might be stalling. Despite his commitment to reforming state enterprises by giving markets a “decisive role”, Xi has been unable to implement required reforms.



The contentious issue of Ayodhya’s Ram Mandir is back in the spotlight with the Uttar Pradesh government allotting land and the central government allocating Rs 225 crore for a Ramayana Museum in Ayodhya. Hindutva hardliners like BJP MP Vinay Katiyar have started putting pressure on their own party for the construction of a Ram temple dismissing the museum as a “mere lollipop” even as UP chief minister Akhilesh Yadav has announced plans for a Ramlila theme park on the banks of the Sarayu in Ayodhya. Iqbal Ansari, son of late Hashim Ansari, the main petitioner in the Ramjanmabhoomi-Babri Masjid title suit, spoke to Pankaj Shah on the politics of the Ram temple and its fallout. ■ Elections in UP are round the corner. Do you think that the Ram temple issue is being raked up again because of this? BJP has certainly started raking up people’s sentiments in view of the upcoming UP assembly elections. Tourism minister Mahesh Sharma has already visited Ayodhya in search of land for Ramayana Museum. BJP thinks that unless it pursues the politics of Bhagwaan Ram it won’t succeed. ■ How do you look at Centre and state government’s decision to construct a Ramayana museum and a Ramlila theme park? This is all associated with Ram



Lalla. They think that whatever they do in the name of Ram will help them politically. If that is not the case then both the Centre and state government should also beautify and develop religious places of Muslims. There is a ‘Nau-Gaj-ki-Mazar’ which is highly revered. People have not forgotten Babri Masjid. December 6, when the disputed structure was razed, is round the corner. We observe the day and organise programmes. The government should therefore consider giving a facelift to Muslims’ religious places also. ■ Do you think the issue of Ram Mandir Babri Masjid comes embedded with anything reaching out to Ayodhya? Absolutely. Whatever projects are executed in Ayodhya are essentially in the name of Ram because it helps various political parties nationally. Muslims too have many revered places in Ayodhya. So



if the Centre and the state government plan something for places of worship for Hindus, they should also consider doing something for Muslims. Both the communities should be given equal treatment. ■ Do you think that the Ram Mandir Babri Masjid issue is about religion also, or is it just political? It has been turned into a completely political issue. Ayodhya has 5,000 temples having idols of Ram and Sita. They are never spoken about. In fact, i think these netas never think of just one Ram temple. It is only when the elections are round the corner that the politicians start remembering Ram Lalla. ■ What is the biggest fear that comes to your mind whenever this issue crops up? Communal polarisation is always there. The message goes all over the country and divides people on religious lines. Secondly, once the Ram temple issue is rai-
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Bearing Gifts You bear gifts and lights – not for yourself, but for others. Remember that all the gifts you are carrying in your life are for others. Anyone who comes to you, offer them your gifts.



Jug Suraiya
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sed, Ayodhya starts getting crowded. There is a fear of mobs and security is affected. One cannot rule out the chance of mobs going on a rampage or even a stampede where people lose their lives. People in Ayodhya get scared of any gathering that has political ramifications. I think it is high time that Ayodhya is spared and politicians avoided making sensitive statements about the Ram temple issue. ■ Do you think PM Narendra Modi has distanced himself from the overall issue? PM Modi is doing his job quite satisfactorily. It is only the people around him who spark such issues and malign his government. There are a few BJP leaders who try to damage the government if they don’t get benefits. And this is what they are doing by raking up the Ram mandir issue and fanning sentiments just before the assembly elections. ■ What about the ruling Samajwadi Party in UP? Is it perceived to be supportive of Muslims and the issues related to them? The SP government has been doing a fair job. Chief minister Akhilesh Yadav did what many other state governments couldn’t. But i am surprised the way his government has suddenly proposed a ‘Ramlila theme park’. There is already a park where Ramlila has been getting organised for years. I think SP is also politicking around Ram in view of elections.
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Thanks to the call to ban Chinese goods, we might have a dark Festival of Lights



jugularvein



China may remain stuck in the middle income trap and worse, Chinese people may realise they have been fed opiates. India’s GDP figures, despite not capturing all relevant data, are more transparent. Its GDP forecasts mirror those of World Bank, IMF and OECD that see a 7.5% growth for 2016, hardly at variance with RBI’s 7.6% prediction for 2016-17. Further, economic statistics are subject to vigorous analysis with a free media ensuring plenty of dissent and discussion. Future trends see faster growth for India. By 2020, China’s growth is expected to stabilise at around 4.8% while India should tick along at 5.7%. So denying the emerging realities won’t help. Rather a pragmatic assessment should fashion China’s policies. Given their preoccupation with ensuring social and political control, the import of this scenario cannot escape China’s leaders. China’s great success in improving the health and education standards of its population is matched by subtle but firm political control. While the party has managed to stay out of the way of the daily lives of common citizens, it relies on a permit system (hukou) to regulate rural-urban migration. A secretive central organisation department charts careers of thousands of officials and government-supported NGOs quietly infiltrate the civil society space. India’s democracy despite its warts and aberrations prevented dictatorships that visited famine and death on millions of Chinese, as during Mao Zedong’s rule. When he set course for China’s rise as a modern nation, Deng Xiaoping advised his colleagues that it might be useful to “hide your strength, bide your time”. He also suggested that the best way to cross a river may be by “feeling the stones underneath”. China’s elites perhaps believe that it is time to get rid of subterfuges. After all 2016 is not 1978. But 2016 happens to be the year of the monkey, an animal more agile than either a hare or a tortoise and one that might recognise the value of testing the strength of a branch before essaying an injudicious leap.



‘Politicians remember Ram Lalla only when elections round the corner … high time that Ayodhya is spared’



Outsourced Diwali A meeting of the DDA, the Diwali Dealers Association. 1st Dealer: This call to people not to buy Made-in-China goods could turn this Diwali into a diwala, a bankruptcy, for us. It’s all very well for these super-patriotic types to go around thumping their chests and urging people to boycott Chinese goods because China is a pal of Pakistan and refuses to condemn the Paki-inspired cross-border terrorism against India. But while terrorism is bad for business, banning Chinese products is even worse for our business. 2nd Dealer: Too true. Banning Chinese goods is like banning our business itself, because without Chinese goods there is no business for us. 3rd Dealer: Exactly. India has outsourced the whole of Diwali to China. Everything to do with Diwali is made in China. All those Diwali lights that twinkle and go on and off come from China. So do all the fireworks, the bombs and rockets. And the images of gods and goddesses, Ganesh and Laxmi. All from China. 4th Dealer: Yeah, well at least we don’t have Ganesh wearing a Mao jacket. Though that might not be too far out. 1st Dealer: And I’m told that even the playing cards for Diwali teen-patti are Chinese made. Do you think the rokra that changes hands in card games is also made in China? 2nd Dealer: Wouldn’t be surprised if it were. Those guys have shown they can make anything they want to. So if we ban Chinese goods we effectively ban Diwali. No lights, no fireworks. 3rd Dealer: Hey, I’ve an idea! What if instead of China we outsourced Diwali to South Korea. Don’t they make fireworks which go flash-bang! 4th Dealer: Yeah. They’re called Note 7. 1st Dealer: Great idea! Let’s make them the life and Seoul of the Diwali party.
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Sri Sri Ravi Shankar



Dhanteras Launches A Five-Day Energy Festival Yogi Ashwini



reation exists in layers. The physical, comprising of the five elements, is only one layer. As you progress in the sadhana or practice of yoga, the various layers of creation unfold in front of you and you realise that the physical, which a majority spend their life and birth pursuing, is just a small aspect of creation, a layer which is directly controlled by the world of ether, which is the subject of yoga. Most of us have grown up listening to stories from the Ramayana, of the noble Rama, his virtuous wife Sita and devoted brother, Lakshmana. Deepavali, as most understand, is the day when these three persons returned to Ayodhya after completing a 14 year period of exile. How is this perceived in the realm of energy? Rama, an avatar of Vishnu, is a reflection of the energy of the Preserver (Vishnu), Sita is an



C



incarnation of his force, Goddess Lakshmi and Lakshmana is a reflection of the Sheshnaga, which is where the two energies rest. These three shaktis manifested in bhooloka, the physical creation, for a purpose, to uphold dharma and to protect creation. All through their lives they did just that, and once the purpose was fulfilled, they returned to Vaikunth – first Lakshmana, then Sita and finally, Rama. Sita spent the later part of her life in the ashram of Rishi Valmiki. Very few know that it was not Rama who asked her to go. In fact, it was Sita who sought his leave, because her purpose in physical creation was over and she knew that if she continued after, it would be only for bhog, which would tie them to physical creation, whereas their destination was Vaikunth. So she left. Rama lived off Kusha



grass after she left. The festival of Deepavali starts from Dhanteras and is celebrated over five days, culminating on the day of Bhai Duj. These are extremely potent days for manifestation and sidhhis. Dhanteras, is the day of Dhanwantari, the physician of the devas, who emerged with an amritkalash – pot of nectar – along with Goddess Lakshmi on this day. On this day, sadhana and charity are performed under guru sanidhya by those seeking good health and wealth. Also, a diya is lit on this day for Yama, the Lord of Death, to balance the three forces. The next day, Naraka Chaturdashi, is the day when Goddess Lakshmi and Vishnu, in their incarnations as Satyabhama and Krishna, overcame the demon Narakasura. It is the day of Lakshmi sadhana for siddhis or
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spiritual boons. Deepavali or Kartik Amavasya is the day to celebrate the siddhis so gained. Lighting of diyas on this day is symbolic of the siddhis with which one illuminates the body to mark the homecoming of Rama, the energy of Vishnu. Govardhan Puja is associated with the lifting of the Govardhan Parvat by the adolescent Krishna, again, an incarnation of Vishnu, to protect the people. Once again, it is a day when the energy of Vishnu peaks. Bhai Duj, is associated with the episode of Goddess Lakshmi making Asur Bali her brother, and asking him to release Vishnu whom he had taken to Paatal Lok with him. It is the day of the return of Laxmi and Vishnu. Vishnu is the preserver, who runs Creation and Lakshmi is his force. The five days thus abound in the experiences and manifestations pertaining to physical creation through right practice of yoga with the guidance of an able guru. Follow Yogi Ashwini at speakingtree.in
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COMFORTING THE AFFLICTED



The Great Opinion Wars



A thought for today Arson is almost as good as Prozac JOE HILL, US author



If It Ain’t Broke, Don’t Break It The PDPP Act could have unexpected consequences for the sarkar



A



s befits the world’s most populous and ebullient democracy, India has long given full rein to citizens’ right to freedom of what might be called vexpression – when folks get vexed about something, be it lack of job reservations or anything else, they can and do show their displeasure by letting their actions speak louder than words. In what was then called Calcutta, every time the price of hilsa fish went up or the local football favourites lost a soccer match, the good bhadralok of the city would evince their righteous ire at this unconscionable state of things just in by setting ablaze trams and buses in a bonfire of the varieties set to the spirited chant of ‘cholbe na!’ (It won’t do). Carrying forward this time-honoured tradition of propaganda by deed, agitators of all hue and stripe have learnt to vent their political and ideological spleen by going on a spree of riotous vandalisation of all manner of property, both public and private. In order to deter such shenanigans, the government has sought suggestions as to how best to amend the Prevention of Destruction of Public Property Act (PDPP), by imposing stiffer penalties. Most if not all would agree that it’s high time we as a polity took a break from breaking up things as and when we feel moved to do so. However, as salutary as its intentions are the government’s outreach to people to recommend ways and means to add more teeth to the PDPP laws could rebound on itself with unforeseen consequences. For the sarkar, in its many manifestations, could itself be charged with having caused, wilfully or otherwise, no little damage to public property as defined in a broader sense. Before any given election, contesting political factions routinely deface the walls of buildings with vote seeking posters and slogans, which then have to be removed at public or private expense. Once a government assumes office, at the central or state level, it more often than not inflicts further damage to a public property called the economy by playing ducks and drakes with whatever funds it can raise from an already overtaxed populace, which perforce is made to contribute more and more to an ever-diminishing exchequer. Then there is the public property called the Constitution, on which all rights, including that of property, public and private, are founded. By various sins of omission and commission successive sarkars have given it a thorough battering, so much so that its founding fathers would have some difficulty in recognising it as their creation. Indeed the document in question has been amended so often that a cartoon showed a news agent selling the latest edition of it as a popular periodical. Let’s by all means penalise the destruction of public property. But for the sarkar such a measure might prove to be literally a smash hit in a way it hadn’t bargained for.
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Media And Message US election action is all out there on TV, talk radio, internet and social media Gautam Adhikari



Washington: Who’s up? Who’s down? What does the latest tracking poll say? The race must stay alive. No contest means fewer eyeballs, lower ratings. Television’s logic needs a fight. Marshall McLuhan was so correct when, back in 1964, he woke media and academia up with his slogan ‘the medium is the message’. He meant that the form of a medium, i.e. its intrinsic nature and structure, had a symbiotic relationship with the message it would disseminate. McLuhan’s thesis dwelt a lot on TV, but its expanded scope of ‘medium’ included print, radio, television as well as speech, art and other forms of communication. Its relevance in today’s frenetic world of confrontational public opinion is perhaps more profound than ever. We can see how in the long run-up to the US presidential election due on November 8, the medium, or ‘media’ to combine TV, talk radio and social media, has shaped the political narrative to an almost palpable extent. The media, and not just here in the US, indeed steers public opinion as much as it aims, or professes, to reflect it. Print’s influence in this regard plays a role in the background but it’s no longer a primary player. It’s all TV, radio, internet, Twitter, Instagram, Facebook and Wikileaks. A growing majority now forms opinions based on what they view and hear, rather than read in a newspaper or book, even as quality print journalism still frequently sets an agenda for the other media to follow when it comes to issues of public significance. Television is an expensive medium. To make itself viable it needs eyeballs, which generate revenues, unless it is publicly subsidised. News TV when producing reportage, especially investigative stories, can be costly. A talk show is cheaper. If it’s loud and combative enough, it gets ratings. The louder the chatter, the more controversial the opinions, the higher the ratings. Sounds familiar? I see some talk TV viewers in India nodding their heads in assent. Rupert Murdoch, with his then associate Roger Ailes, brilliantly advanced the idea of highly opinionated talk TV in practice by starting Fox News in America in the latter half of the 1990s. They ostensibly wanted to counter the influence of so-called ‘liberal media’, as the rightwing dubs network news and CNN; they labelled Fox News ‘fair and balanced’. Before long, CNN and MSNBC increased the frequency of talk shows in their programming and the game was on. Rightwing talk television combined with talk radio, which has always been overwhelmingly hard right with its extreme opinions and conspiracy theories, to outsmart news-reporting conventional television as well as the fewer, far less influential leftwing or liberal outlets. And then, social media exploded onto the scene. Once again, the right exploited its potential far more effectively than the left, all the while keeping up its loud refrain against a ‘liberal bias’ of mainstream media. A strong rightwing constituency, with convictions that had thus far been consigned to the fringes of American public opinion, soon began to grow. The Tea Party wing of the Republicans became a phenomenon under hard right spokespersons and leaders who got tacit, winking support from a conventionally conservative Republican leadership. Then, Donald Trump burst onto the scene. Today, moderate Republican leaders are struggling to come to terms with a party that is now squarely in Trump’s far right corner of the ideological spectrum. His support accounts for 38-43% of the registered electorate, if we are to judge by the opinion polls churning out daily. That ceaseless opinion polling helps the media keep the fever of combat burning. Anxious citizens watch, listen, check websites and wonder which poll is accurate and which not. The polls spread across a range of possibilities, if you include outlier polls that show Trump leading nationally, while a majority of polls show Hillary Clinton with a comfortable lead. In fact, opinion polls often prove to be less than reliable indicators. The Brexit referendum in Britain, for instance, showed up pollsters who had been predicting a defeat for Brexiters. A crucial but far less predictable factor may be singularly important on election day. It’s turnout. If there’s an unprecedentedly high turnout among women and millennial voters, Clinton is likely to win, perhaps carrying a Senate majority in her bag. If turnout is low, Trump might yet triumph.
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AFFLICTING THE COMFORTABLE



How privileged influencers and aspirational India are locked in a battle to mould opinion Chetan Bhagat



We think the elected government in power can do anything it wants. However the government of the day, or any political leader, almost always acts on the basis of current public opinion. There are always a few opinion leaders, influencers, individuals and entities (such as the media) with disproportionate influence on thought and opinion. Most citizens form their views based on the influencers they trust, or in most cases, don’t form a view at all. They are happy to vote once every five years and let the country be run by people in power, navigated by the public opinion makers. This is also how India works, with one peculiarity. Public opinion has almost always been in the hands of the privileged class. The biggest marker in India of belonging to this class is good spoken English, followed by some or all of: a) access to good, private English-medium schools; b) studying in a prestigious liberal arts college; c) growing up in a metro city; d) growing up in an upper middle class household; e) connections with other members of the privileged class; and f) getting a job because you knew someone, rather than scoring it on merit. Members of the privileged class are eloquent, write well and can express themselves better than others. Naturally, they are a good fit to be our opinion leaders. Hence, since British times, these intellectuals told the hoi polloi what to think. They controlled opinion on every issue: whether it was Kashmir, minority appeasement, economic policies or women’s rights. Often, the intellectuals tended to be left leaning in their politics. This was understandable. Capitalism depends on merit. To someone in a position of privilege, capitalism and merit can be huge threats. The new millennium changed all that. India and Indians grew in economic power. Many aspired for something bigger. They wanted, god forbid, a say in how the country was run too. Not just at election time (where they elected Modi, replacing
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privileged dynasts), but also on a daily basis. Technology such as social media allowed them to do so as well. You needn’t be from a particular college or hold a certain degree to have an opinion on Kashmir. You could just be a thinking Indian and you qualify. If the opinion resonates, it will circulate and influence others. Of course, all this scared the privileged class. They fought back, calling capitalists Sanghis and nationalists Hindu zealots. Aspirational India fought back too, calling the privileged class fake liberals and ‘presstitutes.’ This battle for opinion is in full swing in India today. Almost all the recent big controversies – award wapsi, tolerance/ intolerance, national/ anti-national and the recent India-Pakistan relationship shift – are instances of the Great Indian Opinion Wars. The Indian privileged class still has enormous clout. For instance, look at the furor English news channels make, and the number of politicians that react to them. However, did you know the viewership of



The privileged class is responsible for a lot of wrongs. They have led India into poverty with left-leaning ideas, bred nepotism and thwarted merit. However, this doesn’t mean we can replace them with the mob the leading Hindi news channels can be a hundred times more than the English news channels? But the English media continues to control opinion. Similarly, our intellectuals who write in English carry more clout. The international media reacts almost solely to them. Meanwhile, the battle continues. As aspirational India rises it clamours to have its say, even if it does so often in noisy, sentimental and even crass terms. Aspirational India may have merit in its



thoughts, but they just don’t have the rationality or eloquence of expression. They want Pakistanis out. They want their traditions like no-beef respected. They want a strong leader who takes action against terrorism, regardless of consequences. They want nationalism. They may make sense. However, they can’t logically or persuasively explain their views as well as the privileged set can. The aspirational set compensates by showing strength in numbers and shoving opinions down people’s throats. In other words, they don’t even mind behaving like a mob. For a while, many supported an illegal ban on a film that had one Pakistani actor, who was cast at a time India sent peace missions to Pakistan. This is where the problem lies when we talk of the aspirational class replacing the privileged class. The privileged class is responsible for a lot of wrongs. They are disconnected from India, monopolise opinion, have led India into poverty with left-leaning ideas, bred nepotism and thwarted merit. However, this doesn’t mean we can replace them with the mob. It doesn’t mean we disregard laws, logic, politeness, open-mindedness and individual liberties in the name of nationalism. The essence of being an Indian patriot is someone who loves this country, and has respect for all laws and differences in opinion that may exist in a free land. Labelling people anti-national for not agreeing with you is not going to help. Instead, demolish those who hold a different view with a polite but strong counter-argument. Emotions in favour of the country are good, but logical thoughts are also necessary if you want a say in public opinion. Privileged classes and the new aspirational India need to learn to co-exist with each other. The privileged set needs to understand the new reality. Privilege doesn’t give you instant entitlement or monopoly to shape opinion anymore. Aspirational India has to learn to articulate and conduct itself well and remain open-minded to others. In the Great Indian Opinion Wars may the best opinion for India win, whichever side it comes from.



Jumla again? India’s ease of doing business performance is a far cry from government promises Salman Anees Soz



It is a ritual that the World Bank Group and its member countries enact each year in October. The 2017 edition of the Doing Business report is out. Ease of doing business in different countries has been measured and ranked. Countries that do well get bragging rights and a coveted “signal” to the “markets” that they present attractive investment opportunities. Countries that do poorly complain bitterly about the report’s “flawed” methodology or how their reforms have been disregarded in calculating the rankings. Sadly, India finds itself in the latter group. Its rank in the 2017 report has improved only one spot from 131 in 2016. Commerce minister Nirmala Sitharaman tweeted her reaction: “Disappointed at our rank this year. Many of our reformatory steps were after WB deadline. Hopefully, with other steps, will help next year.” After all the talk of ease of doing business, and with Prime Minister Narendra Modi himself leading the charge and talking up India’s business climate, we have barely budged.



So what is going on? Is India a victim of a flawed process or is this yet another example of political jumlabazi gone awry? As with reports from previous years, this year’s Doing Business report provides examples of reforms enacted by the government and also highlights areas where more needs to be done. Of the ten parameters used to calculate the rankings there are four areas where India’s rank has improved (based on recalculated 2016



Building consensus for well-structured labour reforms could create jobs and reduce informality. Debating such ideas could have a much bigger impact than bemoaning the low standing in the rankings ratings) and five areas where its rank has deteriorated. India’s rank has improved significantly in the area of “getting electricity” and shown marginal improvements in registering property, trading across borders and enforcing contracts. Conversely, India’s



rank has fallen in starting a business, dealing with construction permits, getting credit, protecting minority investors, and resolving insolvency. On paying taxes, India’s rank remains at 172. The World Bank has credited India with reforms in four areas. In this year’s report a reform that the World Bank cites very often is the 2013 Companies Act, introduced during PM Manmohan Singh’s tenure. Despite reforms, India improved its overall rank slowly in past years as well. Going up or down the rankings is a dynamic process, in which performance is measured relative to what is happening in other countries. That means the relatively slow pace of improvement in the rankings is a reflection of better performance of other countries. It



may come as a surprise to many in India, but Pakistan is one of ten economies highlighted this year for making major improvements in its business regulations. It is a big world out there and India does not operate in a vacuum. The net result is a 2017 rank that is a far cry from what the government has been promising. It was only in May this year that Sitharaman said that it was “possible” for the country to reach the top 50 in the “next few years”. It is a hallmark of the current crop of BJP leaders to make big promises without giving the public a sense of the challenges the country faces. Instead of complaining about India’s rank, the focus should be on zeroing in on genuine improvements that can catalyse entrepreneurship, competition, risk taking
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and investments. Gaming the Doing Business rankings isn’t going to help create jobs. That is an obsession we could do without. Policymakers should go beyond the rankings and look at some of the findings hidden deep in the report. For instance, the report argues: “Although Indian labour laws aim to increase employment security and worker welfare, they often have negative impacts by creating incentives to use less labour and encouraging informality and small firm size. Indeed, Indian firms are more capital-intensive relative to the economy’s factor endowments.” Building consensus for well-structured labour reforms could create jobs and reduce informality. Debating such ideas could have a much bigger impact than bemoaning the low standing in the rankings. If we are serious real strides are possible when we acknowledge the challenges, stop making wild promises and hunker down to build consensus on reforms that can put our young people to work and give India a fighting chance to further alleviate poverty. Now that is something we could all celebrate. The writer, formerly with the World Bank, is a national media panelist of Congress. Views are personal



Sacredspace Selfless Light Light gives of itself freely, filling all available space. It does not seek anything in return; it asks not whether you are friend or foe. It gives of itself and is not thereby diminished.
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The Real Significance Of Deepavali Anandmurti Gurumaa



eepavali is the festival of light. On the night of Amavasya, New Moon – it is believed that the darker and blacker the night, the more one appreciates the light emanating from the lamp. But this lamp can only emit light till there is oil in it, till the wick burns. Once the oil is consumed, once the wick burns out, the flame, too, gets extinguished. Similarly, we may strive with all our might in our worldly affairs, yet in the end, it is all in vain. Till the body feels energetic, active, we pull on, for at that time it makes no difference. But when the vigour and vitality of the body begin to diminish, problems start. And once strength goes away, living with one’s own body becomes a burden. The eyes are unable to see, the ears fail to hear and one feels challenged; helpless. When body and mind are both suffering,



D



and we are in pain, we realise that whether one has 10 lakh rupees or 10 crore or 10 billion in the bank, it is of no use. We tend to take all kinds of precautions, make all provisions possible to ensure that “I will be safe”, but in the end, all we get is disappointment. That is why, despite strength and capability in the body, if the intellect doesn’t really function, there is no realisation. And when the intellect finally does realise it, it may be too late because by that time the body is incapable of doing anything. The lamp which is lit outside is indeed pleasing to the eye and it gives light – but to dispel the darkness of the mind, we need to light the lamp of dhyana or meditation and jnana or knowledge. And once these lamps are lit, their light can never go out, for it is sustained by the oil of



vairagya or dispassion in the mind that fuels it. Without dispassion, this lamp cannot burn. And it is the fuel of dispassion from which rays of knowledge burst forth, giving rise to wisdom with the power of discrimination that enables us to distinguish between truth and untruth. Once you learn something, you cannot forget it. And once we know something, we cannot pretend that we don’t know it. That is why it is said that once darkness is dispelled, once the light shines bright, then one does not stumble or trip ever again. Deepavali, the festival of lights, is rich in symbolism. Celebrated on the darkest of nights, it indicates that for those who light the lamp of knowledge in the darkness of life, there is luminosity, both within and
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without. For those who don’t, the mind abides in darkness because the outer light is temporary. Every person should strive to dispel the darkness that cloaks his mind. And it is ignorance which keeps the mind in the deepest, densest darkness, which makes us believe that we are living a good life that will always stay that way. We do not understand that just like the oil in the lamp burns away, one day the lamp of our life too will get extinguished. Deepavali in the true sense celebrates the rooting out of darkness from the mind by lighting the lamp of dhyana and jnana. Follow Anandmurti Gurumaa at speakingtree.in and post your comments at speakingtree.in The Speaking Tree is also available as an 8 page newspaper every Sunday for Rs 3. Book your copy of The Speaking Tree with your newspaper vendor or SMS STREE to 58888.
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ALL THAT MATTERS



Don’t let UCC row hijack triple talaq reform



Amateurs have the best ideas. A tattoo guy found a way to clean up an oil spill



RIGHT & WRONG SWAPAN DASGUPTA Much more than the cross-LoC raids on terrorist staging posts, the winter session of Parliament is likely to be dominated by the contentious subject of Muslim personal laws. While politicians are a little wary of wading into a subject that is before the Supreme Court, a proxy war is in the offing over a Uniform Civil Code (UCC) for India. The Law Commission, whose role is purely advisory, has begun consultations on a theme that finds mention in the Directive Principles of the Constitution but has never been acted on. This in turn has provoked protests by Muslim organisations, including the Muslim Personal Law Board. Following the Union government’s affidavit in the triple talaq case and the Prime Minister’s intervention in the matter, there is a feeling that the proposed reform of Muslim divorce procedures is the thin edge of the wedge. Despite finance minister Arun Jaitley’s clarification, Muslim groups — alas, very male dominated — believe that the BJP is set to act on its long-standing commitment to a UCC. That the outlawing of triple talaq is certain to be a feature of any future UCC is undeniable. The belief in common personal laws is centred on two planks. First, there is the belief that all citizens must be governed by the same laws governing marriage, divorce, inheritance and adoption. These laws in turn must be based on contemporary values that ensure equity and gender justice. Secondly, the advocacy of a UCC proceeds on the belief that religion involves the relationship between an individual and his/her God and that modification of custom doesn’t constitute a challenge to faith or religious identities. India is unlikely to ever accept, say, French secular traditions that even frown upon the outward trappings of religious identity. A UCC, for example, may insist on the registration of marriages (and the laws governing divorce) but it will not dictate the rites and rituals of the ceremony itself. Muslims in Europe and North America haven’t lost their faith simply because they are governed by laws applicable to all citizens. And even in India, Muslims are governed by common criminal laws and not those stipulated in the Sharia. In any case, the formulation of a UCC for India is still a long way off. The Law Commission may have begun preliminary consultations on the subject but the exercise of reconciling different personal laws of the various communities is certain to be an elaborate
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FAITH MATTERS: Muslims in Europe and North America haven’t lost their faith simply because they are governed by laws applicable to all citizens



affair and must be accompanied by a large measure of consultation, persuasion and accommodation. To suggest that the Narendra Modi government is intent on ramming a hastily prepared UCC down the throats of all Indians before the 2019 election is at best needlessly alarmist and at worst governed by a polarising political agenda. It would seem there is an attempt to deflect attention from the real issue: the morality of triple talaq in a contemporary society. In the Shah Bano case of 1985-86, the Supreme Court offended Muslim orthodoxy by sanctioning alimony payment to a divorced Muslim woman. At that time, the Rajiv Gandhi government caved in to political pressure and enacted a regressive law that overturned the judgment. Since then, the courts have corrected other iniquitous practices such as the denial of prayer rights to women at Hindu and Muslim shrines. These judgments, fortunately, have been respected. If there is now a growing body of legal precedence upholding gender equity, it is possible that the triple talaq system may be struck down by the Supreme Court. On this limited matter — as well as on the right of Muslims to have multiple wives concurrently — there appears to be a loose consensus favouring reform. Moreover, in view of the grave perversion of triple talaq, there is a gender divide that implicitly challenges the right of theologians to speak on behalf of all Muslims and pronounce that Islam is in danger because women have been given marital rights. No wonder these custodians of faith are attempting to enlarge the battle and ensure community solidarity on an issue over which there is neither information nor consensus. Ironically, by waving the UCC flag quite mindlessly, the BJP’s over-zealous supporters are falling into the trap. The coming months are certain to see much huffing and puffing over a UCC. No doubt some of the debate will be educative but there is also a danger that it could produce a contrived polarisation, and derail attempts to put an end to a practice that denies a large number of Indian women dignity and justice. Like the article: SMS MTMVSDG  Yes or No to 58888@ 3/sms



California-based non-profit XPRIZE Foundation holds global contests seeking ideas for things as varied as an affordable and portable medical diagnostic tool or ways to study the seafloor, or even to land a spacecraft on the moon. Up for grabs are millions of dollars in prize money. Headed by entrepreneur Peter Diamandis, its board includes Google’s Larry Page and Tesla’s Elon Musk. The foundation has announced two new prizes: the $1.75mn Water Abundance Prize to tackle water scarcity, and the $1mn Women’s Safety Prize to address violence against women. XPRIZE CEO Marcus Shingles and executive director, global expansion Zenia Tata tell Kim Arora about crowdsourcing solutions for larger-than-life problems How do you ensure diversity of the crowd when you “crowdsource” ideas? Marcus: When we design a prize, we have criteria for this. The ocean cleanup prize is a good example. Our PR and marketing did not target the oil cleanup industry. We put it out there to a diverse set of people. One person competing was a fisherman (from Alaska) who already had a net that was oceanworthy on the high seas. So he said, maybe I could re-engineer my net. He wasn’t some MIT grad. He just had a net. He came into the finals with an idea that was exponentially better than government or industry. Another guy was a tattoo artist in Vegas. Literally, he worked his entire life taking oil off the skin. And he wondered if there’s a technique that can use the same methodology. And he became one of the finalists. Many of those impacted by water scarcity in India are disadvantaged. How do they compete for the Water Abundance prize? Zenia: A lot is, as Marcus said, in how we design the prize. We have to design parameters and testing in a way that leaves it open for widespread innovation and things that even we cannot imagine, and not put prescriptive measures on the prize. We don’t want to say, for example, that it should be on your mobile phone. What if mobile phones go away tomorrow and things we have never thought about start becoming communica-



tion devices? We learned a long time ago that if you don’t involve the people impacted in your solution, then it becomes very top-down.



So has that happened for the Water Abundance and Women’s Safety prizes? Zenia: Oh yes. And we’re going one step further. In the Women’s Safety prize, we are asking (teams to) create a minimum viable product. We’re also going to ask them how many victims or people impacted by violence, especially in public places, have they talked to while designing their product. We’re incentivising teams to go out and involve the people most impacted by the problem. In the water prize, we are asking people to design on a community scale.
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The Women’s Safety prize seeks an emergency alert system that women can use even if



they don’t have access to a smartphone or cellphone. But critics point out that “throwing technology” at problems like violence against women doesn’t address underlying social causes. Marcus: We have the Global Learning prize running right now, where we tied up with Nicholas Negroponte who started One Laptop Per Child. He got that criticism. They put tablets, laptops into the hands of children, and realised they were being used as doorstops or being sold. And people said, “What do you expect?” Typically speaking, you get someone who says (for) the underlying socio-economic problems, can you use technology? My answer is, yes. That’s called experimentation. People who ask that question are usually thinking linear in terms of the power of technology, not exponential. If it doesn’t work, we’ve got 4,000 children that have tablets with software that teaches Swahili. It’s a little shallow to say, “Oh, you think you can just throw technology at it.” In today’s day and age, I think yeah, it’s a good place to start. Zenia: We understand the Women’s Safety prize model has limitations. We’re not a hammer looking for a nail. This prize has two elements to it. Yes, there is a technology element, because we’re a technology-centric organisation, we’re techno-optimists. The other is community. If something happens to me here, then you as a stranger should be able to respond. It’s putting the onus of safety back on the community. The Lunar XPRIZE for sending a spacecraft to the moon is reaching its final stage and Indian teams are among the contenders. What are your expectations from it? Marcus: We’re very optimistic because 2016 is the final year and all these teams are beginning to declare their (spacecraft) launch contracts. There is a team from India that is part of the Qualcomm Tricorder prize (for creating a medical diagnostic device). It’s actually really notable that two of our major prizes right now that have come into the finals — the Lunar and the Qualcomm Tricorder prizes — have finalists from India. This community is well represented.



On Nov 8, Americans will come out to vote holding their nose BY INVITATION KATTY KAY After the longest, most expensive, most unpredictable election in US history, it is remarkable that anyone could still not have made up their mind about who they want to be the next American president. What on earth are they waiting for? Both candidates are very well known, the election has gone on for ever — and ever — and every wild turn of this campaign has been covered ad nauseam on TV. Indeed it seems, as I’ve been covering this election for BBC World News America, that every day brings a new development to digest, a new angle to analyse. If this were a reality TV show, like, just for example, The Apprentice, you’d accuse



the producers of vetting the contestants just to keep the series exciting. And yet going into the third debate as much as 15% of the US electorate was still undecided. That’s high by American election standards. After covering three presidential elections I suspect the issue is not indecision so much as disaffection. So many Americans hate these two candidates so much that the choice they are making is the lesser of two evils. On election day they will go into the polling booth, hold their nose, and pick the least bad smell. The debate in Las Vegas did nothing to change that picture. Hillary Clinton won the debate, with her strongest performance yet, and probably shifted a few of those undecideds into her column. But in her answers on abortion rights, gun control and the Supreme Court she will have reconfirmed every conservative’s belief that she is unfit to



hold the highest office in the country. Their hatred only grew. Donald Trump lost the Las Vegas debate by confirming the belief of those who fear his temperament is not suitable for the White House. His refusal to say he will accept the result of the vote seemed like another, rather petulant bid to undermine the process before we even get to polling day. Calling Hillary Clinton “such a nasty woman,” will have aggravated the very women voters he so desperately needs to win over. So if both candidates just reinforced existing perceptions in Las Vegas, what could still change the outcome of this race? With the debates over, there are no more big audience moments left in this campaign and there is really nothing more to learn about either candidate. The polls at the moment give Hillary Clinton an easier path to the White House than Donald Trump, but there is still a little more



Armchair sleuths, don’t kill Monika Ghurde again it came out of hard work, dedication and love. And it could have been anywhere. Paris, Chennai (Rajaniland, as she wrote), Goa. Coffee and croisDEEPTI KAPOOR sant. Dal-chawal. The iPhone. A jasmine flower. The girl is dead, so we put her The joy of exquisite form. Did you know? She rescued one of her cats from face in the paper. It helps that she’s modern and beautiful and a garbage bin, and this cat, seeming to have exotic that she suffered. Perhaps we blood, was as beautiful as anything in the world. can call her famous. Or at least Did you know? She cried when Prabuddha died we can say her residence was “posh”, that she and she cried when Steve Jobs died, and I chided was “elite”, and this makes it all the more sensa- her for the latter and she laughed but didn’t apolotional. We don’t know her, but we infer these gise. She laughed readily. She was a joyful cook. One pre-monsoon morning, leaving the yoga things from her Facebook profile and her Instagram page, and it’s from these that we take her shala, she stopped to take a photo of flowers fallimage, grave-robbing, and we don’t stop to think ing in a certain light, and because of her dedicaabout whether this is necessary or decent or right. tion to the moment I still remember that day. I Perhaps we have no scruples or training about was her teacher then. She was one of my first how this should go. So we use that smiling face, students and she gave me a respect I found distaken from moments that were not secret but were proportionate, almost embarrassing, but she Bharath Ramamrutham meant it, and it gave me never meant for this, and more confidence to go the feeding frenzy that folon. She was like that, a lows leaves just enough nicer person than I am question marks for the — more open, less cynprofessional moralists and ical. She valued friendthe armchair detectives. ship, it really meant And they won’t realise something to her; she they’re killing her again. tended it like a garden. Men and women die And she had that exevery day of course, I traordinary sense of know this; they suffer tersmell, which was her ribly. There should be no accidental future. She hierarchy of pain or loss. showed it off to me But then not everyone gets once, analysing my perkilled in life and again in LOST FOREVER: Monika was an aesthete; she fume, and in her confithe news. Not everyone saw beauty in life and revelled in it dence got my fragrance has their dignity taken from them, and has their obituary written by entirely wrong. But she was still in training then. vultures. So what are we, who loved her, left to We laughed about it and I laugh now, and I feel do? Write a new history? Try to give some dig- bad telling you this because no one deserves to nity back? Yes. But in doing this I’m not going know, but then you’ve already been told so many to beg you to think of her as someone’s daughter, things, and I have to push back somehow. Like most friendships, I took ours for granted. wife, sister or mother. That’s part of the nonsense that got us here in the first place. What I’m We didn’t talk for a while — but when we did, it was magic. Looking back through our texts, I regoing to do is tell you about my friend. To say she loved life is meaningless. Better to alise she wouldn’t give up on me. When we last say she understood its potential and saw its beau- met, eating the simple “soul food” she had cooked, ty and took the business of it seriously, which is we remarked on the way our lives had gone and to say she revelled in it and wore it lightly. She declared ourselves jealous of the other’s, then was an aesthete, from the Greek aisthetes: a person punctured that jealousy with the truth: our lives who perceives. She perceived, and translated this were quite mundane, we were just women trying perception into her physical and emotional being to live. She lived better, perhaps; she let life in. and made it her life. She was a creator and a me- Nothing will ever change that. It’s how I remember diator. Her senses were alert to wonder. Someone her — I take my seeds of memory and plant them like this is easy to love and it’s right to love them. and water them with love and I’ll watch them blosShe told me about a perfect moment once: in som around her name, which is Monika Ghurde. Paris, on her walk to work, stepping into a café for coffee and croissant. That was it. Yes, she was Like the article: SMS MTMVCOL lucky to have the chance. But it wasn’t just luck,  Yes or No to 58888@ 3/sms



BY INVITATION



MR & MRS UNPOPULAR: Many Americans hate both the presidential candidates so much that the choice they are making is the lesser of two evils



RHYME & REASON AMIT VARMA



FAMILY BUSINESS 1 The Tatas built an unwieldy beast, Bleeding profusely, to say the least. Cyrus tried for a fix. Now he’s out of the mix Because Ratan remains the high priest.



FAMILY BUSINESS 2 Once the Yadavs had a pillow fight. Shivpal threw bolsters with all his might. Akhilesh slipped and fell. Mulayam had to yell, “Save me from this Samajwadi plight!”



INBOX Weak-kneed govt Apropos Shobhaa De’s column (‘This Friday, viewers take a call on Karan Johar’s big mushkil’, Oct 23), while the film industry’s capitulation to MNS threats could well be driven by economic considerations, what is baffling is the attitude of the Fadnavis government. Instead of hauling up the miscreants, it chose to parley with them, revealing itself to be as spineless as the industry, if not more. C V Aravind, Bengaluru



Gandhi edited In his article, ‘Why we should ignore Gandhi’s advice sometimes’ (Oct 16), Swapan Dasgupta is a little economical with the truth. The quote attributed to Gandhi should have read: “If these gentlemen choose to occupy your homes, you will vacate them. If they do not give you free passage out, you will allow yourself man, woman and child, to be slaughtered, but you will refuse to owe allegiance to them.” The last part, which is the essence of the non-violence that Gandhi preached, was omitted. Ashok Rao, Bengaluru Email the editor at



[email protected] with ‘Sunday Mailbox’ in the subject line. Please mention your name and city



than a week to go until election day, and as the British PM Harold Wilson famously said, “A week is a long time in politics.” The most likely game changer would be some external factor. If terrorists, god forbid, struck America in the run-up to election, that could throw people’s choices back into review. Voters would look to see which candidate responded in a way that made them feel safer. A blockbuster WikiLeaks revelation from Hillary Clinton’s emails is another possibility, but it would have to be a clearer smoking gun than anything revealed so far. There’s always a new sex scandal, but even those are now depressingly old hat in this campaign. Or possibly the disclosure of a serious health problem — these are, after all, the two oldest presidential candidates in American history. And then there’s the mutterings of a “secret Trump vote”, a group of people



who might be skewing the polls because they won’t tell pollsters they are going to vote for Trump, perhaps because they are embarrassed to do so. The Trump campaign has talked about this phenomenon as a way of discrediting the polls but there’s no actual evidence of it. If the polls are correct and they hold, Hillary Clinton could be a few days away from becoming America’s first female president. And here’s the irony that must keep Republicans up at night. Hillary Clinton is a very unpopular candidate yet she might be on the verge of not just winning but winning in a landslide. What would that say about the Republican choice? Katty Kay is the presenter of World News America on BBC World News Like the article: SMS MTMVCOL  Yes or No to 58888@ 3/sms



Chest-thumping and military’s downgrading can’t go together IT’S ALL POLITICS NALIN MEHTA These are strange times for India’s armed forces. Our soldiers are caught in the middle of the biggest chestthumping and political messaging exercise since the Kargil war, which includes the PM’s laudable ‘Sandesh for Soldiers’ initiative with evocative Diwali photo-ops on the frontlines, rakhi-tying ministers in distant outposts and defence minister Manohar Parrikar’s quixotic declaration that India’s soldiers were like “Hanuman who did not quite know their prowess before the surgical strikes”. Yet, just as fighting is intensifying on the LoC, soldiers also find themselves being confronted by news that the defence ministry may not only slash their disability pensions but also seems to have downgraded their status vis-a-vis civilian counterparts. The inexplicable dichotomy between the politics of patriotism around the Indian armed forces and the simultaneous reduction of the state’s compensation to soldiers (while increasing similar perks for bureaucratic counterparts) is worthy of a stellar episode of the BBC’s iconic 1980s sitcom Yes, Minister, if not Shakespearian black comedy. It would have been farcically funny, if it wasn’t so tragic. For a government so gung-ho on the muscularity of our armed forces and so keen to wear patriotism on its sleeve, the unseemly controversy over the status of armed forces officers is befuddling. First, on October 18, the ministry of defence (MoD) issued a circular which, while announcing the relative status of military officers vis-a-vis their civilian colleagues, seemed to pull them down a notch. A civilian joint director in Armed Forces Headquarters, according to this circular, would be equivalent functionally to a colonel, a director to a brigadier and a principal director to a major general. Under the Warrant of Precedence, however, a major general is equivalent to a joint secretary. This circular, issued with “approval of the Hon’ble Raksha Mantri”, indicated downgradation. The MoD responded to media reports on October 27, flatly denying any changes. It was unequivocal that “there has been no downgradation or any change in the existing equivalence of the service ranks whatsoever,” and asserted that “existing functional equivalence as clarified in 1991 and further reiterated in 1992, 2000, 2004 and 2005 has only been reaffirmed.” So was it simply a misunderstanding? MoD’s statement somehow omitted mentioning the 2009 Group of Ministers (GoM) report, headed by Pranab Mukherjee, which had clarified disputes in the hierarchy and had equated, for example, colonels with directors. The PMO and cabinet not only accepted that report, orders to this effect were issued in January 2009, as lawyer Navdeep Singh has pointed out. Suddenly, it seems to have been forgotten. It is an



embarrassing boo-boo by MoD bureaucrats. The defence minister is now reported to be setting up a three-member panel to resolve the rank parity issue. As Navdeep Singh rightly argues, such controversies highlight “the pitfalls of the one-way file noting sheet system, a bane of the Westminster model, by which files are initiated from below but the senior level functionaries or even the political executive have no way of determining the truth or the veracity of what is put up to them. This assumes an even higher danger in the ministry of defence wherein the stakeholders (armed forces) are not a part of the file movement and have no manner of rebutting incorrect postulations in real time”. It leads to the kind of embarrassing situation we have now. Second, a day after the Army’s surgical strikes, MoD drastically reduced pensions of soldiers disabled during military service. Based on Seventh Pay Commission recommendations, the ministry scrapped a percentagebased system of disability calculation to go back to an



RANK-LING ISSUES: It is time for the political executive to radically reform the defence ministry



older system, which would mean less money for soldiers — though no such change has been made for civilian disability pensioners or those from central armed paramilitary forces. This was an unfortunate signal to soldiers, though the change is now on hold pending a decision by an anomalies committee. These controversies follow previous ones over the Seventh Pay Commission where the armed forces have pointed out 36 anomalies, and the debate over OROP (on which the Justice Narasimha Reddy committee looking into complaints has just submitted its report). PM Modi recently asked citizens to develop a “tradition to show respect to our defence forces” like “in foreign countries when sitting at airports or railways stations we see that soldiers are given a standing ovation by civilians.” It is impossible to square this kind of sentiment with the actions of petty bureaucrats and it is time for the political executive to radically reform the MoD, bring in the armed forces into its decision-making loop and give them their due. Like the article: SMS MTMVCOL  Yes or No to 58888@ 3/sms
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The Need For Speed



A thought for today Sometimes it’s worse to win a fight than to lose BILLIE HOLIDAY



What good are new roads when they are incapable of moving people and goods quickly?



Forget private wars, Shiv Sena and BJP must put Mumbai voters first



A



fter taking potshots at each other with unfailing regularity over the past two years, Shiv Sena and BJP have sealed a pact for elections to 212 municipal councils and nagar panchayats in Maharashtra. That was the easy part, the lowest hurdle to cross as it were. The parties need each other in the rural parts of the state, where the recent Maratha consolidation and other factors pose a challenge to the saffron combine. The difficult part lies ahead. No decision has been taken yet on the crucial Mumbai and Thane civic polls, scheduled early in 2017. There was a great deal of acrimony, recrimination and open hostility in the run-up to the 2014 state assembly polls after the 25 year old alliance came apart that year, before the parties decided to break bread again in the wake of the popular verdict. Mumbai does not deserve a repeat of that, or even of the bitterness that has characterised the alliance since. It deserves far better. The city, whose corporation boasts a budget (over Rs 30,000 crore) bigger than some Indian states, is struggling to retain its once-evident top slot in India. A recent survey revealed it no longer figures among the top 100 financial powerhouses of the world; it has a crumbling infrastructure; its society, famed for its innate sense of egalitarianism, is more fragmented today than perhaps ever before; it is crying for urgent rescue from political graft and expediency and official apathy. The least Sena and BJP could do is spare the city the kind of invective we saw in the 2014 assembly polls campaign. What the two parties, and indeed Congress and NCP too, must focus on is a debate on Mumbai’s future and the shape and direction it must take. The shocking state of city roads and the recent unfortunate death of the imported Humboldt penguin in Mumbai zoo can be a starting point for this debate. Has Brihanmumbai Municipal Corporation got its priorities right? Are its decisions in the public interest? And are they implemented in right earnest or out of deference to some outdated personality cult? Accountability for acts of omission and commission is necessary, as is the raising of the level of political discourse from the vitriol-filled ‘tu tu main main’ conversation that Sena and BJP leaders seem to be having with each other almost daily, to the massive detriment of Maharashtra.



“Sir, can’t you pass a central law and solve the Bengaluru traffic problem for us”, went the impassioned plea from Flipkart’s executive chairman Sachin Bansal to Union road transport minister Nitin Gadkari at an awards event for startups recently. Bansal was not the only one to petition the minister that day, and Bengaluru was not the only city whose traffic problem was brought to Gadkari’s notice. Because of poor quality roads and virtually non-existent traffic planning and management, Indian city dwellers spend far too many hours on the road every day. If time is as precious as money, our cities impose a hefty tax on us, and they still lose more money. One estimate pegs the economic loss because of Bengaluru traffic congestion at Rs 3,700 crore a year, including a whopping 50 crore litres of annual fuel losses. Extrapolate these figures to Delhi, Mumbai and other Indian cities and we have a full-blown economic crisis on hand. Prime Minister Narendra Modi has championed startups. I wonder if Bansal’s plea reached his ears, for there is nothing that puts an Indian startup in a more disadvantageous position compared to its foreign counterparts than the crippling infrastructure around it. Imagine the hidden cost Flipkart pays for delayed shipments because the delivery boys keep getting stuck in traffic all the time. I recently left Gurgaon’s Cyber City in the evening hours with a French client who made a telling point during our hourplus commute to south Delhi. “I can easily do 5 or more meetings in a day even if they are spread across in Singapore or any European city. In Delhi or Bengaluru, I can never plan more than 2 or maximum 3.” Gadkari’s ministry measures its performance in kilometres of new roads built per year. What good are these new roads, or the existing roads for that matter, when they are rank incapable of moving people and goods quickly? It takes anywhere between 5-7 hours to drive



E



ighty years since the landmark Travancore Temple Entry Proclamation granted rights to low caste Hindus to offer worship in temples and 69 years since our country attained freedom, social exclusion is nowhere near elimination. At Hariharapakkam, an obscure village in Tiruvannamalai district in Tamil Nadu, a group of dalit youths petitioned the administration to enable them to enter the century-old Arulmighu Thulukanathamman temple that was controlled by the Vanniyars, an intermediate Hindu caste. After three rounds of talks with the village elders failed to resolve the issue, on October 26 district officials led a group of dalits into the temple under heavy police escort. The next day, the Vanniyars staged a demonstration protesting against the breaking of what they called an age-old tradition. Such prejudices are aplenty in the hinterland. In July, dalits at Pazhangallimedu in Karur threatened to convert to Islam if they were denied the right to participate in a local temple festival. Validation of these practices by certain sections illustrate how deeply entrenched social hierarchies are in a state that once ushered in the self respect movement spearheaded by EVR Periyar to bring about an egalitarian society. It also shows that social reform has raised the standing of only the lower castes; the most oppressed classes, the dalits, remain excluded. Affirmative action and reform movements have largely failed to uplift the dalits. This brings to the fore the need for a sustained campaign to demolish the very concept of social stratification of people. And for this, the government must show the will to break the centuries-old mould that has created a bigoted system and give a free hand to district administrations to act against gross violations of human rights. Failing to act can widen social and economic disparities, dangerous for a democratic polity.



between Jaipur and Delhi – instead of the 3 hours it should take a modern car to cover the 250-odd kilometre journey. Also, India has the worst record of road accident deaths in the world; every 4 minutes a person dies on our roads. That awards evening, the minister patiently explained that city roads are not his ministry’s responsibility, these actually fall under local city municipalities, or peculiarly in Delhi’s case under the Public Works Department of the state government. Even if we know who to blame for our broken, potholed and permanently congested roads, we still cannot do anything meaningful about it. But surely the prime minister of India can? His promise of an economically developed India is held to ransom by some of the most corrupt and incompetent civic bodies. He should help pass laws to give urban transportation the urgent and focused attention it truly deserves. One of these laws must define the standards for road construction, design and



Cities like Bengaluru and Hyderabad went on to build airports well outside city limits without putting a high-speed rail link to the city centre, like nearly every other major metropolitan city around the world has done safety, like the vaunted German Autobahn standards or the American federal specifications for road construction. Centre must make these standards universally applicable to all civic, state and central bodies responsible for our roads; while simultaneously making any violation prosecutable, like the Germans have done. This pan-India road standardisation alone can potentially fix half of our problems with traffic. The best of our roads



Ending hunger through sustainable agricultural practices is one of UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), a plan adopted last year to deal with global development challenges. Business and Sustainable Development Commission, which brings together private sector and civil society groups worldwide, pointed out in its recently-published 2017 report that adopting sustainable business models in agriculture could generate 22 million new jobs in India and 80 million worldwide by 2030. Fraser Thompson, director, AlphaBeta, and author of the report spoke to Sanjiv Shankaran about the way ahead. ■ What is the context of the report? The reason we did this report is that SDGs have been perceived in some areas as additional headwinds to business or maybe irrelevant to business and just a public sector responsibility. What we want to show is that there is a real business opportunity that comes with SDGs that requires a significant shift in how businesses and investors operate. ■ Which strand of innovation in agriculture holds most promise? There’s two main sources of innovation when it comes to yields. You need to break it down by size: large farms above 2 hectares and small farms below 2 hectares. For small holders one innovation has been around the mobile internet. Telling farmers by text



messages when to plant seeds and informing them of crop prices in the market have been enormous drivers of productivity gains among small farmers. When it comes to large farms there’s a range of different technologies we are seeing, from drones in farming to precision farming techniques on application of fertilizers. What I am particularly excited by are improvements that can be done around soil health. There’s a range of innovations taking place to think through how we can restore soil balance. ■ What about GM technology? It is a really contentious one. We don’t think it makes sense to treat it in isolation. Rather it is part of a package of things that need to be done for



small scale and particularly for large scale farms. There is a huge amount of debate about GM. We have seen in the markets it is operating it has tremendous potential impact on yields if used with appropriate safeguards. Without GM we need another 175-225 million hectares of farmland. If you look at the numbers there is enough land out there to bring 225 million hectares of additional cropland into supply. The devil is in the details. Most of the land is either inaccessible so we would need quite significant infrastructure spend or they are in places which have pretty weak rule of law, which makes it quite tough to increase supply. It would probably increase deforestation as a result. China, on demand side, is trying to nudge its population towards a more vegetarian diet. One of the levers you look at is behavioural change. When it comes to dietary shifts that is significant behavioural change. But we are seeing cases where this is starting to happen. It starts with better education of consumers and making them understand the benefits of a wellbalanced diet. As a result we see in many countries an increasing shift to diets that are less based on animal consumption and have a greater variety. ■ Your report suggests that regulation to deal with



dilbert



The writer runs a PR and marketing startup



pricing of natural resources such as water has to be part of the solution. Please elaborate. Our numbers did not include subsidy reform or putting a price on carbon. We did that to be relatively conservative. Water is particularly important not only because of scarcity but huge hidden subsidies. The reality is water has huge hidden subsidies around the world. It is important to stress that if we included subsidy reform and carbon taxes the value of these would increase significantly. ■ Your research identifies additional jobs possible through sustainable approaches, with India leading in terms of 22 million jobs. From the context of India, we see large opportunities in improving productivity in the value chain. If you look at the top three opportunities, in India we found that low income food markets is number one, food waste and value chain is number two and technology in small farms is number three. All three of those sources plus improving productivity could be a significant generator of jobs. ■ The investment requirement for all this – globally $320 billion a year – seems high. We are quite optimistic in this report about investment opportunities in this space. Yes, it is a large sum of money but when you compare it with the amounts of money getting poured into renewable energy at the moment, it is less.



Sacredspace A Fun Fest On Hallowe’en the thing you must do Is pretend that nothing can frighten you And if somethin’ scares you and you want to run Just let on like it’s Hallowe’en fun.



Singing kukdu ku India keeps loving the chicken despite a bird flu scare up and down the country Renuka [email protected]



Did you have a vegetarian Diwali or did you garnish it with murgh malai tikka and Hyderabadi chicken dum biryani? Fact is it is the non-vegetarians who are winning the clash of civilisations, thumpingly. Surveys show that around 70% of Indians are non-vegetarian these days. And while politics is strangely preoccupied with beef, the real story is the growth in chicken consumption. The birds are beating fish, goats and buffaloes wings down. In fact where once there were green and white revolutions what’s happening now is a chicken and egg revolution. National treasure Bollywood has of course immortalised even this social trend in a soulful song. The narrative arc of the bade bhai character Bajrangi Bhaijaan went from being nose-pinched vegetarian to yodelling, “De kitchen se awaaz chicken kukdu ku, Teri bhook ka ilaaj chicken kukdu ku, Yehi kehta hai aaj chicken kukdu ku.” Really, Keats waxed less lyrical about the Grecian urn. Many experts warn that our chickens are doped with alarming levels of antibiotics. On top of that there is now a bird flu scare running from Punjab to Kerala. Still the chicken is flying high. But i have done a vegetarian Diwali – except for a deceptive ‘hara bhara kabab’ whose hara coriander coat disguised a body bhara with, yep, chicken. And on studying the minority politics of the case, it seems clear that basically there has been a two-fold failure of leadership here. First, Sushil Kumar and Narendra Modi and babajis are nice champions but the West has Pamela Anderson and Brad Pitt! We also need some sexy vegetarian celebrities to come out of the closet and do a pride march. Sing some hosannas to spinach, jackfruit, bisi bele bhath, drumsticks, tomato soup, dal makhani, beetroot thoran, millets, pav bhaji et al. I have started composing, Balle balle parathas. Next line rhymes in Marathas. But it’s not going to be easy outdoing that kukdu ku beat. The second problem with the leadership of our minority community is that its aggressive defence of our traditions defies their essential spirit. Instead of health, environmentalism and non-violence, the rakshaks have managed to associate vegetarianism with violent bullying and oppression. Moderate voices have been sidelined by these extremists. They are a really bad advertisement for our kind. When you go to a coffee shop and see a guy throwing an angry hissy fit, you don’t say i want what he is having. You run like hell the other way. Calm down with some chicken.



collect potholes and slow us down because the constructor never bothered to camber them properly, or the municipality never thought of ensuring adequate water drainage on the kerbside. Because there are no universal lane markings, drivers indiscriminately cut into visible or invisible lanes and slow down the entire traffic behind them. Because there is no standard mandating pedestrian walkways, all pedestrians turn into jaywalkers, causing serious traffic jams, besides risking their own life and limb. Of course, the best standards, rules or laws amount to nothing if they are not enforced. Part 2 of fixing our traffic crisis involves centrally supervised enforcement because clearly our states and municipalities are not up to task. WHO’s Global Status Report on Road Safety 2015 gave India a rating of 3 or 4 out of 10 for enforcement of laws on speed limits, drunk driving or wearing helmets on two wheelers. Better enforcement will not only reduce accidents and save precious lives; it would also mean that vehicles aren’t parked illegally and obstructing traffic, keep to their lanes and that roads themselves are free of potholes and illegal encroachment. The final part of the solution is simply to create effective public and alternate transportation systems that take vehicular traffic off our roads. Mass rapid transportation systems like the Delhi Metro work extremely well, but our cities are decades away from having a functional citywide system that also seamlessly integrates with other forms of transport. In fact, the continuing short-sightedness in planning effective urban transportation is apparent when you see how cities like Bengaluru and Hyderabad went on to build airports well outside city limits without putting a high-speed rail link to the city centre, like nearly every other major metropolitan city around the world has done. As a country, we have so far failed to see the link between fast and efficient urban transportation and economic growth. The prime minister should take the wheel in his own hands. On the lines of Swachh Bharat and Digital India, he should give us Gatisheel Bharat.



‘Real business opportunity in agriculture … can be generator of jobs in India’



Untouchable Still In Tamil Nadu’s hinterland, dalits continue to be restricted from temples
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What Is Reborn – Mind, Body Or Soul? M N Kundu



f birth is accepted as the absolute beginning, death can be assumed as the absolute end. Law of conservation proves that there is no destruction; there is only transformation, and empirical evidence proves that continuous transformation towards a desired direction is inbuilt in the evolutionary process of creation. Repeated rebirth of humans should therefore be a part of the creative process. When we are reborn we evidently get a new body and mind to start afresh. But what is reborn and what really transmigrates? Some believe in transmigration of souls. But the Bhagwad Gita clearly states that the soul is neither born nor does it die. It is birthless, deathless, changeless and eternally constant. So there cannot be any transmigration of souls. Again the Gita says, “As a man casting off his worn-out garment wears new ones, so the dweller of the



I



body casting off worn-out bodies entereth into a new one.” The question arises who is the dweller of the body and in death what switches off and departs? Can it be the omnipresent soul which does not have any finite habitation? The trio of mind, matter and life-force constitutes man. Death is the cessation of psychophysical life of any one individual existence. Although a particular life span ends, the force actuated is not destroyed just as when an electric bulb fuses the light is extinguished but the current remains and the light may be reproduced in another bulb. In the same way the karmic force remains undisturbed by disintegration of the physical body and consciousness Although our gross physical body and subtle psychic body dissolve and disintegrate along with withdrawal of



the life-force, the causal body consisting of the root craving, propensities and karmic momentum continues and passes on to the new bodies again and again along with the nucleus of Self – till the craving of the concerned individual self is entirely exhausted. In Buddhism life is compared to a flame and rebirth is the transmitting of this flame from one to another. The flame of life is continuous although there is an apparent break at deaths. What provides continuity between lives is the subtlest level of consciousness, the Self, the ultimate creative principle. Buddhist saint Nagasena explained it to king Milind when he asked, “When someone is reborn is he the same who died or different?” Nagasena replied, “Neither the same nor different. When a lamp is lit for the whole night the middle or last



the



speaking tree



flame is not the same as the first one. So the act of consciousness in the new existence is neither the same as the last act of previous birth nor entirely different.” He further explained that butter, curd and ghee made out of milk are neither milk nor entirely different. The king asked, “If nothing passes from body to body would we not be free of all negative actions?” Nagasena asked in reply, “If someone steals mangoes and the owner seizes him, can he argue that mangoes stolen are different from the one planted by the owner? So when someone dies with craving and enters another existence he will not be free of past deeds good or bad.” In the unalterable eternity of the Absolute, all that evolves – mind, matter, life – are founded. It manifests through maya which follows cause and effect formula through the apparently existing individual selves till the same are dissolved into the Divine Self.
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AN ECSTASY It’s splendid to think of all those great men who presented symptoms that allow us to describe them as bipolar STEPHEN FRY



Politicos show stable identity is for suckers, it pays to be footloose



A



ccording to Nobel laureate and wise man Amartya Sen, we have a plurality of identities. Gurgaon’s residents can certainly sympathise with that idea, as they woke up one morning and found their hometown had changed to Gurugram. And pray, how does one say that? Are they now Gurugram-ites or Gurugrammers? Tough to catch up on the grammar of that one. Not to mention that it lacks the cool factor of Gurgaon. Try saying ‘Gurugram’ and ‘Millennium City’ in the same breath, and you might be diagnosed as bipolar. But someone who doesn’t mind being dehati these days is Rahul Gandhi. A former prime just in minister of the country, HD Deve Gowda, used to characterise himself as a ‘humble farmer’ till his policies were described – with only an apparent slip of the tongue – as those of a ‘fumble harmer’. But humble farmers remain in currency and the Congress scion is wooing them assiduously these days, promising them that the road to paradise is paved with loan waivers. For good measure, he’s throwing in cots to sweeten the deal. So the Congress yuvraj is rolling up his sleeves and embarking on a kisan yatra through the heartlands of UP. Prime Minister Narendra Modi never takes a selfie with a farmer, Rahul says – so he will now beat Modi to it, even as he dons the khadi and owns the unshaven look. Politicos will certainly go the extra mile to get into character. Just ask Delhi chief minister and Aam Aadmi Party convenor Arvind Kejriwal, who has been learning Punjabi to woo voters in the run-up to the Punjab assembly polls next year. While AAP might be seriously eyeing Punjab as its next political base, Delhi fears its own identity being diluted in the process. Gurugram’s identity crisis will be nothing compared to Delhi’s and Punjab’s – if both of them get the same chief minister. From identity crisis it may even grow into a full-blown constitutional crisis. Then there’s Bihar’s own Nitish Kumar. Nitish had his samosa and ate it too by teaming up with one-time nemesis Lalu Prasad. True, a certain Shahabuddin has tested the strength of the alliance in recent weeks, making Nitish seem bipolar in his sushasan avatar. But the Supreme Court cancelling the Siwan gangster’s bail comes as a reprieve to Nitish, even as the Patna high court strictures his other favourite idea: prohibition. For Biharis dying for their favourite tipple Nitish even had a word of counsel: take a glass of juice, turn off the lights and imagine you’re having alcohol. Just as you could turn Shahabuddin loose on Bihar and imagine you’re having sushasan. To paraphrase what the poet Walt Whitman once wrote, we are large, we contain multitudes.
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Fear Of Change Two Americas led by Clinton and Trump inhabit separate political galaxies Gautam Adhikari



Washington: A spectre hovers over America, the spirit of change. For many, it’s a blithe spirit heralding optimism about today and tomorrow, even as change drives life at a relentless speed. For others, it’s a haunting spectre, recklessly disrupting tradition, mores and social order. The two worlds inhabit separate political galaxies, with very little travel in between. As the current election campaign enters its final laps, political polarisation in the US is as good as frozen. Donald Trump leads a part of the population which sees, with mounting fear, an America changing for the worse; Hillary Clinton leads the other part that sees the country as doing quite well amidst change and promises bright days ahead. The twain can no longer hope to meet. Fear of change, of course, hangs over much of the world. It began to intensify in the 1990s with the advent of a new phase of globalisation in various forms: technological, economic, cultural, social, psychological. It swept across the globe at high speed, simultaneously generating anxiety and heady optimism. The storm rages on, disrupting the status quo everywhere. In the US, however, fear of change may have deepened because of two factors apart from the economic, social and workplace disruptions caused by trade and technology. One is race; the other is gender. Both seem to have played significant roles in solidifying political polarisation. The election in 2008 of Barack Obama as the country’s first African-American president was a cathartic event. Minorities, liberals and moderates celebrated; the hard right and its supporters played on persisting race anxieties to create a political movement to resist the demographic and cultural changes that Obama’s election signified. Trump in fact became a notable player in US politics by stoking precisely those anxieties. He led a drive demanding the president’s birth records to find out whether he had been born in Kenya, as some alleged, or in Hawaii. Eight years of Obama’s presidency seem to have hardened attitudes on both sides of the political divide. And now comes the possibility of a woman occupying the highest office in the land. The very idea of a woman poised to succeed a black president appears to have sent many cultural conservatives scurrying to Trump in the hope that he will turn back the wave of change. To clarify, Trump’s followers are by no means all race-biased or sexist. But many are, as opinion polls have shown during his campaign. His campaign staff includes a few near-extremists. America has been an outlier among democracies when it comes to having a female head of state. India, Britain, Israel, Germany, Brazil and several other democratic nations have boasted female top leaders. Not the US. Why this is so is difficult to answer precisely. But one reason could be that cultural conservatives here have long had an influential presence in politics. Hillary is the first ever woman to be a presidential candidate of either major party. As she campaigns, criticism of her appearance and looks and expression follows her. Now, many commentators argue legitimately about other shortcomings she may have as a presidential aspirant, but far too often the criticism strays, openly or implicitly, into gender characteristics. Even her impressive debate performance last Monday had its share of male critics of her smile, demeanour and movements on stage. She is criticised, not least by her opponent, for not looking “presidential” or lacking “stamina” or raising her voice or not smiling as well as smiling too much! Anna Waters, a debate coach and a junior year college student, wrote a fine essay in the Washington Post last Sunday listing some of the negativity that dogs women debaters, or any female in a male-dominated environ like US politics or business, from as early as high school. She quotes another young woman on the matter of looking presidential: “To look presidential, includes a lot of things a woman can master and that any good debater should master, but ‘presidential’ as a concept has only ever come to us in the form of a man.” Indeed. Again, how do you compare that other concept, ‘charisma’, in a woman leader when political charisma is largely defined by masculine models? Maybe women impress followers differently. Ask the seemingly uncharismatic Angela Merkel. One helluva tough leader, isn’t she?
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Pakistan: Islamic State Ver 2



A thought for today



How To Speak With Many Tongues
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How to deal with India’s terror-sponsoring neighbour without firing a bullet Chetan Bhagat



What do we do with Pakistan, when it continues to provoke us? India has carried out a surgical strike but doesn’t, and shouldn’t, want a full blown war. There are two main reasons. One, we Indians at our core are not violent people. The second big one is the nuclear threat, from a place where nobody knows who is in charge. We don’t know much about Pakistan’s nuclear weapons, or who sits at their control panel. It is certainly not Nawaz Sharif, the titular Pakistani PM who probably has less power than the Delhi CM. Is it a bunch of hot-headed, unelected army generals who have no real accountability to the people? Is it a random group of fundamentalists, army officers, terrorist group heads and priests? Is it a sleepy officer at the nuclear base who can set it off ? We don’t know. All we know about Pakistan is it could set off a nuclear bomb without thinking about the consequences. The Random Bunch of People Who Control Pakistan (RBPWCP) can destroy the world in weeks. Hence, the best strategy the world adopts is to leave them alone. They could still engage in madness, without provocation. Maybe a general loses a round of poker one day, has one drink too many or doesn’t like that a Bollywood heroine didn’t respond to him on Twitter and boom! Bye Delhi. And bye Pakistan, with much collateral damage to the rest of the world. Yes, it’s a low chance but it isn’t entirely implausible. Such is the world we live in. India however, does not have the luxury of leaving Pakistan alone. The RBPWCP keep on poking us in the eye. Terrorism is their foreign policy. They kill our innocent people, from innocent citizens in Mumbai to soldiers in Uri. What are we to do? Avoid cricket?
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Wish their toothless PM on his birthday? Invite them for tea parties? Do people to people exchange? Should we just accept that we lose a hundred lives a year, the cost of being their neighbour? Well, none of the above works. We aren’t dealing with a real country here, but a terrorist territory. Here is a plan that may work (without firing a bullet): We, as a nation, officially decide that Pakistan is a failed state. It is not even a nation, but a terrorist territory armed with nuclear bombs, the most dangerous combination for world peace today. This is the narrative we communicate to the world. Pakistan is Islamic State-2, where the government no longer controls the state. Second, we cut diplomatic ties with Pakistan. There is no need for a sprawling Pak consulate at Chanakyapuri in New



Pakistani people may be nice. It’s irrelevant. It’s the people who control Pakistan who are the biggest threat to the world. Let’s communicate that clearly Delhi. Why are we giving it space in our capital? As a base for its terrorist missions? Is there an IS consulate? Worse, there are parties held at the Pak consulate that our ministers attend. Do you really expect the world to have sympathy for us after that? Third, the romanticised notion that India-Pakistan is a family feud has to end. The world doesn’t have time to look



at the details. If they see India and Pakistan fight, but all the bhai-chaara on the side, they get confused. They will dismiss this as a fight between friends. Pakistani people may be nice. It’s irrelevant. It’s the RGPWCP who are the biggest threat to the world. Let’s communicate that clearly. Fourth, we book ads, as we do for Incredible India campaigns, in leading world publications. In a simple manner, we explain what India has to suffer. We explain how India bears the brunt of terrorism, not just to save itself but also the world from a nuclear threat. The world needs to know what the RGPWCP are doing. Only then will we have global support. Fifth, we don’t have to ban any artistes. Art transcends nationality and talent should always be welcome. However, we can offer (not coercively) an asylum programme for Pakistani artistes and their families, especially to those who speak up against terrorism and fear retribution. Even if half a dozen artistes take it up, we can tell the world how artistes are escaping Pakistan and coming to India. Also, we cannot force any artist to say things, but it is fair to try and use them as ambassadors to tell the world what India goes through. If they want to be quiet, it is their choice, but their Indian fans should know that they haven’t taken a stance. Again, no coercion in any of this. If we undertake the actions above, slowly the world will believe Pakistan is a failed state. It is then that options like breaking up Pakistan, sanctions and dismantling its nuclear weapons will be widely considered. There’s some collateral damage here. Some liberals may feel we aren’t being fair and egalitarian enough. That going against bhai-chaara attempts is unnecessary and wrong. However, it is important we take the world on our side by being clear in our communication and actions. Equality and brotherhood is a luxury we enjoy in peaceful times. Not when our people are being killed.



Terrorism no longer a low-cost option for Pakistan, Indian counter-strikes have broken a psychological barrier [email protected]



Since the Uri attacks a dominant theme in the national discourse was of capability, and whether India had what it took to take the fight to the enemy. The only thing that separated the believers from the others was faith. Thursday’s midnight operations across the LoC settled that debate. The strikes did a lot more, which will hold even if Pakistan decides to retaliate. What can Pakistan do? They can ratchet up border tensions, maybe hit some Indians either on the LoC or boundary; they can activate sleeper cells to launch terror attacks in other parts of India; they can attack Indian interests in Afghanistan. All of these would qualify as terrorism, and play into the Indian narrative. Terrorism will no longer be a low-cost option for Pakistan, thriving under a nuclear threshold. The complacency that accompanied terror attacks from Pakistan just evaporated – Pakistanis were comfortable in the belief that India would be all sound and fury, while Indians would fatalistically shake their heads at “lack of options”. That will no longer be the



case. Terrorism will continue, there will be attacks, infiltration, deaths. But Indians have broken through a mental barrier that we cannot impose costs. That’s why it was important to acknowledge what was a preemptive covert counterterrorism operation. There was a message that had to be given to Pakistan, and a message for India. The political and diplomatic scripting had to be tightly managed. It was no coincidence that the announcement by the army was managed by MEA.



What can Pakistan do? All its options would qualify as terrorism, and play into the Indian narrative The Americans were engaged early to manage the global messaging, the new Chinese ambassador, barely 24 hours old in India was invited to a briefing by the foreign secretary, countries that would swing with Pakistan had been prepped on its increasing use of terror – for the past few months Indian security forces and civilians have seen almost daily hits. The same goes for TV talking heads, which ensured a more uniform voice unlike after the



Myanmar operation in 2015, where decibel exchanges drowned out a successful joint operation and pissed off Naypyidaw needlessly. Pakistan too had to be managed. It was significant that the DGMO actually offered sympathies for the deaths of the Pak soldiers. It’s the terrorists we are after, he said. An early phone call went to Pakistan – just like after the Khost strikes and after Abbotabad, it was important to reassure Rawalpindi with full disclosure, and minimise escalation. India and Pakistan will no longer be able to go back to the same stultifying circle of terror and talks. The framework for engagement will be substanti-



vely redrawn. Even if the two countries go back to the table, India should keep international and bilateral pressure on, particularly to maintain credibility. All the steps outlined this week – Indus Waters, cancellation of Saarc, etc must be followed through. India will take some pain with curtailing trade and restricting overflights, but that’s okay. And hey, Saarc was crying out to be recast – if we invite Afghanistan and Maldives for Bimstec in Goa, it will be a step forward. Very few noticed Modi adding on “Pashtuns” in his Kerala speech. India’s future diplomacy could consider supporting Afghanistan on its



dilbert



position vis-à-vis the Durand Line. If those four helicopters to Afghan army were the first step, more such steps would be welcome. The direction of Indian policy towards Pakistan and terrorism should serve as notice to both Russia and China. China openly uses Pakistan as cat’s paw against India. It’s important that Beijing does not get a free ride on CPEC. If Russia wants to play second fiddle to China, that’s its business but India’s security interests cannot be hostage to their flirting. For years India has believed its Pakistan policy should be about helping them climb back down from their precarious perch. It’s where they want to be and we must recognise it. We don’t need to be a part of it. There is nothing that says we have to save the civilian leadership against the military. Pakistanis can do it, not Indians. Pakistan should be primarily a security relationship, where building defensive and offensive capabilities are priorities. Leave people and businesses to build their own relationships with each other. This would basically mean having more sensible visa policies and not taking knee-jerk actions against Pakistani actors and artistes.



Sacredspace Art Of War Be extremely subtle, even to the point of formlessness. Be extremely mysterious, even to the point of soundlessness. Thereby you can be the director of the opponent’s fate. Sun Tzu
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The Sacred Warrior Hailed As ‘Mahatma’ Nelson Mandela



ndia is M K Gandhi’s country of birth; South Africa his country of adoption. He was both an Indian and a South African citizen. Both countries contributed to his intellectual and moral genius, and he shaped the liberatory movements in both colonial theatres. He is the archetypal anti-colonial revolutionary. His strategy of noncooperation, his assertion that we can be dominated only if we cooperate with our dominators, and his non-violent resistance inspired anticolonial and antiracist movements internationally in our century. Both Gandhi and i suffered colonial oppression, and both of us mobilised our respective peoples against governments that violated our freedoms. The Gandhian influence dominated freedom struggles on the African continent right up to the 1960s because of the power it generated and the unity it forged among the apparently



I



powerless. Non-violence was the official stance of all major African coalitions, and the South African ANC remained implacably opposed to violence for most of its existence. Gandhi remained committed to non-violence; i followed the Gandhian strategy for as long as i could, but then there came a point in our struggle when the brute force of the oppressor could no longer be countered through passive resistance alone. We founded Umkhonto we Sizwe and added a military dimension to our struggle. Even then, we chose sabotage because it did not involve the loss of life, and it offered the best hope for future race relations. Militant action became part of the African agenda officially supported by the Organisation of African Unity (OAU) following my address to the Pan-African Freedom Movement of East and Central Africa (PAFMECA) in 1962, in which i stated,



“Force is the only language the imperialists can hear, and no country became free without some sort of violence.” Gandhi himself never ruled out violence absolutely and unreservedly. He conceded the necessity of arms in certain situations. He said, “Where choice is set between cowardice and violence, i would advise violence ... I prefer to use arms in defence of honour rather than remain the vile witness of dishonour.” Violence and non-violence are not mutually exclusive; it is the predominance of the one or the other that labels a struggle. Gandhi arrived in South Africa in 1893 at the age of 23. Within a week he collided head on with racism. His immediate response was to flee the country that so degraded people of colour, but then his inner resilience overpowered him with a sense of mission, and he stayed to redeem the dignity of the racially exploited, to pave the way for the liberation of the colonised the world



the



speaking tree



over and to develop a blueprint for a new social order. He left 21 years later, a near maha-atma (great soul). There is no doubt in my mind that by the time he was violently removed from our world, he had transited into that state. Gandhi rejects the Adam Smith notion of human nature as motivated by self-interest and brute needs and returns us to our spiritual dimension with its impulses for non-violence, justice and equality. He rejects Darwin’s survival of the fittest, Smith’s laissez-faire and Marx’s thesis of a natural antagonism between capital and labour, and focusses on the interdependence between the two. He believes in the human capacity to change and wages satyagraha against the oppressor, not to destroy him but to transform him, that he cease his oppression and join the oppressed in the pursuit of Truth. (Courtesy: Bombay Sarvodaya Mandal, Gandhi Book Centre, Mumbai. mkgandhi.org)
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ALL THAT MATTERS



Surgical strikes are good theatre, but stop there



I don’t see the Nehru-Gandhi family returning to power



SWAMINOMICS SWAMINATHAN S ANKLESARIA AIYAR The best form of attack is political theatre. It satisfies the bloodlust of enraged domestic audiences without causing serious military damage to the other side, thus limiting escalation. India’s supposed “surgical strike” on seven terrorist bases across the Line of Control (LoC) in Kashmir has produced more guffaws than outrage in Pakistan. An official there sneered, “How is it possible that the target of a surgical strike has no idea it took place? This was simply an episode of cross LoC fire…small arms and mortars were used, similar to what was used before...we gave a befitting response.” He said India was inventing surgical strikes to mollify its domestic audience. “Surgical strike” suggests cutting a limb, crippling the enemy and deterring terrorism. Pakistan’s response shows nothing has been cut off or deterred. It will keep aiding Kashmiri militancy. That militancy is homegrown. Pakistan assists it, but the problem arises from India’s human rights abuses in Kashmir. The Valley is more anti-India than ever. Until that changes — and it could take decades — Kashmiri militancy, and Pakistani assistance to it, will continue. India claims its strikes destroyed “launch pads” for terrorist infiltration into India. This misuses military terminology to paint a picture of victory. Launch pads are used by missiles, not guerillas, who are very mobile and infiltrate wherever opportunity beckons. They are not stationary targets (like missile launch pads) that can be destroyed by bombing. Yet such political theatre can be a good thing. It is a relatively low-risk way of satisfying domestic demand for retaliation against Pak-assisted outrages in Uri and Pathankot, while minimising the chances and extent of military escalation. Had India tried to aerially bomb important military targets, as some jingoists want, its planes could well be shot down by well-defended Pakistan. Even a tank-led attack could lead to humiliating setbacks. No, better by far is artillery shelling from Indian soil across the border — our guns can fire several kilometres into Pakistani territory. Manned missions a kilometre deep will take just a few minutes before hurrying back. Even this carries risks. India may get away with this as an occasional tactic. But if used too often, or causing too much damage, Pakistan will be obliged to retaliate. After that, tit-for-tat escalation could lead to a pointless, bloody war. The best way of limiting escalation is to fire from Indian soil and exaggerate the impact. Jingoistic popu-
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MEANWHILE IN KASHMIR... Pakistan’s response shows it has not been deterred. As long as the situation in the Valley doesn’t change, it will continue to aid militancy



lists in India will lap up such “surgical strikes” even as Pakistanis sneer. Opposition parties will go along with such exaggerations for patriotic solidarity. Domestic honour will feel assuaged. The UPA government had earlier followed a policy of “strategic restraint” in the face of Pakistani provocations. It avoided conventional military retaliation, which would carry major risks. Strategic restraint gained global sympathy for India, but not isolation of Pakistan as a terrorist state (it remains a vital supply route for international assistance to Afghanistan). Some analysts suggested retaliation through overt support to Baloch insurgents in Pakistan. But the UPA rejected overt support since India could not simultaneously lambast Pakistani aid to militants in Kashmir and yet aid militants in Balochistan. Instead, it opted for strategic restraint. This was politically feasible because India suffered from so many sorts of domestic violence across states, that violence in Kashmir seemed mostly routine. Pakistan’s notion of ousting India from Kashmir through “a thousand cuts” failed because the cuts were no more than pinpricks in a violent land. However, the recent attacks on Indian military bases in Uri and Pathankot are not routine militancy. They come close to acts of war. The Indian public demands retaliation, not strategic restraint. Modi and the BJP are hawks. But even long-time doves like me sense that Uri and Pathankot have raised the ante, and require a retaliatory strategy. Boycotting Saarc summits is not enough. Maximising water use allowed by the Indus Waters Treaty makes sense, but is not punishment: it simply gives Pakistan its due share. Modi has opted for strikes across the LoC, amidst much cheering from most Indians. As a dove, I will go along reluctantly, but highlight the risk of escalation. Minor Pakistani retaliation should be shrugged off. Escalation is best curbed by India using carefully calibrated force only occasionally, and by using fancy terminology (like “surgical strikes”) that Indians cheer even while Pakistanis sneer. If both Indians and Pakistanis feel good, that is the best insurance against escalation. Like the article: SMS MTMVSA  Yes or No to 58888@ 3/sms



His book on his days in the Manmohan Singh PMO, released ahead of the 2014 election, whipped up a storm for its claim that files were sent to Sonia Gandhi. In his latest offering, 1991: How P V Narasimha Rao Made History, Sanjaya Baru revisits that time to examine the politics behind the economic reforms initiated by Rao. He tells Rajeev Deshpande that the year was a harbinger of change on several fronts Why is 1991 so important? Why not 1984, 1996 or 1999, which were important political landmarks too? But in 1991 a lot of important things happened. Most remember the economic crisis and a shift in policy. But equally important were the end of the Cold War, collapse of the Soviet Union, and the beginning of the shift in our foreign policy. Chandra Shekhar allowing overflight of US aircraft was a big pro-American military decision. Narasimha Rao’s visit to Israel, South Korea and his Look East policy. There is no other year with such a combination of economic and foreign policy changes. Finally I argue that with the death of Rajiv Gandhi, a phase in Indian politics ended. I do not see the return of the NehruGandhi family to power in this country.



So when Chandra Shekhar’s government could not present the Budget in 1991, did Rajiv Gandhi know the consequences? Absolutely. If you read the autobiography of then President R Venkataraman, he kept Rajiv informed. He sought an assurance that Chandra Shekhar be allowed to be PM for a year. Venkataraman knew the implications of a default would be catastrophic.
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You don’t? I do not. After 1989, the family has not been back in office. The UPA was a coalition and the PM was not from the family. Rajiv’s assassination ended all that. You argue that Rajiv Gandhi’s policies contributed to the 1991 economic crisis. But he is seen as a modernizer. There is no question that he was a modernizer intellectually. He took policy decisions like computerization. But the crisis of 1991 was a sharp increase in fiscal deficit. And an unsustainable BoP (balance of payments). I quote Jagdish Bhagwati, I G Patel, Vijay Joshi and IMD Little, four top economists. They all attribute the problems to a series of policy measures taken during 1985-89 and 1990 (by the V P Singh government).



In the first year of his prime ministership, how much independence did Rao have? If you read some other accounts — mine is only on 1991 — Rao asserted the PM’s autonomy. He did regularly visit Sonia Gandhi. He visited her as the widow of his predecessor. He did not visit to take instructions. I think that was part of the problem. The coterie around her wanted him to behave as if she was the boss. Courtesy was not enough, she wanted authority. So were economic issues used to attack Rao? Jairam Ramesh records how Arjun Singh, A K A n t o n y, Vaya l a r Ravi and left-



of-centre Congressmen attacked Rao who had to quote Nehru at length. The political challenge came after Babri Masjid.



It does seem that the Babri Masjid demolition subsumed the reforms part of his legacy. Rao’s own view was that if things went right everyone would get the credit, otherwise he would get the blame. I wrote in ‘The Accidental Prime Minister’ that the relationship between Manmohan Singh and Sonia Gandhi was exactly the same. All success would go to the party, failure to the government. Singh accepted that, Rao did not (in the context of Sonia’s role). It is hard not to get the feeling that you seem to believe the Nehru-Gandhi influence on Congress and politics was not positive. I come from a Congress family; my great grand uncle worked with Nehru at Anand Bhawan (in Allahabad). My father was a Youth Congress leader who worked under Congress CMs. I have seen Congress as a national party. After Indira Gandhi returned to office in 1980 it became more and more a family proprietorship. How did the Manmohan Singh-Rao relationship function? Manmohan Singh has always recognized his debt. I have tried to restore balance. The narrative sometimes has had it that the reforms of 1991 were done by economists. Very few recall the role of political leadership like Rao and even Chandra Shekhar. Manmohan Singh came on the scene because Rao wanted an economist of international stature…some people (wrongly) said he was Rajiv’s or Sonia’s choice. So how do you see the accusation that Rao was “soft saffron”? He was the only ex-PM to write (he wrote his account of Ayodhya). There is no reason not to believe his detailed arguments.



My wife doesn’t get why India gave up strategic restraint AAKARVANI AAKAR PATEL I was celebrating our victory against Pakistan when my wife asked me what I was excited about. I asked her to pass the tricolour that I always keep near the television set and told her we had showed them who was boss. We had finally broken through on the issue of terrorism and things had shifted strategically in our favour. She was interested in knowing more and I was obviously keen to educate her on the subject. Here’s how our conversation went. Me: We’ve abandoned strategic restraint. She: What is that? Me: Not retaliating when we are attacked. She nodded: That sounds like restraint. Why is it ‘strategic’? Me: Look, these things are military terms. Strate-



gic restraint was a failed strategy. It assumed we would lose more by acting than by doing nothing. It had to be abandoned because it was useless. She: Okay. If it’s a strategy, can we go back to it now? Me: No, how can we? Strategic restraint is in the dustbin for sure. And good riddance too! She: Okay, so each time there is an attack on us we will give up restraint? Or are we in a permanent state of strategic unrestraint? Me: I suppose we give up restraint only when the next attack on us is serious. She: Okay. What level violation from the enemy will trigger our retaliation doctrine? Me: Don’t be difficult. All of us know when enough is enough! She: I’m sure that’s true. I’m just asking because I am not clear. If we have given up the old strategy of restraint, what’s the new one? Me: I call it ‘enough is enough’. I think the experts have a term for it. But I can tell you the result, and it is a surgical strike.



She: What’s that? Me: It’s a punitive action against the terrorists and their backers. She: So next time our response will again be a surgical strike? Or something bigger? If it will be a surgical strike will it not have to be a bigger surgical strike than this one if it is to be punitive? Me: Maybe. Look, I am sure some of this we will figure out later. She: Okay. Will talking to them continue? Or are we at war? Me: Of course we will talk to them. But on our terms. She: Doesn’t this strike mean we believe we can force them to comply? Then why do we need to talk to them? Me: This strike means mainly that we will punish them when they misbehave. She: Okay. We punish them in order to get them to behave? Me: Correct. Now you’re getting it strategically.



War talk is a bad idea for a nation prepping to take off and bolts of governance. Over the past two years, the sheer scale of initiatives undertaken by the government is quite mind-boggling. From Swachh Bharat and Make SWAPAN DASGUPTA in India to Mudra and the popularising of LED bulbs, The war cries emanating from the the government has certainly left no stone unturned to border with Pakistan are, quite ensure that India lives up to its potential. Taken pieceunderstandably, occupying the meal they may appear modest, but read in conjunction country’s attention. Yet, in many they signify a government permanently on its toes. It may be argued that frenetic government goes ways, ‘surgical strikes’ directed at terror camps and the diplomatic offensive against against the grain of the PM’s election commitment of Pakistan are unnecessary distractions forced on a “minimum government, maximum governance”. The government whose single-minded focus has been on criticism is warranted. However, the hyper activity of the government comes in the backdrop of sluggish kickstarting the Indian economy. Narendra Modi’s emphatic victory in the 2014 gen- capital expenditure by the private sector, a feature that eral election was accompanied by a dizzying rise in was entirely unanticipated in 2014. Rather than stick to popular expectations. Thanks in no small measure to dogma, the government responded with Keynesian the catchy ‘achhe din’ slogan coined by clever copywrit- vigour, pouring in investment by way of public expenditure. The difference with earlier regimes is that public ers, there was a simplistic and somewhat naïve belief expenditure has been sharply tarthat all of India’s woes would disapgeted to upgrade infrastructure and pear now that there was a majority vigorously monitored. Modi, to his government with a strong leader at credit, has improved the efficiency the helm. Anecdotal evidence in the of a lethargic state exponentially. first two years of the Modi governSecondly, much to the bewilderment indicated that the impatience ment of India itself, the government was particularly pronounced has sharply reduced corruption. It among the better-off sections of would be entirely fair to suggest that society, not least those that are oththe power brokers that once dotted erwise inclined towards a market Delhi in search of clients who needeconomy. The gripe that “nothing ed to get work done are either underhas changed on the ground” was employed or looking for alternative frequently heard. professions. Nor is it the case that It is interesting that the sceptione set of political fixers has been cism has become far more muted in replaced by another. The signal of the past few months, not least since zero tolerance from the top, coupled the government deftly negotiated with the stringent action against the GST legislation through both black money has meant that India is Houses of Parliament. Indeed, comlooking ahead to a new culture of mitted Modi sceptics are talking in MOVING UP: India’s improved doing business, even if it has interms of the BJP holding on to competitiveness rankings indicate power for a prolonged period for profound change in the last two years volved the creation of short-term credit bottlenecks in some sectors. which they mistakenly blame a rudModi’s main challenge, however, is employment derless Congress. Prophesying the future isn’t particularly rewarding, generation, an explosive problem if left to fester. The at least not on the strength of instinct and anecdote. first two years have been principally devoted to creating However, a major opinion poll published in August and the right environment for entrepreneurs and giving a the Pew survey of India suggest that disappointment boost to the under-appreciated family sector. The governwith Modi’s stewardship of the country isn’t as marked ment has resisted populist pressures for quick-fix soluas the editorial classes make it out to be. More to the tions, and looked for approaches that will begin to yield point, the recently released World Economic Forum’s sustainable dividends by 2019. Modi appears to have Global Competitiveness Index 2016-17 suggests that In- calculated that India will judge him for what he achieves dia has experienced profound change in the past two in five years, rather than on a day-to-day basis. This may years. India ranked 71 in the Competitiveness Index at be a gamble, but it is a noble gamble and a darn sight the time Modi assumed charge; today it ranks 39. Unless better approach than divisive identity politics. The trends look so encouraging that India will be the pace of change is derailed by unforeseen turbulence, loath to be forced into a war. the ranking may further improve. There are two positive features of the Modi government that even its ideological critics don’t deny. The Like the article: SMS MTMVSDG first is the sheer political energy expended on the nuts  Yes or No to 58888@ 3/sms



RIGHT & WRONG



RHYME & REASON AMIT VARMA



THE CHOICE Hillary Clinton drew lots of hate, But believed in the electorate. With a delighted shriek, She said, ‘I may be weak, But look at the other candidate!’



THE WALL Donald Trump wanted to build a wall. Humpty Dumpty told him, ‘Hey, bad call. A bridge is much better, Brings people together. You might just be heading for a fall.’



INBOX Caste no bar Apropos Aakar Patel’s article (ATM, Sept 25), it’s simplistic to say that Pakistan’s army promotes violence against India only because most of its Punjabi population comes from martial castes. American special forces have often conducted raids inside Pakistani territory, killing its troops. Why don’t Pakistani Punjabis do something about it? Does their blood boil only against India? If yes, then they have a strange sense of martial honour. The whole martial race theory was reinvented by the British who gave special privileges to castes which supported them in 1857. For example, Brahmins of UP and Bihar made up a large part of the Indian army till 1857. Mangal Pandey was a Brahmin, wasn’t he? Today, many Jats have done very well in business, and several Patidars are senior doctors. No caste has a monopoly on violence. Najmul Bakshi Email the editor at



[email protected] with ‘Sunday Mailbox’ in the subject line. Please mention your name and city



She: We broke their country into two but they haven’t learned to behave. Will they behave if we break them into two again? Or four? How can we know what level of punishment is effective? (I looked at my watch. Arnab’s show was still hours away. This softie tosh was getting to me and I needed relief. But I kept my cool and told her what I really felt.) Me: You liberals will insist on pushing restraint no matter how much we are humiliated. She: I want what’s best for India too. I just want to understand this change. Me: If you claim to want what’s best for India, why aren’t you celebrating with me when we have won! She: What have we won? Me: Look at the scoreboard. It clearly shows ‘Tooth 1 Jaw 1’ in our favour! You people don’t want us to win? She: There is a difference between those who want retaliation and those who do not want repetition. Will retaliation ensure no repetition of terrorism?



Me: What a stupid thing to say! Will not retaliating ensure no repetition? You’re a hater! She: This is not about the Prime Minister at all. We’re discussing India and all of us have a stake in it. At this I began to raise my voice like the big mustache-wallah corporal (I could be getting his rank wrong, but you know the one I mean) on TV. But she did not understand her station and continued rudely to speak over me speaking over her. Our discussion did not conclude satisfactorily and she did not learn the lesson I was eager and willing to teach. She just seems unable to understand what a great shift this is. I’m sure you also know such people, constantly bleating. Their lack of clarity is irritating and their constant questioning is a nuisance. Thank god we are in the majority. Like the article: SMS MTMVCOL  Yes or No to 58888@ 3/sms



For lessons on digital swaraj, Gandhi is an open source pragmatic.” RMS was among the first to call for a free online encyclopaedia. Wikipedia, no surprise, is governed by Creative Commons licensing. SOPAN JOSHI Many software giants do not give their customers When faced with the exploitative any control over their source codes, asserting proeconomics and technology of Brit- prietary ownership. Stallman compares this to car ish rule, Mohandas Gandhi found owners not being able to open up their engines. Yet, innovative answers. Responding such companies have used Gandhi in their ads. Reto the dumping of overpriced mill member Apple’s ‘Think Different’ ad? Gandhi and Stallman is a ready comparison. cloth from England, he resorted to khadi. The charkha was a lot more than image-making gim- Two public-spirited individuals, original and subversive. Freaks in their own ways, as pioneers tend mickery: Gandhi had renegotiated the terms of to be. Both used radical rethinking to find practical technology and economics. His approach to intellectual property was no dif- responses to what they opposed. The open-source software movement, says Stallman, has much in ferent. His 1909 masterpiece Hind Swaraj was free of copyright. “I have never yet copyrighted any of my common with Gandhi. So is this movement a fringe concern in the digiwritings. Tempting offers have come to me...even so, I dare not be exclusive... Writings in the journals tal world? Far from it. In May 2015, the government Getty Images of India released its e-governance which I have the privilege of editing policy; it had a heavy slant tomust be common property. Copyright wards open source software, even is not a natural thing. It is a modern if the government machinery is institution, perhaps desirable to a very slow to actually adopt this certain extent,” he wrote in March policy. In today’s world, software 1926. “I have not the heart to copyright isn’t just a matter of choosing an my articles,” he iterated in June 1940. OS platform for your phone. It Four years later, he changed tack, spreads from day-to-day governbequeathing all rights over his writment work and data management ings to the Navjivan Trust. “It was after to matters of national security. much thought that I declared a trust While the government has in connection with my writings. I had taken a step forward, social orobserved misuse of Tolstoy’s writings ganizations fare poorly. India’s for want of a trust. By curing the desmall but enthusiastic FOSS comfect, I preserved fully the idea lying munity lacks a sense of its culbehind dislike for copyright, i.e., for tural heritage, including the valpersonal gain for one’s writings. The ues of our freedom movement. idea also was to prevent profiteering Gandhian institutions, too, reby publishers or distortion or misrep- THINK RADICAL: Parallels have main inert to possibilities of resentation, wilful or unintentional.” been drawn between Gandhi’s wider social cooperation. So, even Gandhi engaged with the copyright stand on copyright and the as calls for engaging young people law to subvert the economics he disa- open source software movement with Gandhian values has become greed with, and to infuse it with values close to his heart, wrote a US law professor in a 2013 a trope, there is no collaboration on the new frontiers paper titled ‘Gandhi and Copyright Pragmatism’. “To- of technology and economics. No renegotiation of ward the later part of his life, he also came to deploy terms, no pragmatism. Call it a cultural version of copyright law to curtail market-based exploitation the digital divide. This is one reason for the dismal when he could. In many ways then, Gandhi’s approach state of Indian language computing. There will be renewed interest in Gandhi in the did with copyright law what open source licensing and the Creative Commons Project would begin doing with build-up to 2019, his 150th anniversary year. One part copyright in the 21st century,” wrote Shyamkrishna of this will be the tiresome discussions on “how relBalganesh of University of Pennsylvania Law School. evant is Gandhi to our times?”, a Gandhi Jayanti Now, consider the life and work of Richard M Stall- ritual now. To find answers, we needn’t look further than our digital devices, actually. If we stop for a man (callsign RMS in the geek-verse). A champion of the movement for Free and Open Source Software moment and take a hard look at the economics and (FOSS), he is more commonly known as the pioneer politics of technology, the relevance is all around. of ‘Copyleft’. “If you want to accomplish something How serious an enquirer are you? in the world,” says his Wikiquote page, “idealism is not enough — you need to choose a method that works Like the article: SMS MTMVCOL to achieve the goal. In other words, you need to be  Yes or No to 58888@ 3/sms
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COMFORTING THE AFFLICTED



Crisis Management Absence of second tier AIADMK leadership stands out in Tamil Nadu ith Tamil Nadu chief minister J Jayalalithaa being hospitalised for more than a week, all kinds of rumours have begun to circulate in the state. While AIADMK loyalists insist that all is well with their leader, opposition leader and DMK supremo M Karunanidhi has demanded that the state government release a photograph of the chief minister from the hospital to scotch rumours. Day-to-day governance has currently slowed down and crucial decisions are being kept in abeyance. This period of uncertainty is a cause for concern. It calls for the state’s political leadership and the bureaucracy to work together and ensure that the wheels of administration keep moving until the situation improves. In the past a leadership vacuum of this kind has posed problems, especially due to the centralised style of functioning that has been the norm. Since Jayalalithaa is AIADMK and AIADMK is Jayalalithaa, members of her cabinet have never taken decisions independently. This was best exemplified by the months O Panneerselvam was chief minister between October 2014 and May 2015 when Jayalalithaa was convicted in a disproportionate assets case. In his leader’s absence, Panneerselvam took no major decisions. The administration slipped into autopilot mode only because Tamil Nadu has an efficient bureaucracy. Other than that, the state government was for all practical purposes in limbo. Such over-dependence on one leader is neither healthy for a political party nor useful for the state it governs. Without a second tier of leaders, AIADMK simply won’t have the depth or nimbleness to adapt to changing political circumstances. Tamil Nadu is a large, industrialised state which can ill afford to defer decision making on crucial issues. It would be best for AIADMK to come up with a clear chain of command and delegate responsibilities accordingly. This will not only ensure that the state government doesn’t come to a halt if Jayalalithaa is unable to oversee its day-today functioning, but also preclude the possibility of infighting in her absence. AIADMK must transform from a rigid centralised party to one that allows for horizontal expansion of leadership. This in turn would require a change in the culture of the party itself. A revamp will not just benefit the party, it will also reassure the people that the state has a system in place to ensure continuance of governance.



W



Sallu Is Right Our fierce patriots need to get that Mahira Khan isn’t a terrorist



F



ollowing the Uri terror attack, Prime Minister Narendra Modi has signalled a paradigm shift in New Delhi’s policies towards Pakistan by bringing new tools to bear. The counter-strike across the LoC demonstrates that India reserves the right to selfdefence. In a smart conjunction of diplomacy with the assertion of India’s right to self-defence, Modi has appealed directly to the people of Pakistan to fight the war against poverty together, instead of fighting with each other. By contrast, armchair patriots who preach hatred of all Pakistanis and fulminate against Pakistani and Indian artistes pick the wrong target. Calm strategy will yield better results than fist-shaking exercises and convulsions of fury in driving home to Islamabad the message that India has changed. Pakistani strategy relies on spreading a veil of misinformation between itself and the outside world, particularly misinformation about India and its intentions. India’s interest, therefore, lies in penetrating that veil of misinformation; treating all Pakistanis as enemies will only reinforce it. India’s current strategy would actually work better if combined with greater people-to-people exchanges. In particular, India should be laying out a red carpet for Pakistani artistes and intellectuals. India has nothing to fear if there’s an open exchange of ideas. It will yield positive results, sooner rather than later. Our furious patriots thus display a curious lack of self-confidence as they rage against Pakistani artistes and Salman Khan. The Indian Motion Picture Producers Association (IMPPA) has made a grave mistake by banning Pakistani artistes; it should rescind the ban forthwith. Salman is absolutely right when he says Pakistani artistes are not terrorists; if they had been, the government wouldn’t have given them visas. Take a leaf out of how the West won the Cold War with the Soviet bloc – while containing their governments, the West didn’t demonise their peoples.



Now that our Pakistan policy is changing, can we drop the silly ‘beating retreat’ ritual please? [email protected]



Every time terrorists strike in India, there is a loud chorus to send all Pakistanis back to where they came from. As if sending back a few actors and singers will jolt the Pakistani deep state into developing a conscience overnight. Can you imagine the ISI chief giving a written undertaking never to allow another Uri-like strike just because Mahira Khan was sent back? Surprisingly, however, no one has ever demanded the full and final closure of the one farcical ceremony that border guards of India and Pakistan perform every day no matter how strained their relationship may be – the Beating the Retreat at Attari-Wagah and Hussainiwala borders in Punjab. This theatrical performance is so inherently wrong that both warmongers and peaceniks alike would unitedly demand its cessation if only they looked at it carefully. The warmongers would oppose it because the ceremony brings Indian and Pakistani soldiers at arm’s length of each other and yet they don’t bash each other’s teeth in. After a lot of chestpuffing and muscle-flexing, soldiers on both sides shake hands and settle in for a quiet evening as if nothing happened. And the peaceniks would oppose it because there is no love and peace left in it. It’s like a flock of birds of paradise putting on an elaborate dance daily at sunset but not getting any action after all the prancing around. A larger question is how can you make contempt into a ritual? How can you regularise it and turn it into an everyday thing? You can have contempt for ritual and ceremony. You can’t have a special ceremony to celebrate contempt. This dance would have made sense if India and Pakistan had resolved all their issues and then orchestrated this exercise as a way of remembering their angry past. But here, you have two nuclear powers with touchy, unresolved issues



performing a song and dance on a sensitive border just so that they can angrily eyeball each other for half an hour. Ideally, the ceremony should have been stopped long ago. It was started around 1959 – one year before the Indus Water Treaty was signed – as a goodwill gesture. At the time it was a benign ritual with none of the present bravado. As relations between the two countries soured, this lowering of the flags took on a more aggressive choreography which turned it into a show of rehearsed antagonism. ‘We would love to bash you up, but we won’t because it hasn’t been choreographed’ – is the message you get after witnessing the march of testosterone with plumed turbans and empty guns. In fact, it is the highest form of bluster which has one objective – whipping up jingoistic patriotism in the thousands of people that throng the specially constructed galleries. The show is complete



Can you imagine the ISI chief giving a written undertaking never to allow another Uri-like strike just because Mahira Khan was sent back? with patriotic movie songs blaring from loudspeakers to build up the mood before the ceremony, national flags being handed out to the audience like popcorn and cheerleading men egging on the crowd to shout out chants like ‘Bharat Mata ki Jai’ and ‘Pakistan Zindabad’. To be fair, India and Pakistan are not alone in turning borders into tourist attractions. The demilitarised zone between the two Koreas draws in crowds, so does the International Peace Garden and Niagara Falls between the



US and Canada. Even the spot where the Berlin Wall once stood is a major tourist attraction, but nowhere do soldiers of two countries get together and perform an angry ritual. Immediately after the strike at Uri, it was reported that BSF jawans and Pakistan Rangers stared even longer at each other and stomped their heavy boots harder. Really, shouldn’t our jawans have better things to do than get into a staring contest at a time like this? After all, villages near the border have been evacuated in anticipation of a possible Pakistani retaliation. One of the justifications for the Beating the Retreat ceremony is that it instills patriotism in the people. This is a bad argument because it assumes that we, the citizens of India, lack the requisite amount of patriotism and this exercise provides that much needed injection of love for the country. Acouple of months after the Pathankot terror strike, this writer had witnessed the ceremony at the Hussainiwala check-post in Punjab’s Ferozepur district. The audience galleries on both sides of the border were packed with people who were taking their vocal chords to the limits in abusing each other with the choicest expletives. It was amusing to watch them go at each other given that no one would dare to cross the few hundred feet separating them. Hopefully this is not the best expression of our patriotism. Both the central government and BSF should also look at the ceremony as a major security threat with close to 15,000 people attending the one at Attari during peak tourist season. Terrorists have already struck here once. More than 50 people were killed and around 200 injured in the powerful blast in November 2014, set off by a suicide bomber in the parking lot of the Wagah border barely minutes after the flag ceremony. Wouldn’t it make more sense to simply salute our flag while gently lowering it every evening from now on? Most definitely, it won’t make us any less patriotic.



‘India is rising and has become a major power ... Vietnam fully supports India’s Act East Policy’ While public attention has been focussed on the Pakistan border in recent weeks, India has also been making significant diplomatic moves in Southeast Asia. The South China Sea dispute between China and other regional countries featured high in Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s visit to Vietnam in September 2016. It resulted in a dozen agreements as well as a $500 million Indian line of credit for Vietnam to deepen bilateral defence cooperation. Vietnam’s Ambassador to India, Ton Sinh Thanh, spoke with Rudroneel Ghosh about India’s Act East Policy, efforts to balance China in Southeast Asia and its impact on the South China Sea dispute: ■ How important was PM Modi’s visit to Vietnam? PM Modi’s visit to Vietnam was the first by an Indian prime minister after 15 years. It took place at a time when the two countries are going to celebrate the 45th anniversary of diplomatic relations and 10 years of a Strategic Partnership next year. During the visit, the two countries decided to elevate the current Strategic Partnership to Comprehensive Strategic Partnership. This opens a new stage for bilateral relations. ■ The visit had been billed as a move to balance China’s rise. Your thoughts? Vietnam and India have always had very close relations. This is a special kind of relationship, not only free from any problems but also firmly based on a convergence of strategic interests. PM Modi’s visit was a successful step in



developing Indo-Vietnamese relations to serve the interests of the people of both nations and for the sake of peace, stability and cooperation in the region. ■ Are there plans to coordinate moves with respect to the South China Sea issue? Vietnam and India share a convergence of views on various bilateral and international issues, including the regional security situation in Asia. In the joint statement during PM Modi’s visit the two countries recognised that the sea lanes of communication passing through the South China Sea are critical for peace, stability and development. They reiterated their support for freedom of navigation and overflight, and unimpeded commerce in the South China Sea. They also called on all states to



resolve disputes through peaceful means, exercise self-restraint, observe the Declaration on the Conduct of Parties in the South China Sea and to soon finalise the Code of Conduct. Vietnam and India also noted the recent Arbitral Tribunal’s ruling in the South China Sea case and urged all to show utmost respect for United Nations Convention on the Law of Sea. The two countries have agreed to further enhance cooperation in the oil and gas sector and to actively implement the Agreement signed in 2014 between PetroVietnam (PVN) and ONGC Videsh Limited (OVL) on cooperation in new blocks in Vietnam. The Vietnamese side welcomes the long-standing investment and presence of OVL for exploration of oil and gas in Vietnam’s exclusive economic zone. ■ What are the key areas of bilateral focus? During PM Modi’s visit, our leaders emphasised the need to strengthen political relations. They also agreed to strengthen coordination particularly at the UN, Non-Aligned Movement, WTO, Asean and related forums. In fact, Vietnam has reiterated its consistent support to India’s candidature for permanent membership of a reformed UN Security Council. In defence cooperation, the two sides have shown the desire to continue annual high-level dialogue, serviceto-service cooperation, naval ship visits, extensive training and capacity building, defence equipment procurement and rela-



dilbert



ted transfer of technology, and cooperation at regional forums such as Asean Defence Ministers’ Meeting Plus. Enhancing bilateral economic engagement is our common strategic objective. Related ministries and agencies on both sides have been told to explore substantive measures to achieve the trade target of $15 billion by 2020. Leaders of business and industry have been urged to explore new opportunities in identified priority areas like hydrocarbons, power generation, textiles, medical and pharmaceuticals, information communication technology and agriculture. Further, airlines of both sides have been urged to soon open direct flights between our major cities. We are also to accelerate the establishment of direct shipping routes between our sea ports. Both sides have agreed to enhance banking and financial sector linkages for facilitating more intensive economic engagement. ■ What larger geopolitical role can India play in Southeast and East Asia? India is rising and has become a major power in the world. Vietnam fully supports India’s Act East Policy and welcomes a greater role for India in the regional and international arena. I think India can act faster and have more engagements and presence in this region. There is also a lot of scope for India to expand its trade and investments in Southeast Asia. In this way, India can play a more active role in maintaining peace, security, stability and development in Southeast and East Asia.



Sacredspace



Moody booze



Mother Goddess The simplest and most basic meaning of the symbol of the Goddess is the acknowledgment of the legitimacy of female power as a beneficent and independent power.



How to be both high and dry in Nitish’s Bihar Rupa Sengupta



Candy is dandy but liquor is quicker to fly off the shelves. The minute the Patna high court scrapped prohibition in Bihar, many of the state’s parched denizens reportedly rushed to booze shops on the India-Nepal border. Sales soared while sharab-lovers got high on their newfound freedom from Bihar’s breathalyzer raj. But the gin wasn’t permanently out of the bottle. With chief minister Nitish Kumar striking back, Bihari bacchanalians can’t exactly head for the next whisky bar and not be asked why. Bihar’s ruling teetotalers seem to think that any sot with a bottle at home should face a long jail term, a merciless fine and possible sealing and confiscation of property. Even his family should be held guilty by association for his non-bailable crime against abstinent humanity. Nitish’s critics dub his government’s drinkand-be-damned policies draconian. Anyone worth his malt will agree. Booze bans and herding of tipplers from wine cellars into prison cells mostly leave a bad hangover. Despite its dalliance with prohibition, Kerala has led in downing alcohol. Peg measurers in dry Gujarat are said to get intoxicants homedelivered. Revenue loss in killjoy states translates into gains for their spirited neighbours. Meantime, bootleggers hiccup all the way to the bank. As many have said about the Gopalganj tragedy, non-alcoholic Bihar has risked becoming hooch Bihar. Not to forget that any piety-peddling state morphing into a baton-wielding lifestyle guru will have its jails overflow with booked bottle-openers. But Nitish won’t let Bihar go wet. In his view, it’s because imbibers are denied their poison that a veritable cocktail of heinous crimes has reduced in Bihar. Now we know why Vat 69 bottles played a key role in Bollywood films of the Swigging Sixties and Seventies. Didn’t they show up like incriminating evidence whenever the baddies staggered on screen, slurring menacingly at the world’s (minor) vice squads? In a throwback to those years, Nitish has equated milk with virtue and drink with villainy, as if no doodh-guzzler is capable of depravity. If only Bihar’s laid-off liquor sellers would heed his advice and promote “sushasan” and social purification by turning closed liquor shops into milk booths. And if only Nitish hadn’t waived taxes for units manufacturing liquor in Bihar for export outside the state. Why not ask these misguided brewers to join the lily-white revolution and adopt dairy farming instead? Or is Nitish suggesting that what’s injurious to Bihar’s health is salubrious for the rest of India?
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Bordering On Farce



A thought for today Every successful organisation has to make the transition from a world defined primarily by repetition to one primarily defined by change BILL DRAYTON, US entrepreneur



AFFLICTING THE COMFORTABLE



Carol P Christ



Of Men, Women, Gods And Activism Sadhguru Jaggi Vasudev



hen they said women can’t go to the Sabarimala Temple, they said so because back in the day in southern India most people climbed these hills during the night. And, this was tiger land. Today of course the poor tigers need protection, but at one time, they were king of the jungle. A carnivorous animal can sniff out a woman much more easily than they can a man. So, they said women can’t go to hill temples because they invite danger. Similarly, they said a woman shouldn’t enter a temple during her menstrual cycle because those were the days set aside for her to rest. Life was very physical – a woman had to cook, look after the family, take care of the cattle. So during this time they said she need not participate in anything, including religious duties.



W



They created a separate room for her, gave her a scripture to read, no one was allowed to visit her, not even her husband. The idea was that she gets the rest she needs. Times are different now. Those who ‘ban’ women from temples today usually are of the opinion that natural cycles of the body are ‘impure’. But there is nothing pure or impure about biology; it just is. Your very existence is a result of this. You are not in existence by yourself as ‘man’ or ‘woman’. I am not taking sides. I am speaking for the human species as a whole. We are one species, why are we dividing everything on the basis of gender? Today, women can climb any mountain they want to, why should a temple be any different? But should



they? Consider this: If a woman has such devotion for Ayyappa that she cannot live without seeing him, then by all means she should go to the temple. But if this is all about proving a political point, then this isn’t the right way of going about it. If this is about feminism, and if feminism is about equality, that equality should be of opportunity, not sameness. I am a woman, so anything ‘woman’ i will support or i am a man, so anything ‘man’ i will support – this is a silly way to exist. It essentially means you are too identified with your gender, it means identifying with certain parts of the body, isn’t it? Identifying yourself with reproductive organs is a very poor way to live. If you must identify with some body part, at least choose the brain.



the



speaking tree



If you are really interested in the well-being of women, there are serious issues that need focus – girl children’s nourishment, education, sanitary needs for a dignified life, and above all, economic empowerment and freedom to choose the life she wishes to live. Unfortunately, we find that there is more activism than activity. All this activism is making life so crude. To make it worse, we have given a lot of people the hope that if you disrupt something, then you will become a leader. Agitation is the technology of how to stop something. Administration is the technology of how to get something going. If agitators become administrators, it is a disaster. Follow Sadhguru Jaggi Vasudev at speakingtree.in For the complete version go to http://www.speakingtree.in/blog/ofmen-women-and-gods and post your comments there.
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Baramulla’s The Opening Shot



A thought for today Let there be work, bread, water and salt for all NELSON MANDELA



Defying SC Partisan political sentiment cannot be a guide to resolving water disputes



T



he messy dispute between Karnataka and Tamil Nadu over sharing of Cauvery river water became messier still when the Centre changed its position and questioned the Supreme Court’s jurisdiction to direct it to form a Cauvery Management Board. The Supreme Court is supposed to be the final arbiter of legal disputes, but it has seen the Karnataka government find excuses to repeatedly defy its orders. All governments involved must think about the long-term implications of such stonewalling. In a federal set up, disputes over sharing water from rivers which flow across state boundaries are not unusual. A combination of population growth, poor water management and policy failures have led to water stress. Given this context, it is important that states allow an arbiter such as Supreme Court to carry out its functions without impediments. If partisan considerations are allowed to overwhelm legitimate dispute redressal mechanisms, consequences will be dire. It is not just Karnataka and Tamil Nadu which are locked in a long standing river water dispute, there remain unresolved problems between Punjab and Haryana. If Karnataka is allowed to defy the Supreme Court’s orders, that opens a Pandora’s box as upper riparian states can deny water to lower riparian states. It is unfortunate that in Karnataka, India’s largest national political parties – Congress and BJP – have succumbed to parochialism. National parties are expected to bring a semblance of sanity to regional disputes on account of their broader horizons. But these parties have abjectly surrendered to populist sentiments. As we have seen repeatedly, once political parties give in to these sentiments mobs take control of the streets and governments get paralysed. Events of the last month have both undermined India’s federal structure and imposed an economic cost on Karnataka. It is important for all political parties in Karnataka to defuse the situation. Given the current impasse, it is important that Prime Minister Narendra Modi use his good offices to help warring states reach a consensus. India has to change its water and agricultural policies to promote water conservation. But in the interim it is the duty of the Centre to bridge the gap between states, not exacerbate them. India’s critical reforms such as the transition to Goods and Services Tax depend on cooperative federalism. Modi should take the lead here.



The aftermath of the Kargil war is a pointer to what to expect from Pakistan now Syed Ata Hasnain



India’s surgical strikes in PoK against terror bases, hotly denied by the Pakistani establishment, were bound to evoke a response. Such a response, in fact, can be treated as confirmation of the strikes and their success. Pakistan’s deep state chose Baramulla as the response target and launched a sneak action against the co-located camps of the BSF and the HQ of 46 Rashtriya Rifles (RR). There is tremendous misinformation in the public perception about the security of camps of all security forces. This must be corrected with an informed analysis of what we should now expect to unfold in the Valley theatre. The sneak action is just a subset of the overall response that should be expected from the deep state. At the outset, to term these actions by terror groups as attacks is to give military legitimacy to them. These actions are mere sneak attempts by suicide attackers who are willing to die in the course of their action. Predictability is low and the aim is to create a splash with whatever can be achieved. Baramulla can be classified as a knee jerk response with poor planning so as to cause casualties, divert attention, impose caution and thereby seek time for a more professionally planned and executed set of events which are likely to follow. It needs to be known that preventing a sneak attempt is always difficult because every part of the perimeter is not manned. If a penetration does occur damage control must be swift. The unfortunate thing is that India quickly forgets its past experience. This is exactly what happened in 1999 in the wake of the Kargil operations and the forced retreat of the Pakistan army to the PoK side of the LoC. A small team of Pakistani terrorists (rarely, if ever, are local Kashmiris involved) staked out various camps, identified their weaknesses and routine and then attempted a forced or sneak entry.



Jayant Sinha and Akhilesh Tilotia



I



n what appears to be retaliation for the cross-LoC strikes on terror launchpads carried out by the army in the aftermath of the Uri terror attack, a Rashtriya Rifles camp – which also houses a unit of the BSF – came under attack from a group of terrorists in Baramulla. Simultaneously there have been several ceasefire violations by Pakistan along the border, forcing Indian security units to retaliate. As things stand, the India-Pakistan border is likely to remain hot for some time. That is precisely why cool heads are needed all around. While the cross-LoC strikes on terror assets sent out a strong message to the ISI-military complex, an escalation of the current situation doesn’t help New Delhi. Operationally, it gets more and more difficult for the army to repeat successful cross-LoC strikes in response to terror attacks in Jammu & Kashmir – the Pakistani army will be well prepared now. Hence, the focus ought to shift to shoring up defences and tightening security in border areas. Against this backdrop, it isn’t helpful for ministers or others to indulge in triumphalist chest thumping. Defence minister Manohar Parrikar has compared Pakistan’s condition after the cross-LoC strikes to that of an anesthetised patient, while home minister Rajnath Singh has asked those doubting the army’s surgical operation to wait and watch. Such statements only open the political leadership to baiting by Islamabad that clearly wants to provoke New Delhi into an overreaction. Instead, government should continue to pursue diplomatic isolation of Pakistan – as with the now postponed Saarc summit – and press China to sanction Pakistan-based terrorists like Masood Azhar. While diplomatic heat must be stepped up on Pakistan and if required calibrated military steps taken, it must be given some incentives to de-escalate as well. This is serious business with lives at stake – not the best arena for political theatre aimed at a domestic audience.



Dressed in fatigues as they are, it is always difficult to identify friend or foe. They awaited an opportunity and then unleashed heavy fire, holding out till as late as possible until they were neutralised but not without having inflicted a couple of casualties. In many cases they were eliminated at the entry point itself, their deception having failed. Who were these terrorists at that point of time? Many were death row convicts from the jails of Western Punjab and many simply HIV patients. They were tempted with fat sums of money for their families and motivated to do something for the faith and for the families as they were anyway on the path of doom. A common modus operandi was to steal a car or better still an official government vehicle and use it as a decoy. In one case they almost made a successful entry into Srinagar airport by using a forest department vehicle and placing it



What we can expect in the next few weeks is most likely an odd attempt of a Border Action Team at the LoC, offset in time with attempts on army installations in the LoC zone and a certain attempt at a high profile act in the hinterland behind a minister’s motorcade. ‘Fedayeen’, the term incorrectly used for them by the local media, made a tactical point without achieving victory. They imposed immense caution on all the security forces, forced a complete revamp of intelligence and camp security and led to more being deployed on



The writer commanded both the Uri Brigade and Baramulla Division, before commanding the Srinagar based 15 Corps



ndia’s aviation sector is being rapidly transformed and air travel is becoming indispensable for the general public. India is now the fastest growing major aviation market – the number of air passengers has been growing more than 20% year-on-year. In the past 12 months, more than 9 crore passengers flew domestically and another 5 crores or so flew internationally. In the next few years, India will likely become the third largest aviation market in the world after the US and China. The new National Civil Aviation Policy (NCAP), particularly the Regional Connectivity Scheme, will further accelerate this transformation. Spurred by supportive government policies and the NCAP announced in June 2016, the aviation sector has taken off. Along with plunging oil prices and lower interest rates, air travel has become much more affordable and accessible. In fact, air travel is approaching “rail parity” in terms of AC



I



fares and passengers. Across most sectors, average airfares are now available at the price of 2AC or Tatkal-3AC fares or lower. While some last minute fares do raise eyebrows, analysis done by Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) highlights that typically less than 1% of the tickets are sold at the highest fare bucket netting the airlines only around 1-3% of their revenues. For connectivity between two distant cities, air travel can provide fast



Air travel is approaching “rail parity” in terms of AC fares and passengers and frequent service. For example, Cochin–Chandigarh is a 50 hours plus train ride; there are at least four air travel options that connect the two cities in less than 6 hours. Indian airlines now fly nearly as many passengers as Indian Railways carries in AC passenger coaches. Even as Indian Railways continues to be the lifeline of the nation with over 800 crore trips annually, the aviation sector is gaining importance. Family members fly to be with their loved ones during key occasions



and festivals. Students use air travel to get back home during their holidays. Workers and professionals travel to take advantage of economic opportunities in other countries. Foreign and domestic tourists flock to India’s heritage sites and exceptional natural beauty. Air travel enables patients from remote areas to be treated at our major medical centres. And, businesspersons and traders require air travel to keep their businesses humming. Air travel is likely to continue to grow quickly for the next 10-12 years. To support this growth, investment in airports is expected to be upwards of Rs 2.5 lakh crore. Around 700 planes could be added to our current fleet of around 450 planes totalling an investment



of around Rs 3 lakh crore. All told, the aviation sector will have to invest around Rs 5.8 lakh crore in the next decade to meet fast-growing demand. This does not include any investments on account of manufacturing or maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO) businesses that may take root. Note that this vast transformation is largely going to be financed through private sector investment in airlines and airports. Moreover, the multiplier effect of investment in the aviation sector is estimated to be anywhere between 6X and 12X. Currently, the aviation sector in India is estimated to directly employ 2 lakh people and 12 lakh people across various parts of the value chain, a multiple of 5.8X. In the next decade,
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the sector could employ more than 5 lakh people directly and 30 lakh overall. Specialised skills are required for jobs in the aviation sector leading to high wages and strong employment prospects. The Regional Connectivity Scheme (RCS) announced in the NCAP will be a game changer for air travel. Over the next few years between 125 and 150 new airports will likely get scheduled services through RCS. These services will be subsidised through joint efforts of the central and state governments. Once considered an elite service, mobile telephony was transformed during the previous NDA government so that it now reaches everyone. Similarly, the transformation underway in India’s aviation sector will bring air services to everyone. RCS will open up the hinterland enabling fast and direct connectivity to large cities. Tier 2 and 3 cities will be spokes in the hub-and-spoke models currently being built by our airlines. And, our large metro airports will become global aviation hubs connecting India to the world with direct flights. Jayant Sinha is Minister of State for Civil Aviation, Akhilesh Tilotia is his officer on special duty. Views are personal.



Sacredspace Anger Management Anybody can become angry – that is easy, but to be angry with the right person and to the right degree and at the right time and for the right purpose, and in the right way – that is not within everybody’s power and is not easy.



Re-buckling my swash When dull boring husband heeds wife and turns life of the party Bikram Vohra



So we are sitting around watching mindless TV and my wife says, there is something i have been meaning to tell you, it’s been on my mind, you have become dull, boring is the word that leaps to the fore, dreary, your get up and go has got up and gone, your swash has buckled, you are as much fun as watching paint dry … I get the picture, i say, you don’t have to push it. Other husbands, she says, still sailing on with the subject like a Spanish galleon in full wind, they have charm, they have pizzazz, they have a certain style, you just sit there and sog like yesterday’s corn flakes, why can’t you be a little more exciting, even your jokes are old hat. I get it, i say, hurt to the core, i am not that bad. True, she says, you are worse, no wonder we don’t get invited anywhere, you don’t even try, zero on effort, why would they want you? So last week, by error or just to fill numbers we got an invitation to a pool party and i decided okay, lady, i’ll show you the old charm is still ticking over. Life of the party, man of the moment, my name is Bond, James ‘let’s have a blast’ Bond. Got into the swing of things, flung caution to the winds, flirted outrageously, told risqué jokes, joined in a half Monty, played beer pong and had this brilliant idea that the first one to disrobe and jump into the pool would be crowned with a laurel wreath made of shot glasses and my wife said, what do you think you are doing? Having fun, i said, this is a race where the first one to strip and hit the water wins, what we do is stand in line there and when the whistle blows … You are 67, she said, don’t even think about it, you have made enough of an ass of yourself already, everyone’s noticed. But i am having fun, i said, i am re-buckling my swash. Frosting me with that ‘what have i married’ look wives have a patent on, she said we, she said are, she said going home right this very minute. Spent the night in the doghouse and in the morning over soggy cornflakes she got a call from her best friend who said, migoodness, didn’t know your husband was such a riot, he’s a barrel of laughs, whataguy, you really are lucky, such an exciting life you must lead, my husband, he’s so dull, so boring, so predictable …



defensive rather than offensive counterinsurgency operations. Now with strength of foreign terrorists at the lowest in the Valley and the streets in turbulence the deep state has resorted to a return to the tactics of 1999. Its intent appears to be threefold. First, avenge the trans-LoC surgical strikes; second, force the security forces, especially the army, to defend itself; and third, create motivation for the youth not to succumb to the moral domination operations of the army which is backing the J&K police and CRPF. In choosing to do the above the deep state can muster resources from within PoK for strikes at the LoC and its vicinity as in the case of Poonch, Tangdhar and Uri, because they lie in the shallow infiltration zone. To execute these acts deep inside the hinterland as in Baramulla, less than two days ago, it has to rely not on sleeper cells as much as active terrorists in the Sopore, Handwara and Rafiabad belt. By succumbing to the temptation of using its scarce resources in North Kashmir to make an impact, the deep state has jeopardised its balance if it had one at all. Suicide attacks erode human resources and the counter-infiltration grid being robust will not permit making up numbers. If the army manages to keep up the good work at the counterinfiltration grid, the result will be more attempts at the LoC and its vicinity, including repeat attempts. The temptation of the hinterland may yet seize the deep state because of deeper connect with the people; the LoC zone population is not supportive of Pakistan. What we can expect in the next few weeks is most likely an odd attempt of a Border Action Team at the LoC, offset in time with attempts on army installations in the LoC zone and a certain attempt at a high profile act in the hinterland. We need to thwart them all. This will have a salutary effect too on the campaign to stabilise the streets in the Valley.



So the average Indian can fly: How aviation is being transformed from an elite to a public service



Play It Cool Following cross-LoC strikes, ministers must refrain from irrelevant chest thumping
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Why Can’t Women Pray Wherever They Wish? Arvinder Singh Chopra



n recent times, women across India have been fighting against ban on their entry to some prominent religious places. Watching their struggle on live TV is extremely dismaying. While some of these places of worship have reluctantly agreed to allow women to pray, the fundamental question is – if God created men and women as equals, then why this discrimination? With these questions in my mind, i turned to analyse the status of women in the Sikh religion from a historical and philosophical perspective to see if there was any learning that could be applied to the current situation. Historically, a number of prominent women have played a very important role in the evolution of the Sikh faith. Bebe Nanki, the elder sister of Guru Nanak was the first to recognise his divine powers; she was his first disciple.
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Exemplary women Mata Gujri, the wife of Guru Tegh Bahadur, the ninth Guru and mother of Guru Gobind Singh, the tenth Guru is revered as the epitome of wisdom and sacrifice. Mata Gujri not only sent away her husband to martyrdom to save the faith of Kashmiri Pandits; she also inspired the younger two of her grandsons, Baba Zorawar Singh and Baba Fateh Singh to heroically face death rather than give up their faith. Sikh history is resplendent with other such exemplary women. Equality of genders is a basic underlying principle of Sikhism and all Sikh Gurus laid a great deal of emphasis on this. Right from inception of the Sikh religion, women have enjoyed freedom to pray, read religious texts, sing hymns and perform seva or service at the gurdwara. Sikh Gurus totally



rejected misogynist practices like female infanticide and sati which were prevalent in medieval Indian society and they believed in equal status for men and women. Guru Nanak vehemently spoke out against those who treated women as inferiors: “So why call women inferior when they give birth to kings and superiors?” he asked. Unique qualities Sikh Gurus recognised that women have unique qualities like purity, sacrifice, selflessness, empathy, warmth, softness, humility and generosity. These qualities, they felt, separated the worldly from the divine. Those aiming to achieve the state of nirvana first needed to purify their minds by inculcating these qualities. The female gender has been praised, lauded and revered immensely through-



the
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out the Guru Granth Sahib. A large number of hymns of Sri Guru Granth Sahib offer supplication to God in feminine form: “I am intoxicated in the love of my Omnipresent Lord, my Husband; I adorn and I embellish myself with good deeds and character to entice him in my love,” sang Bhagat Namdev (Sri Guru Granth Sahib, pg 1,164). Gender equity While compiling the Adi Granth, Guru Arjun Dev, the fifth Guru, included the hymns of a lot of Bhagats from various parts of the country. One touchstone principle that he applied while selecting these compositions was to make sure that these compositions recognised equality of genders and were respectful towards women. The message in the Sri Guru Granth Sahib is clear and consistent to anyone who would care to listen and that message is as follows: “Respect women and let them pray.” Post your comments at speakingtree.in
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Drink Vs Hubris Nitish Kumar must heed why HC has found Bihar prohibition draconian



he history of prohibition proves that far from ending alcohol consumption it only creates criminal industries and hooch tragedies. Bihar is following the same pattern. There are reports of liquor being bootlegged from neighbouring Uttar Pradesh, Jharkhand, West Bengal and Nepal and also of dangerous cottage hooch outfits growing in rural areas. But what Friday’s high court judgment about the Bihar prohibition law underlines is that this state has been more draconian than the rest. For that reason the court found the Bihar Excise (Amendment) Act, 2016 ultra vires of the Constitution and struck it down. Also, on Friday, the Supreme Court cancelled the bail of Mohammad Shahabuddin. Just as this judgment gave chief minister Nitish Kumar an exit route out of an ugly confrontation with his ally RJD, he should have used the prohibition judgment as timely political cover to backtrack from a failing and counterproductive policy. Instead on Sunday he chose to notify the Bihar Prohibition and Excise Act, 2016 which experts have pronounced even more draconian than the law struck down by the high court. Where the Bihar prohibition law goes truly rogue is in undermining many established principles of Indian jurisprudence, such as one cannot be punished for the crimes of another or one is innocent until proven guilty. For example, the law notified on Sunday pronounces that where a person is found consuming or even possessing alcohol, the owner of the property could also be treated as guilty and punished likewise. And where a villager is found violating prohibition, the whole village could be fined for it. Such provisions violate fundamental human rights. Nitish keeps saying that he’s simply delivering on his campaign promises to the women of Bihar. He’s mistakenly calculating that the prohibition card will gain him popularity. Women voters did help him become chief minister for a third term, but credit for that goes to various development schemes and a much improved law and order situation during his first two terms. What have the women won this time? They will go to jail if their menfolk are found drinking. Plus, to make up for the revenue shortfall, they will pay more taxes on everything from petrol and diesel to sweets and saris. Nitish must backtrack. This kind of brutish courtship is guaranteed to lead to rejection.
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Festival Cheer Monetary policy committee cuts interest rates, banks must now transmit the cuts smoothly



T



uesday’s monetary policy was historic. As part of a structural transformation, for the first time the policy decision was put to vote by a monetary policy committee. Till date, Reserve Bank of India’s decision on interest rates was made solely by its governor. The new committee, with three nominees from RBI and three from government, unanimously voted to reduce RBI’s interest rate by a quarter of a percentage point to 6.25%. Here the committee opted for continuity. Since January 2015, RBI has tried to lower interest rates either directly or by enhancing money supply. The committee’s move was pragmatic. The role of RBI’s interest rate changes can be overstated. RBI’s decision has to translate into other borrowing and lending rates in the economy to make a real difference to people. Here, banks which are the main channel of transmission, have muted RBI’s influence on account of their bad loan problems. Despite that, almost two years of both RBI and government trying to find ways to lower interest rates has led to a gradual downward shift for both borrowers and deposit holders. This trend is likely to continue as retail inflation in India over the last two years has been under control. RBI’s monetary policy statement pointed to weak global demand and other uncertainties emanating from politics abroad. These factors have partially limited India’s potential economic growth. Therefore, the emphasis now should be on reforms and the role government can play in making India’s economy more competitive. Monetary policy has inherent limitations and India’s economic performance ultimately depends on the manner in which government can calibrate policies to unfetter growth. This will necessarily include RBI and government working together to find immediate solutions to bad loan problems and also to reform the financial sector. The road to long-term prosperity lies in unleashing India’s productivity.



Pakistan’s Road To Perdition Conflict with a failed state that has no future will be to New Delhi’s detriment [email protected]



The World Bank/IMF estimates the size of the Indian economy in 2016 at $2.28 trillion, making it the world’s 7th largest. At $270 billion in 2015, Pakistan is the world’s 38th largest. India’s export of merchandise has powered past $300 billion and is closing on $500 billion if you count services, despite a slowdown in 2016. Pakistan’s exports are straining to get past $30 billion. India’s foreign exchange reserves stand at $367 billion; Pakistan’s is at $20 billion. On almost every economic measure – industrial output, power generation capacity, foreign direct investment, etc – India has expanded its advantage to a factor of 10x or more vis-à-vis a country that is one-fourth its size, has a sixth of its population, and poses as an equal. Yet, India cannot rid itself of Pakistani pestilence in the form of episodic terrorism. If it fights a war with Pakistan it risks a stalling of its economy (although war is good business for many), and undermining its cachet as a peaceable country. But if it doesn’t fight one to disabuse Pakistan of its belief that it can inflict a thousand cuts of terrorism under a nuclear shield, then it invites escalated provocation. It will confirm the dubious Pakistani notion of parity on the basis of a single metric: nuclear weapons, of which both countries have about equal numbers. What then should India do? For starters, New Delhi has signalled it is calling Pakistan’s nuclear bluff with a public announcement of a “surgical strike” across the LoC following the attack on the Indian brigade headquarters in Uri. Whether the strike actually took place, how deep and decisive it was, whether it involved crossing the LoC (all of which Pakistan has denied) are less consequential than the expression of intent, not just to Pakistan, but to the world community: India will not be deterred by Pakistani nuclear cover. Pakistan may already be testing India’s updated doctrine with a follow-up attack in Baramulla. Doubtless more



pinpricks will follow directly or through jihadi proxies on either side of the LoC in Kashmir if India does not respond. India should, while avoiding the provocation to rush headlong into conflict before it has deployed its many leverages. Pakistan has nothing to lose in the event of a full-scale war; India has plenty to lose. Before she went in for the war to liberate Bangladesh, then PM Indira Gandhi invested considerable time, effort and resources in preparing the ground for it, travelling the world and showing the kind of forbearance that won over hardened critics, many of them blind in the pre-internet era to Pakistani genocide. “When Hitler was on the rampage, why didn’t you say let’s keep quiet, and let’s have peace, and let Belgium die and let France die,” she asked one interviewer who preached peace talks with Yahya Khan, her eyes flashing angrily. He shrivelled up. New Delhi has much to do by way of diplomatic and public outreach to sensitise the world to Pakistani depredations not



India is known for producing CEOs of Google, Microsoft, Pepsico, Mastercard, Deutsche Bank, etc. And Pakistan? For hosting heads of al-Qaida, Taliban, Lashkar-e-Taiba, Jaish-e-Muhammed, Haqqani Group, etc only against India, but also in Afghanistan, Balochistan and indeed across the world, including in the West as demonstrated most recently by the pressure cooker bomb in Manhattan. Its brazen hosting of the world’s top terrorists and its nourishing of ecosystems that has exported countless jihadis overseas has already made Pakistanis the Great Unwanted across the globe. Pakistan’s own Ministry for Overseas Pakistanis and Human Resources told the



The Digital India initiative, along with the JAM (Jan Dhan-Aadhaar-Mobile) ecosystem, is at the heart of the NDA government’s development and inclusive growth efforts. In tandem with this, the United Payments Interface (UPI) was launched in August 2016 to further encourage direct money transfers between banks through smartphones. Ruth Goodwin-Groen, Managing Director of the UN-promoted “Better Than Cash Alliance”, which aims to replace cash with digital transactions, spoke to Sanjiv Shankaran on the advantages of digital money and India’s UPI initiative: ■ How does a push to digital transactions help people who are not yet a part of the formal system? There are many reasons why our members are committed to moving away from cash to digital payments. One reason is cost savings. Cash is expensive for both governments and individuals. Cost savings from government perspective means that money can be spent on other social programmes. The numbers are not insignificant when you look at what can be saved by the government. For individuals, pain points of dealing with cash are the time it takes to go and wait in line for government transfers. Furthermore, safety and security is a huge issue. The cost of carrying around cash is an important issue particularly for women. Having cash sitting in your pocket makes you vulnerable. Thirdly, there is the issue of opportunities related to financial inclusion in



terms of having a safe place to save but also in terms of small business being able to access working capital services. All of this is about building the institutional foundations of economic growth. Institutions are the bedrock of the economy. ■ Africa’s M-Pesa, a mobile phone based money transfer system, highlights the importance of context when India tries to learn from other countries. What is your advice? One of the reasons M-Pesa was very successful is that they digitised existing transactions that happened in cash. People were often borrowing and lending money and there was cultural significance to it. They digitised that and made it easier for people to do what they were doing. Everything has to work in context. Everything has to be appropriate. It has to be affordable, responsible for each person. M-Pesa is a great example but it is a Kenyan example. We are saying these are the foundations you need to be able to adapt in a particular context. ■ Do you think India’s UPI provides a good foundation? Where would you place it in the context of other emerging markets? One of the real game changers in UPI is that it is interoperable.



Interoperability is the key for being able to drive financial sector development. If you look at it from a client’s perspective, having services that are interoperable makes a huge difference. The foundation is there. Just in the last fortnight 21 banks have started using UPI. Clearly it has the potential to really make a difference in terms of providing access to payments service. The most important thing is people using it. The more people use it, the more you will be able to see what’s needed. ■ Merchant enthusiasm to accept digital payments influences its spread. How difficult is it in most emerging markets to persuade merchant establishments to switch? Merchant acceptance is the first of the “accelerators”. It is
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Hope for the Future Our human compassion binds us the one to the other – not in pity or patronisingly, but as human beings who have learnt how to turn our common suffering into hope for the future.



Jug Suraiya



[email protected] http:/blogs.timesofindia.indiatimes.com/jugglebandhi/



about figuring out the disincentives in the system. Is it technology disincentive because it is too complicated to figure out? Sometimes it is the fear issue. Who is going to be tracking me? Am I going to have to pay taxes? There is lot of uncertainty because, like any other change, it is new. So, making sure all the incentives are aligned will depend on each market. How difficult is it? It depends on each market. Uruguay is a member of ours and they provided tax incentives for merchants, saying this is something to get you over the hump. It will vary in each market and also for each type of business. ■ Do subsidies or tax incentives play an essential role in making the transition? Ultimately, everyone is moving in that direction. We are on that track and it will happen. Question is how quickly. In India, making generalisations across states is always dangerous. In principle, understanding disincentives will enable you to align the incentives. I am not going to comment on tax in this market. But if that is a barrier for people, it needs to be looked at. ■ In India, connectivity shortcomings have hurt digital payment ecosystems. Yes, it is a barrier but the problem can be solved. We talk about an inclusive digital payments ecosystem. It includes service providers and all infrastructural requirements and one of those is power. In other markets lack of power has been a complete barrier to the take-off of digital payments system. Spotty telecom service is a problem as well as electricity. There are creative ways of building up the infrastructure that will ensure that it is not a weak link in building that ecosystem.



Sacredspace



Our increasing urban sprawl might have far-reaching geo-political implications



secondopinion



country’s legislature this week that Saudi Arabia and UAE together hosted nearly 90% of the total Pakistani workforce of 9,48,000 sent overseas last year. Jobs provided to Pakistan by some other countries: Germany 44, Turkey 57, Singapore 68, Japan 84, UK 261 and USA 350. If those numbers look suspiciously low, square it with the 2016 visa restriction index by Henley & Partners that shows Pakistan passport placed at 103 of 104 countries surveyed, in the company of Somalia and Syria. Pakistan’s dismal global reputation was best captured in a recent internet meme that pointed out India is known for producing CEOs of Google, Microsoft, Pepsico, Mastercard, Deutsche Bank, etc. And Pakistan? For hosting heads of al-Qaida, Taliban, Lashkar-e-Taiba, Jaish-e-Muhammed, Haqqani Group, etc. Both countries export IT services, goes another gag – Information Technology from India, and International Terrorism from Pakistan. Islamabad has only itself to blame for its downward spiral. Cleaved from the same geographic entity, India and Pakistan took different roads to nationhood, one going uphill through the tough path of democracy and empowerment and the other on downhill ride on freebies and rental money through security pacts, mainly with the US. The difference in the outcome is best illustrated by the effect of the US presidential elections on the two. For India, it makes no fundamental difference whether it is Donald Trump or Hillary Clinton who wins; it will thrive in either event, its strength and character recognised by bipartisan support. For Pakistan too, it does not make a difference – it will be in the pits in both scenarios. Hillary has spoken about Pakistan’s poisonous fostering of terrorism and Trump’s poll pledges could see Pakistan punished in ways unimaginable, with the US off bounds for its population. It is a consequence of the choices Pakistan has made for itself with its embrace of toxic Islamist extremism. So India should prepare for war by all means, but without firing a shot in anger, it can watch Pakistan stumble along the road to perdition.



‘Cash is expensive for both governments and individuals … India’s United Payments Interface is a game changer’



Undivided India The other week an odd thing happened to me. I went from Gurgaon to Shimla by car. So what’s odd about that? What’s odd about it is that i got to Shimla without feeling that i’d left Gurgaon. Because before you realise you’ve left Gurgaon you’re in Delhi. And before you can goodbye to Delhi you’re in Kundli, which morphs into Samalkha, which becomes Sonepat, which turns into Panipat, which merges into Kurukshetra, which links up with Ambala, which joins Chandigarh, which continues into Kalka, which becomes Dharampur, Solan and Barog. And before you know it, presto! You’re in Shimla, before you’ve really shaken the dust of Gurgaon off the wheels of your car. It’s called urban sprawl. Our towns and cities are getting bigger and bigger. The result is that theyallgetsqueezedtogetherlikethis so that you can’t make out where one ends and the next one begins. Urban India is gobbling up rural India; towns and cities are eating up the countryside. Where there used to be open fields there is an unbroken continuum of residential and commercial complexes, malls, fast food joints, dhabas and motor repair shops. What’s happening – or rather, what’s happened – between Gurgaon and Shimla is happening, or has already happened, in other parts of the country. Mumbai and Pune are no longer separate entities but a collective suburb which should be named Mumbune. As Bengaluru and Mysuru have become a contiguous Bengasuru. But if all the intervening countryside between cities is gone, where’ll we grow our food? Thanks to money-spinning schemes like Make in India we’ll be able to import all the food we need. Won’t we? In the meantime, Kolkata could well become one with Chittagong via Dhaka. And Amritsar might reach Islamabad through Lahore. And India will become undivided again. Partition? What was that?
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Lead A Life Of Compassion, Receive Grace Ramalinga Adigal



e should understand and obtain benefit for the soul which is attainable through this human birth. It is to live the unique great life at all times, at all places and in all ways without any sort of hindrance, obtaining the absolute natural bliss of God, who by His Grace has made all the universes, worlds, things, living beings, ways of living. That great life can be obtained only by Grace which can be obtained only by leading a life of compassion (jivakarunya) towards all living beings – not even a little of it can be obtained by any other means. This is because Grace is God’s mercy, natural manifestation; compassion means living beings’ sympathy or their souls’ natural manifestation. Therefore it is certain that by sympathy we can get mercy and by manifestation, get manifestation. Grace can be obtained only by being



W



compassionate to other living beings. When compassion to living beings manifests, knowledge and love will blossom along with it; therefore ‘helping power’ manifests; because of that all good benefits will appear, but when compassion to living beings disappears, knowledge and love will disappear immediately, therefore ‘helping power’ will disappear, and when it disappears, all evils will appear. Virtue is nothing but showing compassion to living beings, and vice means to be without compassion to living beings. Enlightenment coming from leading a life of compassion towards living beings is Enlightenment of God, and bliss coming out of leading a life of compassion towards living beings is Divine Bliss. Liberated ones while they are still living are only those who have attained their goal, having seen and



enjoyed this manifestation and bliss for a long time and are thus fulfilled, and then only they will know God by knowledge and will become God. But, what is meant by leading a life of compassion towards all living beings? It is to live, worshipping God, by the melting of the soul of living beings, towards other living beings. When will the melting of the soul towards other beings occur? It will occur when one sees, hears or comes to know of the suffering of living beings due to hunger, thirst, disease, desire, poverty, fear and the suffering when being killed. What is the spiritual need to have compassion towards other living beings? All living beings are created by God as part and parcel of the natural truth and are of the same quality; so they are all brothers with the same right. The melting of the soul that



the
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occurs, when one of the brothers sees another suffering or knows that he is going to suffer due to some peril and the former recognises the latter as his brother, it is called the age-old spiritual right. Some people, even on seeing other living beings suffer, do not have compassion towards them and are hard-hearted; there is no fraternal right to these people, because: Their eye called spiritual knowledge has become very dim because of nescience; though there was the fraternal right, compassion to living beings did not arise. From this it is learnt that those who have compassion towards other living beings have enlightened spiritual vision or perception. (Abridged from the English translation of the Tamil Jeeva Karunya Ozhukkam by Sethu, Sadhana Niketan, Kumbakonam, vallalar.org) Today is Ramalinga Adigal’s birth anniversary. He was aka Arutperum Jyoti and Vallalar.
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For A Banking Renaissance



A thought for today Don’t talk about yourself; it will be done when you leave WILSON MIZNER, US playwright



Stand United Strikes palaver shows political class is incapable of mature strategic conversation



W



ith the cross-LoC strikes alongside concerted diplomatic moves, the Modi government has certainly reset the parameters of engagement with Pakistan. But it is too soon for chest thumping exercises or declarations of victory. It’s to be noted that Pakistan has made no significant – or even insignificant – concessions on terror yet. It is mired too deep in anti-India narratives and changing that could be a long haul. In that context an entirely inane and avoidable political argument has broken out at home, over providing ‘proof ’ of the surgical strikes. It exposes, once again, the hyper-competitiveness and lack of strategic sophistication of India’s political class. AAP chief Arvind Kejriwal wants the government to release more evidence of the surgical strikes, while Congress’s Sanjay Nirupam has suggested they didn’t occur at all. Congress later disassociated itself from his remarks but mentioned three dates when the army had undertaken similar operations during UPA’s tenure. BJP has lashed out at the opposition parties, accusing them of delivering a publicity coup to Pakistan and doubting the army. However, poll-bound UP has seen the ruling party put up hoardings with photographs of Modi alongside congratulatory messages for the strike. Add to this the fact that senior ministers such as Manohar Parrikar have been indulging in a fair amount of chest thumping over the military operation. BJP should have anticipated the opposition’s counter-strike before trying to take political ownership of the surgical strikes. Releasing evidence of the army operation – which would also reveal operational details – isn’t in national interest. BJP should have simply cited operational sensitivities to quash the debate. After all, the idea behind the surgical strikes was to send a strong message to Pakistan’s deep state – and that will get through regardless of whether it is acknowledged or denied. Pakistan’s denying the strike can be a way of de-escalating the situation and that suits India too. That Pakistan has shut airspace over Lahore and Karachi and called for an ‘all parties conference’ on India is evidence enough that something has happened. Opposition parties should get that this is a military operation and not a trial in a court of law where soldiers double up as CBI investigators . Given the gravity of the current situation with Pakistan stepping up cross-border firing and the government having to evacuate border villages, one is playing with lives here. Domestic political unity is imperative. Let’s choose other matters for political jockeying and the customary tu tu main main.



Make Good Teachers Instead of obsessing over board exams, invest obsessively in teacher training



A



big UPA education innovation was making Class X CBSE board exams optional, plus instituting a Continuous and Comprehensive Evaluation alongside a no-fail policy up to Class VIII. De-stressing students and minimising drop-out rates were some of the main goals. While welcome success has been seen on both these fronts, in recent years clamour has grown against an unfortunate side-effect. Various states have been complaining of a significant decline in learning outcomes. So they have been asking the Centre to revoke the no-fail policy and also make the Class X CBSE exams compulsory again. But such exam-obsessed approaches won’t improve learning outcomes. If systems of assessment have declined, this means a widespread failure to implement Continuous and Comprehensive Evaluation as mandated by RTE. But this is not a failure of the students so why should they be punished? It doesn’t serve India well if governments just keep playing ping pong with education, one party reversing the policy of the other party after taking power. The real solution lies in improving assessment and accountability systems, which largely translates into improving teacher recruitment and training. From more than 90% of aspirants failing the central Teacher’s Eligibility Test year after year to teacher absenteeism touching as high as 40% in the poorest states to the prevalence of English teachers who just can’t speak English, all around there are signs that teacher recruitment and training are in terrible shape in India. Rather than obsessing over exams for students let’s focus on setting standards for teachers, having a system that rewards the good ones, and equipping teachers with modern pedagogical tools to teach critical thinking rather than rote lessons. Only two things will truly de-stress students: good teachers and better opportunities after they graduate.



How to set up a bad bank to manage stressed assets Krishnamurthy Subramanian



The idea of the government taking the initiative to set up a bad bank merits attention and careful analysis. To start with, what is the objective in setting up a bad bank? Second, what are the constraints in the current setup, i.e. one without a bad bank? Finally, what features should the bad bank possess so that such constraints can be overcome? Though obvious, policymakers must clearly state the objective in setting up a bad bank. In my opinion, instead of muddling the bad bank with multiple objectives, the government must state clearly that the bad bank is being set up “to bring back the vitality of the Indian banking sector at the least cost to the taxpayer.” Why is a banking sector without a bad bank incapable of fulfilling this objective? First, managing stressed assets requires specialised expertise which is sporadically dispersed across several different banks. Second, senior managers in the public sector banks are forced to devote the lion’s share of their attention to managing the stressed assets in their portfolio. As a result, public sector bank managements are unable to pay adequate attention to their normal business, which is to screen borrowers, originate new loans and monitor these loans. No wonder the Indian banking sector is in deep slumber when it comes to new lending activity. Third, public sector banks face several legal and institutional restrictions in managing stressed assets. Take for instance the possibility of action by the Central Vigilance Commission (CVC) or Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI). With any stressed asset, a bank faces the problem that the current value of the asset is significantly lower than the payment that the promoter of the firm owes the bank. If the bank does not write down the value of its claim, the promoter has no incentive to exert effort in improving the value of the stressed asset. However, in the current setup, bank management cannot take the judgment calls to write down such claims.



Enhancing the value of the stressed assets involves significant uncertainty. Inevitably, some judgment calls will go wrong. If bank management anticipates that CVC/CBI will not distinguish between bad judgment and malafide intent, then a fear psychosis paralyses it. Finally, given the stressed assets in their portfolios and the need to provide capital for them, banks are short of capital required for initiating new loans. To remove all these constraints, the bad bank should be set up as a private equity fund where the government holds less than 50% equity stake. First, the bad bank can draw experts in managing and restructuring bad assets from several banks to create a crack team. Second, this structure will free the bad bank from external vigilance emanating from CVC/ CBI. Instead, the bad bank should have its own internal vigilance department. Internal vigilance enforcement is more likely to use information gathered within the organisation to assess



The bad bank should be set up as a private equity fund where the government holds less than 50% equity stake employee integrity and reputation. As a result, when compared to investigations by external agencies, internal vigilance is less likely to either err by not identifying a dishonest employee or by unfairly targeting an honest employee. Resolution of cases – both enforcement actions against the dishonest and dropping actions against the honest – is also quicker with internal vigilance. Third, if government holds less than 50% equity stake, the bad bank will not be constrained on employee compensation. This feature is extremely important if the bad bank initiative is to succeed. Expertise in managing and restructuring bad assets is uncommon and therefore needs to be



Ajay Mathur



India’s ratification of the Paris Agreement on October 2 is a reaffirmation of the legacy of Mahatma Gandhi – the importance of leading a sustainable lifestyle – that is so central to the Indian ethos. India had played a lead role in forming the Paris agreement, and emerged as a prominent, constructive and responsible voice in global discussions to mitigate climate change. The climate change negotiations between developed and developing nations is a testimony to global cooperation, be it the Montreal Protocol, Kyoto Protocol or Paris Agreement. This weekend, signatories to the 1989 Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer will convene in Kigali, Rwanda to work on a major amendment targeted at the phasedown of hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) – a very potent greenhouse gas used in refrigerants and air conditioning. This will be followed by UNFCCC’s (United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change) next climate change summit COP 22 in Marrakech, Morocco in Nov-



ember. While the Montreal Protocol is now ratified by 197 countries, the Paris agreement has been ratified by 63 countries representing 52.11% of global greenhouse gas emissions. Governments from 191 countries have also gathered at the 39th Triennial Assembly of the International Civil Aviation Organisation to discuss curbing of greenhouse gas emissions in the aviation sector. Additionally, the International Maritime Organisation is urging govern-



Indian companies are already working on patent free solutions to create alternatives to hydrofluorocarbons ments to ratify the London Protocol treaty, which regulates the dumping of wastes at sea in order to ensure the universal application of its precautionary approach towards protection of the marine environment. India is looking at Kigali with a positive outlook to collaborate towards achieving climate change mitigation goals through this route as well. India has proposed that in order to phase out HFCs, developed



countries must take the lead and begin the process immediately and then developing countries could join the process when actions in the former have led to both technological maturity as well as reductions in the prices of the new technologies associated with their large-scale use. A few days ago on World Ozone Day, India announced major new collaborative initiatives for R&D on climate-friendly refrigerants so as to develop technology to mitigate the impact of refrigerant gases on the ozone layer. This collaboration of research institutes and industry will create a larger ecosystem for developing sustainable solutions. This will help India leapfrog to technologies with lower climate impact while achieving



its development agenda. The Montreal Protocol discussions will centre on setting clear HFC phasedown deadlines for developed and developing economies and creating international collaborations for alternate technology. India will have an advantage here because it is now a part of the solution; Indian companies are already working on patent free solutions to create alternatives to HFCs. It is significant that Godrej has already introduced hydrocarbon-based air conditioners with vanishingly low greenhouse gas impacts. This will give India better heft in Marrakech. If things go as planned, by the end of this year, the Paris Agreement will become binding under international law. COP22 will have worked out
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The writer is Director of The Energy and Resources Institute (TERI)



War & Peace Intelligent people celebrate differences (diversity). Ignorant ones create wars. Diversity is an essential characteristic of our planet and it is through an education that honours this diversity that children can grow into responsible global citizens.



Bachi Karkaria
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the terms for standardising mitigation verification and ensuring climate financial flow from developed to developing nations. India will need to take this opportunity to work along with others and determine processes to enhance the credibility of national actions to mitigate climate change. In the last two years, India has made great strides in diversifying its energy mix by moving towards renewable sources like solar and wind. The International Solar Alliance launched by Prime Minister Narendra Modi at Paris is progressing in boosting access to efficient solar technology. The country will also increase proportion of natural gas in its energy mix from existing 6.5% to 15%. In balancing its development imperatives with the need to have a sustainable environmental footprint, India has the unique opportunity to lead the world in sustainable development. With momentum building towards the ratification and operationalisation of the Paris Agreement, and the amendment of the Montreal Protocol, 2016 is likely to be a game changer for climate change, and for India.



Sacredspace



Surgical operations and defence ops have much in common



erratica



rewarded adequately. It is therefore critical to structure the bad bank as a private equity fund where employees can be compensated adequately for their specialised expertise. Use of equitybased compensation is a common practice in private equity. To provide strong incentives to employees, this needs to be implemented in the bad bank as well. Fourth, the proposed structure will provide room for private investors to participate in the equity of the bad bank. Apart from reducing the amount of taxpayer money that the government has to cough up as capital for the bad bank, this structure can reduce the risks incurred by the government as well. More importantly, the governance benefits from such private investor participation would be enormous. Private investors will be able to provide independent pricing and market information for purchases of distressed assets from the banks. Neither bureaucrats nor politicians have the expertise to price the distressed assets. Moreover, by providing private investors board seats that are commensurate with their equity stake, the governance of the bad bank can be significantly enhanced. Experts appointed on the board of the bad bank by private investors would be able to monitor the management carefully. The government and RBI should, however, ensure that no promoter for business house that is involved in any of the stressed assets gets to be an investor in the bad bank. This can easily be achieved by RBI implementing the fit and proper criteria. A well-structured bad bank would enable the existing banks to renew their focus on their long-term core operations without the ongoing distraction of troubled assets. Free of the troubled assets, the existing banks can expect restored investor and market confidence. This will in turn enable them to raise capital more easily and at more affordable rates. Bureaucrats and policymakers must grasp the benefits inherent in structuring the bad bank as a private equity fund with less than 50% government equity. The writer is Associate Professor of Finance at the Indian School of Business



From Paris to Kigali – India to leapfrog to climate friendly technologies while achieving its development goals



Doctoring the army By now everyone knows that a ‘surgical strike’ is not a ‘Scalpels Down’ declared by the hotshots of a hospital. Arvind Kejriwal, et al, call it a fake, but some real aam admi have another problem with it. They’ve been wondering why soldiers should try to pass off as surgeons. If this was actually so, it would be dangerous for anyone needing surgical intervention. And surgeons passing off as soldiers would be more so for a nation needing military intervention. Happily, we aren’t at risk of either impersonation. But we still need to explain why the past week’s most discussed event should be called a surgical strike. So i’m giving it a shot. Don’t call it friendly fire. You see, this military operation is quite akin to those performed by highly skilled surgeons. The terrorist attack on the Uri camp had inflicted a deep wound, which left our national honour festering. Dr Modi had countered it with a strong anti-rhetoric, a line of treatment hailed by local and global peers. However, those insidious bacteria – and septic focus – still had to be warned that we were fighting fit, and that our body politic’s defences could counter any attack. So after a long consultation with Dr Manohar Parrikar and Surgeon General Dalbir Singh, a crack para-commando team was given the go-ahead for surgical intervention. Donning camouflage-green scrubs, masks and iron-fisted gloves, they zapped the pesky bacteria, and swiftly neutralised pockets of deadly infection. They were in and out of the operation theatre in a blink, leaving the septic centre rubbing its eyes in shock and awe over the surgical precision of the strike. This laparoscopic operation was effective and targeted, with minimal blood splattered on the surgeons’ own gowns. Since they didn’t cut open the body’s border, complications were avoided, such as full-scale opportunistic invasion and collateral damage. These were rogue bacteria, which didn’t mind sacrificing themselves for their sinister purpose, so it was best to destroy them with finesse rather than chest-thumping fanfare. A botched operation would’ve landed the ISI plus us in the ICU. The perfect surgical strike proved that we’re neither quacks nor sitting ducks. *** Alec Smart said: “Kejri says the military operation was just an AAParition.”
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Are We Living Life Or Living Our Mind? Satsang: Swami Sukhabodhananda



s not our mind just a flow of thoughts? Thoughts, most of the time, prevent you from experiencing the moment. Whenever there are thoughts, you are closed to this moment. Thought is an expression of memory and memory being the past, pulls you backward and not towards the present moment. Whereas life is in this moment, and one is meeting life with the past. This is one of the greatest errors in our living. Thought has its place, and it is not only overused but also used wrongly, causing inner chaos. In life, you move either on a dream path or past (dead) path. What appears as thinking is nothing but an association of past thoughts, and foolish projections into the future with some hope of peace. In the process, you miss the dance of life which is in the present.



I



Life’s existence or the root is in the present, and you are flying with the thoughts of the past or imagining an illusory future. Present oriented consciousness and bliss are the same. Being unconscious of this fact is misery and hence unconsciousness and misery go together. So, one has to learn to look into present consciousness. Such looking is not through thought but silence, which is a state of no mind or a state of thought-free awareness. So, transform the energy from thinking to present consciousness. What happens when we get identified with thoughts? We have built a prison around ourselves, from which only we have to try and come out. I can only guide you. But you have to navigate your way out since you have created this inner prison. When we get identified



with thoughts, we get identified with our past. We live our past. Most of us are living our minds. We are not living in the world, but we live our minds. When we get identified with thoughts, we are flowing with our beliefs. Thought is rooted in some belief, an idea, dogma or conclusion. All of them are riding on the common vehicle popularly known as desire. Thought is another form of conclusion or another form of desire or idea. Now, what does desire do? It tells us that the future will be your saviour and when you get the object of desire, you will be happy. It fools you. Mind or thought convinces you that the future or getting the object of desire will make you fulfilled. Once this happens, your thoughts gain strength and like an army, march



the



speaking tree



forward. During this process, something else silently happens. You will be telling yourself that though you are unhappy now, you will be happy in the future. This hypnosis happens. Thus, you are unhappy, and this unhappy person is seeking happiness. When the object of desire is fulfilled, who receives it? It is the unhappy you. So the unhappy self continues to be unhappy and instantly it projects another object of desire and again fools you to believe that fulfilment of this will lead to happiness. Thus, your life has become a mad house. But if you see this as a concept and not as your factual observation, then it becomes another form of belief, which will not help you. Post your comments at speakingtree.in The Speaking Tree is also available as an 8 page newspaper every Sunday for Rs 3. Book your copy of The Speaking Tree with your newspaper vendor or SMS STREE to 58888.
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The God Of Inane-tellectuals



A thought for today The immigration issue is, I recognise, one that generates a lot of passion, but it does not make sense for us to want to push talent out



This Puja, all hail Karthik, the deity who’ll bring the serious and wicked fun together



BARACK OBAMA



Island Mentality UK is flirting with protectionist walls, India can counter by pushing reforms



O



ne rose-tinted view of Brexit has been that it would mean cutting up the thicket of EU regulations to build a European Singapore, a dynamic free-trading counterpoint to the tide of protectionism rolling across so many countries today. Unfortunately, the UK government is looking inclined to pull up the drawbridges instead. Indeed the ruling Conservatives seem to be reading from the wall-loving playbook of Donald Trump. The major idea to emerge out of their annual conference this week is cracking down on immigration through both the work and study routes. This is bad news for Indian business and students, and equally for UK. New home secretary Amber Rudd has spoken of plans to force companies to declare how many foreign workers they have, as if this were a matter of shame rather than of hiring the brightest and best to build a dynamic business. Targeting foreign students is likewise foolhardy, as it is diversity and a bigger talent pool that lends distinction to the most highly ranked universities. All this comes on the back of off-putting visa policies that have already sent the number of Indian students planning to study in UK to an all-time low. Other countries like Australia and Canada are much more welcoming. It is passing strange that on the one hand UK is pursuing an FTA with India and on the other hand it’s proposing visa restrictions that will hurt India. But India could prepare for a protectionist future by making UK – or US, or other international – business more welcome to set up shop in India itself. That way more jobs will be created in India, and visa restrictions on Indians cannot be slapped within India itself. What should sweeten this lure is how alongside climbing up the Ease of Doing Business Index, India has made remarkable progress on the Global Competitiveness Index. Ranked 39 today it has climbed 32 spots in the last two years, overtaking all Brics nations except China. Much remains to be done. India still ranks at a miserable 183 when it comes to dealing with construction permits. But overall this country has steadily stayed on the reforms and liberalisation track, rather than retreating behind drawbridges and walls. All the weight of economic history confirms that this is the best available route to greater productivity and prosperity.



Be A Sport Now Radical overhaul of sport administration is a must to improve India’s Olympic performances



I



ntrospection after India’s medal drought at the Rio Olympics has led to more skeletons tumbling out of the cupboard. The Abhinav Bindra-led independent inquiry panel of National Rifle Association of India (NRAI), set up to examine and identify why none of the 12 shooters could bag a single medal at the Rio Games, has come up with a damning report exposing systemic mismanagement within. This calls for a radical overhaul of Indian sport. The panel found that the 2012 bronze medallist Gagan Narang hid his heel injury and did not stick to his training schedule. The 2014 Commonwealth and Asian Games gold medallist Jitu Rai did not have a working relationship with foreign coach Pavel Smirnov and young shooter Ayonika Paul was found to have misled the sports ministry on who was coaching her to corner more funds. Despite being aware of all this, NRAI tried to brush it under the carpet. This exemplifies the existing structural deficiencies of Indian sport. Unfortunately international sporting events are still considered foreign junkets by sporting officials who perpetuate feudal fiefdoms. India sent its largest ever contingent of 118 athletes to Rio, but accompanied by a whopping 80 officials. End result: a disappointing two medals. India’s current model is one of picking up athletes who have already shown potential and providing them better pre-Olympic training and facilities. This needs to comprehensively change to a catch-them-young system that develops talent from the grassroots level. We can learn from UK which completely revamped its sporting infrastructure after winning a solitary gold medal in the 1996 Olympics. It created UK Sport – funded by the National Lottery – which in turn provided performance-based funding to different disciplines. It resulted in UK winning 29 golds in London 2012 and 27 in Rio 2016. High time India followed suit.
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Every year, around this time, you’ll find him always standing – or halfsitting on a peacock – there in the same corner. Almost cut off from every selfie frame no matter how much he is indispensable to the Brady bunch he’s up there with. Unlike the rest of the pantheon, no one really knows what he’s brand ambassadoring. Durga, heavy-lifting Big Mama that she is, is the vanquisher of evil. Her daughter Saraswati is the go-to goddess of learning (of the bookish type, though), while Lakshmi has wealth creators under her matronly thrall. Ganesh, despite being a bit vague about his USP (good fortune isn’t quite a skill set), has overlapping divine duties with his sisters both as a remover of obstacles and deity of wisdom. So what exactly does Karthik in the corner bring to the table? But before that, a bit on those who have created these gods after their own image: Bengalis. It is during Durga Puja that the binary vision by which this bunch views the universe becomes magnified. Already divided into Bangali (Bengalis) and A-Bangali (non-Bengalis), bhadrolok (gentlemen) and chhotolok (plebians), non-vegetarian and vegetarian, sanskriti (culture) and aposanskriti (decadent culture), pharsha (fair) and moila (dark, but literally dirty), the world hums before the Bengali in all its split-down-the-middle glory during these five Puja days. Much in the same vein lies the two qualities that the Bengali most associates with the two kinds of himselves: anthlamo (intellectualism) and kaoramo (inane fun). The other quality of naekamo (affectation) is something he is in denial about. The anthel (intellectual) is marked by gravitas, a stern fondness for subjects that lend themselves easily to jargon, name-dropping and a withering contempt for popular mainstream culture – unless subjects such as baul music, pornography and ‘Mem Bou: The Post-Colonial Re-Rendering of the White Woman in the Bengali Television
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Serial Imagination’ have been put through the intellectual sausage machine. He is the kind who will watch Jean-Luc Godard’s King Lear inside Jadavpur University’s Gandhi Bhavan without realising that the projector was screening the film upside down. An arch enemy of the anthel is the kaora (jokester) for whom everything is khilli, a joke. This unserious specimen makes it a point to make even the gravest matter not escape his tongue, for kaoramo is an attitude that overwhelmingly finds its outlet in language and verbal play. Because of this dependency on language kaoramo, unlike anthlamo, is a quality in Bengalis that remains invisible to the non-Bengali whether from Notting Hill or Camac Street. Thus, the nonBengali’s understanding of ‘serious’ movies such as Satyajit Ray’s Pather Panchali, but utter incomprehension of the comedic genius the filmmaker displays in the character of Lal Mohan Ganguly in his two Feluda movies, or, for that matter,



The two qualities that the Bengali most associates with the two kinds of himselves: anthlamo (intellectualism) and kaoramo (inane fun) in Anik Dutta’s delightful 2012 Bhooter Bhobishyot (The Future of Ghosts/ The Future of the Past) where the comic goon character of Haathkata Karthik (Arms-Chopped Karthik) is really the epitome of the 21st century kaora dude. But kaorami usually flinches from matters of the intellect, throwing the baby of knowledge out with the bathwater of moribund intellectualism with its trademark onanistic qualities. The fear of being even suspected of being an anthel makes the kaora quite often embrace stupidity. So we get the lowest sort of popular ‘culture’ as tested in that barometer of



‘Even our adversaries say only Mayawati can ensure proper law and order in UP … Rebellion in BSP orchestrated by BJP’ On the backfoot in recent months after several high-profile defections from its ranks in Uttar Pradesh, BSP is back on the political offensive after the recent family feud within the ruling Samajwadi Party in Lucknow. With state assembly elections due in a few months, BSP’s Rajya Sabha MP Satish Chandra Mishra, trusted aide to party chief Mayawati, spoke to Pankaj Shah on the BSP’s social engineering plans, its wooing of the Muslim vote and how the state’s political chessboard is shifting: ■ Mayawati faced heavy antiincumbency in 2012 because of the Taj heritage corridor case, NRHM scam and the construction of memorials. Do these issues still haunt the party leadership ahead of upcoming UP assembly elections? Mayawatiji was not even aware of the Taj heritage corridor issue. She, in fact, has never visited the Taj Mahal. It was the then principal secretary, PL Punia who was dealing with the project. There was not a single signature of Mayawatiji in the Taj heritage corridor file since it did not pertain to a policy matter.



She eventually got a clean chit, though the case is being raked up now and then by the opposition. Even the so called NRHM scam is being used against us for political gains. Our party leaders are being falsely implicated simply out of political vendetta. As far as the memorials are concerned, they were constructed to recognise the efforts of Dalit and backward leaders who worked tirelessly for the uplift of downtrodden. ■ What makes BSP so confident now? People want a robust law and order situation in the state. Even our adversaries often tell us that it is only Mayawati who can ensure proper law and order situation in the state. One needs to remember how she got her own MP Umakant Yadav arrested from her house. Raja Bhaiyya and Atiq Ahmad were put behind bars. Moreover, not a single incident of violence or communal strife erupted even when the Ramjanambhoomi verdict was delivered by the high court. All these



sent out a strong message. ■ But BSP is facing rebellion within its ranks. To what extent will it affect the party’s prospects? The rebellion is being orchestrated by BJP using money power. It is a ploy to dent the image of our party at this crucial juncture. I must say that people like Swami Prasad Maurya and former MP Brijesh Pathak (who defected) were mere political opportunists. Both were given a lot of importance by Behenji but they turned rebel just because she denied tickets to their family members. Individuals leaving the party will not matter at all. ■ Do you think that the recent issue involving expelled BJP leader Dayashankar Singh could have generated friction between Dalits and upper castes? I don’t think so. It only consolidated Dalits more strongly with us. The whole issue involved a BJP man from the upper caste who used abusive language against a woman president of a political party. No person, whether he or she is from an upper caste or otherwise will appreciate what he said about Behenji. BJP itself had to apologise for it. ■ Brahmins played a key role in BSP’s success in 2007 but will they get less preference in ticket selection this time? BSP does not contest on caste lines. The sole motto of BSP is that of ‘Sarvajan Hitay, Sarvajan Sukhay’. SP has Yadavs but BSP has upper castes, Muslims, Dalits and backwards. As far as Brahmins are
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Celebrate Life I don’t think existence wants you to be serious. I have not seen a serious tree, a serious bird or a serious sunrise. It seems they are all laughing and dancing in their own ways. The whole of existence is a celebration.



Boards advertising goods and services often say more than they mean, and mean more than they say Jug Suraiya
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concerned, there is no change in priority. Just giving tickets to Brahmins in large numbers does not mean anything. Selection of candidates is based on winnability. ■ BJP and Congress are making a strong attempt to play the Brahmin card. How will it affect BSP’s prospects? It will not affect BSP. Brahmins are disenchanted with BJP at the ground level. Many of BJP’s senior Brahmin leaders like Murli Manohar Joshi, Kalraj Mishra, Keshri Nath Tripathi have been sidelined or insulted. Let us see how many tickets BJP allots to Brahmins. Congress has nothing to offer. Brahmins deserted the Congress long back. They have now fielded Sheila Dikshit who on at least three occasions as Delhi CM blamed the people of UP for littering the national capital. ■ How will BSP compete for the Muslim vote with SP this time? Muslims want safety. They do not want communal strife. So they won’t go with BJP. Congress has nothing much left to offer. Therefore the contest for Muslim votes will be between SP and BSP. Muslims will have to think in whose regime they are safe, who can defeat BJP. They were unsafe in the present SP regime. The Muzaffarnagar riots and the lynching of Mohammad Akhlaq are just a few examples. Four sitting Muslim MLAs from Congress and SP have already joined BSP. This time, Muslims will come together with Dalits and put BSP in direct contest with BJP.



Sacredspace



Sign language The signboard on a shop i was passing by stopped me in my tracks. It read Child Bear Sold Hear. A child bear being sold? I don’t know if bears are a protected species. But surely there ought to be a law deterring the sale of bhallus, particularly baba log bhallus. Should one take up the matter with the SPCA (Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals) or PETA (People for Ethical Treatment of Animals)? Even as i was mulling this over, a guy carrying a bottle of beer came out of the shop. The shop wasn’t selling a child bear but chilled beer. It wasn’t breaking any laws except that of conventional spelling. Reading the signs of the times in India is a constant source of puzzled speculation as to whether they say what they mean, or mean what they say. A common sign found on eateries and dhabas proclaims Indian, Chinees, Conti, which translated into orthodox iteration indicates that Indian, Chinese and Continental fare is on the menu. Similarly, the additional information provided that on offer are Brekfas, Launch and Diner can be deciphered to reveal that Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner can be availed of at the establishment. But a postscript on one such sign had me totally foxed. It said Cured Avlabble. What was this new ailment – Avlabble – that the place claimed to cure? Was it a variant of dengue or chikungunya? And were the people offering to cure it registered with the Indian Medical Association or were they a bunch of quacks who shouldn’t be touched with a disinfected barge pole? When i raised these questions, the person i was with – and who was obviously more adept at reading sign language than i was – enlightened me that the proclamation did not proffer a medical remedy but was announcing to the general public that Curd (Cured) was Available (Avlabble) on the premises. Motor repair shops advertise – apart from Denting, Penting (Dent removal, Painting services) – Tire Punchers, a facility to repair tyre punctures. And a classic Agra signpost announcing the way to an historic monument would leave Comrades Yechury and Karat unamused. It says Red Fart.



taste – television – where kaorami, while staying clear of the equally inane ivory tower of ‘avant garde’ (sic) film, music or literature, doesn’t go beyond stupidity, dance or cooking shows, and grown-ups talking like children. Intelligent funmaking gets stranded between the rock of anthlami and the hard place of kaorami. It is in bridging this gulf that Karthik in the corner holds the key. With his six-pack abs and dandy Edwardian villain ‘good looks’, it’s perhaps difficult to consider Karthik as an intellectual. It’s hard enough to consider him as the designated god of war – something that South Indian depictions of Kartikeya aka Murugan are successful with. But in the Mamata Yug that Bengal now finds itself in Karthik, with his thin moustache, can well be a handu-dandy scholar like the thin-moustachioed historian and Trinamool MP Sugata Bose. In Karthik lies the ability to take the intellectual out of his Marx-SartreGhatak grotto and dump this cretin in a vat of ...... kaorami. Anthlamo and kaoramo are two sides of the same coin – something that the great writer Shibram Chakrabarty knew instinctively. In one of his works, Chakrabarty recollects how an acquaintance had once brought along an admirer of his comic writing. Instead of chatting about his stories, Chakrabarty started speaking about left politics and socialism. The next day, the man who had brought his friend along asked him, “Why did you start talking so seriously about politics?” Chakrabarty replied deadpan, “What could I do? The day before, I had bumped into [the poet] Shubhas Mukhopadhyay at College Street. He started talking about politics. All that talk was buzzing around in my head. So I thought, ‘What should I do?’ Which is when I found your friend. I just let everything loose on him. Now I’m free of all that. Bring your friend one of these days.” If Dadaism, Pop Art and Charlie Chaplin-Buster Keaton movies could have blossomed a century ago in Europe under the quiet auspices of Lord Karthik in a trilby hat, there is no reason why an Inane-tellectual Renaissance can’t bloom in our own backyard this Durga Puja.



Osho



Durga Puja Is A Great Cultural Bonanza M N Kundu



evi Durga, the cosmic power principle of the Absolute manifested herself in response to the collective prayer of the gods for subduing devilish death-bound demons creating perpetual disharmony in creation. As a part of this cosmic play, where good triumphs over evil, Durga Puja is celebrated. A society and culture undergoing a critical period is characterised by drastic slide in social, moral and human values. Rule of vice over virtue and shameless evildoing, abandoning all positive teachings tend to cast a shadow over all that ought to have great potential for good. In this context Durga Puja is exceptionally significant with its theology, mythology, scriptures, customs, festivities and rituals with cultural variations that provide deep insights into life and living. Durga being Shakti or power personified remains neutral till devotees invoke her



D



intervention. Even Rama sought her blessings before fighting with Ravana. In social life she brings prosperity and power of knowledge. In cultural life she endows us with fine arts. In the domain of defence she gives power to combat evil attackers. In spiritual life she annihilates our endless desires multiplying like Raktabij and finally subdues our last enemy, the sense of separateness, the ego, hidden like Mahishasura so that we can progress towards the goal of Self-realisation. The concept of Durga Puja went through a prolonged process of cultural evolution. In pre-Christian era she used to be pictured alone, riding a lion. Later on she was contemplated as spouse of Shiva as the dynamic power principle with her offspring and Shiva as passive consciousness. She is also worshipped as Dasamahavidya, the ten-wisdom-embodiment.



the



Durga embodies Shakti, the dynamic aspect of ultimate reality and its role in creation, protection and transformation. Durga also embodies empowerment of women and reverence for them. Durga gives the eternal message of hope and assurance for divine intervention in times of trouble. Durga Puja intermingles the various parallel legends. Although essentially a spiritual metaphor, the legend of the homecoming of Uma, daughter of the Himalayas inspired innumerable devotional songs called Agamani. Another legend relates to Sati destroying the Shiva-less sacrificial ceremony of Daksha. In Chandi of Markandeya Purana she first represents herself as Mahamaya, the goddess of cosmic delusion. In the second part, as Mahishasuramardini, the vanquisher of the buffalo-demon and then as Kalika, the killer of Chanda and Munda



speaking tree



and their masters Shumbha and Nishumbha, she is seen as protector. Shakti and Shiva symbolise energy and consciousness. Although Ganesh, Saraswati, Kartik and Lakshmi have been associated with her in the battlefield symbolising wisdom, learning, prowess and wealth, the four refer to human pursuits. Ten weapons in her ten hands symbolise subjugation of tenfold sense-attractions before finally overcoming the ego. Apart from spiritual significance the magnificent socio-religious ceremony as a part of traditional ritual engenders a feeling of oneness among all, despite all differences. It provides a great opportunity for sociocultural bonding of everyone in society via cultural, religious and artistic programmes performed in attractively decorated pandals, with people turning out in their festive clothes. From once being an exclusive celebration by those who could afford it, Durga Puja is now ‘sarbojanin’ or accessible to all.
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COMFORTING THE AFFLICTED



The God Of Inane-tellectuals



A thought for today The immigration issue is, I recognise, one that generates a lot of passion, but it does not make sense for us to want to push talent out



This Puja, all hail Karthik, the deity who’ll bring the serious and wicked fun together



BARACK OBAMA



Island Mentality UK is flirting with protectionist walls, India can counter by pushing reforms



O



ne rose-tinted view of Brexit has been that it would mean cutting up the thicket of EU regulations to build a European Singapore, a dynamic free-trading counterpoint to the tide of protectionism rolling across so many countries today. Unfortunately, the UK government is looking inclined to pull up the drawbridges instead. Indeed the ruling Conservatives seem to be reading from the wall-loving playbook of Donald Trump. The major idea to emerge out of their annual conference this week is cracking down on immigration through both the work and study routes. This is bad news for Indian business and students, and equally for UK. New home secretary Amber Rudd has spoken of plans to force companies to declare how many foreign workers they have, as if this were a matter of shame rather than of hiring the brightest and best to build a dynamic business. Targeting foreign students is likewise foolhardy, as it is diversity and a bigger talent pool that lends distinction to the most highly ranked universities. All this comes on the back of off-putting visa policies that have already sent the number of Indian students planning to study in UK to an all-time low. Other countries like Australia and Canada are much more welcoming. It is passing strange that on the one hand UK is pursuing an FTA with India and on the other hand it’s proposing visa restrictions that will hurt India. But India could prepare for a protectionist future by making UK – or US, or other international – business more welcome to set up shop in India itself. That way more jobs will be created in India, and visa restrictions on Indians cannot be slapped within India itself. What should sweeten this lure is how alongside climbing up the Ease of Doing Business Index, India has made remarkable progress on the Global Competitiveness Index. Ranked 39 today it has climbed 32 spots in the last two years, overtaking all Brics nations except China. Much remains to be done. India still ranks at a miserable 183 when it comes to dealing with construction permits. But overall this country has steadily stayed on the reforms and liberalisation track, rather than retreating behind drawbridges and walls. All the weight of economic history confirms that this is the best available route to greater productivity and prosperity.



Be A Sport Now Radical overhaul of sport administration is a must to improve India’s Olympic performances



I



ntrospection after India’s medal drought at the Rio Olympics has led to more skeletons tumbling out of the cupboard. The Abhinav Bindra-led independent inquiry panel of National Rifle Association of India (NRAI), set up to examine and identify why none of the 12 shooters could bag a single medal at the Rio Games, has come up with a damning report exposing systemic mismanagement within. This calls for a radical overhaul of Indian sport. The panel found that the 2012 bronze medallist Gagan Narang hid his heel injury and did not stick to his training schedule. The 2014 Commonwealth and Asian Games gold medallist Jitu Rai did not have a working relationship with foreign coach Pavel Smirnov and young shooter Ayonika Paul was found to have misled the sports ministry on who was coaching her to corner more funds. Despite being aware of all this, NRAI tried to brush it under the carpet. This exemplifies the existing structural deficiencies of Indian sport. Unfortunately international sporting events are still considered foreign junkets by sporting officials who perpetuate feudal fiefdoms. India sent its largest ever contingent of 118 athletes to Rio, but accompanied by a whopping 80 officials. End result: a disappointing two medals. India’s current model is one of picking up athletes who have already shown potential and providing them better pre-Olympic training and facilities. This needs to comprehensively change to a catch-them-young system that develops talent from the grassroots level. We can learn from UK which completely revamped its sporting infrastructure after winning a solitary gold medal in the 1996 Olympics. It created UK Sport – funded by the National Lottery – which in turn provided performance-based funding to different disciplines. It resulted in UK winning 29 golds in London 2012 and 27 in Rio 2016. High time India followed suit.
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AFFLICTING THE COMFORTABLE
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Every year, around this time, you’ll find him always standing – or halfsitting on a peacock – there in the same corner. Almost cut off from every selfie frame no matter how much he is indispensable to the Brady bunch he’s up there with. Unlike the rest of the pantheon, no one really knows what he’s brand ambassadoring. Durga, heavy-lifting Big Mama that she is, is the vanquisher of evil. Her daughter Saraswati is the go-to goddess of learning (of the bookish type, though), while Lakshmi has wealth creators under her matronly thrall. Ganesh, despite being a bit vague about his USP (good fortune isn’t quite a skill set), has overlapping divine duties with his sisters both as a remover of obstacles and deity of wisdom. So what exactly does Karthik in the corner bring to the table? But before that, a bit on those who have created these gods after their own image: Bengalis. It is during Durga Puja that the binary vision by which this bunch views the universe becomes magnified. Already divided into Bangali (Bengalis) and A-Bangali (non-Bengalis), bhadrolok (gentlemen) and chhotolok (plebians), non-vegetarian and vegetarian, sanskriti (culture) and aposanskriti (decadent culture), pharsha (fair) and moila (dark, but literally dirty), the world hums before the Bengali in all its split-down-the-middle glory during these five Puja days. Much in the same vein lies the two qualities that the Bengali most associates with the two kinds of himselves: anthlamo (intellectualism) and kaoramo (inane fun). The other quality of naekamo (affectation) is something he is in denial about. The anthel (intellectual) is marked by gravitas, a stern fondness for subjects that lend themselves easily to jargon, name-dropping and a withering contempt for popular mainstream culture – unless subjects such as baul music, pornography and ‘Mem Bou: The Post-Colonial Re-Rendering of the White Woman in the Bengali Television



Uday Deb
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Serial Imagination’ have been put through the intellectual sausage machine. He is the kind who will watch Jean-Luc Godard’s King Lear inside Jadavpur University’s Gandhi Bhavan without realising that the projector was screening the film upside down. An arch enemy of the anthel is the kaora (jokester) for whom everything is khilli, a joke. This unserious specimen makes it a point to make even the gravest matter not escape his tongue, for kaoramo is an attitude that overwhelmingly finds its outlet in language and verbal play. Because of this dependency on language kaoramo, unlike anthlamo, is a quality in Bengalis that remains invisible to the non-Bengali whether from Notting Hill or Camac Street. Thus, the nonBengali’s understanding of ‘serious’ movies such as Satyajit Ray’s Pather Panchali, but utter incomprehension of the comedic genius the filmmaker displays in the character of Lal Mohan Ganguly in his two Feluda movies, or, for that matter,



The two qualities that the Bengali most associates with the two kinds of himselves: anthlamo (intellectualism) and kaoramo (inane fun) in Anik Dutta’s delightful 2012 Bhooter Bhobishyot (The Future of Ghosts/ The Future of the Past) where the comic goon character of Haathkata Karthik (Arms-Chopped Karthik) is really the epitome of the 21st century kaora dude. But kaorami usually flinches from matters of the intellect, throwing the baby of knowledge out with the bathwater of moribund intellectualism with its trademark onanistic qualities. The fear of being even suspected of being an anthel makes the kaora quite often embrace stupidity. So we get the lowest sort of popular ‘culture’ as tested in that barometer of



‘Even our adversaries say only Mayawati can ensure proper law and order in UP … Rebellion in BSP orchestrated by BJP’ On the backfoot in recent months after several high-profile defections from its ranks in Uttar Pradesh, BSP is back on the political offensive after the recent family feud within the ruling Samajwadi Party in Lucknow. With state assembly elections due in a few months, BSP’s Rajya Sabha MP Satish Chandra Mishra, trusted aide to party chief Mayawati, spoke to Pankaj Shah on the BSP’s social engineering plans, its wooing of the Muslim vote and how the state’s political chessboard is shifting: ■ Mayawati faced heavy antiincumbency in 2012 because of the Taj heritage corridor case, NRHM scam and the construction of memorials. Do these issues still haunt the party leadership ahead of upcoming UP assembly elections? Mayawatiji was not even aware of the Taj heritage corridor issue. She, in fact, has never visited the Taj Mahal. It was the then principal secretary, PL Punia who was dealing with the project. There was not a single signature of Mayawatiji in the Taj heritage corridor file since it did not pertain to a policy matter.



She eventually got a clean chit, though the case is being raked up now and then by the opposition. Even the so called NRHM scam is being used against us for political gains. Our party leaders are being falsely implicated simply out of political vendetta. As far as the memorials are concerned, they were constructed to recognise the efforts of Dalit and backward leaders who worked tirelessly for the uplift of downtrodden. ■ What makes BSP so confident now? People want a robust law and order situation in the state. Even our adversaries often tell us that it is only Mayawati who can ensure proper law and order situation in the state. One needs to remember how she got her own MP Umakant Yadav arrested from her house. Raja Bhaiyya and Atiq Ahmad were put behind bars. Moreover, not a single incident of violence or communal strife erupted even when the Ramjanambhoomi verdict was delivered by the high court. All these



sent out a strong message. ■ But BSP is facing rebellion within its ranks. To what extent will it affect the party’s prospects? The rebellion is being orchestrated by BJP using money power. It is a ploy to dent the image of our party at this crucial juncture. I must say that people like Swami Prasad Maurya and former MP Brijesh Pathak (who defected) were mere political opportunists. Both were given a lot of importance by Behenji but they turned rebel just because she denied tickets to their family members. Individuals leaving the party will not matter at all. ■ Do you think that the recent issue involving expelled BJP leader Dayashankar Singh could have generated friction between Dalits and upper castes? I don’t think so. It only consolidated Dalits more strongly with us. The whole issue involved a BJP man from the upper caste who used abusive language against a woman president of a political party. No person, whether he or she is from an upper caste or otherwise will appreciate what he said about Behenji. BJP itself had to apologise for it. ■ Brahmins played a key role in BSP’s success in 2007 but will they get less preference in ticket selection this time? BSP does not contest on caste lines. The sole motto of BSP is that of ‘Sarvajan Hitay, Sarvajan Sukhay’. SP has Yadavs but BSP has upper castes, Muslims, Dalits and backwards. As far as Brahmins are



dilbert



Celebrate Life I don’t think existence wants you to be serious. I have not seen a serious tree, a serious bird or a serious sunrise. It seems they are all laughing and dancing in their own ways. The whole of existence is a celebration.



Boards advertising goods and services often say more than they mean, and mean more than they say Jug Suraiya
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concerned, there is no change in priority. Just giving tickets to Brahmins in large numbers does not mean anything. Selection of candidates is based on winnability. ■ BJP and Congress are making a strong attempt to play the Brahmin card. How will it affect BSP’s prospects? It will not affect BSP. Brahmins are disenchanted with BJP at the ground level. Many of BJP’s senior Brahmin leaders like Murli Manohar Joshi, Kalraj Mishra, Keshri Nath Tripathi have been sidelined or insulted. Let us see how many tickets BJP allots to Brahmins. Congress has nothing to offer. Brahmins deserted the Congress long back. They have now fielded Sheila Dikshit who on at least three occasions as Delhi CM blamed the people of UP for littering the national capital. ■ How will BSP compete for the Muslim vote with SP this time? Muslims want safety. They do not want communal strife. So they won’t go with BJP. Congress has nothing much left to offer. Therefore the contest for Muslim votes will be between SP and BSP. Muslims will have to think in whose regime they are safe, who can defeat BJP. They were unsafe in the present SP regime. The Muzaffarnagar riots and the lynching of Mohammad Akhlaq are just a few examples. Four sitting Muslim MLAs from Congress and SP have already joined BSP. This time, Muslims will come together with Dalits and put BSP in direct contest with BJP.



Sacredspace



Sign language The signboard on a shop i was passing by stopped me in my tracks. It read Child Bear Sold Hear. A child bear being sold? I don’t know if bears are a protected species. But surely there ought to be a law deterring the sale of bhallus, particularly baba log bhallus. Should one take up the matter with the SPCA (Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals) or PETA (People for Ethical Treatment of Animals)? Even as i was mulling this over, a guy carrying a bottle of beer came out of the shop. The shop wasn’t selling a child bear but chilled beer. It wasn’t breaking any laws except that of conventional spelling. Reading the signs of the times in India is a constant source of puzzled speculation as to whether they say what they mean, or mean what they say. A common sign found on eateries and dhabas proclaims Indian, Chinees, Conti, which translated into orthodox iteration indicates that Indian, Chinese and Continental fare is on the menu. Similarly, the additional information provided that on offer are Brekfas, Launch and Diner can be deciphered to reveal that Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner can be availed of at the establishment. But a postscript on one such sign had me totally foxed. It said Cured Avlabble. What was this new ailment – Avlabble – that the place claimed to cure? Was it a variant of dengue or chikungunya? And were the people offering to cure it registered with the Indian Medical Association or were they a bunch of quacks who shouldn’t be touched with a disinfected barge pole? When i raised these questions, the person i was with – and who was obviously more adept at reading sign language than i was – enlightened me that the proclamation did not proffer a medical remedy but was announcing to the general public that Curd (Cured) was Available (Avlabble) on the premises. Motor repair shops advertise – apart from Denting, Penting (Dent removal, Painting services) – Tire Punchers, a facility to repair tyre punctures. And a classic Agra signpost announcing the way to an historic monument would leave Comrades Yechury and Karat unamused. It says Red Fart.



taste – television – where kaorami, while staying clear of the equally inane ivory tower of ‘avant garde’ (sic) film, music or literature, doesn’t go beyond stupidity, dance or cooking shows, and grown-ups talking like children. Intelligent funmaking gets stranded between the rock of anthlami and the hard place of kaorami. It is in bridging this gulf that Karthik in the corner holds the key. With his six-pack abs and dandy Edwardian villain ‘good looks’, it’s perhaps difficult to consider Karthik as an intellectual. It’s hard enough to consider him as the designated god of war – something that South Indian depictions of Kartikeya aka Murugan are successful with. But in the Mamata Yug that Bengal now finds itself in Karthik, with his thin moustache, can well be a handu-dandy scholar like the thin-moustachioed historian and Trinamool MP Sugata Bose. In Karthik lies the ability to take the intellectual out of his Marx-SartreGhatak grotto and dump this cretin in a vat of ...... kaorami. Anthlamo and kaoramo are two sides of the same coin – something that the great writer Shibram Chakrabarty knew instinctively. In one of his works, Chakrabarty recollects how an acquaintance had once brought along an admirer of his comic writing. Instead of chatting about his stories, Chakrabarty started speaking about left politics and socialism. The next day, the man who had brought his friend along asked him, “Why did you start talking so seriously about politics?” Chakrabarty replied deadpan, “What could I do? The day before, I had bumped into [the poet] Shubhas Mukhopadhyay at College Street. He started talking about politics. All that talk was buzzing around in my head. So I thought, ‘What should I do?’ Which is when I found your friend. I just let everything loose on him. Now I’m free of all that. Bring your friend one of these days.” If Dadaism, Pop Art and Charlie Chaplin-Buster Keaton movies could have blossomed a century ago in Europe under the quiet auspices of Lord Karthik in a trilby hat, there is no reason why an Inane-tellectual Renaissance can’t bloom in our own backyard this Durga Puja.
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Durga Puja Is A Great Cultural Bonanza M N Kundu



evi Durga, the cosmic power principle of the Absolute manifested herself in response to the collective prayer of the gods for subduing devilish death-bound demons creating perpetual disharmony in creation. As a part of this cosmic play, where good triumphs over evil, Durga Puja is celebrated. A society and culture undergoing a critical period is characterised by drastic slide in social, moral and human values. Rule of vice over virtue and shameless evildoing, abandoning all positive teachings tend to cast a shadow over all that ought to have great potential for good. In this context Durga Puja is exceptionally significant with its theology, mythology, scriptures, customs, festivities and rituals with cultural variations that provide deep insights into life and living. Durga being Shakti or power personified remains neutral till devotees invoke her



D



intervention. Even Rama sought her blessings before fighting with Ravana. In social life she brings prosperity and power of knowledge. In cultural life she endows us with fine arts. In the domain of defence she gives power to combat evil attackers. In spiritual life she annihilates our endless desires multiplying like Raktabij and finally subdues our last enemy, the sense of separateness, the ego, hidden like Mahishasura so that we can progress towards the goal of Self-realisation. The concept of Durga Puja went through a prolonged process of cultural evolution. In pre-Christian era she used to be pictured alone, riding a lion. Later on she was contemplated as spouse of Shiva as the dynamic power principle with her offspring and Shiva as passive consciousness. She is also worshipped as Dasamahavidya, the ten-wisdom-embodiment.



the



Durga embodies Shakti, the dynamic aspect of ultimate reality and its role in creation, protection and transformation. Durga also embodies empowerment of women and reverence for them. Durga gives the eternal message of hope and assurance for divine intervention in times of trouble. Durga Puja intermingles the various parallel legends. Although essentially a spiritual metaphor, the legend of the homecoming of Uma, daughter of the Himalayas inspired innumerable devotional songs called Agamani. Another legend relates to Sati destroying the Shiva-less sacrificial ceremony of Daksha. In Chandi of Markandeya Purana she first represents herself as Mahamaya, the goddess of cosmic delusion. In the second part, as Mahishasuramardini, the vanquisher of the buffalo-demon and then as Kalika, the killer of Chanda and Munda



speaking tree



and their masters Shumbha and Nishumbha, she is seen as protector. Shakti and Shiva symbolise energy and consciousness. Although Ganesh, Saraswati, Kartik and Lakshmi have been associated with her in the battlefield symbolising wisdom, learning, prowess and wealth, the four refer to human pursuits. Ten weapons in her ten hands symbolise subjugation of tenfold sense-attractions before finally overcoming the ego. Apart from spiritual significance the magnificent socio-religious ceremony as a part of traditional ritual engenders a feeling of oneness among all, despite all differences. It provides a great opportunity for sociocultural bonding of everyone in society via cultural, religious and artistic programmes performed in attractively decorated pandals, with people turning out in their festive clothes. From once being an exclusive celebration by those who could afford it, Durga Puja is now ‘sarbojanin’ or accessible to all.
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ALL THAT MATTERS



How not to make America great again



We will not have the omnipresent ‘netaji ka photo’ when we campaign Swaraj India president Yogendra Yadav tells Amulya Gopalakrishnan how the fledgling party aims to stand out, and how his experience with both political science and people’s movements have come to bear on his politics



SWAMINOMICS SWAMINATHAN S ANKLESARIA AIYAR Dear Donald Trump, You are running for US president with the slogan “Make America Great Again”. You are mobilizing poorly educated white Americans who used to have high, rising incomes in manufacturing jobs, but now feel stranded by automation and the offshoring of production. Such Americans have suffered stagnant wages for two decades, and long for a past when they were the world’s best-paid workers. You blame US woes on currency manipulators and bad trade agreements. So you threaten China and Mexico with import duties of 45% and 35% respectively. You threaten to withdraw from global and regional trade agreements. Will this make America great again? Sorry, the Peterson Institute of International Economics calculates that it could lead to a trade war that destroys four million US jobs. If you block Chinese and Mexican goods, alternatives will flood in from other lower-wage countries (like India, Vietnam and Thailand). The jobs that once shifted to China are now shifting to other low-wage countries as Chinese wages rise. They will not shift back to high-wage USA. Back in the 1950s and 1960s, US steelworkers and auto workers were by far the most productive in the world, and so could demand high, rising wages. But today workers in developing countries have acquired skills that are almost as good, at a small fraction of US wages. Naturally, US wages are stagnating. The old skills are no longer scarce or high-paid: they are either obsolete or so abundant in developing countries that they merit much lower wages. Mr Trump, what you call the era of “American greatness” was in fact a terribly unequal world, where developing countries had been kept poor and unskilled for centuries by colonialism. Before the industrial revolution, China and India accounted for over half of world GDP, but their share fell to barely 7% in the 20th century. This was partly because the industrial revolution came first to the colonial powers, partly because colonialism thwarted progress in the colonies. In the 20th century, Europe was twice devastated by World Wars, letting the US forge ahead. US hegemony followed in the second half of the 20th century. Even US workers without college degrees had skills that were globally scarce, and so attracted high pay. But then developing countries gained independence and started rising fast, acquiring skills that were once a white man’s monopoly. Japan was the first. Next came the four Asian tigers — Korea, Taiwan, Singapore and Hong
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GET REAL: If Trump wants to bring back manufacturing jobs to the US, he will have to reduce wages to third-world levels. Americans may not see it as a return to greatness



Kong. And now all developing countries, notably China and India, have surged forward. Globalization plus marketfriendly reforms have enabled them to grow much faster than the West for decades, catching up in skills and income. This has greatly reduced global inequality. You may complain about inequality in the US caused by the offshoring of jobs that used to be high-paying. But that same phenomenon has improved global equality, by raising living standards in developing countries. The World Bank says the number of poor people globally more than halved from 1.75 billion in 1990 to just 702 million in 2015; the proportion of people in extreme poverty fell from 37% to 9.6%; and the world Gini coefficient (which measures inequality) fell from 75% to 62%. In sum, globalization and pro-market reforms in developing countries have greatly raised global welfare. The flip side is that poorly educated white workers in the US can no longer flourish as in the era of white man’s hegemony. They need to get highly skilled to merit high wages. If not, they will be beaten by low-wage workers in poor countries who are as productive. Mr Trump, beware of nostalgia. If you really want all those old manufacturing jobs to return to the US, you will have to lower US wages to third-world levels. I doubt whether even your supporters will view that as a return to American greatness. The US is indeed a great country, but for completely different reasons. It has been the most welcoming country for immigrants in history. Half the startups in Silicon Valley are by people of Chinese or Indian origin. Many Nobel Prizes have been won by first or second-generation immigrants. As long as the US has this warm-hearted approach, it will attract the best brains in the world, and stay world no. 1. If, however, you are racist and hostile to immigrants, you will cease to attract those whom you badly need to keep America great in the future. Like the article: SMS MTMVSA  Yes or No to 58888@ 3/sms



What new choice does Swaraj India present to the voter? You assume that the voter has many choices. I don’t see that. There are many parties, presenting more of the same. I don’t see a single party that offers an agenda for India for the next 50 years. I don’t see any big party that even tries to practise what it preaches. Above all, I see a challenge to the very idea of India, but cannot see a political force that can be trusted to defend it. There is a vacuum of policies, of values and of sheer energy. Swaraj India seeks to fill this vacuum. We offer a new vision of Swaraj — ‘Swaraj 2.0’ if you will — that combines best elements from 20th century ideologies but is willing to think afresh about the challenges of our times. We propose to internalise democratic values in our organization. We are building a force of idealistic young people to energise politics.



act against any member for expressing a different personal view. We will also move away from the usual centralised, high-command style of ticket distribution, and will introduce, to begin with, an element of ‘primaries’ in our candidate selection. We are determined to move away from a personality cult, and have formally instituted collective leadership — I am officially president of the party, but am answerable to a presidium of 17 colleagues. We won’t have the omnipresent “netaji ka photo” when we campaign.



FOR THE
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Aren’t there inherent conflicts between these ideologies you want to bring together? If you want to create a new agenda, rather than adopt a readymade ideological package, then you are bound to invite tensions and conflicts. You need this kind of creative tension to think afresh about economy and ecology, reservations, secular politics — just to name a few issues where our national debate has reached a deadend. How will the party be different in its internal culture? While our economy is transforming, our society is opening up, our politics continues to be a black box. We have proposed some concrete steps towards a more open politics. We are the first party to voluntarily submit ourselves to Right to Information. We will not enforce a party whip, except in the case of a no-confidence motion. We believe that diversity of opinion is a strength, not a weakness, and will not



At what level will you contest elections? We shall, of course, contest elections. But we are not here to contest any and every election. We are not here to spoil some other party’s chances. We are here to change the agenda of politics and offer better governance. So, whether and where we contest would depend on our ability to offer a viable alternative in that case. At this stage I can only say that the Delhi municipal election is under consideration. How do you build your party base? We had decided not to form a party till we had achieved some critical mass. Thanks to the ef-



forts of Swaraj Abhiyan in the last year and half, we start with an organization in 130 districts, including more than onethird of the districts in Haryana, Delhi, Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Bihar, Maharashtra, Karnataka and Telangana. Looking ahead, I see two natural constituencies for expansion. I hope Swaraj India will become a natural political platform for people’s movements — whether issued-based struggles for environment, education, information or food or sectional movements of farmers, Dalits and women. I also see great potential in the middle-class, professional youth who have begun to take interest in politics and in shaping the future of this country. Our challenge is to sustain a meaningful dialogue and synergy between these two diverse constituencies.



You are a political scientist, have been involved with social movements, and now you’re a politician. What have you learnt about reconciling the theory and the practice of politics? Politics is a humbling experience, it can make the pundits learn the alphabet again. At least that is my experience. Political science focuses on a retrospective wisdom, politics requires prospective foresight. Perhaps that is why academic study of politics seriously underestimates the role of leaders, the significance of political judgment and the sheer contingency of politics. The media makes the opposite error and reduces politics to events and events to personalities. Politics is a coalition business. Are there parties that you can ally with more naturally than others? We wish to come together with social movements and find new ways to work with political organizations that are working towards alternative politics. But there is no question of a coalition with any of the established political parties. We are not in the business of political alternatives, we are committed to alternative politics.



Soldiers don’t lie, politicians do. Soldiers don’t question, politicians do POLITICALLY INCORRECT SHOBHAA DE Ever since the surgical strikes took place, the one person I have been feeling most sorry for is the beleaguered jawan. It’s one thing facing enemy flak. Quite another dealing with morons at home. The poor jawan must be totally confused if he has been following some of the semi-hysterical, high-pitched debates across multiple television channels. Nobody, it seems, cares for what this man — the anonymous jawan on the border — feels about the ugly, unnecessary controversies raging in the country. In his place, I would have felt seriously annoyed and yelled, “Back off, you idiots and let me do my job.” Is that too much to ask of all those public figures issuing one over-dramatic quote after another? Think of that man who has risked his



life during the strike. Think of his comrades, his family...and what they must be going through. Think how they must feel when they read the most revolting reactions from their countrymen. Leading the pack is Rahul Gandhi, who appalled citizens by accusing the Prime Minister of being a ‘dalal’ (commission agent), hiding behind the blood of soldiers and cashing in on their sacrifice. It can’t get much lower than that, unless one counts Subramanian Swamy’s advice to the government to release an “edited” version of the strike — one which shows “bodies and explosions”. Like it is a trailer for a blockbuster war film... tease the public with blood-and gore footage... sell more tickets. How must the jawan feel today when the strike itself is being questioned and ‘proof ’ of it having been conducted in the first place is being demanded by political opportunists? All the bravery, guts and glory of that jawan is being ruthlessly and shamelessly stripped by politicians who may



never have faced anything more lethal than a Holi ki pichkaari in their cowardly lives. In that jawan’s place, I would be deeply hurt and disappointed that my own people were questioning a high-risk, strategic attack, and being so petty about its veracity. Proof ! Proof ! Proof ! They cry. The only ‘proof ’ needed is the uniform. Soldiers don’t lie. Politicians do. Soldiers don’t question. Politicians do. Soldiers don’t run away. Politicians do. How dare anybody demoralize those who lay down their lives defending all of us? Soldiers don’t indulge in chest-thumping. Politicians do. Soldiers don’t break their word. Politicians do. And here are a bunch of losers talking big, talking loosely and talking ‘gobar’. The jawan must wonder how, when and why things deteriorated to this pathetic level. Did it start with Sonia Gandhi’s ‘maut ke saudagar’ remark and go steadily downhill after that? If you have the guts, tell that jawan there are certain politicians out there who are calling the



Army’s surgical strikes did more than save India’s izzat MEN & MORALS GURCHARAN DAS The terrorist killing of sleeping soldiers at Uri on September 18 revolted me. It reminded me of Ashvatthama’s night-time massacre of the sleeping Pandava armies, which turned the mood of the Mahabharata from heroic triumphalism to dark, stoic resignation. Soldiers are ready to give their lives in battle but they don’t expect to die while asleep in peacetime. For ten days I felt uneasy and angry. On September 29, India retaliated with surgical strikes against terrorist camps across the border in Pakistan-occupied Kashmir. With that I calmed down, feeling somehow that justice had been done and the nation’s honour had been restored. I am now convinced that India’s national interest was also furthered by the surgical strikes.



MUMBAI & NOW: India responded to 26/11 by merely cancelling talks, emboldening Pak to launch more terror attacks. Post-Uri surgical strikes sent a different signal



As I think back to my feelings during those intervening ten days, I realize that I was wrong in being guided by emotions of revenge, honour, and ‘justice’. Revenge is a sort of wild justice that runs in the human heart. If a good person suffers, then the bad one must suffer even more — this idea is embedded in our psyche. Consciously one denies it, proclaiming, ‘I’m not that sort of person.’ Yet unconsciously one applauds when a villain gets his due. We love happy endings in movies and novels for this reason. Revenge fulfils a legitimate human need, bringing profound moral equilibrium to our hearts. But nations cannot afford to act like flawed human beings. Hence, political thinkers, beginning with Machiavelli, and strategists like Metternich in the 19th century, formulated theories of national interest. They argued that if nations were to act according to cold-



blooded calculations of their own interest, adversaries could predict their reactions, and this would lead to a more stable, peaceful world. I learned this lesson as an undergraduate in college from Henry Kissinger, the keenest modern proponent of national interest theory. Prime Minister Modi appears to act instinctively like a pupil of Machiavelli and Metternich. In an inspiring speech at Kozhikode, he presented a fine formulation of India’s national interest. He said that India’s interest lay in creating jobs, wiping out poverty and illiteracy. He told the people of Pakistan, “Let’s see who wins…who is able to defeat poverty and illiteracy first, Pakistan or India.” He offered a vision of the subcontinent as a developed, prosperous society. Considerations of national honour and izzat, he suggested, were against the national interest of both nations. The September 29 surgical strikes have, indeed, furthered India’s national interest. They have smashed the conventional wisdom that crossing the line of control (LoC) would inevitably escalate into war, eventually a nuclear war. Pakistan has promoted this myth. India has bought it wholesale; hence, it becomes paralysed after each terrorist attack. Even after the terrible Mumbai attack in 2008, India responded only by cancelling talks, and this emboldened Pakistan to carry out more terror attacks. The surgical strikes across the LoC have given a different signal — there will be heavy costs to future terrorism. By denying the surgical strikes, Pakistan, in effect, behaved rationally and de-escalated the conflict. If it had retaliated it would have led to a war. India helped it by not making the videos public, letting the Pakistani public believe its government’s version, and reducing pressure on its leadership to escalate. This has broken a second myth — of an irrational Pakistani leadership itching for war. Modi’s other moves, prior to the surgical strikes — a rethink on the use of Indus waters, Most Favoured Nation trading status, and a Saarc without Pakistan — have all added to a sense of unease in a complacent Pakistan leadership. It has reinforced in Pakistani minds that they are dealing with a different India, which may not succumb to nuclear blackmail in the future. This is not to say that Pakistan will not respond. It will and soon. But its response will be calibrated and rational — not mad escalation, as we once believed. Pakistan is a military state whose narrative of humiliation and hatred fuels its identity. It will always be tempted by bloodlust, revenge and national honour. India, however, must never stoop to its level. It must always choose national interest over national honour. This will not be easy because revenge and honour fulfil a legitimate human need, bringing profound moral equilibrium to our hearts. But India has no choice because it needs peace to fulfil its manifest destiny. Like the article: SMS MTMVGD  Yes or No to 58888@ 3/sms



INBOX Naive take Swaminathan Aiyar needs to appreciate that the surgical strikes undertaken by the special forces were a necessary symbolic gesture which have had tremendous universal impact (‘Surgical strikes are good theatre, but stop there’, Oct 2). It has raised national confidence, dispelling doubts about the military potency of this nation’s fighting forces. His interpretation of the term “launch pads” as used in the military context is deeply flawed. And he is really naive to have expected any other response to the operation from Pakistan. Stick to economics, Mr Aiyar! Col Ashok Purandare



Rattling the enemy Apropos Swaminomics, the operation by our armed forces was a masterstroke. The limited but forceful step has rattled Pakistan, which is governed by a cosmetic democracy that counts on terrorists to continue its hateIndia campaign. Pakistan now stands isolated in the world. C P Chinda, New Delhi



Self-restraint please I don’t understand why Aakar Patel has to hide behind his wife to give his views on national security in a flippant manner (‘My wife doesn’t get why India gave up strategic restraint’, Oct 2). I have no problem with the views of selfprofessed liberals like him, but the arrogance they display towards the establishment without suggesting any solution is exasperating. The way he has insulted a major general by calling him a corporal betrays his real motive. Wish Patel would exercise the same restraint that he advocates for the government while writing on national security issues. Air Marshal (or Sergeant?) P K Desai Email the editor at



[email protected] with ‘Sunday Mailbox’ in the subject line. Please mention your name and city



surgical strikes ‘fake’. And demanding ‘evidence’. Nothing wrong in asking for transparency and openness but to question the integrity of the Indian Army and accuse senior Army officers of lying to citizens? At a time when nearly every other segment of the Great Indian System is tainted and corrupt, citizens have the right to demand a modicum of decency from netas. Or has that word ceased to have any significance in public life? From the point of view of the jawan, even his defence minister’s comments in Agra must rankle. What is all that about Manohar Par rikar being a ‘seedha’(simple) man willing to become ‘tedha’(crooked) for the sake of the country? Do we all have to become ‘tedha’ to be patriots? Is there no room in India for ‘seedha’ folks? Reducing the rhetoric further to schoolboy level at the same function, S P Singh Baghel talked idiotically about choomas, chaatas and kaatas (kisses, slaps and bites). Grow up, guys. The LoC is not a movie set.



Real guns, real bullets were used to cause real casualties. We don’t know exactly how many. We don’t need to know, either. Let’s stop making statements like, “Be prepared for a tricolour in Islamabad.” Rambo-style netas are just so passé... so yesterday! Someone should tell them how amateurish and foolish they sound when they brag and boast in such a childish way. Our jawans are the pride of India. Politicians of all hues, should immediately stop insulting them by treating them like puppets. Let’s pay more attention to highly decorated, highly respected men like former Army Chief Gen V P Malik when he says bluntly, “The video should not be released just because some stupid people have sought so.” So all you stupid people out there, mind your own business, trust the Army and leave our jawans alone. Got it? Like the article: SMS MTMVSD  Yes or No to 58888@ 3/sms



To defeat Pakistan’s generals, let’s embrace their artists the conflict with India, it is in our interests to weaken them. One path to this, it follows, is by strengthening Pakistan’s civil society. How do we go about it? AMIT VARMA One way is trade. For civil society to be strong, it I am a hawk when it comes to India- helps to be prosperous. (This is one reason why military Pakistan relations. We have been dictatorships are more likely in poor countries.) Trade suffering from cross-border terror- is a win-win game, so by keeping trade lines open with ism for decades, and need to take a Pakistan, we benefit ourselves, and empower Pakistan’s hard line towards our enemies. people. The greater their dependencies on trade, the Every day our soldiers risk their lives for the country, fewer their incentives for conflict. Another way of changing these incentives is by and we must honour their service. For this reason, it infuriates me when people within India commit acts cultural exchange. There is much rhetoric and against the national interest. Expelling Pakistani art- brainwashing, on both sides of the border, that demonizes the other side. But the more cultural expoists from Bollywood is one such anti-national act. To win a war, we must know our enemy. Here, it sure Indians and Pakistanis have to each other, the is both correct and incorrect to say that Pakistan is more we realize how much we have in common, and that enemy. Like India, Pakistan is many things, and the less we get taken in by the rhetoric. If you nurcontains multitudes. For the sake of analysis, let’s ture the constituency for peace in Pakistan, you break it down and look at three different Pakistans, reduce the constituency of hate. And as the people and consider, as economists would, their interests shift, so do the incentives of the politicians. Banning and incentives. (One can drill down deeper and say Pakistani actors from working in Bollywood, for that there are as many Pakistans as there are Paki- whatever tokenistic reasons, raises the temperature and helps their military estabstanis, but let’s keep it simple.) lishment. Why would you help One, there is the Pakistan the enemy? military establishment, which None of this is new thinking nurtures various militant in foreign policy circles. In terms groups. The military will always of trade, India unilaterally gave be hostile to us, because the conMost Favoured Nation (MFN) flict with India is the source of status to Pakistan in 1996. And its power and influence. Two, while I am usually critical of there is Pakistan’s political esNarendra Modi, his handling of tablishment. The only thing the post-Uri fallout has been politicians care about is getting pitch-perfect. In his speech at to power and staying there. In a Kozhikode, he took a hard line democracy, politicians depend when he spoke of avenging the on the people for their power, but Pakistan is no more a true LOC-ED OUT: Banning Pakistani actors like deaths of our soldiers, but also chose to pointedly address the democracy than General Raheel Fawad Khan from working in Bollywood people of Pakistan directly. “Ask Sharif is my aunt. The political only aids that country’s military your leaders,” he said, “both our class in Pakistan has always establishment. Why help the enemy? countries got freedom together, been at the mercy of the miliso why does India export software and your country tary establishment. Finally, there is Pakistan’s civil society. Their in- export terrorists?” He added, “That day is not far off terests are the interests of people everywhere, includ- when the people of Pakistan will get in the fray to ing in India. They want to be prosperous and happy, fight against their leaders.” This is clever on Modi’s part, but chest-thumping and to enjoy the good life. Conflict is not in their interest: war of any kind is a negative-sum game, pseudo-nationalists, including many in his own party, and everyone is a loser. But Pakistan’s civil society do not understand these nuances. This is something is weak compared to the military. Their interests are that happens often with Modi. He talks the high road, opposed to each other, and Pakistan’s economy is in but his minions walk the low road. (He often talked such a dire state because their military and political the low road as well while campaigning, but let that establishments have always kept their own interests be for now.) I’ve often wondered why he allows this. Is he trying to be all things to all people? Is it some goodahead of that of the people. The power of the military and civil society are cop-bad-cop strategy? Whatever be his strategy on inversely proportional to each other, because influ- Pakistan, this too is a matter he must resolve. ence within a country is a zero-sum game. The stronger the military, the weaker civil society — and Like the article: SMS MTMVCOL vice versa. Since the military establishment drives  Yes or No to 58888@ 3/sms
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AN EPIPHANY



Piecemeal Isn’t Best Instead of timid tinkering, government should be bold in liberalising FDI in retail



2



016 has seen a mixed trend in foreign direct investment policy. In March, rules in e-commerce were tweaked to micromanage discounting, a step which discouraged investment. In June, pathways were cleared for enhanced FDI in many sectors such as food and infrastructure. These developments show that NDA in general is open to foreign investment which has produced results but in retail there’s unwarranted anxiety about opening up which has shown up as messy changes in regulations. Greater FDI in retail will create more jobs and improve efficiencies in India’s supply chains. It needs to be encouraged. India’s gross FDI last financial year was $55.5 billion, up by 23%. A combination of friendlier policies and relatively robust economic growth has made India an attractive destination. Government is now looking to allow companies retailing food products to also stock some other household items. Simultaneously, there is a push to re-visit e-commerce regulations on discounting. The general thrust is welcome. However, the piecemeal approach is not the best solution. The ideal option would be to remove restrictions on retail FDI. Unless investors are given the confidence that years of half-hearted measures will end, they may be reluctant to commit themselves further. India has failed to make the most of the employment potential of FDI in retail as its policy approach has been characterised by compartmentalisation. We see a bewildering array of categories such as single-brand and multi-brand, and each with independent FDI caps, all of which also makes it easier for lobby groups to exercise undue influence on policy. The price of bad policy is paid by consumers and young job seekers. Encouraging FDI is not just the job of the Centre. States have to eliminate many counterproductive local regulations which limit opportunities. In addition to regulatory changes, the state of infrastructure plays an important role in attracting investment. On both thesecounts, states need to do better. In a world of limited opportunities, India has rarely seemed as attractive a proposition as it is today. Governments must seize this moment. India’s own experience in sectors such as aviation has shown that it’s the simpler, less restrictive and less piecemeal policies on FDI that deliver results. There is no reason why retail, a segment with rich employment potential, should be treated differently.



Pursuit Of Equality



Centre champions women’s rights, denounces triple talaq as unconstitutional



A



rticle 25 of the Indian Constitution guarantees all citizens the right to practice and profess a religion of their choice. But can this freedom of religion trump fundamental rights like the right to equality? In response to a Supreme Court notice on a clutch of petitions challenging triple talaq, nikah halala and polygamy as violating women’s right to equality in the name of religion, the Centre has taken a strong position that gender equality and dignity of women are non-negotiable overarching constitutional values and can brook no compromise. This is the modern, secular, democratic and just position. While many Muslims welcome such movement towards abolishing triple talaq, nikah halala and polygamy, it continues to face strong and vociferous resistance from certain conservative Muslim organisations, whose counterarguments range from sexist to bizarre. AIMPLB for example argues that banning polygamy and triple talaq will mean many women will stay spinsters as they outnumber men (no they don’t) and will force husbands to get rid of their wives by murdering them. What undermines the conservatives completely is that many countries where Islam is the state religion have already banned practices like triple talaq. When religion is not impervious to reform or reinterpretation even in theocratic countries, how can it remain so in a secular democracy? There had been concerns that the matter would be muddled by a simultaneous push for a Uniform Civil Code, where the BJP led government would be suspected of baiting Muslims rather than championing women. But the response of the Centre in the Supreme Court has remained focussed on women’s constitutional rights to equality. This is the right approach for building momentum to free all citizens from the patriarchal time warp.



Because the strategy of deterrence and forbearance towards Pakistan had reached inflection point Manoj Joshi



Compellence is a word derived from nuclear weapons theory. Today, along with other words like deterrence and surgical strikes, it is being used in the conventional context in relation to India and Pakistan. It also best describes the method New Delhi has adopted to persuade Pakistan to abandon the use of non-state actors against India. Prior to the Modi government, the Indian policy towards Islamabad was a mix of forbearance and deterrence, despite the latter’s covert war against India going back to the 1960s. This involved support for separatist movements, organising jihadi proxy armies, supporting Indian terrorists and even flooding the country with fake currency and drugs. In some instances, notably Kargil, India struck back, but India avoided support for terrorist actions in Pakistan and remained content to fund a variety of Pakistani separatists. Governments in New Delhi have believed that problems with Pakistan need to be “managed” because they were unlikely to be resolved in the short to medium term. So, even as Islamabad has thrown terrorists and militants at us, we have, as a management strategy, sought to engage it with a view of moderating its behaviour over the longer term. This policy has been reasonably successful – it sharply reduced violence in Kashmir since the mid 2000s, and even brought the two nations close to a Kashmir settlement in 2007. It enabled India’s economic rise, even as Pakistan steadily descended into chaos. Now we have arrived at a point of inflection. Conventional wisdom would suggest that the change came with the arrival of the Modi government. Actually, any government in New Delhi may have been forced to adopt a similar course for three reasons. First, the Mumbai attack of 2008 hardened public opinion against Pakistan. Second, the downfall of Musharraf put paid to a possible Kashmir



settlement. Third, the Pakistan army disavowed the Musharraf detente and hardened its attitudes towards India. Expectations that things would change when Nawaz Sharif became PM have been belied. Sharif was systematically cut to size by the army and all efforts by him to respond to Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s overtures were undermined by actions like the Pathankot and Uri attacks. As a result, India has been forced to shift its policy towards what can be called “compellence”. The Cold War era term “deterrence” described a situation where a country protected itself from military attack by maintaining a capacity to mount a devastating counterattack. But “compellence” is a more proactive concept, where military and diplomatic threats are used to compel the other side to behave in a certain way. Whether or not Modi and his team have thought through the compellence strategy is not clear, but it appears to be the best word to describe the shift of policy that has taken place in the past



Conventional wisdom would suggest that the change came with the arrival of the Modi government. Actually, any government in New Delhi may have been forced to adopt a similar course year. It came after the January Pathankot attack which was seen as a direct rebuff to Modi’s surprise visit to Sharif in Raiwind on Christmas Day. Since then, Modi has raised the issue of sanctioning and isolating Pakistan as a supporter of terrorism in nearly every world capital he has visited. In Saudi Arabia in March the Saudis came out in support of India’s proposal for a Comprehensive Convention on International Terrorism (CCIT) in the UN. In June, the US Congress heard his remarks to delegitimise terrorism and its supporters. In Qatar, South Africa, Mozambique,



Tanzania and Kenya, the theme of action against terrorism was insistently pressed. In early September in China, Modi told the Brics summit that there was need to intensify joint action against terrorism. He spoke of “one single nation” in South Asia that was spreading terror. A few days later in Laos for the Asean summit, he mocked a certain nation for having just one competitive advantage – in exporting terror. In his Independence Day speech he added another element to the equation by raising the issue of human rights in Balochistan and GilgitBaltistan. Accompanying this was the outreach to Saudi Arabia, Qatar and the UAE – Pakistan’s traditional friends. Since the Uri attack on September 18, the compellence strategy has taken on a harder edge. It has combined diplomatic hardball which includes organising the boycott of the Saarc summit in Islamabad, a criticism of the UNSC for its inability to ban Masood Azhar. And, more important, it included a coordinated shallow attack across the LoC to take out a number of launching camps of jihadi militants. So far India has managed events so well that even countries like Germany and South Korea have supported the Indian posture, along with the UK and France. The big question is now what? There are reports of rumbling within the Pakistani military and civilian elite in Islamabad, but the outcome could go either way. The Pakistan army is a tough nut as the US has realised to its cost. Getting it to desist from supporting jihadi proxies against Afghanistan and India will not happen overnight and is certainly not easy. India is on the right track in aiming to isolate and sanction Pakistan, and has shown sophistication in using the military instrument. But more pressure will be needed in the coming period. With the “surgical strikes”, the Modi government is committed to retaliation against all cross-border attacks. They will have to be executed with the same panache, and that is a high bar because the chances of failure are ever-present, as are the dangers of escalation. The writer is a Distinguished Fellow, Observer Research Foundation



‘Hope to have first IKEA open in Hyderabad in 2017 … Sweden supported Make in India before it was fashionable’ With the Nobel committee rolling out its announcements for the 2016 Nobel Prizes since last week, Sweden has been celebrating the Sweden India Nobel Memorial Week to celebrate Indian Nobel Laureates. Sweden is also looking to partner India in the energy space while also aggressively pushing its Gripen fighter aircraft for the Indian Air Force. Swedish Ambassador Harald Sandberg spoke to Indrani Bagchi on Sweden’s unusual relationship with India, the smart cities programme and environment-friendly electric auto-rickshaws: ■ How does a country like Sweden, so far away, become an important partner for India? Sweden has supported the Make in India concept before it became fashionable. Ericsson has been in India since 1903, and today all our top companies, ABB, Volvo, Scania and Astra Zeneca have invested in India. Pune, NCR Delhi and Bengaluru have the bulk of Swedish investments in India. Swedish companies employ 1,60,000 Indians directly, and indirectly 1.1million Indians are employed by Swedish companies. The fundamentals of the Indian economy are right and Swedish industry sees that. ■ Does Sweden have a role in the Indian government’s ‘smart cities’ programme? Sweden has logged on to the concept of smart cities much earlier, because we were given opportunities by history to develop



those ideas in our country. We can prove this by example in the areas of water, in information technology, transportation, energy as well as the systems that make these. We are happy to share this with India. We have made some progress – for instance Scania developed the first ethanol powered bus for public transportation in Nagpur – on locally produced alternate fuels, conforming to high emission standards. This bus has been in use since 2014. Volvo is delivering electro-mobility in Mumbai, with a hybrid bus solution for the city. This week we are showcasing Swedish technology with an electric three-wheeler auto in Delhi-NCR. These are modern, safe, good looking electrically driven vehicles, and already in operation in Gurgaon. ■ Sweden has known strengths in the area of renewable energy.



We are working on micro-grid solutions in different parts of the country. For instance in far-away Andaman & Nicobar Islands, ABB is running a programme to develop micro-grids with Indian companies, combining renewable energy sources with smarter management and storage models. ■ When do we see the first IKEA in India? The company i think hopes to have the first one open in Hyderabad in the second half of 2017, which will be followed by others in NCR Delhi, Bengaluru and Mumbai. It’s an enormous investment which will contribute to the entire Make in India programme substantively. ■ We have also seen a greater congruence on political and strategic relations? How has that come about? We are looking at good developments in our relations: from the starting point in the autumn of 2014 and a state visit by President Pranab Mukherjee in 2015, which was very successful. We restarted the NSA dialogue between our national security advisers, Hans Dahlgren and Ajit Doval. We are now



dilbert



talking about broader security issues like anti-terrorism, cyber security and cyber policy. ■ What about defence? Is there a defence relationship in the making? We have a defence MoU, which says we should look at cooperation between our defence industries including in the field of aviation. The Swedish company, Saab, has been very clear in that it is offering India a Make in India and transfer of technology cooperation for the Gripen fighter aircraft, together with Indian counterparts. They want to train Indian technicians here and ship the entire plant out to India. The agreement is likely to be a government-to-government one when it happens, but essentially, it means we are offering aerospace capability for next 100 years. ■ What is the level of Indian interest in Sweden? We are a small country far away. But business visas have increased enormously and are a dominant part of the 20,000 visas we issue. Indian students in Swedish universities are the largest non-European group. This week, which is Nobel week, we have a hugely popular programme, the Nobel quiz, where we focus on Nobel laureates. If you are in Delhi’s Rajiv Chowk metro station, we have a wall for Nobel laureates. My colleagues in the foreign ministry in Sweden laugh and ask, “How many will see that?” i smile and say, “Well, i don’t know, about a million every day?”



Sacredspace Goddess Of Learning



Burn or learn



Saraswati is primarily a goddess of poetic inspiration and learning. She gets associated with the creator Brahma, as either his daughter or wife. In this role she is creative sound, which lends to reality a peculiar and distinctive human dimension – best described as coherent intelligibility.



When winter is coming can smog be far behind? [email protected]



The charms of winter in the country’s capital are many. It makes you want to go out and about. Walk in the flower-full parks. Read some poetry at Rajghat. Revisit the beautiful tomb of Safdarjung. Go boating at the Old Fort or India Gate. Cook gajar ka halwa. Have a mimosa breakfast. Drizzle the ghee on the roti. Enjoy the marigolds and plant exotic pansies. Dance at kirtans or Christmas parties. Knit a sweater and renew your relationship with the razaiwala. Say hello to winged guests from far climes. Grow your own palak and methi. Enjoy a good gossip in the sun on the weekend. Get maalish. Wear zari shawls to shaadis. Yet, instead of looking forward to the winter a lot of Delhiites are growing anxious. Because in recent years all its charms have come eclipsed under a sickly dark cloud of pollution, a lot of it caused by crop burning in the neighbouring states, who are repeatedly exhorted by the courts to get with the environment but remain enamoured of the spirit of Rhett Butler – “Frankly, my dear, I don’t give a damn.” This year too the Delhi high court is asking the Punjab, Haryana and Uttar Pradesh governments about their plans to curb crop burning. Winter after winter satellites provide scary heat maps of the scale of the problem. Breathing troubles spike across NCR. Children are especially badly hit. But as the persistent cough of chief minister Arvind Kejriwal shows, all that smog is like kryptonite to adult lungs too. So that instead of going out and about you feel like hibernating in your bedroom with air purifiers. Sadly their superpowers are dodgy as well. When a foul grey covered the capital last winter a ten minute walk in traffic would cover your face with an icky film, making your lungs feel tortured and your throat scratchy as if you had chain-smoked a whole pack of cigarettes. Kejriwalji battled that acute health emergency with an on-off odd-even scheme that far from cleaning the air made it even more mottled – with the sounds of cussing and swearing. Please mukhya mantriji do better by us this year. Look, this can be a big opportunity to teach pradhan mantriji how cooperative federalism is done. Get the neighbouring governments to show some love for clean air. Persuade kisan bhais to sell that rice straw to paper mills. Help herald a brave new world of modern agriculture and happy winters. Even the lungs of poll-bound Punjab will thank you.
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Strategy Of Compellence



A thought for today E-commerce in India is a $25 billion market right now … I can say with confidence it will become $300 billion by 2025 AMITABH KANT
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Transcendental Experience And The Science Of Bliss Aditi Shrivastava



liss or Ananda has been the goal of seekers and saints since ages. A few experience it, many claim to attain it, still many imagine that they are in bliss, and yet many more think that this is some kind of mysticism and stay wary of it. The reality of bliss is that it is inherent to life. Sat Chit Ananda, or the inherent nature of life, is eternal bliss consciousness, says Vedanta. It is just a matter of experience. Bliss consciousness is nothing but the simplest form of our own awareness. Also called Transcendental Consciousness, it is the most expanded state of our ‘Self ’, which is Pure, Absolute and most importantly, attainable by all and that too without any effort, control or concentration. The experience of Transcendental Meditation helps us understand how, with this very simple, natural and



B



scientific technique of meditation, the mind naturally and effortlessly transcends and experiences the source of all thinking, the all-powerful, neverexhausting reservoir of infinite creativity, infinite intelligence and infinite bliss. In this state of bliss or transcendence, mind and body are deeply rested, yet there is no dullness; they are fully alert. This is an experience and no amount of writing can explain it; it is like the taste of the mango, you have to eat it to understand what it is; but TM can be appropriately worded as – ‘Restful Alertness’. His Holiness Maharishi Mahesh Yogi exemplifies the state as an arrow pulled back on a bow, at rest, but full of potential energy. When released, it goes far; unlike an ordinary arrow, just kept on the bow, which when released, falls off. This unique state of restful alertness which is experienced along with bliss



consciousness creates a positive effect in one’s physiology at all levels, bringing about uncountable benefits in daily life. These range from development of mental faculties, improved health and well-being, better relations and environment, peace and harmony, not leaving out spiritual development. We read in history many times, that saints experienced ‘God’, experienced ‘unity’, in a flash of dream or in moments of prayers, and then spent an entire lifetime craving for that experience again. Here it is different; one does not need to yearn for it or crave for it; the daily practice establishes the experience. That is the reason we call it a technique, which by name itself makes it scientific, for if it is scientific, it is repeatable and so is this blissful experience. It does not happen by chance or by destiny. The technique is so



the



speaking tree



designed by masters of the Vedic tradition that if it is learned systematically and practised twice a day, the experience will come. We just need to follow the technique innocently and everything happens naturally, like a river, gurgling, gushing and merging into the ocean, becoming the ocean itself. Letting go of the i ndividual status of a river and attaining the expanded status of the ocean, gaining its vastness, its depth. Similarly, our mind which is active all the time, entangled in thoughts, problems or simply nothing except unnecessary clutter; this active mind which has not known silence, transcends. It does so in a very systematic, easy and effortless manner and becomes its own expanded Self – silent, pure, unbounded, aware and full of bliss. (The writer teaches Transcendental Meditation, at the Spiritual Regeneration Movement Foundation of India, New Delhi.)
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AN EPIPHANY Divide and rule, the politician cries; Unite and lead, is watchword of the wise



Only Identity Politics Mayawati woos Muslim voters ahead of Modi’s Dussehra visit to Lucknow



I



t’s a reflection of the high stakes of the upcoming UP elections that Prime Minister Narendra Modi will take part in today’s Dussehra celebrations in Lucknow. All political parties are keeping a close watch on this visit, and at her own massive Lucknow rally on Sunday Mayawati said Modi is only doing this because BJP has slipped to the third position in UP. While that’s arguable, what’s not is that BSP has been first off the blocks with Sunday’s being the fifth of major rallies the BSP chief has already held across the state. The lakhs of supporters thronging her rallies are impressive, even as the major rival parties are still putting the final touches to their campaign strategy. BSP has been hit by an exodus of senior leaders including their leader of opposition in the assembly, Swami Prasad Maurya. But just when the party’s campaign seemed to be floundering, it was re-energised by protests against the public flogging of Dalits in Una and also protests against the expelled BJP leader Dayashankar Singh’s uncivil commentary on Mayawati. Now Mayawati is basically divvying up her firepower across BJP and SP. Her endgame is consolidating the DalitMuslim voting blocs and she said this in almost as many words on Sunday. She appealed to Muslims not to vote for either SP or Congress, saying that with every assembly seat having 22-23% Dalit votes BSP alone can sail through with the help of Muslim votes, or else the 2014 result will be repeated, BJP will win again. This is no sophisticated social engineering but the crudest of identity politics – a sad reflection of life in India’s most populous state. It’s also wrong-headed. Because just as the 2014 verdict emerged from a broad-based mandate, Mayawati also needs a pan-state appeal to achieve the magical numbers. Wooing voters on narrow caste and religious lines won’t suffice. At least two people were killed and many others injured in a stampede after the Sunday rally. Mayawati said police failed to make proper arrangements for the gathering of more than five lakh people. This shows clearly what should be at the heart of a broad-based BSP appeal. Mayawati’s previous terms are fondly remembered for delivering law and order. She should counter communalisation by promising all voters, rather than select communities, a better administered UP.



Hillary Keeps Cool Poor quality of US presidential debates adds to confusion, but Trump is just appalling



T



he US presidential debates between Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump have showed how political coarseness in campaigning has made it difficult for the voter to figure out where candidates stand on policy. For the rest of the world, fuzziness just worsens existing geopolitical and economic uncertainty. From an Indian standpoint, the election next month is crucial. Advanced economies are lurching towards protectionism and US presidential candidates, in their public positions, have echoed these sentiments. Moreover a bipartisan legislation to impose curbs on visas – it hurts Indians most – makes this a challenging time. The forthcoming election has two salient contexts. International trade, after a buoyant spell of over two decades which helped China and India, has in the last four years barely kept pace with growth in global GDP. Separately, economic weakness has triggered insularity in advanced countries and opened up social fault lines elsewhere. Of the two presidential candidates, Hillary has in the past championed free trade and also defended outsourcing of jobs to India. In private, her views do not appear to have changed, but the political environment has seen her change position. Trump represents an altogether more extreme example of the political insularity sweeping advanced nations. For India, Hillary represents a sense of continuity in most US positions. Having served President Barack Obama’s administration, her views on geopolitics and terrorism are in sync with India’s interests. Her record on trade issues suggests that she is more likely of the two to refrain from counterproductive policies. Besides policies, a diverse society like the US needs a president who is both modern in outlook and capable of upholding dignity of office. Trump, with his appalling views on women and Mexicans, among others, fails on these counts. Indians should hope the outcome is in favour of continuity.
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Soldiers Of The Streets



A thought for today
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In Kashmir, fear mongering and narrative building are a livelihood for state and non-state actors Shaiba Rather



Human Rights Watch titled their 2006 Annual Report on Jammu & Kashmir, “Everyone Lives in Fear”. Today, a more fitting title would be, “Everyone Lives in, to, and for Fear”. Life in the Valley is consistently one under threat but from where that threat originates is unclear and beyond the point now. Whether from across the border, the constant imposition from the Indian Army, or the new draft of Kashmiri child soldiers, the product is the same – Kashmiris today live in a political economy of violence. The currency? Trauma and terror. Terrified i was as our car rolled down Srinagar’s Boulevard. I could see two silhouettes directing the cars ahead. The figures, from afar, looked sizeable. Perhaps, army men? One used his rifle to tap on the windows of cars. The other checked the boot. Approaching the figures, my father advised our driver, “Dheere, dheere.” The faces in front of me were certainly not what i expected. Two boys – at most age seven – stood before us: “No crossing; there’s hartal.” Their rifles? Just broken branches. We had to turn back. I looked for Adnan – that’s what one of the boys was called by his “Boss”, who looked all of 11 – wanting to tell him to go to school, to sit by his mother, to go play. He and his mate had stopped another car. Giggling and circling the SUV, they screamed “Azadi!” The reality struck me. This was their play. In discussing conflict states and their relation to trauma, medical anthropologist Erica James describes the psychological impact on Haitians of the 1991-94 coup period. James comments on how Haitians not only compiled collections of their sufferings – what she called “trauma portfolios” – but also presented those narratives to the local and outside world hoping for political recognition as victims. This economy calls that we find equilibrium between questioning misrepresen
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tations of suffering and acknowledging, and ultimately validating, the narratives of victims at large. The demand for portfolios of trauma must be met with a critically reflective assessment of our social experience of suffering. I began this piece with a vignette to first, ask Kashmiris to assess their own trauma portfolios, and second, to remind non-Kashmiris that regardless of the reason, these portfolios still exist. In presenting our cases of trauma, we must evaluate how we portray ourselves as victims and whom we present as the perpetrators. Just as i struggled to distinguish the child soldiers of the street from army men, i struggle to locate blame with any one actor today. I think of seven-year-olds like Adnan. Seven-year-olds blinded by rubber pellets. My heart twists and turns. Why did the forces use a pellet gun against a boy? How is a trained-to-



I looked for Adnan – wanting to tell him to go to school, to sit by his mother, to go play kill army meant to restrain a protest? Equally important, why have protesters taken to ravaging army camps? Hurling stones? But most painful of all, why was a seven-year-old fighting at the frontlines of a battlefield? This political economy of violence relies on a number of different traders, merchants and dealers to survive. The violence is systemic and the system has too many moving parts to just blame one. Fear mongering and narrative building – India is the home of Hindus and Pakistan that for Muslims – have become a livelihood for state and non-state actors. These actors include anyone from the Centre to the Pakistani



Syed Ata Hasnain



In preventing Nawazuddin Siddiqui from acting in a Ramlila in Muzaffarnagar, the Shiv Sena’s local leader probably thought he would score some popularity. The exact opposite occurred. To a short tweet put out by me recounting the fact that as Muslims, both my spouse and i invariably led the puja of our army unit in its temple every other Sunday, i received over 10,000 responses welcoming our action, suggesting that the country stands essentially secular, with people who supported my tweet being from all faiths and all walks of life and representing a fairly good sample of India. But very few Indians know how faith is handled within the armed forces, the one institution where Indian secularism is feted and followed to the tee, something to emulate. Faith is extremely important for soldiers. In a profession where life hangs by a thread people tend to repose greater trust in God than almost any other profession. I have witnessed troops being launched into major operations and hours



before that a personal temple comes up among stones, brush wood or ice. Families of servicemen have to repose even greater trust in religion and connect with God as the breadwinner’s life is at stake. There is an implicit convention that the faith of the troops becomes the faith of the officer. He may follow any belief at home but with troops and in field areas the unit’s faith is his faith. In peace stations the spouse follows her husband as a part



Faith of the troops becomes the faith of the officer. His spouse follows her husband as a part of the bonding exercise so important in the profession of the bonding exercise so important in the profession. Men who fight together must pray together. There are units of the army which are single class and single faith. For example in the Sikh Regiment, a gurdwara is authorised to each unit and a granthi too forms a part of the unit. There may be a few non-Sikhs among clerks or



tradesmen and many officers may be from other faiths. These personnel will all follow the Sikh tradition in faith but equally a good Sikh unit will place symbols of other faiths alongside their own – photos of Mecca and Medina, of Lord Siva or Lord Krishna, a cross or a Bible. There are pure Hindu units and in fact majority are that; all the above would equally apply to them. There are mixed units too. A unit could have a Muslim company, all other companies being Hindu with a sprinkling of Christians and Buddhists along with more Sikhs. Such a unit is bound to have a formal Sarv Dharam Sthal or a place



for worship for each faith but all under one roof with a display of flags of all four faiths. The Jammu & Kashmir Light Infantry which has its training centre at Srinagar comprises Dogras, Sikhs and Muslims in near equal segments. It follows the unique Mandir Masjid Gurdwara (MMG) concept, all under one roof, and is extremely proud of that. Personally, i come from a regiment which is purely Hindu and has a regimental deity in Lord Badri Vishal, the personification of Lord Vishnu at the Badrinath shrine. As the head of the regiment i have invoked the blessings of Lord Badri
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Vishal by personally travelling to the shrine many times for the opening puja of the season after winter. As a senior commander in Kashmir some of my most satisfying moments were those when i did a round robin of all gurdwaras of the units on Guru Purab, ending with langar with the unit usually deployed in the most difficult area. Once in a Muslim Grenadiers unit, its Hindu company commander put me to shame when i saw that he was keeping all 30 rozas with his men and even reading all five namaz which he knew perfectly. And when my fauji father was questioned during Partition about his choice of armies, he said: “While the nation formed on basis of faith will celebrate now but won’t last forever, the nation formed on basis of respect for every faith will have a difficult beginning but will always celebrate.” He remained with the Indian Army and rose to be its first Muslim GOC. When India has doubts about itself and the future course of inter faith relations it should just turn to its army for inspiration; there nothing changes, it only becomes better. The writer is a retired Lieutenant General in the Indian Army



Sacredspace Infinite Good Good lies beyond thought, like beauty. Where good is, there is order – not the order of authority, punishment and reward ... The law of the good is everlasting, unchanging and timeless. Stability is its nature and so it is utterly secure.



Racism apart, comedians need to stop recycling grandma’s scripts Radhika Vaz



The writer is a comedian



The writer is president of Harvard University’s student union and J&K CM Mehbooba Mufti’s niece



Honouring faith and secularism in the armed forces: Men who fight together must pray together



Kala jamun jokes A few weeks ago an actress appeared on a comedy TV show. She was there to promote a movie; the comedians were there to make their audience laugh. They warned her that they would be making fun of her because that was the format of the show. They told her it would be a “roast”. She agreed, they proceeded to make fun of the colour of her skin calling her “kali kaluti baingan luti” and asking if she had a thing for eating jamuns (because what you eat changes the colour of your skin?). She got mad and left the studio calling them regressive and racist. Now there are two schools of thought when it comes to comedy – one that believes there are boundaries and mine that believes there should be none. I am a Freedom of Speecher and i believe that freedom is absolute. Having said that as comedians we are obliged to at the very least be original. After reading all the facts, as a hard hitting journalist must, i am convinced that while the comedians were not necessarily racist they were the definition of lazy. Baignan luti and jamuns? Who is writing for these guys – my grandma? That stuff is old and tired and let’s be honest – easy. Comedians are supposed to search for what is not obvious – that’s what separates the wheat from the crap. I mean chaff. But sometimes we get slothful, me included, and resort to low hanging fruit. And it’s not just comedians – Indian TV is remarkably lowbrow, unimaginative and yes regressive – a sad reflection of what the we the people want. I am in America right now – home of the brave racist Mister Trump. Racism has thrived here and elsewhere in the world. But no one does a better job of it than us Indians because while we are all racially more or less the same we have divided ourselves into groups based on skin colour – 50 shades of India. For generations girls have had to find ways to lighten their faces, armpits, and now even their anuses (or is it anii?). Yes. Really. And instead of getting better we are getting worse. While the gender gap widens everywhere else we have managed to slam it shut when it comes to racism. Thanks to the amazing idiots at ‘Fair and Lovely’ we now have ‘Fair and Handsome’. So instead of a guy being TDH (tall, dark and handsome) he can be SFI (short, fair and insipid). A real step forward for all humanity.



militants to the financially vulnerable scavenging for income. I fully respect the right to protest. The ability to reassess, criticise and question political institutions is a fundamental principle of democratic progress. But why muffle your discourse with stones? I worry that protesters themselves are forgetting why they joined the movement to begin with. Was it jobs? Was it anger over the military? Was it a cry for azadi? Was it one, none, or all three? Militant leaders have seized the moment of rampant confusion, disparate interests, and violent insecurity and constructed a “movement”. Why haven’t leaders like Geelani Sahib sat at the negotiating table? Is the purpose not to find a solution? Or, is the fear that professions built on coercion and manipulation will collapse? The ability to ask these questions only assists in sifting through the suffering. Ask, what are we fighting for? And more importantly, when we send our children to the frontline, what will our children have to live for? I am in no way condoning the violence against Kashmiris. In fact, i am horrified by it. Just as i have questions for the protesters, i have questions for the Centre as well. For the violent protests, why not equip your forces with the skills for crowd control? For the non-violent protests, what’s your fear of criticism? That you’ll have to govern better? Remember James’s point on trauma portfolios. They are created as a way of gaining political recognition and asylum. I urge state actors, local and international alike, to not forget the trauma and terror that haunt Kashmiris on the ground. As discourse shifts to Indo-Pak relations, remember that the portfolios of trauma will persist until you acknowledge them and the market of violence that perpetuates them. You may forget the stories, but the Kashmiris won’t.



J Krishnamurti



The Life-giving Energy, Shakti Durga G S Tripathi



he Durga Saptashati proclaims: “Ya Devi sarva bhuteshu Shakti rupena samsthita” – The goddess who is in every being as the Supreme Energy. The Divine Feminine pervades all space and time as the indestructible energy, taking care of the well-being of one and all, protecting the world. The stability of any physical system depends on how the overall energy of the system is balanced. Consider, for example, our climate. There are lots of discussions on climate change and global warming. The earth maintains an optimum temperature because the heat energy absorbed by it from the sun is balanced by the energy reflected by the earth and the atmosphere. Energy reflected is less than energy absorbed. Hence we have some stored energy. The space and time average of this stored energy gives an optimum



T



temperature to the earth because of which there is order and stability here. Any change in the energy can either increase or decrease the temperature. During the last few thousand years, the temperature almost remained constant. However, of late, there are concerns about global warming due to lifestyle changes, which, if not checked, could lead to catastrophic conditions. In divine terms Durga might transform into Kali the Destroyer. In the form of Mahalakshmi, she has neither beginning nor end – Adyantarahite Devi. She is the smallest and the largest. She is Mahashakti. She is the reliever of the greatest sin. She knows all. She gives the greatest of boons. She is annihilator of wicked and unrighteous demons. She is the destroyer of disorder and she is also the supreme restorer of order.



In the form of Saraswati, she dispels ignorance. If Brahma, Vishnu and Maheswara, the Trimurti, do their respective jobs of creation, preservation and destruction, they do these by virtue of the powers vested in them by Saraswati, that is, by their learning and skills. Her appearance is brighter than even the Ocean of Milk and her smile pales the full moon of the autumn. As Mahakali, she carries a severed, bloodied head, warning that it could be the fate of the wicked. She also carries a skull cup and wears a garland of heads and skulls. She is ever ready for war with the demons in order to annihilate them and liberate the world of negativity. She may be the greatest annihilator; yet she dispels fear from all those who follow righteousness in their conduct, and she is mother of all – Janani barabhaya haste.



the
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When Maha Yogeshwar Krishna was born to Devaki in jail, the goddess was born as Yogamaya from the womb of Yashoda. Both mothers were ignorant of these divine births. The newborns exchanged themselves in order to delude the wicked king, Kamsa. When wicked people rule the world, the earth suffers. We call this earth as Dharitri – the Mother Earth. When the mother is in distress and her children are helpless, then Goddess Durga appears to protect the righteous people and annihilate the unrighteous ones. This happens from time to time. The goddess, who is beyond description and imagination, gives everything to those who repose faith in her: good luck, health, happiness, beauty, victory and fame. She shows the right direction for a meaningful life. Salutations to Shakti Durga at the conclusion of navaratri, the nine sacred nights, when she is propitiated in all her forms and glory.
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AN EPIPHANY A thought for today Every science consists in the coordination of facts



Intelligence agencies need to step up in the post surgical strikes environment



T



he post-Uri surgical strikes by the army against terrorist launch pads in PoK have signalled New Delhi’s new assertive approach to dealing with Pakistan-based terrorism, even if this means breaching the LoC. But any new strategy needs to be backed by adequate contingency planning. And India’s security establishment needs to be prepared for the inevitable retaliation by enemy forces. According to chatter picked up by intelligence agencies including the Jammu & Kashmir CID, cadres of Jaish-e-Muhammed have been asked to undertake a dramatic attack, possibly targeting the Indian Parliament once again. Other sites in the national capital that could be on the terror hit-list are the Delhi Secretariat and Akshardham and Lotus temples. A high-profile terror strike or bombing on any of these spots would really traumatise the citizens, plus push the government and test its current calculations. In the past also, from Kargil to the Mumbai attacks, the country has repeatedly paid heavily for intelligence failures. Those mistakes must not be repeated. Intelligence agencies must step up and boost the security forces’ preventive capabilities. Solid intelligence and coordination across agencies is essential to bolster the government’s muscular approach to Pakistan-origin terror. Kashmir is especially vulnerable. Reportedly, at least 250 terrorists belonging to different terror outfits are active in the Valley and ready to target security forces to avenge the army’s surgical strikes. In fact, that’s already happening in Kashmir. Militants have attacked army camps in Baramulla and Handwara, engaged security forces at the Jammu & Kashmir Entrepreneurship Development Institute in Pampore, and attacked a CRPF convoy in Shopian. This is also a clear part of the terror gameplan: increase the costs on India through stepped up low-intensity attacks to get New Delhi to rethink its new tough approach. But what compounds matters further is the fact that non-Pakistan terror outfits such as the Islamic State too are looking to target India. Intelligence sources reveal that IS handlers have instructed their Indian recruits to engage in low-scale hacking attacks that would be difficult for security outfits to predict. Hence, the challenges are formidable. What’s imperative is that the various intelligence and security agencies collate and share information, and take effectively preventive measures. Along with tools such as the National Intelligence Grid linking multiple government databases, a solid intelligence-backed defensive mechanism is critical to protecting India from terrorism.



Too Small A Pool



Certificates of appreciation from tax department feel nice but it must broaden the base
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t feels good to feel wanted. Even by the income tax department. India’s tax department has been sending certificates of appreciation to tax payers, acknowledging their contribution to nation building. It may not make a meaningful difference in a country which scores poorly in ease of paying taxes but is noteworthy nevertheless. India’s direct tax payers form part of a narrow base which contributes more than 50% of the Centre’s total tax revenue. Certificates of appreciation, therefore, should be the beginning of an exercise to add to the pool of tax payers who join the ranks of nation builders. In 2012-13, tax department’s data showed that 28.9 million individuals filed tax returns, of whom only about 1.6 million people claimed income above Rs 1 million. When this number is juxtaposed with the 2.6 million cars sold the same year, it suggests that India’s income tax base is unnaturally narrow. Especially as other tax department data such as the Annual Information Returns over the last six years show that 9 million transaction details were collected of cash deposits of Rs 1million or more in the formal financial system, or sale of immovable property of Rs 3 million or more. If the army of nation builders has to grow, a two-pronged strategy is needed. A lot more transactions are now leaving behind an electronic trail which needs to be mined. India spends less than a rupee to collect Rs 100 of direct tax. Information technology is the best way of adding to tax collections without any significant extra expense. This must be complemented by closing myriad loopholes which result in India having a higher average headline tax rate than most Asian countries, but a low effective rate for smart tax assesses.



As India ups the military ante against terror it must also reach out to Pak public [email protected]



On a TV debate recently, BJP MP Meenakshi Lekhi on being asked why video evidence of surgical strikes was not being released to counter Pakistan’s accusation that no strikes took place, bluntly said, “To hell with the Pakistani people.” Earlier defence minister Manohar Parikkar declared, “Pakistan is hell.” Other BJP ministers like Giriraj Singh have periodically suggested that “anti-national” Indians be packed off to Pakistan. For a large section of BJP and Sangh Parivar, there is no sane civil society in Pakistan, the country is a Hindu nightmare of terrorists and bearded mullahs. Contrast this with Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s far-sighted speech at Kozhikode where he called on Pakistan for a war against poverty and unemployment or with his speech at a BJP party meeting where he exhorted Hindu Indians to treat Muslims as their own. Whether he’s speaking on gau rakshaks or on the need to create a gap between the Pakistani people and the terror structure, or to avoid chest-thumping jingoism, a regular dissonance is surfacing between prime minister and party. This may be a calibrated good cop-bad cop routine. Or it could be a fundamental and growing schism between ideologues spoiling for a fight and practical politicians mindful of the dangers of military escalation. Who is India at war with? Is India at war with the terrorists who have not only struck India but have also attacked a Peshawar school and killed over 100 children, who have gunned down Pakistani rights activists like Sabeen Mehmud, who have taken thousands of lives across Pakistan? Or is India at war with Pakistani actors, singers, academics, cricketers, journalists, many of whom on pain of death are trying to lead normal lives, raising ever-weakening voices against the deadly ISI linked religioterror virus raging through their land? The dwindling liberal, soft-liner, dialogue-seeking Pakistan constituency is in dire need of empowerment. The more Indian political leaders pour abuse on the Pakistani people, the more India



strengthens precisely those forces which it is supposedly trying to fight and undermine. The more the MNS attacks Pakistani actors, the more it plays into the hands of those in Pakistan gearing up for a thousand years war with India. Instead, as India ups the military ante, it must also up the civilian ante and emphasise – as the prime minister did – that India recognises the gap between common people and the terror machine. Sane liberal India must be as determined to welcome Pakistani actors as it is to defend itself against Pakistan-based terror. Modi pointed to this gap between people and terrorists in his Kozhikode speech; now after well publicised “surgical strikes”, the Indian leadership must move to a vigorous political reach-out process in Kashmir and people-to-people contacts with Pakistan. Providing the blistering soundbites that ISI and Hafiz Saeed want to hear, only strengthens the suicide bomber’s resolve. Attempts at peace have brought reprisals. Vajpayee’s Lahore bus journey led to the Kargil war, Modi’s birthday diplomacy led to Pathankot and Uri. India’s hardest targets have been hit, namely



Or is India at war with Pakistani actors, singers, academics, cricketers, journalists, many of whom on pain of death are trying to lead normal lives, raising ever-weakening voices against the deadly ISI linked religio-terror virus raging through their land? well-fortified military camps to nudge the subcontinent towards battle. Should Indian politicians then echo the words of Zia-ul-Haq and rage about bleeding each other by inflicting a thousand cuts? The Indian state has always rejected Jinnah’s two nation theory – the basis of Partition – that Hindus and Muslims were two nations who could not coexist. Today, Pakistan has virtually no Hindu population, India has the second largest Muslim population in the world. India, the multireligious, federal, secular state was seen



The suicide of PhD student Rohith Vemula at Hyderabad Central University in January 2016 mobilised student and Dalit protests around the country. The Justice Ashok Roopanwal Commission, set up to look into the circumstances leading to Rohith’s suicide, has reportedly found that his mother, Radhika Vemula, faked her Dalit status and that her son killed himself out of personal frustration, not because of any discrimination. The report, which absolves the university authorities, says there was no interference from then HRD minister Smriti Irani or officials. HRD minister Prakash Javadekar had told TOI in August that his ministry would only look at committee recommendations that are forward-looking. Radhika Vemula spoke to Pankaj Shah on the implications of the report, Dalit assertion and its social consequences:



■ The Justice Roopanwal Commission has said that you faked your Dalit identity. How true is it? How do you respond to the report? That is all an absolute lie. Justice Roopanwal has to be seen as a representative of BJP. We did not fake our identity or our certificate. We have encountered humiliation and exploitation which any other Dalit faces. Instead, it is the ministers who are faking the certificates because they need money and position. But we are normal people. We do not need to fake ourselves. ■ Do you mean to say that the Roopanwal Commission was biased? Absolutely. The commission was supposed to look into the circumstances that drove my son to commit



suicide. Instead of doing that it tried to find a fault in my identity. The commission actually overshot its mandate to please a few politicians. Its report has really hurt us both socially and emotionally. ■ The controversy is that your foster parent did not tell you the name or the caste of your biological parents. The woman, Bala Anjani Devi, who brought me up was an OBC Vaddera. She gave a dying declaration before the district magistrate of Guntur that i was a Dalit. She told the collector that i was born in a Dalit family. ■ The perception is that humiliation and stigma always comes attached with a Dalit identity. Do you feel the same? One needs to counter countless incidents of exploitation. I have faced humiliation not only in the society but also in the home where i was brought up. There also i was treated as a Dalit. Even the person whom i married treated me as a Dalit. After my son died, i did not have anything to hide. I have been talking about these countless incidents of humiliation and i have been facing these even after Rohith’s death. ■ What was Rohith’s attitude to caste? Did his Dalit identity subdue him?
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Celebrate Life The clouds above us come together and disperse; The breeze in the courtyard departs and returns. Life is like that, so why not relax? Who can keep us from celebrating?



Jug Suraiya
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Rohith was born as a Dalit. He lived as a Dalit and experienced all the humiliation. He would admire Ambedkar and Buddha. But i was not aware that he was facing such serious problems in the university. He in fact never told me anything about it. Otherwise, i would have done something. ■ Do you think the suicide case of Rohith has been politicised? It is not politicisation of the issue as such. Since BJP is harassing and victimising Dalit students, we have only taken other political parties’ support. I repeat, support. And they are extending the support. When the enemy is large, we need to consolidate forces to fight back. And, everyone, including political parties, are supporting us. They could not find any fault with the issue. ■ You met various political leaders like BSP chief Mayawati, Congress vice-president Rahul Gandhi and communist leader D Raja. Did they help or was it mere lip service? They are all assuring us support. They raised the issue in Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha. ■ Do you see Dalit assertion as a harbinger of larger social change? Surely. The time has come to fight the Manuvadi forces. It may take some time but the change will come. Justice will prevail one day.
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Why people in south India are more polite than people in north India



secondopinion



to have triumphed over the theocratic Pakistan, when religious allegiance could not hold it together in 1971. As LSE professor Barry Buzan writes, if the organising principle of Pakistan based on Islamic allegiance threatens India with secession then the secular principle of India undermines the very raison d’etre of the existence of Pakistan as a homeland for Muslims. When the very existence of one country is already a threat to the other, why heighten the conflict by harking to the fires of the discredited two nation theory and stoking conflict between common people? A weak, terror ravaged, nucleararmed Pakistan next door, many are agreed, would be a disaster for India. A thousand years war is hardly a realistic option. To fight the terror machine, India must reassert its organising principles of secularism and tolerance and urgently, on priority, restart the political process in Kashmir. A photo or video of the prime minister visiting a Srinagar hospital to cradle youth injured by pellet guns would do a great deal to fight those instigating violence, rather than pouring more troops into Baramulla and Anantnag. A hot-eyed ideologically driven “Hindu rashtra”, where gau rakshaks wreak violence on Muslims or Sangh activists call for akhand Bharat can neither make peace in Kashmir nor reach out to Pakistan. An India that turns its back on its own founding principles, however “right-wing” and “tough on terror” the government claims to be, will remain hostage to the terrorist. Our Constitution framers did not imagine Indian nationalism as Hindu hegemony over all Muslims in the subcontinent. Indian nationalism was imagined as the hegemony of constitutional principles. In the pursuit of nationalism based on principles rather than religion, the Indian government must recognise and embrace the Kashmiri Muslim, reach out to Pakistani citizens and signal its commitment to sensible modern values. If India continues to marginalise Kashmir, belittle Pakistanis and if noisy zealots demand a perpetual Hindu versus Muslim holy war, there is little hope. Today the military track against Pakistan is highly visible, the civilian track should be equally visible.



‘Rohith Vemula was born a Dalit … did not fake our identity or certificate … justice will prevail one day’



Southern comfort In a crowded lift i bumped into a young man. He looked at me apologetically and said ‘Sorry’. He said ‘Sorry’ to me because i bumped into him? He didn’t cuss me, or offer to introduce my teeth to my tonsils? He didn’t, he actually said ‘Sorry’. I noticed other strange things. I heard people using odd, unfamiliar words like ‘Please’ and ‘Thank you’. On the pavements people didn’t shove and push past me, they stepped aside and gave me right of way. Perfect strangers smiled at me. And the smiles weren’t those smirky kind of smiles that make you check to see that the flies on your trousers are firmly zipped up and not gaping open. They were just ordinary, friendly smiles. How to account for all these weird phenomena? Was i hallucinating? I wasn’t. I was in south India, in Bengaluru to be precise. Living in north India, each time i visit south India, whether it’s Bengaluru, or Hyderabad, or Chennai, i’m again struck by how people by and large, are different compared, again by and large, to people in the north, which is more known for its pushiness than its politeness, its cursing than its courtesy, and where BC and MC do not stand for Bachelor of Commerce and Master of Commerce respectively but something quite different. So, why are southies so much better behaved than northies? Does it have something to do with climate, peninsular India generally being more equitable, not getting too hot or too cold, gentle weather which makes for gentler folk, unlike the harsh summers and winters of the north which makes for harshness in humans? Maybe. Another theory has it that invaders always came from the north, so northerners had to be tough and aggressive to face them while southerners could afford to be a more peaceable lot because they didn’t have to deal with such unruly incursions. Whatever the reason, the general rule is that the south has etiquette while the north has hetiquette with people getting het up with each other all the time. Agree, or disagree? Whether in response you send a bouquet or a brickbat, a garland or a gali, i’ll be able to tell where you come from, north or south. Which are not just poles apart, but politeness apart.
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Guns Won’t Destroy Terrorism
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To Work For Peace, First Overcome Anger Interaction: Thich Nhat Hanh



hat is the hardest thing you practice? The hardest thing is not to allow yourself to be overcome by despair. It is the worst thing that can happen. During the war in Vietnam, i could not see the light at the end of the tunnel. It seemed the war would go on forever. And young people came and asked me, “Do you think the war will end soon?” It was very difficult to answer them. If you said, “I don’t know what to tell you”, then you water the seed of despair in them. So we had to seek the leaders a few times and what they said was: “Since everything is impermanent, the war also is impermanent and should end someday.” We decided then to work for peace. We young monks, nuns and lay practitioners organised the School of Youth for Social Service and went into



W



the war zone and helped the wounded and rebuilt villages that had been bombed. There was a village not far from the war line that was bombed and destroyed. Our young social workers entered it and rebuilt it. But it was bombed again, and they rebuilt it once more. Four times it was bombed and they rebuilt it each time. If we had given up, it would have created a feeling of despair. We saw thousands of French and American soldiers kill and be killed, and hundreds of thousands wounded. In a situation like that, with so many dead, you cannot survive without a practice. We practice in such a way that we preserve our hope and compassion. So when journalists came and asked us questions, of how Americans come and kill, we



were able to say “they are victims, we don’t hate them”. They come because of a policy that is not very intelligent, based on fear of the communists taking over. In 1966 i was invited to come to America and i had a chance to talk to Americans about the war. And a very angry young American stood up and said, “You shouldn’t be here. You should go back and fight American imperialism in Vietnam and you have to kill the American soldiers there.” I had to tell him that the root of the war is here. The young American soldiers who come to Vietnam are just victims, and that is why i had to come to America to tell people that this war is not happening in Vietnam but here. Without understanding and



the
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compassion, you lose yourself in anger and then you cannot help others to understand. There was a peace movement in America during the Vietnam war, for example, but there was a lot of anger in this movement. I met these groups and i told them you cannot have a lot of anger in you and appreciate peace – you have to be peace before you can do peace. You need to write a love letter to your president that you want peace, and if you write a strong, angry letter, he won’t read it. I was able to speak like that and help somehow to end the war, and understand suffering and spread compassion. Only if you are free from anger and despair, you can help the cause of peace. Days of Mindfulness, Delhi: October 12; Dehradun: November 2. Wake Up Retreat, Dehradun: November 4-6 led by Dharma teachers in TNH tradition. Phone: 08447734129. Email: [email protected]
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AN EPIPHANY We ourselves must walk the path BUDDHA



PM gives statesmanlike Dussehra speech, senior BJP leaders including ministers must heed it



W



ith terrorism targeted as Ravana at the Aishbagh Ramlila in Lucknow, Prime Minister Narendra Modi in attendance, and UP elections on the horizon, there had been apprehensions of high triumphalism and low politics. But Modi largely stayed above the murky waters that many leaders of both his party and the opposition have been treading lately. While terrorism was indeed a key theme in his speech, chest-thumping over the surgical strikes wasn’t, nor was crude Pakistan-bashing. Overall the speech was a reminder of how terrorism endangers all and why all must stand united in fighting it. In highlighting the heart-wrenching story of Aya – a Syrian girl who had been a victim of an air raid – Modi sought to project terrorism as the enemy of humanity, a virus that could only be defeated through multinational effort. When he underlined that nobody should imagine themselves as being safe from terrorism as terrorism has no boundary, this can be taken as a reference to China and its tilt towards Pakistan-based terrorism. Given that this year Dussehra coincided with World Girl Child Day, the prime minister took the Ravana analogy further to call for purging the discrimination between daughters and sons. As he said, every year we set Ravana on fire because of what he did to Sita but every year so many Sitas are killed in the womb itself. He embellished this call for gender equality by reminding everyone how the daughters have made India proud with their achievements at the Rio Olympics. For all this rhetorical statesmanship, opposition leaders like Akhilesh Yadav are spot on in pointing out that there was one reason and one reason only why the prime minister broke with the tradition of celebrating Dussehra in Delhi and did it in Lucknow instead. His speech sidestepped triumphalism but swaggering hoardings put up by BJP more than compensated for this, with messages like, “Lucknow welcomes avengers of Uri.” Likewise, senior party leaders including senior ministers haven’t hit pause on the braggadocio. This must stop otherwise the suspicion will grow that the prime minister and his party are playing cynical good cop, bad cop. Modi correctly said we are the people who have seen yudhha and Buddha but peace is our final goal. All political parties must stop playing inflammatory politics with national security.



Numero Uno Again Test team regains No 1 ranking but must play even better to retain it



I



ndia’s overwhelming 321 runs win over New Zealand in the final match of the three Tests series was made sweeter as it simultaneously climbed to the top of the global Test Team Rankings. Accepting the ICC Test Championship mace in Indore, skipper Virat Kohli spoke of high confidence levels among both the batsmen and bowlers. His team has now won four series in a row, including one in Sri Lanka. But it does have its task cut out in staying at the pinnacle. Although Kohli has done an impressive job since Mahendra Singh Dhoni’s retirement from Test cricket in December 2014, the competition is likely to get tougher in the months ahead. After all the top four Test teams are separated by only seven points – India has 115, Pakistan 111, Australia 108 and England 108. Moreover India did not show consistency even while whitewashing the Kiwis, especially among its top order batsmen. It juggled four players in the opening slot but managed just one 50 runs partnership in six innings. Its pace bowling department is falling short of both wickets and fitness. A talented player like Bhuvneshwar Kumar has played only four Tests since August 2014 due to recurring injuries. T20 and ODIs are the more popular formats of cricket but many aficionados insist that the ultimate challenge lies in conquering Test cricket. As the Kiwis found out, every ounce of talent and determination is tested in unfavourable conditions. Winning at home is easier and India will continue to capitalise on this during the remaining 10 Tests scheduled at home this season. In time, however, Kohli and his men will need to replicate such success on foreign pitches to be truly recognised as the best in the business.



When illness dooms a family: The case for universal health coverage in India Kiran Kumbhar



Prime Minister Narendra Modi often talks about his origins as the son of a chaiwalla. A significant aspect of being a chaiwalla – or a rickshaw-walla, taxiwalla, sabziwalla, etc – is the constantly dangling financial sword of what is called ‘catastrophic health expenditure’: expenses on healthcare being so high people end up taking huge loans or selling assets or giving up all their savings. Perhaps Modi’s family escaped that experience: he has hardly been heard talking passionately about it as he does about other aspects of poverty. Nevertheless, it is something that millions of Indians – especially those in the ‘unorganised sector’ which is more than 80% of our working population – dread, and which many thousands go through each day. Let’s consider an Indian family of four: a school-going boy, his parents, and his dadi-ma. The kid’s father sells tea at a railway station (like our PM’s used to) and the mother takes care of their slum home. They are the quintessential ‘unorganised sector’ family of the Indian economy – no regular and dependable income, no permanent assets, zero or scant savings, and, of course, no insurance of any kind. One day dadi-ma stumbles, falls, and gets her hand fractured (an all-too-common incident with senior citizens). The sarkari hospital is where chaiwallas usually take their mothers. But unless you are one of those fortunate tea-sellers who later became ministers, you cannot expect your mother to receive timely and respectful care, of a good quality, from a government hospital and its overburdened staff. Besides, public hospitals, contrary to popular belief, are not ‘free’ in practice. This was agonisingly evident from the recent incident in Odisha where a man, unable to afford a vehicle, carried his dead wife’s body over his shoulders for several kilometres. Even for the poorest patients, there’s always money to be paid – for transport, or as bribes, or to buy medicines and equipment the hospital lacks



because the government ostensibly has better entities than hospitals to finance. Still, the chaiwalla’s got to take his mother to a doctor, and thereby hangs a catastrophic tale. Because for him, even the cost of transporting her to a hospital, let alone paying for the treatment later, could be colossal. Millions of such Indians slip into profound poverty and almost-permanent indebtedness each year because of healthcare-related expenses. And with increasing corporatisation and privatisation of health services, many of us ‘organised sector’ employees have also started feeling the pinch. Few phrases in the public health literature capture the kind of raw agony that ‘catastrophic health expenditure’ does. I know that well, for my family is a rickshaw-walla’s family. A fractured bone is, for some citizens, an ordinary health-related accident, while for many others it is an extraordinary, debilitating financial incident. Out of the many injustices that plague the world today,



Government has shown exceptional brilliance in prioritising on what to spend: healthcare. But on whom to spend, there’s clearly some scandalous selective prioritising this is one of the most devastating. Several enlightened governments (as diverse as the UK and Thailand) have quite successfully tackled this injustice through what is called universal health coverage (UHC). While the Indian state has always provided some kind of ‘universal’ healthcare to its citizens through its own health centres, and recently through short-sighted and inefficient insurance schemes like the RSBY, it never fully implemented the two most crucial characteristics of UHC: health services should be of a sufficiently good quality,



Krishnamurthy Subramanian



Imagine a world without contracts. If one’s word were indeed one’s bond, in such a “Ram Rajya” you would not need contracts at all. Nor would you need courts of justice to enforce these contracts. Yet, we live in Kalyug, where misunderstandings and incorrect interpretations of the spoken word cohabit outright lies and deception. In such a world, we need to sign and enforce contracts. As employees, we sign employment contracts with our employer. As borrowers, we enter into credit contracts with our banks. In an uncertain world, we undertake life and health insurance contracts with insurance companies. It is not hyperbolic to say that we live in a world surrounded by contracts. This year’s Nobel Prize in economics, awarded to Professors Bengt Holmstrom and Oliver Hart, recognises their contribution to understanding the variety of contracts we observe in real life. Such understanding enables firms, policymakers and each one of us to think how contracts should be cleverly designed. Contract theory enables us to think clearly about the various issues involved when designing a contract. One important reason for drawing up a contract is to regulate future actions. For example, when an employment contract stipulates



rewards for good performance and the conditions for dismissal, employees are motivated to exert more effort under such a contract than if the contract did not stipulate any rewards for good performance and penalties for slack. In regulating future actions, however, we face three problems or “frictions”: conflicts of interest, inability to observe actions and free-riding in teams. First, most of us are not angels, which creates conflicts of interest. For instance, employ-



When an employment contract stipulates rewards for good performance and the conditions for dismissal, employees are motivated to exert more effort



ees may pursue what they like and not necessarily what the employer wants the employee to do. Relatedly, the activities involved as part of one’s contractual responsibilities may be multifaceted. For instance, student learning and students’ test scores are related but not identical. A teacher incentivised to improve students’ test scores would focus only on material that enhances test scores, thereby compromising student learning. Second, an employer for instance can only measure the outcome of an employee’s action but not the action itself. The outcome is affected not only by the employee’s action but also by luck. How does the employer reward the employee’s action instead of rewarding for luck? Third, when activities are performed in teams and individual contributions cannot be accurately measured, free-riding by team members and sycophancy to the boss may result, thereby dampening performance. Contract theory teaches us how to design contracts and institutions to regulate future actions despite facing such frictions in the real world. Should providers of public services, such as schools, hospitals or prisons, be publicly or privately owned? Should teachers and healthcare workers be paid fixed salaries or should their pay be performance-based? To what extent should managers be paid through bonus programmes or stock options? Why is it risky to use stock options to reward



managers in institutions that embed significant risk such as a bank? Contract theory provides us with a toolkit to carefully answer such important questions. Apart from the three frictions described above, regulating future actions becomes difficult because it is difficult to anticipate all the possibilities and contract for all eventualities. Therefore, contracts specify who has the right to decide what to do when the contracting parties cannot agree. Property rights on assets confer such rights to make decisions about how to use the asset. The party owning the property right exercises greater power. A firm usually owns the innovations made by its employees and therefore gets to decide how to utilise the innovation. However, if the employee anticipates abuse of such power – by depriving the employee of his just rewards for the innovation – the employee will not invest sufficient effort to innovate. Conversely, if the employee is conferred the property right over the innovation, the employer may lose the motivation to train the employee and provide adequate research and development facilities. Deciding who should have the property right over the innovation requires careful balancing of such countervailing forces. Contract theory enables us to answer such questions, which are critical in the context of the new economy. Given the ubiquitous influence of contracts in our life, this year’s Nobel Prize in economics is certainly well deserved. The writer is Associate Professor of Finance at the Indian School of Business



Deep Focus Most people are defined by their titles, cars, house, colour, race, religion. It’s up to you to take control of your own life – as long as you … have a solid foundation of understanding what your talents are, what your skills are.



All the world’s a locker room and all the women merely playthings Bachi Karkaria



[email protected] http://blogs.timesofindia.indiatimes.com/erratica



The writer is a physician and health policy expert
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Bimbo eruptions
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and citizens should not at any point be exposed to financial hardship. Public health experts have known this for years. Which is perhaps why some of us were optimistic when a new government came to power in 2014, naively thinking it will be bold enough to take a concrete leap towards UHC and acche din. Alas, the government had other ‘more important’ priorities. That makes me revert to our chaiwalla: for him, nothing else is of higher priority than his family’s well-being. Shouldn’t India’s MPs too, first and foremost, strive to ensure good quality health services for their citizens, like leaders of dozens of other nations have? Surprisingly, our generally inept politicians have actually done that, though in a very selective manner: all ministers, babus and other central government employees enjoy what is probably the most generous health scheme in the world – CGHS, or the Central Government Health Scheme. The government spends on average Rs 4,895 per year on every person covered under CGHS (who are a few million), while the average public spending for the health of all Indians (who are some 1,250 million) is about a fifth of that (lesser still for most of us, considering how much this average is distorted by the humongous CGHS figure). We tend to criticise governments for failing to get their priorities right. In this case however, the government has shown exceptional brilliance in prioritising on what to spend: healthcare indeed is so important that it deserves to be generously funded. But on whom to spend, well, there’s clearly some scandalous selective prioritising. One way we can repair that is by telling our policymakers emphatically that India needs not selective health coverage, but universal health coverage. They should realise that a nation’s greatness is less about a rare chaiwalla ascending to become the PM, and more about the nation’s systems ascending to treat equally a minister’s mom and a chaiwalla’s mom.



Designing your bonus – Why Oliver Hart and Bengt Holmstrom won the Nobel for their work in contract theory
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Youknowsomething? These days, i’m actually grateful for our DNA-ed hypocrisy. Can you even begin to visualise a debate between NaMo and SoGa on the lines of the unedifying spectacle put up by the Trump and the Frump. The Americans used to make a virtue of ‘Let id awll hang out’, but what should be hanging now is their heads. In shame and despair over what Osho called ‘the choiceless choice’. Suave and powerful men get easy prey, at least Donald got that right under his ridiculous yellow-orange mop, though he qualifies for only one of those adjectives. Our man at 7, Lok Kalyan Marg is both, but he managed to nuke what could have been a bombshell sabotaging the Big O that we gave him in the 2014 elections. Later whispers have remained just that. Here, ‘dalali’ of a different kind is seen as a more effective allegation. But it’s ineffective invective when it comes from the politically impotent. The latest googly could well make him Donald out-for-a-Duck, but Trump’s outrageous sexist attitude has been on very public display over the years so it’s not ‘breaking’ news. Besides, politics makes not just strange bedfellows but also stranger outcomes. The very fact that he’s ‘gotten’ so far is scary, and scarier still is the mindset of ordinary Americans who have got him there. ‘Bimbo eruption’, itself a semantic sexist offender, was coined during Mr Clinton’s 1992 campaign. This time, Not Friends of Hillary had dissed her ‘for-women’ positioning, pointing to her vicious decimation of the sexual targets of Bill of Wrongs. The phrase itself was coined by Betsey Wright, deputy chair of his presidential campaign. A full rapid response system to neutralise the real and present danger from the scores of women with whom Bill had got up close and personal against their will. It had proved effective then, but his rogue libido almost took away his job, courtesy Monica & Co. Men on top must have unimpeachable conduct. Alas, the world over, ‘locker room talk’ is a deceptively innocent phrase, not unlike ‘eve teasing’. It’s not just talk, it leads to stalk. And worse. *** Alec Smart said: “First Pallavi, now Monika, who will guard us against the guards?”
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Treating A Tea Seller’s Mom



A thought for today
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Building Spiritual Capital For Happiness Jaya Row



piritual awareness is an important component in human development. Spirituality is relating to a higher Power that is benevolent and good. Emotional people tend to align with a personal god. Intellectuals think of a transcendental Being that pervades the universe and beyond. Children are born with a natural sense of the spiritual. Lisa Miller, psychologist, says spiritual awareness surges in adolescence. Teenagers commonly feel a loss of meaning, confidence and identity. Some try to fill the void with alcohol and drugs. A few cultivate their spiritual instincts. According to Miller’s research, adolescents with a strong connection to the transcendental are 80% less likely to engage in substance abuse. A strong spiritual sense protects against depression. Not everyone is born intelligent, has



S



high IQ or access to education and wealth. But everyone has the Spirit in equal measure. Once you tap into the Spirit you soar above shortcomings and achieve perfection. This vast resource in human beings has been totally neglected. In ancient India, everyone was exposed to spiritual knowledge at age seven. This led to the unique rajarishis or king-sages who were kingly externally but sagely within. When they lost their spiritual wealth they lost their kingdoms! Spiritual values will empower people and give them a sense of direction. Their talent and energies will be used positively. Yet, there is little attempt at cultivating this most important advantage. Sages prescribed different paths to the Spirit to suit varied natures of people. The spiritual journey begins with an understanding of the world, the



individual and the technique of right contact with the world. The world is made of pairs of opposites. Pleasure-pain, joy-sorrow and honour-dishonour are all inherent features of the world. Do you ride over them or succumb to their influence? The world is in a constant flux of unpredictable change. It would be foolish to depend on the world. Even the mighty ocean liner is rocked by the waves because it rests on them. A lighthouse is unaffected as it is anchored to the ocean bed. You may live in the world, enjoy its resources and transact with it but do not depend on it. Only the Spirit is dependable. Connect with it. Marvel at it. And the same world that is now traumatising you will become enjoyable. You know only the body, mind and intellect. Rise above their limitations to



the



speaking tree



experience the power, serenity and bliss of Atman, your real Self. To be spiritual you only have to change your thinking. Do not give up your business or family. Just discard foolish concepts and false notions. Shift from an attitude of taking to that of giving. Think of how you can add value to others, give, contribute, serve; you will receive much more in return. Grab you lose, give you gain. You will be happy and grow spiritually. At the emotional level, replace hatred, separateness and disgust with understanding, love and oneness. People will work with you, yielding success. You will be happy and desires will reduce. Intellectually, focus on the permanent. You will gain clarity and sharpness which will bring success and happiness. You will grow into a towering personality. Jaya Row will speak on Gita Ch 16 at Kamani Audi, October 13-16, 6.30-8pm. All are welcome.
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Glass Half Full



Economy is doing better than bank credit data suggests, but there’s urgent need to reform PSBs



I



t is unwise to pick one indicator to reach a definitive conclusion about the state of the economy. GDP, which gives a bird’s eye view, in April-June quarter grew 7.1%. Some other measures don’t seem to support this pace of growth. But overall, though the economy is not firing on all cylinders, given the global circumstances India is doing well. Economic data, on balance, support a case for optimism. It is important at this stage to concentrate on crucial reforms instead of quick fixes. Bank credit to industry contracted 0.2% towards the end of August. This highlights perhaps the most serious economic challenge facing NDA: fragility of public sector banks. Overall bank credit continues to grow. Credit to sectors such as services and individuals has recorded double digit growth. But industry, which accounts for the largest proportion of bank exposure, is the source of most of public sector banks’ bad loans. This is primarily a public sector bank problem. At the end of last fiscal year, public sector banks’ stressed advances accounted for 14.5% of their total advances. In contrast, 4.5% of private sector advances were stressed. The burden of bad loans may have squeezed the flow of bank credit to industry, but it has not done badly. Last fiscal year was a good one with an RBI study showing that private sector non-financial companies had their best year in terms of profitability since 2011. This year, central excise collections between April and September grew 46.3%, which, after accounting for taxes on petroleum, suggests buoyancy. Despite these encouraging signs, India’s performance has been held back by lacklustre global trade, especially the slowdown in investment demand. Given the importance of trade to Indian economy, we can’t be immune to problems elsewhere. One problem where the solution is within NDA’s control is that of improving the health of public sector banks. Here policy has been disappointing. NDA insists that government will be majority owner but hasn’t backed that with enough capital or other changes. There may be fiscal constraints but that comes with the insistence on retaining public sector status. The same status has hampered bankers from settling the bad loans on their books more effectively, as the consequences of a post mortem by ill-equipped vigilance and enforcement agencies haunt them. If the government wants to own banks, it should create conditions for them to do better.



Target Sugary Drinks WHO has now backed extra taxes on these beverages, to fight lifestyle diseases
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n a new report, WHO has backed taxes on sugary drinks to fight the global obesity and diabetes epidemics. According to the health body’s Fiscal Policies for Diet and Prevention of Noncommunicable Diseases, if retail prices of sugar-sweetened drinks are increased by 20% through taxation, there would be a proportional drop in consumption. Previously, WHO had advised low-sugar intake but had stopped short of backing tax measures. Its recommendations now are based on a review of the available evidence. Countries like France, Mexico and Hungary already tax sugary drinks higher. Britain will follow suit in two years’ time. Renewed focus on cutting down sugar intake is in light of obesity more than doubling worldwide between 1980 and 2014 – more than 500 million people are classified as obese – even as scientific evidence grows that sugar is a worse health hazard than fat. Modern dietary choices, combined with more sedentary lifestyles, have raised the incidences of diabetes and cardiovascular diseases alarmingly. Among children, studies have shown that obesity even affects learning outcomes. So concerted efforts are needed to push consumers towards healthier diets. This is more challenging in developing countries where hunger remains a huge problem and simultaneously diseases such as diabetes are growing at a fast clip. India is considered the diabetes capital of the world with at least 50 million people suffering from the disease. In fact, sugar-sweetened beverages account for one in every 200 deaths caused by cardiovascular disease, diabetes and obesity in India. This needs to be reversed by following the new WHO recommendation. The Modi government had increased the tax on sugar-sweetened beverages by 5% in July 2014 but more needs to be done. Given the evidence, it’s time to treat sugary drinks as a serious health hazard.



Why India has gone to great lengths to protect the special quality of its Russia relationship [email protected]



Did Russia just stop being our BFF? The most unedifying sight in the past weeks for Indians has been to watch Russian crack combat troops conduct Druzhba-2016 exercises in Pakistan while Pakistani terrorists struck at Uri. Kind of ironic – the new and improved India-Russia relations were titled Druzhba-Dosti (2014), which was the last time President Vladimir Putin came to India. Now, it’s nice to have druzhba all around, but there are some no-go areas. Pakistan is one of them. You would think that 45 years after the friendship treaty, Moscow would get it. But it took a private dressing down by foreign secretary and a public chiding by India’s envoy Pankaj Saran a week before an annual summit for Moscow to change its rhetoric. The Modi-Putin summit this weekend will make the right noises. India and Russia will probably sign the contract for Kudankulam 5 and 6, as the first four reactors chug along nicely. India will get Kamov helicopters, some more Sukhois, and perhaps the Akula submarines. But Indian business continues to give Russia a wide berth, while Russians have been burnt with Sistema and MTS. The challenge for New Delhi and Moscow is to find some economic ballast for an otherwise defence supplier and strategic partner. In the past year, India has invested in Rosneft, and increased its energy investments in Russia significantly. Diamonds have been a bright spot in a dull economic market, and Indian pharma company Wockhardt will be making in Russia. From railways to energy, it’s the Indian public sector that continues to bet big on Russia. But Indian students no longer go to Russia, neither do Indian tourists, even those who have loved Russia for years. Indian officials are trying to interest Indian farming businesses to utilise Russia’s one-hectare homestead policy. By the time the first Indians show up in Russia’s Far East, they will be jostling



for space with the Chinese, who have already arrived there. And that is the nub of the matter. As the west has shunned Russia, slapped sanctions on it, Russia has moved east. To China. Chinese students go to Russia, as do Chinese tourists. Russia is now almost completely subservient to China, and don’t believe people who tell you Russia is a proud power and will not subject themselves to the Chinese. They have altered the terms of engagement completely. Indians have been alarmed at the depth and quality of the Russia-China relationship. Moscow is sharing military technologies with Beijing that would have been unimaginable earlier. Just as an example, the JF-17 has the same engine that powered the MiG-29s and 35s. Russia used to be the big bear in Central Asia. Xi Jinping’s Belt & Road will give Beijing that advantage. In South China Sea, Russia has unquestioningly accepted the Chinese point of view, even conducting naval drills with China after the Tribunal



Russia is making no attempt to balance its China tilt. The India relationship is actually its only balance in Asia. In BRICS, India, Russia and Brazil could balance out Chinese power – but that ain’t happening judgment. In fact, Russia is making no attempt to balance its China tilt. It could, for instance, open a channel with the Japanese, but refuses to do so. The India relationship is actually its only balance in Asia. In BRICS, India, Russia and Brazil could balance out Chinese power – but that ain’t happening. India is conscious of this, and has gone to great lengths to protect the special quality of the Russia relationship. Moscow, as Indians say, is still the first phone-call India makes in a crisis. Some in Moscow



While public attention has remained focussed in recent weeks on the crisis with Pakistan, the Maoist insurgency still remains one of India’s biggest security challenges. Anthropologist Nandini Sundar, author of ‘The Burning Forest: India’s War in Bastar’ says the Maoistinfested district in Chhattisgarh is the most militarised region in the country. She spoke to Himanshi Dhawan about the problems with the state’s response to Maoism and the challenge for democratic institutions : ■ You have written about the armed conflict in Chhattisgarh for over a decade. How has the confrontation between the government and Maoists changed over the years? In the 30-year period between 1968 and 1998, there were only 70 conflictrelated deaths. The war started in earnest in 2005, when thousands of villagers were forcibly moved into Salwa Judum camps after their villages were burnt. Hundreds of people were killed, and women raped. The war changed form in 2009 with the launch of Operation Green Hunt. The CRPF replaced vigilantes as the predominant fighting force, though it was always a joint enterprise, with surrendered Maoists. With the launch of Mission 2016 we are seeing a third phase of intensification, with huge paramilitary deployment, urban vigilantes who are openly supported by the police threaten-ing activists and journalists, and almost daily encounters. The big difference between 2006 and 2016



is that there is more coverage of the war, and people are more willing to talk. ■ Why do you think institutions like the state police, political parties, media and NGOs have failed? The police has completely abdicated its role in providing security – instead, they have become the biggest cause of insecurity. When people go to them with complaints they refuse to register FIRs. Congress and BJP both supported Salwa Judum and Operation Green Hunt. CPI is the only party which has consistently protested against the human rights violations in the area. The media initially failed to report on the conflict at all and, even now, much remains to be done in terms of the manner of coverage. Statutory institutions like the NHRC or National Commission for Women have either been ineffective or actively worked to whitewash the violations. ■ What has changed since the Modi government came to power in the Centre? Now state supported vigilantism



is no longer confined to Bastar but has become a big problem across the country – as we see in the gau raksha attacks, the shutting down of plays, films. At least with Congress, there was some possibility of peace talks. With the Modi government, muscular militarism seems the only option. ■ What would you say about the development versus insurgency debate? Is the government’s militaristic understanding of the Maoist movement as a law and order problem a key impediment? People are desperate for schools, health, food, investment in agriculture and irrigation. Instead, the government is only pouring money into security camps, paramilitaries, four-lane highways. The government knows that this is not primarily a law and order problem but a rule of law and rights problem. But there are vested interests in not seeing the truth. ■ States like Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh have been able to contain the Naxal problem. How have government plans succeeded there and failed
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Social Etiquette Are you well-mannered? Manners are a sensitive awareness of the feelings of others. If you have that awareness, you have good manners, no matter which fork you use.



Jug Suraiya
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elsewhere like in Chhattisgarh? Salwa Judum was a big disaster. Intelligence reports say that it increased support for the Maoists in a big way. Instead of learning from its mistakes, the government, especially the police, seems intent on replicating Salwa Judum as if only to prove that they are above the Supreme Court (which banned state support for vigilante groups). Andhra also used repression, but at least they also brought in some development. ■ Your intervention in the Supreme Court has been crucial in curbing the civilian vigilante group Salwa Judum but the case continues. Are you hopeful of some resolution soon? The Supreme Court gave us everything we wanted in their 2011 judgment, except for a monitoring committee. As a result, the Chhattisgarh government has simply ignored the Supreme Court’s orders. The SC banned the deployment of civilians turned Special Police Officers (SPOs) in anti-Maoist counterinsurgency operations, but the state government simply renamed the SPOs as Armed Auxiliary Forces with effect from the date of the judgment and gave them better guns. No one has been compensated for the deaths caused by Salwa Judum and security forces, or for sexual violence. We filed a contempt of court petition in 2012, but that case is yet to be heard. The CBI has taken over five years to investigate the attack on Swami Agnivesh and the rape, murder and arson in Tadmetla, Thimmapuram and Morpalli villages.
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When it comes to a shouting match no one’s a match for us Indians
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and some in New Delhi will say that India has been unfaithful too, by cosying up to the Americans and this is the natural consequence of Indian strategic promiscuity. But since the end of the Cold War, Moscow and Washington have deepened their relationship in ways that India and the US really cannot match. Until Washington took the ill-advised step of pushing NATO’s borders eastwards towards Ukraine, prompting Russia to go into Crimea and Ukraine. From there on, the US-Russia relationship has been in free-fall. It has had the greatest impact on India’s security interests. India is collateral damage. India held its nose and refused to condemn Russia’s invasion of Crimea or its actions in Ukraine, recognising Russian interests in this area, though it’s a replay of the time when, several decades ago, India had stayed silent during the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. Even on Syria, India hews more closely to the Russian position than US’s. It’s certainly better than handing out weapons to any bad guy who does not like Assad. So why is Russia in Pakistan again? First, it’s looking for another market for its weapons, three helicopters to Pakistan being only a start. Second, it would be snatching a US ally to its side. Third, Pakistan is a sub-set of its China exposure. Fourth, it has swallowed the Pakistani pup that IS is the real threat in Afghanistan, not Taliban. India has no choice but to keep a steady hand on this relationship, diversify it to the extent possible, hopefully without making silly comparisons between Modi and Putin. If US is indeed a stronger friend of India today, New Delhi should lobby more forcefully with Washington that it needs to find a way to repair its Moscow relationship, to prevent the balance of power from getting hopelessly skewed. Hillary Clinton, unfortunately, looks set to continue Obama’s ill-judged Russia policy. But once in a while, it’s a sweet feeling, knowing that when Indian troops crossed the LoC to strike terror camps in PoK, Russian and Pakistani troops were playing counterterror games in Pakistan.



‘Chhattisgarh government has simply ignored Supreme Court’s orders … seems intent on replicating Salwa Judum’



Loud and unclear The other day i was in a roomful of people who were arguing about something or the other. Everyone seemed very concerned about what they were discussing. But what was it that was under discussion? Was it the latest terror attack in Kashmir? Cow vigilantism? The Trump-Clinton presidential race, and who would win it, and why? I have no idea as to what the topic was. And, i suspect, neither did the people who were actually arguing with each other about it. The reason for this is that no one could hear what anyone was saying, not excluding what one was saying oneself. When we Indians discuss any subject on which there is more than one opinion – Which movie to go to this evening? Which home delivery pizza to order, thin crust or deep pan? Where the PM will go for his next foreign junket? Does homeopathy work or is it just a hoax? Is there really a God or is He (She?) just a fictive device – we don’t talk the matter over; we shout it over. Instead of employing logic to bring those who disagree with us to see our point of view we employ lung power, firm in the conviction that he – or she – who can shout the loudest will have the final say – or rather, the final scream – on any given subject. From whom have we picked up this habit of doing chilla-chilli at each other whenever we encounter a divergence of views? Who are our role models in substituting freedom of speech with freedom of screech? Our loudmouth netas who interpret ‘acche din’ to mean creating a deafening din on any given issue or non-issue within or outside Parliament? Possibly. But there is one lot of people who when it comes to a shouting match can out-match any politician. Our TV anchors, who demonstrate the power of their vocal chords by out-shouting everyone else on panel discussions which become pan-yell free-for-alls.
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A thought for today Gonna change my way of thinking, make myself a different set of rules. Gonna put my good foot forward and stop being influenced by fools BOB DYLAN
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Mind Is The Software And Body, The Hardware Swami Tejomayananda



he faculty of thinking, the mind, is a continuous flow of various kinds of thoughts like desire, will, intention, imagination, ideas and so on. While the body is the vehicle through which we transact with the world outside, the mind is the instrument of our experiences. It is the mind alone that performs all actions. For example, when the mind is dormant as in deep sleep or in coma, we are incapable of any conscious action or interaction. The body is similar to the hardware and the mind is like the software of a computer. Since the mind is the most sophisticated and delicate instrument, it should be handled with great care and caution. It is much better to understand its functioning rather than fight a losing battle with it. Always in search of happiness, the mind follows the senses



T



into the world of objects and enjoys various experiences – TV shows, a dance or just window-shopping! Nature of objects But, does happiness lie in objects of the world? Is happiness the nature of objects? If it were so, they would give the same degree of happiness to all, at all times. But no thing, being, or circumstance is able to do so. In fact, we experience the law of diminishing returns – most things that we imagine to be ‘joy-giving’, eventually turn out to be disappointments. We contact and acquire objects, through the senses, in order to gain happiness. What happens when we enjoy objects? When a certain desire is fulfilled, the mind temporarily becomes calm which results in manifestation of happiness within. Being unaware of the fact that the joy experienced was from



within – we superimpose our feeling of delight on the object. We are convinced it was the object that made us happy and therefore, become attached to it. Some people get attached to gross objects like food; others pursue subtler joys of literature, music, art and so on. Yet others enjoy subtler pursuits like meditation – all under the false notion that they are joy-giving. The more the joy superimposed, the greater the attachment. This causes dependence, possessiveness, jealousy and fear, leading to sorrow, tension and agitation. False notions Dependence is sorrow. We feel we cannot live without objects. Having imagined happiness in them, we remain bound by the rope of attachment like an animal leashed to a post. It is only when this false notion is destroyed that the mind



the



speaking tree



becomes detached and free. How do we become free from attachments? Since the mind cannot remain without holding on to something, it is impossible to unhook it from objects without giving it a greater source of happiness. The mind usually pursues objects because of its likes and dislikes. Choiceless performance of one’s duties as worship of God frees it from their grip. Source of joy Turn the mind towards the true source of joy the Supreme Power. Such a worshipful attitude invokes His grace; the mind is purified. A pure mind turns within to the true source of joy. It becomes absorbed in God; the Truth, one’s divine nature is revealed. The person is happy, liberated and fulfilled. (The writer heads Chinmaya Mission worldwide.) Swamiji will discourse on the Gita at Siri Fort Audi. October 16-22. Entry is free.
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